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Abstract

The orchestral ensemble exists as a group of people who come together to prepare for
public performance of music and has done so for several hundred years. In this thesis I
examine the interactions which occur during this process in a current day professional
orchestra. My focus is on analysing how members of the orchestra, the orchestral
organisation and the conductor use their bodies, artefacts, time and space. My approach
to examining these behaviours is informed by social interaction methodologies and
theories of distributed cognition.
Chapter 5 presents an ethnographic account of the construction of space and delineation
of time for rehearsal. I examine how the City Symphony Orchestra (CSO) and their
management use both space and time to prioritise and privilege the work of the
orchestra.
Chapter 6 focuses on conductor gestures and I use this analysis to argue that the
gestures are complex with components occurring simultaneously as well as sequentially.
I argue that conductor gesture creates its own context as it is deployed interactionally
and is deeply embedded within social and cultural context. I use the theory of composite
utterances to demonstrate that conductor gesture is more than a simple single sign per
semantic unit.
Chapter 7 considers how orchestral musicians organise their cognition within the
physical and social environment of the rehearsal. I show that orchestral musicians
distribute their cognition across their bodies, other interactants and culturally
constructed artefacts. I further argue that understanding musician cognition in this way
allows us to see that the very purpose of orchestral rehearsal is to transform the internal,
individual cognition into the external and shared.
Chapter 8 shifts the focus of analysis onto the talk-based interaction between conductor,
concertmaster and other players within the rehearsal. I approach this talk using analysis
which allows me to focus on the epistemic stance taking that occurs. I show that
musicians are highly aware of sources of knowledge and knowing within the rehearsal

process. I argue that musicians use their own bodies as sources of knowing and orient to
them as important to the rehearsal interaction.
Chapter 9 presents an ethnographic account of a CSO performance and considers the
orchestra as a social situation. I argue that observability and monitoring occur across the
social situation in both visual and aural modalities but that the access to others is
asymmetrically constructed by the social roles of the orchestra. I focus on the first violin
section using the leadership gestural actions as an example of this asymmetry.
Chapter 10 discusses my analyses and proposes several novel contributions to existing
research on how stance taking occurs in group interactions.
This research is based on original fieldwork with an orchestra referred to by the
pseudonym ‘City Symphony Orchestra’ (CSO) within this thesis.
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1. Introduction
Orchestral rehearsal and the preparation of music for public performance goes right to
the heart of what it means to be a musician. The creation of sound from abstract and
abstracted printed symbols through interpersonal and intersubjective interaction is both
the process as well as the end product of rehearsal between musicians. The orchestra,
which has grown and developed over the centuries into a flexible and dynamic
ensemble varying across cultures within an historical ‘Western’ music history, has
become the site of social displays and negotiations of artistic wealth, knowledge and
authority. The orchestral institution exists beyond its musical boundaries being peopled
by individuals who occupy roles across a hierarchy set within musical traditions bound
by kings, courts and cultures hundreds of years old. However, these traditions and
constructs exist now within a modern world and are adapting themselves to become less
exclusive on grounds of gender and colour while growing more accessible to listeners
without the expertise held by those receiving a ‘classical’ education.
This thesis is oriented to orchestral rehearsal as a social, shared and mutually
constructed interaction. It looks at the orchestral rehearsal as a workplace and
environment where professionals come together and through shared interaction establish
an interactional space where musical performance is created and prepared before being
shared with a paying audience.
This thesis examines the work of one orchestra over a period of several months during a
time of internal change; the orchestra was left without a ‘main’ conductor and was, each
week, working with different conductors. Some were being trialed by the orchestra and
for others, the orchestra was the one trying to impress. First, in Chapter 2 I give an
overview of the history of the idea of ‘orchestra’ and orchestral conducting addressing
how that has changed with the development of the art form over some four hundred
years. In Chapter 3 I present the theoretical background of this thesis. This includes an
orientation to ethnographic research and social interaction which is informed by, but not
limited to, a Conversation Analysis approach. This chapter also includes a discussion of
gesture research particularly focused on naturally occurring data and the gestures used
to manipulate objects in face-to-face interaction. Chapter 3 also gives an overview of
the analytical approaches to musician and conductor action in the literature including
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psychological and experimental set-ups, gestural analysis and the more recent work on
small group (predominantly chamber music) interactions. In Chapter 4 I present my
methodological approach, the collection of the data on which the thesis is based and
provide the definitions of the analytical terms and frames used in the following
chapters.
The main contention of this thesis is that ‘orchestral interaction’ is human interaction
that can be seen and understood as situated, temporally and spatially, within an
historical, cultural and institutional context. As such, many interactional features are
shown to be shared across orchestral and other interactions while some are seen as
differently deployed or unfolding across the interaction. I argue that the orchestral
rehearsal, as the site of these rich and complex interactions, is an important coming
together of talk, gesture and cognition which allows for the performance of musical
creativity.
The orchestral space examined in this thesis contains, at times, over one hundred
individuals who are participant in the orchestral interaction. Some of these are not
musicians and form support or auxiliary staff to the technical aspects of orchestral
playing while others hold senior roles within the institution that is the publicly funded
orchestra. The sound levels created by over eighty musicians working within an
acoustically designed space mean that the rehearsal room is a sonically complex and
challenging environment. At the literal centre of the orchestral rehearsal space and the
natural focus of this research the role of conductor is analysed in this thesis through
several lenses. However, while the conductor is the central focus of much orchestral
music making it is the actions of the musicians which actually create the musical sound
heard in the performance of music. As such the lenses used to examine the conductor in
each chapter cannot, and do not, focus exclusively on conductor action.
I will show in Chapter 5 how the entire orchestra, including non-musician employees,
creates ‘rehearsal’ as a shared and mutually accessed goal using temporal and spatial
boundaries to demarcate the rehearsal from other interactions whilst maintaining a
shared understanding of the importance of mutual time. Chapter 5 examines the
organisational operation of space and time showing the conductor as part of the keeping
of time, the sharing and constructing of space and the importance given to the ‘work’ of
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orchestral rehearsal. The focus in Chapter 6 is on how the conductor uses gesture to
interact with the orchestral musicians. Conductor gesture is examined in micro gestural
detail with an emphasis on the intersubjective nature of meaning(s) within the
sequences of gestures performed over many hours of rehearsal. This chapter argues for
the importance and impact of the conductor gesture when the conductor is the only
orchestral member not contributing directly to the orchestral sound with their bodily
movements. Then, in Chapter 7, the analysis broadens to examine physical actions of
the wider orchestral group as a distributed social, cognitive and creative entity. In
Chapter 7, I consider the contribution from the conductor as part of the overall cognitive
system and other individual musicians’ contributions are used as examples of the
distribution of the orchestral work. Chapter 8 turns to analysis of talk within orchestral
interaction as an important source for understanding how orchestral musicians perform
and share ‘knowing’. I argue that the embodied and situated nature of orchestral
knowing is defined by its distribution across, and reliance on, the bodies of the
musicians. The final analytical chapter, Chapter 9, argues that the distribution of leading
and following across the orchestra can be seen as gesturally based and forming an
important part of the musical creativity that eventuates in performance. In Chapter 9, I
consider the role of observability and monitoring across orchestra and audience and
then within the gestural action performing leadership in the first violin section. In the
final chapter of this thesis, Chapter 10, I present the conclusions of the thesis with
limitations and further directions outlined.
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2. The orchestra
This thesis, as set out in the introduction, is an empirical investigation of social
behaviour which occurs within the confines of an orchestra. The purpose of this chapter,
therefore, is to establish the notion of the ‘orchestra’ within its social, historical, and
musical context, as it is understood from current literature. The context and historical
knowledge that I outline in this chapter is also at least broadly similar to the knowledge
held by the participants (i.e. the members of the orchestra) themselves, given that, as
professional musicians, they have been trained and educated into this shared history (i.e.
inculcated into a shared knowledge of orchestral and musical history, practices).
In this chapter, I first outline the history and evolution of the ‘Western’ ‘symphony
orchestra’, drawing upon established literature which considers both the evolution of
particular organisational forms and the musical genre(s). I then outline current literature
and studies of the orchestra.

2.1.

Origins and definition of the orchestra

The orchestra can be considered both in terms of the development of the institutional
and organisational arrangements which are familiar to us today and in terms of the
music which is played by such ensembles. I highlight this as it is necessary to set out
that there is a co-evolution at work in the development of the contemporary art music
orchestra, in that the ways in which such ensembles have come to be (in terms of their
organisational and institutional formation) is both influenced by and, increasingly, a
determiner of the repertoire which is performed by the ensembles. In this section, I
consider first the emergence of ‘the orchestra’ as an organised group of musicians, and
outline how the shared definition of ‘the orchestra’ needs to be understood in order to
identify what constitutes ‘an orchestra’.
The foundation of the modern orchestra is difficult to pinpoint to a precise moment in
history. Although individual orchestras can have quite clear biographies and be traced to
particular foundation dates, the emergence of ‘the orchestra’ as it is commonly known
today is, as argued by Spitzer & Zaslaw (2004), less a definable or single moment, and
more usefully conceptualised as a combined musical and institutional evolution that
spans two centuries of European history from the early 17th to the beginning of the 19th
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century. By the end of this period, the orchestra can be seen to have emerged as a social
institution which is distinctive and durable and which is similar in many respects to a
contemporary understanding of the orchestra. It is important to underscore that the
evolution of the orchestra is both the development of a particular ensemble of
musicians, and the development of the organisational and institutional structures by
which such groups are created. In the early 17th century, musicians were most likely to
be members of a larger organisation or institution – such as Les Vingt-Quatre Violons
du Roi (founded in 1626 in the court of Louis XIII of France) who were members of the
Royal Court, or musicians employed directly by churches – whereas by the beginning of
the 19th century separate orchestral societies were beginning to be formed, creating
independent institutions with the sole purpose of ‘being’ an orchestra. Similarly, in the
17th century, instrumental groupings recorded in musical scores and in documentary
sources such as pay receipts show less well-defined ensembles which vary significantly
from one work to another, and indeed from one staging of narrative works (such as
opera or early dance) to another, depending on the local resources available. By the
early 19th century, however, the orchestra had emerged as a more stable entity with a
similar grouping of instruments, falling into the families of strings, wind, brass,
keyboard and percussion which are characteristic of the contemporary Western
orchestra (this history is fully explored in Spitzer & Zaslaw 2004).. This duality in the
definition of the orchestra persists in contemporary examples: the concept of an
orchestra necessarily includes both a particular combination of types and number of
musicians as well as (particularly for the professional ensemble which is the focus of
this research) the institution of a particular orchestra.
Turning to the former aspect of the orchestra first, as highlighted above the orchestra is
a distinct musical ensemble that can be delineated from other music ensembles. Zaslaw
(1988) proposes a definition based on the early Baroque orchestra of the 17th century,
identifying characteristics which are first seen systematically in ensembles recorded
during that period. Zaslaw lists seven characteristics which are:
1. Violin-based Must contain bowed string instruments of the violin family
2. Part-doubling Several instruments of each type may play each part; violins are
doubled more heavily than other parts
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3. Standardised instrumentation Available instrumentation becomes standard
within a geographical and temporal locale, with music written for similar
ensembles constituting an orchestral repertoire
4. 16-foot bass Double-bass as a distinctive feature of the ‘orchestral’ ensemble
5. Keyboard continuo Orchestras usually include a keyboard or plucked continuo
(lute, therebo)
6. Unity and discipline Orchestras feature performance practices such as
centralised leadership, uniform bowing of string instruments, and control of
improvised ornamentation
7. Administrative structures Emerging independent administrative institutional
forms
Adapted from Zaslaw 1988 and Spitzer & Zaslaw 2004
Zaslaw’s taxonomic definition of the orchestra is, intentionally, designed to delineate
the Baroque orchestra from other, contemporaneous ensembles. For this reason, the
inclusion of continuo (a specific component or technique of Baroque musical
composition) and the control of improvisation are critical to this definition, as they are
characteristics that can be used to systematically distinguish between 17th century
ensembles (within the constraints of historical sources). For the purposes of defining the
orchestra for this research, it is Zaslaw’s first three criteria or characteristics which are
most critical: the orchestra is an ensemble founded on bowed instruments of the string
family; multiple players in each part across the ensemble; with instrumentation which is
similar to other ensembles. Part, in this context, refers to a musical ‘line’ and doubling
means that musicians are playing the same part (the same notes indicated on the printed
music, noting that this is a simplification and will be discussed in further detail in the
analysis of musician behaviour in the ensemble). The centrality of ‘multiple’ strings to
the definition of the orchestra is echoed by Del Mar (1981a); the presence of multiple
(in the sense of multiple players for each part and multiple types of string instrument) is
taken to determine whether an ensemble is an orchestra at all. According to Del Mar,
the obligatory string section is normally further subdivided into five sections: two violin
sections (Violin 1, Violin 2); viola; cello; and double bass (the modern descendent of
the 16 foot bass in the Baroque definition given above). For Del Mar, a ‘true’ orchestra
has doubling within these sections, and the strings are the largest (by number of players)
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and most prominent (in terms of being located at the front of the ensemble when
playing) members of the orchestra.
Del Mar’s overview of the modern orchestra (Del Mar 1981b) also identifies the
‘standard’ instrumentation of the orchestra. In addition to string instruments, the
orchestra also has woodwind, brass, percussion and (optional) keyboard instruments.
Each of these ‘families’ of instruments is understood to identify a group of instruments
which are grouped together by musicians themselves; unlike the string instruments, in
which the size (and hence sonic register) of each instrument is distinct, but the
fundamental design is similar (in that the string instrument consists of a tensioned string
that is sounded by a bow, amplified by a hollow wooden resonant body). The other
instrument families have greater variety of design, and there can be significant
differences within the family in terms of instrument design (and hence, in the sound that
the instrument can produce). The woodwinds are defined as all wind (blown)
instruments of the orchestra with the exception of horns and heavy brass, with the wind
instruments normally falling into four main species (flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon). The
‘woodwind’ terminology refers to the historical material of which the instruments were
constructed (wood), despite these having been succeeded by metal (flutes) or the
instrument having been developed as a metal fabrication (saxophone, included in the
wind section of the art music orchestra). The brass section can be subdivided (as in Del
Mar’s analysis) into the ‘horns’ and the ‘heavy brass’. Horns (referring, in the art music
context, always to the instrument known in colloquial English as the ‘French horn’) are
described by Del Mar as sitting ‘alongside’ the woodwind section, in the sense of
needing to (acoustically) ‘blend’ with the sound of the winds, whilst being logically (in
the sense of being a metallic valved instrument) a ‘brass’ instrument. The ‘heavy brass’
are trumpet, trombone and tuba, with rarer variations as appropriate. A key distinction
between the string sections, and the wind, horn and brass, is that the orchestral string
section is typically many times larger than the other sections. The ‘basic group’ for the
woodwinds is the so-called ‘double wind’, a wind section with two individual players
on each instrument, one ‘first’ or more senior player and one ‘second’ or more junior.
Brass sections (including both horn and heavy brass) are constituted in the ‘typical’
orchestra in a standard formula of four horns, two trumpets, three trombones and one
tuba. This contrasts with the string sections which have more variation in numbers and
in absolute terms more players. 16 first violins, 14 second violins, twelve violas, ten
16

celli and 8 double-bass are cited by both Del Mar (1981a, b) and Spitzer & Zaslaw
(2004) as a ‘full strength’ number whilst noting the existence of string sections which
are larger, smaller, or in differing numbers to this in common practice.
In addition to string, wind and brass, the orchestra can also optionally contain tuned and
un-tuned percussion, and keyboard instruments. Del Mar groups harp, lute, guitar, and
other plucked (string) instruments with keyboard instruments (which can include piano,
harpsicord, organ, clavichord). Although in his analysis Del Mar draws a distinction
between strung instruments which are bowed and thus ‘string’ qua ‘string’ instruments,
and the more diverse ‘other’ group, it is perhaps noteworthy that presence or absence of
these latter two families of instruments is more variable in the musical repertoire than
the ‘core’ string, wind, and brass instrumentation. Timpani – large, tuned drums,
generally played by a single player – are the most common percussion instrument, and
most likely to be obligatory within any given musical work. Other percussion – from
simple triangles to larger instruments such as xylophones – are variably included, as
with harp, piano, and so forth, according to the demands of a particular musical work.
This brief summary of the instrumentation of the orchestra serves two purposes. Firstly,
it establishes at least a starting point for understanding how orchestras can be said to
(following the taxonomic approach adopted from Zaslaw 1988) have a ‘standard’
instrumentation. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly for the analysis presented in
this thesis, this overview also begins to establish how orchestras are defined and
understood by the participants (i.e. the musicians) themselves, in that musicians
delineate an orchestra from any other group of musicians by determining to what extent
the ensemble conforms to expectations of what instruments (and numbers of musicians
playing those instruments) are included. The ‘standard instrumentation’ is a concept
shared by musicians and is then applied to identify which ensembles are ‘orchestras’
and which are not. This is, of course, not necessarily restricted simply to musicians, in
that an orchestra can be (relatively) straightforward to identify. The purpose of this
overview is to establish that, whilst a general notion of the orchestra might be
considered common knowledge, there are specific and detailed characteristics of the
orchestra which are at least potentially shared between and across musicians. These
characteristics, as set out above, include the relative size of the string section and the
presence of wind, brass, and most likely timpani as standard. Within this notion of
17

‘standard’ orchestral instrumentation, there is variation and difference, and the
particular demands of a musical work determine the precise instrumentation for a
specific piece of ‘orchestral’ music, to which I now turn in the following section.

2.2.

Orchestral music

The orchestra, emerged as a recognizable and more-or-less stable ensemble both in
response to the demands of composers for specific players and instruments, and to the
increasing availability of music written for ‘orchestra’ as such standardization emerged.
Historically, as the orchestra emerged in the 17th to 19th centuries, the ‘pre’ or ‘proto’
orchestral music was not independently performed, but always as an accompaniment to
theatre or dance (Lawson 2003). As the relatively stable ensemble described in the
previous section – strings, wind, brass, percussion – emerges as a complement to opera
and royal courts, this enabled composers to expand the scale, length, and complexity of
purely instrumental works, given the relative availability of ensembles who could
perform them (Lawson 2003). By the end of the 17th century, music was beginning to be
written exclusively for ensembles that are recognizable as an orchestra, conforming to
the standard instrumentation given in the prior section within the constraints of the
instrumental technologies available at the time. The development of a purely
instrumental repertoire – in which the performance of the orchestra itself is the primary
focus, rather than the accompanying opera or dance – is inextricably dependent upon
and enabling of the emergence of the ensemble itself. Put simply, the stable ensembles
meant that composers can write music which is reproducible in multiple performance
contexts and therefore relevant beyond an immediate performance. This stability also
meant that the shared requirements for a similar ensemble across multiple works served
to reinforce the relatively stable instrumental structure of the ensemble itself. It should
be noted that this is a simplification of the process by which musical works, genres, and
compositional movements (in the sense of delineating Baroque music from Classical or
Romantic) can be seen to develop, and the specific demands which they place upon an
orchestral ensemble. The intention of this discussion (for this thesis) is to clearly
identify the co-dependency between the conceptualization or definition of the ensemble
and the music which the ensemble (the orchestra) plays.
In straightforward terms, for the orchestra as it is examined within this research – as in,
a contemporary ‘symphony orchestra’ – ‘orchestral music’ can (and necessarily does)
18

encompass any musical work which is performed by an ensemble that is broadly similar
in structure to the definition given above: a string-based ensemble with wind and brass;
featuring multiple players in each section; and with optional percussion, keyboard, and
so forth. The orchestral repertoire, as it is understood within the academic literature and
(by virtue of shared training and education) by musicians themselves, encompasses
work from the earliest known pieces requiring large ensembles, to contemporary, newly
created works. That said, it is useful to note that (despite a span of more than three
centuries across which such pieces were created, with the attendant changes in
technological innovation and refinement of particular instruments) it is possible to
broadly group much of the typical orchestral repertoire, and certainly the repertoire
considered in this thesis, within the category of ‘Western art music’. For the purposes of
this thesis, I follow the understanding of ‘Western art music’ proposed by Katz (2010),
in that art music is the systematically organised music which descends from medieval
European musical traditions and which has established within and for itself a set of
internal references – musical schemes – by which diverse musical elements can be
related to one another in meaningful ways. These musical schemes are expressed and
encoded through a sophisticated notation system and shared set of knowledge about the
relationships between notes (pitches), and such notes are systematically reproducible
across different instruments. Characteristically, as noted by Katz, ‘Western art music’ is
strongly associated with a notion of ‘high culture’, and colloquially distinguished from
other Western music genres by the label ‘classical music’. For the purposes of this
discussion, ‘art music’ (although, at least in the commonplace usage, more-or-less
synonymous with ‘classical’) will be used, for the simple reason that Classical denotes a
specific stylistic period of Western art music. This distinction – between ‘art’ (or
‘serious’) music and ‘popular’ – is discussed by Adorno (1941), for whom a critique of
the ‘popular’ is that it relies upon a framework held by the listener (i.e. that the
‘embellishment’ or detail of popular music is a veneer through which the listener
automatically perceives the shared cultural scheme upon which the meaning of the piece
depends). By contrast, Adorno argues that despite the systematic nature of the
relationships between the detailed components of ‘art music’, comprehension of the
music – the introduction of thematic material, for example, in Beethoven’s Seventh
Symphony – is dependent on and created through the specific musical context and
relationships in which such details are placed. The orchestral repertoire can, and indeed
does, cross over this genre divide (as in, orchestras can play music which is ‘popular’
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but has parts for an orchestral ensemble), but what might be thought of as equivalent to
a literary canon falls within the definition of ‘art’ or ‘serious’ music.
The notion that ‘orchestral music’ can be understood as any art music which is written
for an ensemble which falls within the definition of the orchestra encompasses a variety
of music. As highlighted above, orchestral music in the West has been written for more
than three centuries, and the accumulated works reflect cultural, stylistic and technical
evolution over that time. Both the historical and aesthetic breadth of the orchestral
repertoire has some implications for an ensemble. Despite the standardization around
families of instruments which serves as a critical part of the definition of the orchestra,
specific compositions vary in the specific instrumentation required. Put simply, a work
for orchestra might be written for an ensemble which has strings, wind, and horns, but
omits the heavy brass and percussion, and still be considered an ‘orchestral’ work.
Similarly, a composer might specify a particular number of players for each string part
(Del Mar cites Stravinsky, as a particular example – see Del Mar 1981b), or include
additional types of wind, brass, or percussion instruments. This diversity of scale of
work gives rise both to a necessary flexibility in the concept of an orchestra, and in the
organisation of orchestras themselves; a particular orchestral organisation (discussed
further in the following section) will have mechanisms by which it can be specifically
configured, in terms of players, to the piece being performed. It should be noted that
whilst the absolute variation in ensembles understood to be ‘orchestras’ is large and can
include ensembles without heavy brass or without percussion beyond the tuned timpani,
this conceptual variation is not often matched by variation in practice. More commonly,
ensembles themselves become more specialised, limiting variation within a particular
ensemble by performing a sub-set of repertoire which requires a more common core of
instrumentalists. This specialization extends also to performance practices (the
particular ways in which musicians choose to play a piece of music), which vary
significantly across ensembles and are the result of aesthetic and artistic decisions made
by musicians and ensembles in relation to the specific repertoire being performed (see
Rink 1995 for further discussion of musical interpretation and performance practice).
There are several key implications of this conceptualization of orchestral music for the
current research. Firstly, although ‘orchestral music’ can encompass any piece which is
written for an ensemble that can be seen to be an orchestra, for the purposes of this
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thesis it is most useful to understand orchestral music as being art music, composed as
instrumental music for performance by an orchestra. Secondly, as outlined above, whilst
the notion of ‘an orchestra’ is relatively stable, the specific combination of players (in
terms of both numbers and instruments) is likely change from one composed work to
another, with varying degrees of standardization across contemporaneously-composed
pieces, and a general progression from early, smaller ensembles to larger and more
exotic instrumentation required for 20th and 21st century works. Thirdly, an orchestra
can specialise in particular types of work with associated performance practices
motivated by aesthetic / musical interpretation, defined by restriction to scale (i.e. works
for smaller or larger ensembles) or periods (i.e. works from earlier or later periods).
Such specialization occurs within the context of the broader definition of ‘orchestral
music’ and ‘the orchestra’, as outlined in this section, in the sense that musicians are
cognizant of the broader milieu of the orchestral repertoire. This final point has
implications for how orchestral organisations – in the sense of the institutions which are
titled ‘orchestra’ – are formed and constituted. This is discussed in the following
section.

2.3.

The orchestral organisation

The conceptualization of the orchestra that has been established in the preceding section
predominantly focuses on the orchestra as a musical ensemble; we can understand the
orchestra therefore as a particular collection of musicians with specific instruments, and
identify an associated repertoire which they perform. I have also outlined how the music
and the ensemble can be seen to have co-evolved, and highlighted that the precise
number and nature of instruments in any given orchestra is determined by the particular
repertoire being played. There is a remaining aspect to the orchestra which requires
some discussion in this chapter in order to establish relevant background. As noted in
Section 2.1 the emergence of the musical ensemble known as the orchestra across the
17th - 19th centuries was also an institutional or organisational development, in terms of
the creation of various forms of more-or-less independent organisations which existed
(and which continue to exist) for the purpose of ‘being an orchestra’. These
organisations are readily identifiable – many of them are famous and well-known, such
as the Berlin Philharmonic, the London Symphony Orchestra, or the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra, to name only three examples among many. As noted in Lawson (2003) and
Spitzer & Zaslaw (2004), orchestral organisations can also include those which are
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attached to or part of opera houses, ballet companies, conservatoires or universities,
taking the place of the Royal courts and churches which supported the early permanent
groups of musicians which enabled the orchestra to emerge.
For the purposes of this research, the primary orchestral organisation which is of
interest is the ‘symphony orchestra’. A ‘symphony’ orchestra, in terms of the notion of
specialization discussed in the prior section, refers in musical terms to a larger ensemble
which generally performs later works (composed from the 18th century onwards) which
require a full brass section, a larger number of wind and string players, and a greater
variety of percussion. Professional symphony orchestras are established as independent
organisations, and often titled as a ‘Symphony’ or ‘Philharmonic’ orchestra, generally
with a geographic or city identifier. These organisations both emerge from historical
(generally royal) antecedents (such as is suggested in the evolution outlined in the prior
section) or were founded as a purely civic organisations; examples of this latter type are
discussed in DiMaggio (1982) and Morrison (2004). Professional symphony orchestras
have members who number in excess of those required for any one single musical work,
both to manage the demands on players for a performance schedule (similarly to the
doubling of parts in a corps de ballet or the use of understudies in a theatrical troupe)
and to enable the orchestra to perform a variety of works within and across the range of
the orchestral repertoire. Symphony orchestras also employ additional musicians, who
may play with the orchestra for a particular performance (either to add numbers,
particularly in the string sections, or to play a specialised instrument), on a temporary
labour hire basis. This means that whilst there is some standardization in an ‘orchestral
work’ (as briefly noted above) around a core idea of instruments and number of players,
variation in specific instrumentation and scale of work can be accommodated by an
orchestral organisation.
In this chapter, I have introduced the idea of the orchestra, and given a brief outline of
the historical development of the musical ensemble, the sets of works created for that
ensemble, and the organisations which form the modern orchestra. In the following
section, I introduce the literature and theoretical background which informs the analysis
for this thesis.
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3. Literature review
The previous chapter gave historical and cultural context for the modern manifestation
of the orchestral ensemble. This chapter will first provide an overview of the
approaches to musician interaction in the literature. I will then give a critical overview
of the theories and concepts central to my investigation of orchestral interaction and
cognition.

3.1.

Musician interaction in the literature

The coming together of individual musicians to create sound has been studied by
researchers from a variety of theoretical perspectives. There have been three main
approaches: music psychology; the practitioner as researcher; and, most recently,
research information by linguistics, sociology and anthropology. The field of music
psychology, which overlaps with researchers working in music cognition, is
characterised by laboratory based experimental studies. The work from practitioners as
researchers tends to aim to improve musical practice, their own or others, and as such is
often based on individual observations. In the following sections I will show that both
approaches give valuable insights into specific elements of musician interaction
particularly in the areas of gesture and rehearsal. I will then discuss the smaller number
of studies which have approached how musicians work together as part of the wider
study of human interaction.

3.1.1.

Gesture in music

Bodily action occurs within all musical practice from the most informal infant caregiver
singing to the instruments found in musical traditions globally. This survey of the
literature will limit itself to research which focuses on the traditions of orchestral
instruments, including conducting, and their performance.

3.1.1.1. Conductor gesture
There exists a long history of writing about orchestral conducting. Galkin (1988)
provides an overview of this history detailing many of the technical developments in
how beating patterns emerged, batons became commonplace and the role of memory in
conducting. Conductors themselves have also long written treatises and instruction
manuals on ‘how to’ conduct. Berlioz, better known now as a composer, wrote The
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Orchestral Conductor: Theory of His Art (1856) and many others have followed
including Rudolf (1995), Green & Gibson (2004), Grosbayne (1956), Prausnitz (1983),
and Scherchen (1989). These conductors give instruction on posture, interpreting the
score, choosing repertoire, ‘correct’ beat patterns and other gestures needed to conduct
orchestras. Some manuals also give extensive examples or focus on teaching conducting
through key moments in the orchestral literature. Del Mar is perhaps the most
influential in this approach writing on how to conduct Beethoven (1992a, 1992b),
Brahms (1993), Berlioz (1998a), Elgar (1998b) and various ‘concert favourites’ (1998c)
and ‘confusions’ (1981a). Del Mar plunges into the intricacies (and inconsistencies) in
the conductor’s scores and gives directions such as “the stick is not only concerned in
shaping the line, but also in evoking the upward curving horn asides which, as they are
crooked in high G, come across as true solos.” (Del Mar 1998c:23) When conductors
write about conducting they are concerned with the best way, in their opinions, to
conduct ensembles in specific styles and even specific pieces. As a genre, these
educationally focused volumes are not perhaps strictly within research on conducting
but do represent the largest source of written information for aspiring and practicing
professional conductors.
Recent studies in conducting have introduced a range of experimental and technologyaided approaches. These studies have used controlled, experimental conditions,
sometimes combined with technological augmentation of conductor gestures (such as
motion capture tracking, computer vision, and electronic signaling devices) to measure
and quantify effects of variation in conductor gesture. Studies of novel musical
technologies examine the effect of human computer interaction (HCI) within ‘sonic
environments’, including with other participants (see for example Maes et al 2013,
Bertini & Carosi 2008, Cosetino et al 2014, Kolesnik & Wanderley 2004, Nakra 2002).
Recent work to create a combined data-set of motion-capture / computer vision data on
conducting1 and point-light studies (Clayton 1986) support a relationship between
conducting and other musician action. Combined motion capture and experimental data
collection studies have been used to demonstrate a relationship between variation in
conductor action and ‘expressivity’. Experimental approaches (examining participant
education and temporal gesture, examining expressive gesture effects) demonstrate that
1

Capturing the contemporary conductor, project funded by the British Academy &
Leverhulme Trust – see conductormocap.org. Retrieved 20 May 2020.
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there are measurable effects of variations in conductor action and responses from
participants. These studies, including Luck & Toivianen (2006), Luck & Sloboda (2007,
2008), Luck & Nte (2008), Toivainen, Luck & Thompson (2010), and Luck (2011),
make a significant contribution to establishing that there is a relationship between
reported perception and variation in action by a conductor. These experimental studies
suggest that variation in the speed, amplitude (size) and variance (range of motion) of
conductor gesture can be associated with higher ratings of ‘expressivity’ in responses
from participants. Parton & Edwards (2009) responded to Luck’s experimental
approaches to coding variation in conductor gesture by applying analysis to naturalistic
data. This study used video data collected of conductors in an educational setting to
examine a relationship between variations in conductor gesture size, broad features, and
body orientation and the timing of change in ensemble actions as a response variable.
This study demonstrates that similar findings to experimental results can be found in
‘naturally occurring’ data. Other experimental approaches have used fMRIs to study
synchrony. For example, Ono, Nakamura & Maess (2015) show that musicians are
more competent at interpreting conductor gesture than non-musicians. The idea of how
well a conductor gesture can be interpreted was also the basis of a doctoral thesis on
gender and choral conducting (Brooks 2016). Brooks examines the potential
relationship between conductor gender, gesture, and participant response using video of
male and female conductors to elicit survey responses on success/satisfaction of the
gestures relative to gender. This body of research shows clearly that variation in
conductor gesture is both perceived as important by viewers (i.e. musicians) and that
these variations can also be observed within how musicians respond to conducting.

3.1.1.2. Other uses of ‘music and gesture’
The term ‘gesture’ in music is a somewhat problematic one. In this thesis I use the term
to refer to manual, or hand based, gestures which may include arm movement and have
involvement of the fingers in creating handshapes following Kendon (2004) and
McNeill (1992, 2000, 2005). However, for musicians there exists also the concept of a
‘musical gesture’. Gritten and King in their introduction to the volume “Music and
Gesture” provide the following as a definition of gesture, “a gesture is a movement or
change in state that becomes marked as significant by an agent.” (Gritten & King
2006:xx) They further define gesture as ranging from a variety of observable bodily
actions to “dynamic contours in music perception” (Gritten & King 2006:xx). This
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broad definition allows for a vast number of interpretations even with this first volume
and their second collection of papers (Gritten & King 2011). The researchers within this
field are focused on complex and intricate musical interpretative questions. They treat
gesture, in its broadest definitions as above, as part of the musical processes and
products and are thus focused on the actions which are performed for the listener and
their role in illustrating or elucidating the musical intent of the performer.
Notwithstanding the very different focus of the ‘music and gesture’ research, there are
still some arguments made which become of interest to those studying human
interaction more broadly. King (2006) argues that breathing whether consciously or
unconsciously controlled can be regarded as a type of gesture which conveys meaning
to, in her words, the ‘listener’. Davidson (1993, 1994, 1995, 1997, 2001, 2002, 2006)
argues that the bodily actions, including dance, from solo pianists to Annie Lennox and
Robbie Williams, add meaning for their audiences. Hatten proposing a new theory of
musical gesture defines gesture as “any energetic shaping through time that may be
interpreted as significant.” (Hatten 2006:1) He argues that melody, harmony,
articulation and phrasing can be considered gestures and thus exist as Peircean symbols
which can invoke grief, sighing, elation, and graciousness among other musical
concepts. Larson (1997, 2004, 2006) suggests that we can understand melody as gesture
because it is formed by physical action. He also argues that ‘musical gravity’, ‘musical
inertia’ and ‘musical magnetism’ act on the melody in the same way that these forces
act in the physical world.
The researchers working in this field tend to have musical backgrounds and are often
performer-researchers. Their focus is on the solo performer or small groups such as the
pianist-violinist or pianist-singer dyads. However, the insights from these streams of
research into how musicians variously conceptualise of ‘gesture’ underscore both the
importance of and the extent to which musicians believe their actions create and deliver
meaning; that the bodily movement integral to playing an instrument or singing is more
than a simply functional action and has expressive capacity.

3.1.2.

Rehearsal

There is a body of literature which considers rehearsal process and technique, some of
which includes studies of interaction and gesture within the rehearsal process. King &
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Ginsborg (2011) consider how gesture is part of performance and rehearsal, in terms of
how this contributes to the ‘performance’ of the music and its receptivity by the
audience. In similar work, Ginsborg, Chaffin & Nicholson (2006) discuss the
development of ‘performance cues’ between small groups in rehearsal talk. Similar
studies of ‘performance cues’ and ‘expressivity’ include Keller (2014), Ginsborg and
King (2012), Davidson (2012) and Brandler & Peynircioglu (2015). These studies,
among others, form a body of work which focuses on the development of expression
and coordination during rehearsal, and aim predominantly at considering how
‘technique’ is built up during the rehearsal process. These studies focus mostly on
educational contexts (as in the Ginsborg and King analyses, in particular) and on small
ensembles and duos. This literature, whilst demonstrating that there are multiple
perspectives on communication between musicians in rehearsal, do not focus
predominantly on social interaction and how interaction occurs within large ensembles.
Rather, the purpose of these studies is to examine the development of ‘musical
expression’ and to develop an applied knowledge of how rehearsal and preparation of
performance works for the purposes of improving rehearsal. As such, they are not
positioned as being of major relevance to the core focus of this thesis.

3.1.3.

Musicians and social interaction

Weeks (1996) approaches an audio-taped rehearsal of a youth orchestra analysing the
audio material seeking to uncover the relationship between ‘correction talk’ and the
‘work’, rehearsing, which occurs during the interaction. He likens the rehearsal, as an
interactional setting, to lessons in a school environment, as one in which interactants
‘orient’ to correction; that correction is a fundamental feature of the interaction. The
particular data set Weeks is working with is consistent with this assessment. It is a
youth orchestra, rather than a professional orchestra, where it is both probable and likely
that the conductor has more knowledge and expertise than the young musicians he
conducts. Equally, the members of the orchestra are, logically, more likely than
professional musicians may be to produce behaviours which prompt correction
sequences. The issues which arise, and prompt correction, in Weeks’ transcript and
analysis relate to aspects of performance such as timing and placement of accents
written in the parts. It is unlikely that professional musicians would require such
guidance to achieve these points, raising a question about the nature of the professional
rehearsal. It is possible that professional musicians are directed, by conductors, between
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equal and valid interpretations of the score rather than being ‘corrected’ during
deviations from the score. Whatever the nature of professional rehearsal is, it does not
undermine the five types of correction Weeks identifies or, indeed, his analysis of the
way in which this feedback occurs. It is perhaps trivial to suggest that ‘correction’ and
‘correctable’ are terms which, when applied to professional musicians, may need a
slight change in emphasis in meaning towards ‘direction’ and ‘directable’ or ‘variation’
and ‘variable’. However, if professional musicians and conductors are potentially
engaging in a more equal or collaborative interaction (which does not preclude
correction as it occurs in Weeks’ data) than this conductor and his student orchestra
then the manner in which the turns and ‘corrections’ are realised may also differ.
Within these types of corrections Weeks also examines two ‘types’ of utterances, the
relationship between these utterances and how these types are operationalised in
conversation. He argues that the conductor uses Verbal Expressions (VEs) and
Illustrative Expressions (IEs) and both play important roles in the corrections that are
performed within the interaction he analyses. VEs are expressed through speech and IEs
through singing, clapping, chanting & counting. Weeks argues that these IEs are
indexical expressions which usually require VEs, or occur in contrast pairs of IEs, for
their specific meaning to be understood. Weeks clearly establishes that these non-verbal
expressions are being used to achieve part of the interactional work engaged in,
demonstrating that these are not merely ‘examples’ but also evaluative acts. Weeks’
study only includes audio data, and is not therefore examining any behaviours which do
not result in sound, potentially missing parts of the sequences he analyses. This is
particularly striking given that it is, for the majority of his analysis, the conductor’s
behaviour which is the focus. Conductor action has been shown by many other
researchers (Boyes-Braem & Bräm 2004, Cofer 1998, Fuelberth 2004, Luck & Nte
2008, Poggi 2002), and in conducting texts to be (at least much of the time) behaviour
which is visually rather than aurally accessible.
Who musicians are, and how their social identities and potential membership of
categories are enacted through interaction has been examined by Schegloff (ms.), using
a Conversation Analysis framework to examine talk-in-interaction between four
musicians at a rehearsal. The data considered is talk during preparation for a
performance by string quartet of professional standard musicians. The musicians are
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practicing a particular section of a music work2 when one musician ‘Bob’ offers critique
to another, which is then disputed by a third party. Schegloff shows that not only do
musicians have complex knowledge which is specific to, and as a result of, their status
as a musician, but also that this knowledge plays an important role in their musicianmusician social interaction. It is the knowledge, possessed by several of Schegloff’s
interactants, of what conductors and instrumental teachers are, and the realities of how
they interact with musicians, which achieves the indexing of membership categories
(following Sacks’ 1995 definition of membership categorisation and the relationship
between membership categorisation and localised identity that Sacks proposes) that
Schegloff identifies as achieving the conversational goals of the interaction discussed.
Schegloff uses this discussion of musician identity to examine authority assertion by
musicians during rehearsal. In the data, Bob (the cellist) makes a criticism which, in
itself Schegloff argues, is an assertion of the perceived (at least perceived by Bob)
authority to make a criticism, directed at the viola player, Mike. Margaret (first violin),
in turn, both disputes and validates Bob’s authority in this particular context by
invoking the category of conductor. Schegloff (ms.) reasons that she is likening Bob to
a conductor (who generally do have ‘authority’ to criticise), however she then critiques
conductors who give ‘wrong’ feedback to orchestral musicians, supporting her own
claim that Bob’s critique of Mike is faulty. Margaret’s assertion is also a claim of
authority, based on her experience as an orchestral musician (a status not currently
shared with Bob) to identify ‘poor conductor’ traits in others. Interestingly, as Schegloff
points out, Mike is the only member of the group who is a professional conductor and is
also the target of the initial criticism. Schegloff’s analysis of this sequence, as an
analysis of the talk, clearly demonstrates the importance of category-specific knowledge
in musician interaction. However, although he touches on the musicians’ experiences
outside of this specific interaction, as they are made relevant by the interactants
themselves, Schegloff considers none of, in this analysis, the non-verbal behaviours and
the social structure of a string quartet. Neither does he examine the music played, which
is both the impetus for the discussion and the goal of the interaction. An analysis of how
the music was played may, potentially, have afforded further insight into this particular
interaction, including the original source of the ‘problem’ identified, and, chiefly how
2

The actual work is unspecified and the musicians’ playing is noted as occurring but is
untranscribed.
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this problem was eventually resolved; how the music was played after the talk.
Additionally, the non-verbal behaviours of the interactants, during both the playing and
talk, in this data may also have contributed to the interaction, particularly given the
relevance of non-verbal behaviour to the membership category that was invoked.
Schegloff’s data underlines the importance of considering interaction broadly, following
Goffman, in order to account for how identity is being done by musicians in interaction.
Both Boyes-Braem & Bräm (2000, 2004) and Poggi (2002) consider the gestures which
occur during music-making; the non-verbal behaviours of conductors during rehearsal
and performance. Boyes-Braem & Bräm document a series of types of manual gesture
which they find occurring across an (unspecified) ‘variety’ of conductors. Their aim is
to uncover whether there may be a ‘repertoire’ of gestures which conductors use; what
they seem to discover is that some of the manual gestures performed by the conductors
they examine are similar in physical manifestation to the gestures used in signed
languages and by hearing people using gestures which co-occur with speech. BoyesBraem & Bräm claim that conductors’ manual gesture behaviour is similar to other
human behaviours manifested (at least in part) through manual gesture. This conclusion
may suggest that the gestures used by conductors may not be highly specialised or
intricate technical performances, rather that they form part of normative human
behaviour.
Boyes-Braem & Bräm use video-taped data of a number of conductors and are
considering gestures in the non-dominant hand. The non-dominant hand is usually not
the beating hand. They record both the gestural components and ‘musical meaning’ of
the gestures they identify and based on both of these characteristics assign them to one
of six categories. Examples for each category are described and their musical meaning
explained. The authors state that the second author, Bräm, as an orchestral conductor
was able to make an “interpretation of the musical intent” (2000:150). Boyes-Braem &
Bräm are thus able to assign complex and specific meaning to gestures in each category.
Nonetheless, in their paper (and subsequent reworking in 2004), it is unclear how they
have established that the very specific meanings of these gestures are accessible to
persons outside of the interactions in which they occur. Evidence or transcripts of
individual gesture occurrences within contextualising interactions are not, seemingly,
explicitly engaged with. Essentially this paper is a record of how these gestures may be
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interpreted by an expert who was a participant in the specific communities or
interactions. It highlights the importance of placing these gestures within their broader
context which must include the behaviour of the musicians involved in the interaction;
how they respond, what they are doing immediately prior to the behaviour, essentially
examining how musicians and conductors may be arriving at these shared meanings.
Poggi (2002) also considers behaviours which occur during and as part of the goal of
music making. She examines the gaze, head movement and facial expressions of two
professional conductors during rehearsal and performance, aiming to show that these
behaviours are not idiosyncratic, rather that they are systemised and consistent. She
creates a deductive typology based on what conductors need to communicate and what
they are able to communicate using gaze, head movement and facial expression. She
also, subsequently, uses a data-driven approach to identify examples of ‘signals’ which
conductors use to communicate with musicians (and, in this data, a choir) arguing for
both literal and indirect meanings.
Poggi, and her acknowledged expert musician-analyst, Mastropasqua, analyse
behaviours not singly, as Boyes-Braem & Bräm do, rather they begin to build up a more
complete picture of the conductor’s in-music behaviour. They present ‘verbal
formulations’ of the meanings of each element (ie. head direction is one element, head
movement is another) of the non-verbal behaviour. They then, by combining the
meanings of all of the non-verbal elements, are able to state the ‘complete
communicative act’ which, Poggi argues, is the sum of the meanings of the non-verbal
behaviours.
Poggi asserts that there are both ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ meanings of conductor
behaviours and demonstrates that it is critically important to examine temporally cooccurring behaviours performed by one individual in combination, rather than focussing
solely on handshape. Her first example is parsed as, as a complete communicative act,
“Choir, be ready to start” (Poggi 2002:276). This is based, primarily, on a head
direction, ‘up’ whose literal meaning is listed as “I am in an alert position”, and a head
movement, ‘still’ whose literal meaning is “I stand still before starting”. However, the
‘meanings’ of these behaviours are still highly dependent on a single informant, who
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was not part of the interaction, and whose perspective does not explicitly engage with
how these complex meanings are understood by musicians in the interactional contexts.
Haviland (2007) engages with the entire spectrum of behaviours which occur when
musicians interact. He analyses sections of a masterclass held by four professional
chamber musicians who are working with a student string quartet. Haviland seeks to,
using McNeill’s ‘growth point’ theory (McNeill 1992), discover what can be
understood through their speech and gesture about how musicians think about music
and music performance. Rather than discussing single, isolated gestures or an
individual’s temporally co-located behaviours (as in Boyes-Braem & Bräm 2000, 2004
and Poggi 2002 discussed above) he transcribes and analyses sequences of behaviours,
and compares individual’s behaviours (with other instances of their own behaviours)
across the entire interaction. Unlike Schegloff (ms.) however, he is examining only
individual’s sequences of behaviour rather than sequences which occur between
interactants.
Haviland contributes five central conclusions based on his analysis. The first is that the
dichotomy between speech and gesture is, at least when considering musicians
interacting about (and possibly through) music, completely unhelpful. Haviland posits
strongly that musician behaviour in this context is multi-modal extending to singing,
playing, talk and gesture. He argues that musicians use performance, mimed
performance, exaggerated or modified performance and sequences of gesture as
substitutes for “whole clauses” (Haviland 2007:171) but insists that these are not simply
“emblems or “quotable”” (Haviland 2007:171, quotes in original). His method of
transcription of these behaviours however is limited to reproducing the musical score
(which following his own reasoning is inadequate for showing the full variation in how
the musicians are manipulating the music through performance to communicate with the
students) and transcribing the syllabic sounds which the musicians use when ‘singing’
their instruction without showing the temporal relationships of these sounds to each
other although he describes them as occurring rhythmically. Haviland’s own analysis
clearly demonstrates that there is a need for a transcription system which can record
subtleties of these modes of communication.
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Haviland’s second conclusion is particularly interesting in relation to Poggi’s
suggestion that considering direct and indirect meanings is critical in understanding
conductor behaviours. Haviland proposes that rather than carrying ‘layers’ of meaning
which amount to, or form part of, a lexicon, musicians’ behaviours rely on “malleable
techniques for pulling concepts…from their natural musical homes into expressive
domains that are of a different, non-musical order” (Haviland 2007:173), that the
relationship between idea and representation is more dynamic and relates somehow
fundamentally to the very nature of the idea in its original, musical expression. Perhaps
this suggests that because music performance is a physical activity musicians are readily
able to access other physical domains to express musical ideas rather as people
interacting about ideas born of language are able to access alternative linguistic
manifestations of those ideas. This relates strongly to Haviland’s fourth conclusion
which suggests that musicians may be performing cognition with their bodies, or at least
that the division between cognition and embodiment is awkward.
The problematic, as Haviland sees it, dichotomy between ‘monads’ and ‘interactants’
forms the basis of his third conclusion. He argues that each individual present in the
room, and those who contributed to the interaction across the time-space continuum
such as musical patrons and composers, cannot be considered as “discrete units”
(Haviland 2007:172). Rather, they have identities which are fluid and allow them to be
part of, for example, the ‘teachers’, the ‘performers’, a quartet and to exist as an
individual musician and person, and all that that entails.
Haviland’s final conclusion relates more specifically to how musicians’ understanding
of musical ideas may be represented, or be apparent, in how musicians communicate
about music. His argument here is important when considering musician, and
conductor, interaction more generally as he suggests that these musicians are engaged in
“’emergent cognitive unfolding’” (Haviland 2007:173 quotes in original). What he
suggests here is that by considering all of an individual musician’s behaviours it may be
possible to ‘see’ their thought process; in relation to how musicians and conductors
communicate in an orchestral context this may offer insight into not only the extent to
which the observable behaviours may be inherently communicative but also provide
crucial insight into how musicians achieve music making together.
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Haviland’s (2007) work dramatically extends our understanding of how musicians use
multi-modality to communicate with each other. He demonstrates the critical need to
examine all behaviours exhibited by musicians, rather than confining analysis to single
modes, as in Schegloff’s approach, or moments in time, as in Boyes-Braem & Bräm’s
work. However, his own transcription when considered with his analysis highlights the
need to use or develop a system of transcription which is able to portray the intricate
and dynamic changes and blurring of mode which he identifies. His conclusions fire the
impetus to move on to how musicians interact with each other, to examine the
behaviours that occur between musicians as well as, potentially, those which may be coconstructed across musicians.
In his later discussion of musical spaces Haviland returns to the string quartet, now in
rehearsal as well as masterclass format, adding analysis of a jazz group master class and
performances of Zinacantec traditional music from southeastern Mexico (Haviland
2011). In this analysis, Haviland considers how the physical layout of the ‘musical
space’ (i.e. the performance or rehearsal area) is both structured by ‘musical interaction’
and has an influence on that interaction itself. Haviland argues that, in his example, the
arrangement of instruments within a group is reflective of a set of hierarchical
relationships between the instruments within that musical tradition. Haviland’s analysis
is concerned predominantly with the coordination of specifically musical action
between performers in small ensembles, i.e. how musicians in three musical traditions
(jazz, Western classical string quartet music, and Zinacantan traditional music) use a
range of communicative modalities and bodily expression to coordinate the
achievement of jointly produced musical action. For Haviland, the arrangement of
bodies within respect to one another in musical ensembles enables particular types of
coordinated action as a solution to a more general problem of how to coordinate musical
performance. The various modalities of communication available to musicians within
the three ensembles, including speech and embodied actions such as the playing of
instruments, are shown to be deployed by musicians in the achievement of joint action.
Haviland (2011) considers the potential for a parallel between the sequencing of action
within music and the organisation of interaction (considering the model of turn-taking
and sequence organisation proposed by Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974) although
Haviland’s analysis specifically proposes that the ‘music itself’ presents a contrast to
the SSJ model in that, in each case under examination, the musical tradition provides
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different resources and is ‘problematic’ (to use Haviland’s term) for sequencing and
organisation. In other words, Haviland suggests the possibility that musicians when
engaged in musical action are both engaged in sequential ordering of social interaction
(such as that described by SSJ) and the ordering of musical action. For Haviland, this
second category or ‘problematic’ of joint action is achieved through the use of
embodiment and multiple modalities of communication, including the arrangement of
‘musical space’ through the placement of musicians and instruments in recognizable
configurations.
For the purposes of this thesis, Haviland’s analysis suggests that the physical and
embodied arrangement of space can be considered within the scope of an analysis of
how interaction occurs within a musical ensemble. In considering small ensembles, the
achievement of a musical performance is reliant upon and constrained by the specific
traditions of how an ensemble arranges itself, and the musical traditions in which that
ensemble operates. This thesis will consider how this can be seen to operate in the case
of a significantly larger ensemble – the orchestra.

3.2.

Making the internal external

Research on musician interaction, gesture, cognition and processing of actions
demonstrates that the practice of playing music in ensembles is a complex activity in
which there are multiple communication modalities, cognitive processes, and bodies of
knowledge and experience at work. In studies of individual musicians, or experimental
controlled environments, the existing literature suggests that, in order to perform music
and to respond to other musicians, musicians must access information from multiple
sources simultaneously (i.e. through gesture, sound, talk, and other communicative
resources), and must also play their instrument in an expected time and manner.
Intuitively, if these findings from experimental and relatively small-scale studies of how
musicians achieve musical action and playing are true for smaller groups, then larger
groups – such as the orchestra – may present an even more complex communicative,
interactional, and cognitive environment. The core aim of this thesis is to address this
gap in the literature – to extend an understanding of how musicians within the orchestra
engage in complex cognitive and interactional tasks in order to achieve music together.
To adequately address this core question, this thesis is grounded (as discussed in the
methodology section) in an analysis of naturally occurring data – examining a
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professional orchestra during rehearsal. This extends findings from studies in
educational settings, where interactional and cognitive demands on participants may be
lowered or scaffolded by expert teachers, and allows this thesis to examine how the
orchestral rehearsal functions from an interactional perspective.
In order to effectively address this gap in the literature, a number of important
theoretical and analytical perspectives are required. These key bodies of theory are
diverse, in that they consider social interaction, gesture, cognition, and embodiment.
However, what connects these perspectives on human behaviour is a common focus on
how internal processes within individuals are made external, visible to others, and
susceptible to analysis. Each of these theoretical approaches to human actions enables
an analysis of external behaviours to support an argument for what is likely to be
internal to participants in those interactions. In addition, each of these analytical
approaches focuses on real-world interaction and social action, rather than experimental
or controlled elicited data. For the purposes of this thesis, the following bodies of theory
form the basis of the analytical tools and approaches which will be used to examine how
musicians act within the orchestra, and what this means for understanding how the
orchestra functions.

3.3.

Groups in social interaction

The research presented in this thesis is occupied with the social roles and action that
make up the social interaction that occurs within the orchestral ensemble. The orchestra
studied, the City Symphony Orchestra (CSO), is similar to professional ensembles
worldwide in its size. Over a hundred individuals are routinely involved in the rehearsal
process for one performance with eighty plus musicians ‘in the room’ for rehearsal. The
orchestra can thus be seen as an example of human social interaction as it occurs in
large group situations. Much of the research in social interaction dealing with face-toface interaction is focused on small groups of people so the first section of this
background will seek to position this thesis relative to work done on or encompassing
the potentiality of larger group social interaction.
Goffman (1964, 1983) conceptualised of social interaction as socially occurring
behaviour; behaviour that, effectively, occurs when there is someone to be aware of it
happening. He is concerned with ‘accessible’ interactants’ behaviours, which must
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therefore be externally observable behaviours, rather than internal behaviours to which
other people do not have access. He terms occurrences of, minimally, two people being
able to access each other’s behaviour as ‘social situations’, in Goffman’s words these
are “environment[s] of mutual monitoring” (Goffman 1964:134). He emphasises the
importance of considering social situations as socially constructed environments for
interaction which have their own properties and features, rather than simply as locations
for social structures and roles to be enacted. He suggests the social situations have a
complex relationship with social interaction; that they impact on social interaction, and
are concurrently formed by the interactions they influence. Social situations, in
Goffman’s view, are what enable social structures and roles to be manifested, but
should be considered as more than simply the vehicle for this manifestation, rather as
dynamic and influential aspects of the context which is part of how people interact with
each other. Goffman (1983) examines how social variables occur in interaction and how
participants in interactions deal with those variables. The social situation, for Goffman,
is not only how the interaction is bounded, but can also be treated as one of the
variables which influence the very social interaction that it bounds.
Goffman (1964) also argues the importance of examining all the behaviours which
occur during a social situation as part of the social interaction. Implicit in this
perspective is that the verbal and non-verbal may both be key to the interaction.
Goffman suggests that examining gesture, as non-verbal behaviour, is impossible
without an examination of the physical environment in which that gesture occurs.
Behaviours which engage objects or physical aspects of an environment clearly show
the need for engagement with that environment. Any gesture which occurs must occur
in relation to, minimally, the rest of the gesturer’s physical space and being. However,
Goffman extends this understanding of ‘environment’ arguing that to describe or
discuss gesture it is crucial to engage with the dimensions in which the gesture occurs;
the way the gesture interacts with time and the space around the gesture itself is, for
Goffman, critical. A gesture cannot be disembodied, there cannot be reasonable doubt
as to who has performed a gesture (not explicitly engaging here with remote artefact
interaction), there is always information about how the gesture is placed in relation to at
least one person available to the participants in any interaction. Gestures, like speech,
occur over time and they may therefore have relationships with both each other, and the
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rest of what makes up the physical environment of a social situation, and therefore the
physical context of a social interaction.
Ultimately, Goffman reasons that these relationships, because they fall within the social
situation, are part of social interaction. He also engages with what is not as tangible as
the environment and the actions performed upon and within it; how the social situation
itself is actually engaged with by participants, the social situation as a social variable.
Effectively, what is known by participants to have been done (including both physical
‘doings of action’ as well as social acts), and what may happen in the future, both
within and external to the social situation form the social situation. How participants
deal with the all of this knowledge, what has happened and what has not yet happened,
is part of the reflexive relationship between participant behaviour and Goffman’s social
situation which is, for Goffman, social interaction.
Goffman’s discussion and definition of the social situation is boundless in the sense that
it does not limit the number of potential participants. This is one of the key reasons
Goffman’s theoretical position is useful in understanding orchestral interaction.
Goffman’s conceptualisation of what constitutes social interaction is broad and
inclusive enough to include all of the players within the rehearsal room, support staff
and the orchestral institution as it exists as the employing organisation.
Goffman uses the term ‘encounter’ for group interactions within his social situation.
These encounters are what we recognise as ‘interactions’ between smaller groups of
individuals from those who speak to each other in conversation to those who negotiate
to share space wordlessly. Where Goffman discusses larger groups he seeks to
illuminate a constantly shifting series of encounters within his ‘ecological huddle’
(1964). Other approaches to parameterising groups who interact stem variously from a
focus on the physical arrangement of people, the institutional organisation of
interactants and the displays of ‘in-group’ identity that allow participants to recognise
one other as members of the same group.
Turning first to the physical defining of groups in interaction Kendon (1990) proposed
the term F-formation to describe the arrangement of bodies orienting towards one
another as they interact. Kendon requires “two or more people [to] sustain a spatial and
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orientational relationship in which the space between them is one to which they have
equal, direct, and exclusive access.” (Kendon 1990:209) In defining the term Fformation Kendon relies on smaller scale examples such conversational groups and
groups watching television together. However, there is potential, particularly for this
thesis, to consider the concept underpinning an F-formation as being ‘scaled up’ to
apply to any group of bodies which is orienting towards one another to create a group
for interactional purposes. Kendon argues that the shared orientation of participants in
an F-formation plays an important role in joint attention. Kendon adds (in Kendon
2010) that the bodies in F-formation can also be jointly oriented to a mutual space via
deixis.
Hutchins (1995a) views the grouping of interactants as dependent on organisational
structures. In Hutchins’ analysis of naval navigation (Sea and Anchor Detail), the
achievement of navigational computation is shown to require the coordination of actions
across a group working together. This is discussed in terms of distributed cognition in
more detail, below. In terms of group interaction, however, Hutchins’ work is
concerned with how the achievement of a specific task is dependent upon the social
organisation of a group that permits individuals to share effort to achieve. In other
words, a group that is organised in such a way as to permit a division of labour. That
this occurs (both in Hutchins’ analysis and in a great many other settings) is intuitively
clear. What Hutchins’ work demonstrates clearly is that group structures and hence the
interactions which occur within that group are necessarily related to how that division of
labour is organised. In other words, when an organisation or institution is created, the
groups that are brought together within that organisation or institution are created by or
caused by the structure of that organisation (which, in turn, is related to how labour and
cognitive work is divided or distributed, in Hutchins’ terms, across that group or
system). Hutchins’ work draws on studies of cognition and cognitive anthropology to
suggest that there are also differences between ‘group’ cognition (i.e. the cognition
which is performed by individuals when they are part of a group) and ‘individual’ (i.e.
that which is the property solely of an individual). For Hutchins, group cognition can be
seen to be organised by these external social structures; in turn, this suggests that the
social interaction through which group action is coordinated is also influenced by such
external organisational and institutional structures. Similarly, in studies of pilots
(Hutchins 1995b, Hutchins & Klausen 1996, Hutchins & Palen 1997), the influence of
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task or organisational focus on communication and social organisation is considered, in
terms of how in particular contexts, such as an airline cockpit, speakers have obligations
to talk at certain times, and indeed the presence of those speakers is determined by and
through the structure of the organisation and the roles that are required within it. The
external context contributes to what social interaction and group structure can be
observed in these settings.
In the context of this thesis, the notion of the group necessarily needs to encompass a
relatively large number of individual potential participants. For much of the literature
which considers social situations and group organisation in terms of social interaction,
data are drawn predominantly from relatively small scale interactions – although (as in
the case of studies based on telephone conversation corpora, for example) there may be
many thousands of individual turns and hundreds of speakers across a corpus, each
interaction is between often as few as two speakers. In the case of Hutchins’ work, for
example, although occurring within large organisations such as navy ships and aviation
companies, there are only up to 10 individuals in each Sea and Anchor detail (Hutchins
1995a:178). There are relatively few studies which consider social interaction that
involve larger groups of participants, all of whom are participating in the interaction3.
Mondada (2013) is an example of a study of a facilitator working with larger groups –
in this case up to 25 participants. Heath and Luff (2011) examine auctions in which
there are ‘up to 100’ people in attendance4. However, what is interesting is that the
interaction in each of these studies involves a facilitator (auctioneer) who manages a
sequential ordering of interaction so as to create smaller groups within the larger group
setting. In the case of Mondada’s study, this is through the selection of speakers and the
opening up of responses to selected next-turn speakers. In the case of Heath and Luff, it
is the explicit strategy of the auctioneer to reduce the bidding process to a pair of
competing bidders. Thus, whilst the literature provides examples of interaction within
institutions, and interactions which occur in the presence of large numbers of other
participants, there is a gap in terms of studies which consider situations in which action
and social interaction must be coordinated and achieved across large groups of
3

Rather than interactions between smaller groups who might occur within a larger
organisational or institutional context (i.e. a conversation in front of an audience, or
task-based discussions in large businesses). This will be addressed with specific
reference to talk in institutional contexts.
4
See also Heath & Mondada 2019 for further analysis of data from the same settings.
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participants, all of whom can be seen to be engaged in that action. This thesis will
consider the orchestra from this perspective, and examine how the multimodal and
interactional resources which are discussed by Mondada and Heath and Luff (for
example) are used in a ‘scaled up’ group setting.
Being part of a group is integral to participating in society. From adolescence, people
participate in the creation and maintenance of groups (Eckert 1989, Eckert 2003). The
logic of group participation and distinctiveness is not confined to the hothouse
environment of adolescent peer groups, as in Eckert’s seminal studies on these critical
examples of human sociality. Not only in the moment-by-moment unfolding of
interaction, but also in the ordering of broader social relations, the notion of a ‘group’ or
‘community of practice’ (see Eckert 2003, Eckert & McConnell-Ginet 2013) is critical
to understanding how one particular set of individuals engage with one another, as
distinct from the practices of some other set of individuals. These practices can be seen
in the externalised communicative means by which social interaction is achieved.
Within the specific context of the orchestra, it is intuitively clear (and indeed as argued
by Haviland 2007, 2011 in smaller ensembles) that musicians use a range of
communicative practices in rehearsal and performance, including their bodies,
instruments, and talk. The concepts of embodiment, gesture, and artefacts in interactions
will be discussed in more detail in subsequent sections of the background. Talk,
however, requires particular attention, as the conceptualisation of social interaction
which is adopted for this thesis has been predominantly developed through studies of
conversation, institutional talk, and other interactional encounters which are talk-based.

3.3.1.

Talk

This thesis approaches talk from a perspective informed by Conversation Analysis
(CA). CA is an approach to the analysis of talk-in-interaction which is seminally
associated with the work of Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson (1974). CA emerged from
seeking to understand how social interaction occurs; how the description of social
action and hence of society could be grounded in the ‘details of actual events’ (Sacks
1984, see also Drew 2004). What might be called a ‘sequential turn’ in the analysis of
talk was prompted by the need to understand how participants in a conversation are able
to manage, spontaneously, the problem of ‘taking turns’, or switching from one speaker
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to the next, and then furthermore to ‘recover’ or ‘repair’ when either there is a failure to
switch efficiently (e.g. if multiple speakers attempt to talk simultaneously). CA is an
approach to understanding interaction as it occurs in ‘real life’ situations (Goodwin &
Heritage 1990), using transcribed audio and video-recorded conversational encounters
between participants as a basis for systematic analysis of talk. Through the exploration
of naturally occurring data, generally transcribed in a level of detail that matches the
particular research focus, CA attempts to “document and explicate how participants
arrived at understandings of one another’s action during the back-and-forth interaction
between them” (Drew 2004:100). Within naturally occurring conversational data, CA
has three fundamental ‘claims’ about interaction and talk (Heritage 2004). Firstly, that
participants normally address themselves to the preceding talk. Secondly, that in doing
an action (i.e. through talk) participants normally project and require some following
action from another participant. Thirdly, that this sequential exchange of actions
demonstrates the creation of ‘mutual understanding’ between participants. Taken
together, CA’s insistence on the study of naturally occurring data and its fundamental
claims about the nature of talk-in-interaction mean that it is both a methodology for
analysing talk and a particular perspective on the achieving of social interaction through
talk.
CA has been demonstrated to be an effective approach to analysing talk which occurs in
specific institutional and organisational settings. Examples collected in Drew &
Heritage’s landmark 1992 volume Talk at Work include medicine (psychiatry, general
practice, post-natal health visitors), emergency services, court-rooms, news interviews
and job interviews (see Drew & Heritage 1992). CA has been extensively applied to the
study of medical interaction (for example as collected in Heritage & Maynard 2006,
Heritage 2010, Stivers 2007, Mondada 2011, and argued for in application to medical
education by Koschmann 2018), classroom interaction (for example Ishino 2017,
Lauzon & Berger 2015, Gardner 2019), air traffic control (for example Arminen,
Koskela & Palukka 2014), design and architecture (for example Luck 2014), auctions
(for example in Heath 2012, Heath & Mondada 2019) and public participatory
processes (for example in Heath & Mondada 2019). CA has also been applied to general
‘professional’ interaction in the workplace, in studies of meetings (Raclaw & Ford
2015). CA has also been applied to musician interaction (as discussed in the previous
section: Weeks 1996). This is by no means an exhaustive catalogue of the institutional,
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organisational and professional contexts in which CA has been applied. However, what
is common across these studies is that talk-in-interaction within these specific settings is
understood to be different from everyday conversation (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson
1974, Atkinson & Drew 1979, Drew & Heritage 1992). These distinctions and
differences, when examined from a CA perspective, are a means by which those
institutional, organisational, and professional practices can be made visible for the
purposes of research and analysis.
Talk-in-interaction is typically understood to unfold in a more or less sequential
manner, with each participant taking a turn (as noted above) based on the actions of
previous speakers and with regard to the potential for subsequent action. Analysis of
this sequential ordering is critical for understanding social interaction achieved through
talk. The origins of CA in the early work of Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson in analysis of
telephone calls have perhaps influenced the dominant focus on talk and on the
organisation of that talk into utterances which are, for the most part, produced one after
the other in non-simultaneous actions. When considering modalities beyond talk,
however, CA needs to consider both this sequentially ordered talk and the simultaneous
production of gesture and embodied actions Examples of this in application include
Mondada (2011, see also Heath & Mondada 2019). Mondada (2019) discusses the
complexity of including multimodal actions in sequential analysis, and demonstrates
that there are situations in which these actions should be included in order to fully
understand the interaction in total. Noting that gesture and embodiment are discussed
more fully below, in relation to talk-in-interaction the approach adopted by this thesis
aligns with this relatively recent expansion of CA to encompass both talk and non-talk
modalities in interaction.

3.3.2.

Context and talk

One of the key critiques of CA is the concept of ‘context’ and the analysis of specific
episodes of talk-in-interaction. Schegloff (1992) argues that analysis should be bounded
within what is ‘made relevant’ by participants within the talk itself. This in turn means
that every analysis of interaction will, inevitably, exclude some information about that
interaction or participants; not all potential context will be made relevant through talkin-interaction. Schegloff further defines ‘proximal’ context as talk which is immediately
related to a particular utterance (such as immediately preceding or following turns).
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‘Distal’ context, by contrast, is talk which is not seen to be initially related to a
particular utterance but which can be understood subsequently to ‘re-contextualise’ an
utterance or sequence of talk. Both proximal and distal context are found within the talk
itself. Cicourel (1992, same volume) argues that both the ‘local’ context (i.e. the talk
itself) and ‘broader’ context are important for analysing and understanding interaction.
In his example from medical interaction, Cicourel suggests that ethnographic
information about participants, their backgrounds, and training is important to analysing
talk-in-interaction as otherwise an analyst may not have access to or an understanding
of the social and technical knowledge being drawn on by participants. For Cicourel,
further information about participants and the broader context would open the
possibility of drawing different conclusions about a particular sequence of talk-ininteraction. This adds to Schegloff’s model of proximal / distal context, in that context
must be made relevant by participants through talk and is thus available for analysis.
For the purposes of this thesis, context is understood predominantly in terms of
Schegloff’s model of context as being made relevant by participants themselves.
However, as this thesis necessarily engages with (as noted above) communicative
modalities which extend beyond talk, it is necessary to consider the moment-bymoment construction of utterances and how multiple communicative modalities can be
making something relevant. Enfield (2009) explicitly considers how Schegloff’s
sequential analytic approach can be extended to encompass a greater degree of
granularity in the construction of utterances across modalities, including talk.
‘Enchrony’ is proposed as a “term for a causal, dynamic perspective on language whose
granularity matches the pace of our most experience-near, moment-by-moment
deployment of utterances” (Enfield 2009:10). This ‘enchronic’ perspective is concerned
with available data from “neighbouring moments, adjacent units of behaviour in locally
coherent communicative sequences” (Enfield 2009:10) which includes but is not limited
to talk.

3.3.3.

Stance-taking

One of the fundamental purposes of rehearsal is to coordinate the actions of a group of
musicians. As a result of the rehearsal process, the musicians need to be able to play
music together, and agree on precise details of how that music should be played. This is
well-understood by musicians within the orchestral community, but has received limited
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attention in the literature, despite an increasing interest in better understanding the
rehearsal process (Biasutti 2013, and as discussed in section 3.1). In this thesis,
‘agreement’ and ‘coordination’ across a group of musicians will be examined through
the lens of stance and stance-taking, which encompasses how participants
intersubjectively align and agree.
Within the context of studies on social interaction, stance is approached as a
collaborative and intersubjective achievement between speakers in interaction
(Englebretson 2007). Intersubjectivity refers here to the capacity of one person to
become aware of the subjectivity of others – to be aware of the internal mental state,
state of knowledge or awareness, or focus of attention of both other participants in
interaction and how that relates to the self (Evans et al 2018). Stance and stance-taking
is understood as the specific mechanism by which a speaker’s internal mental state,
attitude and beliefs are made present in her utterances (Kärkkäinen 2006). This is
argued by Evans et al (2018) to be “at the heart of how human communication systems
evolved”, although it is worth noting that Evans’ cross-linguistic study neglects signed
languages entirely. Evans et al focus on linguistic systems which encode what they term
‘engagement’ grammatically, in a similar way to earlier analysis by Ochs & Schieffelin
(1989) on the ‘encoding’ and ‘expression’ of affect and perspective. This focuses on
systematic means by which participants in interaction can deploy communicative means
to outwardly project their subjectivity and thus engage with other participants.
With the advent of Evans et al’s (2018) landmark paper much of the field has focused
on the interplay between epistemic authority and access to knowledge (Bergqvist &
Knuchel 2019) in the linguistic performance of engagement as Evans et al’s
“grammaticalized intersubjectivity”. Mansfield (2019) applied these concepts to an
Australian language, Murrinpatha. Bergqvist (2016) and Knuchel (2019) investigated
epistemic perspectives grammaticalised in Kogi, a Chibchan language spoken in
Colombia. This group of researchers has also brought focus onto the concept of
egophoricity or the “grammaticalized encoding of personal knowledge or involvement
of a conscious self in a represented event or situation.” (San Roque, Floyd & Norcliffe
2018: 2). There is a firm centering of the linguistic structures in spoken languages in the
investigation of epistemic expression and intersubjectivity in this more recent research
(Bergqvist & Killilö forthcoming, Evans, Bergqvist & San Roque 2018, Schultze45

Berdnt 2017, Lindwell, Lymar & Ivarsson 2016, Rumsey 2019, and looking at soprefaced statements in English Hutchby 2020). Therefore, this thesis returns to the
slightly earlier conceptual work which laid a shared groundwork for the wider field.
Notwithstanding that there are grammaticalised forms through which it is achieved in
some languages, stance is a social action (Du Bois 2007, 2014). By taking a stance, a
“social actor” simultaneously projects her subjectivity outward with respect to a
relevant object (i.e. makes her internal state available to others) and positions the self
relative to other social actors (Du Bois 2007). As with other social actions, stancetaking is achieved through interaction. Most research on stance and stance-taking
therefore focuses on the use of talk and language. Following Ochs (1996), a social
action is understood to be performed through language mediated by an indexical
relation between the ‘sign-vehicle’ and the indexical object. ‘Indexicality’ in this sense
refers to the capacity of a ‘sign-vehicle’ (prototypically, a word or linguisticallyencoded expression) to refer arbitrarily to some shared meaning which is mutually
understood by participants in interaction (Silverstein 1992, 2006). This relation between
how stance is performed and what stance is taken is locally contingent and depends on
the socio-cultural context of the interaction. In other words, indexical meaning-relations
between words or other communicative actions used to take stance and the
subjectivity/stance itself allow for specific, locally-relevant stances and stance-taking.
Through stance-taking, participants in interaction are able to align with the specific type
of stance being taken by others, and enable others to align with their own stance (Du
Bois 2007). Alignment encompasses both a congruency of stance, which includes
concepts such as agreement or similar positioning, and discongruency, which
encompasses disagreement or opposed or relevantly different positioning (Stivers
2008). From the perspective of stance-taking, both similarities and differences in the
particular position taken by participants in an interaction are still within the
achievement of intersubjectivity. Intersubjectivity encompasses three main dimensions
or types of stance which have been considered separately in the literature. In the context
of this thesis, these are termed affective, epistemic and evaluative stance(s).
Affect is discussed in the literature as the general ‘emotional orientation’ towards
activity (Goodwin, Cekaite & Goodwin 2012, Du Bois & Kärkkäinen 2012, Ochs &
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Schieffelin 1989). Affect is related to participation in a joint activity by Goodwin
(2007). In this study of parent-child interaction (Goodwin 2007), affective displays from
parent and child are shown to be part of how mutual cooperation within a participation
framework is achieved. Goodwin argues that participants align in appropriate displays
of affect that enable cooperation and joint attention on a shared activity. Similarly, Ochs
(1996) argues that affective stances give ‘meaning’ to particular social acts,
encompassing social dimensions such as respect towards another participant, sympathy,
or other emotional displays. For the purposes of this thesis, affective stance is taken to
be how participants in interaction make visible their emotional orientation to a mutually
shared focus, which can include, following Goodwin (2007), an activity itself.
Whilst affect and affective stance can be understood to be the projection of an
emotional or internal mental state, evaluative stance is understood following Du Bois
(2007) as an act by which a participant simultaneously assigns value to a specific object
and aligns with others with respect to that specific object. In Du Bois’ model of stancetaking, stance is understood as a ‘tripartite’ act which establishes a ‘stance triangle’ –
simultaneously evaluating an object, positioning the self, and aligning with others.
Evaluative stances are a specific attitude or opinion with respect to a particular object.
Evaluation is, as argued by Du Bois (2007) and Du Bois & Kärkkäinen (2012), seen as
a particular type of affective stance, distinguished by characterizing an identifiable
object has having a distinct quality or value. This is similar to M. H. Goodwin’s (2007,
2008) consideration of ‘assessment’. By understanding evaluative stances as specific
‘assessments’ towards discrete and identifiable objects, it is possible to distinguish
between a more general ‘affective stance’ (i.e. alignment on appropriate emotional
orientation within a participation framework) and alignment with respect to specific
objects (i.e. opinions, judgements, and value). The objects of evaluative stance-taking
can include both physical objects (whether co-present with participants or not) and
concepts or mutually relevant ideas.
Epistemic stance is how a participant positions herself in terms of knowledge of a
particular domain. Epistemic stance is the means by which participants show both ‘what
they know’ and ‘how they know it’. This can be achieved, and has been studied in the
literature, through the use of (in English) predicates such as ‘I know’, ‘I think’, ‘I guess’
(Kärkkäinen 2003). Following Heritage (2012a, b) and Stivers & Rossano (2010), areas
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or territories of knowledge are termed ‘epistemic domains’. Epistemic domains are
understood as some area of knowledge. There can be multiple epistemic domains
relevant to an interaction; at minimum, there are the epistemic domains of what one
participant knows, and what the other participant knows. By taking an epistemic stance,
a participant is able to index their epistemic status from ‘more knowledgeable’ (K+ in
Heritage’s terminology) to ‘less knowledgeable’ (K-) with respect to a specific
epistemic domain. Epistemic stance also encompasses the notion of ‘access’ to the
epistemic domain. This means that participants can index ‘how they know’ – how they
gain access to the epistemic domain and have a particular epistemic status. In Heritage’s
model for epistemic stance (2012a, b), participants in interaction can be seen to be
engaged in actively moving themselves and others from K- (less knowledgeable)
epistemic status to K+ (more knowledgeable), and orienting to relative epistemic status
as a continuous feature of interaction. In other words, whilst epistemic stance-taking is
achieved through particular utterances, participants in interaction are ‘at all times’
(Heritage 2012a) oriented to epistemic stance and status.

3.4.

Cognition in group settings

In the previous section, I discussed groups and social interaction and the literature
which informs this thesis which has focused on talk-in-interaction. In the following
section, I further consider groups, but how those groups achieve cognitive work
together. This is predominantly informed by Hutchins’ approach to the study of
cognition as it occurs across, rather than solely within, individuals.

3.4.1.

Distributed cognition

Distributed cognition, a concept pioneered by Hutchins (1995a) is concerned with how
cognition can be seen to occur across individuals, time and artefacts (see also Hutchins
& Klausen 1996). Hutchins argues for, and carries out, examinations of cognition
(which he defines as including processes such as “memory, decision making, inference,
reasoning [and] learning” Hutchins 2001:2068) which begin with an analysis of external
behaviours: the behaviours which occur across individuals; individuals and artefacts;
and/or over time. These individuals and artefacts can be seen to form a distributed
cognitive system. Artefacts, in this sense, can be understood as both physical objects
and cognitive artefacts. Cognitive artefacts are culturally constructed systems and ideas,
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such as number systems or language. Hutchins argues from a Vygotskian perspective
that the behaviours that are external (that can be observed) will indicate what may be
happening internally; external behaviours may both foreshadow and determine the
internal processes of the individual. The analysis which can be offered from a
distributed cognition perspective relies on observation of the external to argue for how
an individual may be ‘thinking’ about the world.
The external, in Vygotsky’s (1978) work, has two referents. It is both the (in a sense
prototypical) ‘external’, such as in the example of a child been shown or taught how to
solve a problem, and the transformation, through learning, of that external process via
internalization to an external, independent action. The external can be seen to be the
actions of a ‘teacher’, or a teacher and child together. Vygotsky, and Vygotskians, argue
that this external process, the interpsychological, is then internalizsd, and when it is
successfully internalised it becomes intrapsychological; it is ‘learnt’ and as such it can,
potentially, be performed either internally or externally (observably), but crucially can
be performed independent of external, or interpsychological, ‘assistance’.
For distributed cognition, the secondary ‘external’, the performance of an internalised
process (the child performing the mathematical ‘sum’ on their own), is critically
important as evidence of how the internal cognition is performed. Essentially, a
distributed cognitive perspective examines external behaviours not only as part of
learning but also as evidence for how processes once learnt can be transformed and
used, or interacted with, to perform novel cognition.
It is in the representation and transformation of external behaviours and cognitive
artefacts that such cognition is seen. A clear example, and one deeply explored by
Hutchins (1995a), is the reading of numbers. Numbers can be seen as physical marks on
paper or on navigational instruments. These numbers must be transformed into words to
be communicated via, such as in Hutchins’ example, radio. The analyst can argue that a
person has understood a marking, such as the digit ‘2’ because the individual, through
an internal process which is mediated by the individual’s understanding of the
relationship between the marking and language, transforms the representation from ‘2’
marked on paper to ‘two’ spoken aloud. If computations are performed, such as the
addition of ‘2’ with another number such as ‘4’, the external result of this addition, a
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spoken ‘six’ can be argued for as evidence that the individual’s understanding of the
Western number system has also been part of the internal cognitive process. In this
simple example it is possible to see that more simplistic processes may be misidentified; an individual may be primed and simply repeat the words ‘two plus four is
six’ without actually engaging with any further cognitive artefact, such as a number
system. It is only in close analysis of interactional behaviours over time that any
behaviour can be argued for as evidence for particular internal cognition.
Hutchins (1995a) also argues that the characteristics of a distributed cognition system,
rather than the cognitive characteristics of an individual considered separately to their
interaction with the world, will be different from the characteristics of each individual’s
cognition. As such, each distributed cognitive system could be argued to be, to a certain
extent, unique as it is made up of individuals whose engagement and interaction with
each other and artefacts, both physical and cognitive is mediated and constructed by
their unique experience of the world. The products of such systems may also be argued
to be unique and, following MacWhinney’s (1999) conceptualization of the term,
emergent. It can be seen, therefore, that the examination of the behaviours which occur
as part of such a system may be used to understand the products of such systems.
Hutchins argues that approaching internal cognition from this external-focused
perspective allows for an emphasis on how culture and context (understood as both
environmental and temporally distal) can be shown to be created by and through
cognition, as well on their role in the construction of cognitive artefacts which shape
how we, as people and groups, are able to think. As such, this thesis will use a
distributed cognition framework to analyse the behaviours which are occurring within
the social situation and social interaction, discussed above.

3.4.2.

Material anchors

The distribution of cognition across individuals is one way in which complex cognitive
tasks are performed by people. The association of a conceptual structure with a material
structure is another strategy by which complex cognitive tasks are achieved. As
discussed by Hutchins (2005), cognition involves the manipulation of some part of a
conceptual structure. A conceptual structure must therefore be represented in such a
way as to enable this manipulation to occur, whilst other (non-manipulated) parts of the
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conceptual structure remain stable. As conceptual structures increase in complexity, so
too does the task of maintaining an internal representation of that conceptual structure
which allows manipulation whilst remaining stable. Hutchins (2005) proposes the
concept of “material anchors” to refer to a cognitive strategy whereby a conceptual
structure is associated with a material structure. By doing so, a ‘conceptual blend’ is
created which has greater stability than the conceptual structure alone. Examples
discussed in Hutchins’ analysis include slide rules, medieval tide computers, and
Micronesian navigation systems. In each case, a complex conceptual structure is
‘anchored’ in a physical representation. For example, in Micronesian navigation, the
complex problem of canoe position relative to land is solved by imposing a conceptual
model of a ‘fixed’ canoe around which islands and stars move with reference to the
actual observable material anchor of the current position of the stars5. Hutchins also
notes that, given sufficient familiarity with the material anchor, the material
representation may in fact be replaced by an ‘imagined’ version. Hutchins explicitly
discusses how the replacement of a material anchor with an imagined version also
happens historically, such as with numbering and logical symbol systems in Western
cultural tradition. For this thesis, ‘material anchors’ will be a key concept applied to
understanding how cognition within the orchestra is achieved.

3.5.

Gesture in social interaction

Gesture, in this thesis, is understood as communicative. It is a means by which social
interaction occurs. This perspective follows Kendon (2004) and McNeill (1992).
Kendon (2004) specifically defines the domain of gesture with reference to the use of
visible actions “in conjunction with spoken expressions, at other times as complements,
supplements, substitutes, or alternatives” (Kendon 2004:1). Kendon’s analysis
establishes that gesture can be used by participants in interaction both with and without
speech and for a variety of interactional purposes, including to achieve particular
interactional ‘moves’, to provide meaning-rich context for speech, or to replace speech.
Gesture, for Kendon, is fundamentally part of the communicative act itself (Kendon
2004:360). This echoes McNeill’s earlier (McNeill 1992) argument that gesture and
speech should both be considered part of language.

5

Here Hutchins points out that this model of navigation differs significantly from the
Western approach.
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The specific term ‘gesture’ is used to refer to actions performed predominantly with the
hands (‘manual’ gesture). This follows the approach of McNeill and Kendon (as well as
others, e.g. Duncan 2002, Goldin-Meadow 2003, Goodwin 1986, Streeck 2009) in
predominantly focusing on motions of the hands and arms as ‘gesture’, noting that
much of this work on manual gesture also includes gaze. The term ‘embodied’ (Streeck,
Goodwin & LeBaron 2011) is used to encompass a broader scope of visible actions
produced by participants in interaction. This marks an explicit acknowledgement that
the body provides a range of affordances for actions – including gaze, manual gestures,
bodily orientation, head movement, and the use of linguistic features such as words,
prosody, grammatical construction and so forth (Stivers & Sidnell 2005, see also
Kendon 2009).
Kendon uses the term “utterance visible action” to refer to the actions performed by
participants in an interaction. He focuses on the actions performed by hands and arms
but does include the potentiality (and at times the actuality) of head, body and face
movements. Kendon is very much concerned with how utterance visible action creates
meaning between people and contributes to ongoing and shared interaction. McNeill
uses the term ‘gesture’ to refer to actions of the hand and arm. His research has been
more focused on the relationship between gesture and thought; the way gestures add to
the spoken utterance and how they relate cognitively (he proposes his ‘growth point
theory’ (McNeill et al 2008)) to one another. These differences are reflected in the
gestures and gestural contexts they analyse. Kendon primarily examines naturally
occurring interactions between people and McNeill is more dedicated to elicited
material. Their conceptualisations of gesture and/or visible utterance differ in their
considerations of gesture and signed languages in particular. However, as this thesis
does not contain analysis of signed languages these theoretical divergences are beyond
the scope of this review of the literature (cf. Müller 2018 for a full discussion. thereof).
In this thesis, I use the term ‘gesture’ to refer to manual gesture (this is also to be
consistent with the orchestral community who use the term ‘gesture’ to refer to
conductor manual action) and I am following the broader Kendonian approach in
considering the wider actions of the body as utterances within interaction.
McNeill (1992, 2000, 2005) argues that gesture can be seen as people’s thoughts made
external, as physically manifested actions. McNeill’s work focuses on gestures which
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occur with speech; gestures which he identifies as ‘spontaneous’ and which he further
characterises as occurring on a cline from conventionalised to non-conventionalised
gesture. Conventionalised, in McNeill’s terms, refers to specific, reproducible, and
defined gestures which are formed in specific ways, which can include gestures with
relatively stable ‘meaning’. Participants in interaction are socialised into understanding
these conventionalised gestures, and their recognizability relies on their ‘wellformedness’ (i.e. the extent to which an individual produces the conventional gesture
using a recognisable and mutually understood hand-shape). Non-conventionalised
gestures do not have specific ‘formedness’. McNeill argues that gestures can reveal a
person’s thoughts which may not be expressed through speech, or may be expressed
incompletely through speech. He also demonstrates that a person’s gestures may be
shown to carry meaning which contradicts their spoken communication. He argues
strongly that gestures, a term he uses to refer to non-conventionalised gestures, do not
carry meaning in the same way as language, although he argues that speech and gesture
should be considered as forming one cohesive system (McNeill 1985, 1992, 2000).
McNeill characterises gestures as different to language because, he argues, gestures can
be seen as global, synthetic and non-combinatory, whereas language is segmented,
analytic and discrete parts of language (i.e. lexical items) can be combined for novel
meaning. Enfield (2009) argues that gestures can be combined with words and other cooccurring visual phenomena to form ‘composite utterances’. These are understood as
context-situated composites of multiple signs, which can combine both conventional
and non-conventional forms. Enfield proposes that gestural meaning is both specific to
the interaction at hand and to the combination of signs used by an interactant. He
suggests that interlocutors use embodiment, manual gesture, and words to form a
unified utterance that can be interpreted and understood by other participants in the
interaction.
McNeill outlines four6 main types of gesture which occur using these parts of the body,
each of which have a differing relationship to the meaning they, at least potentially,

6

Initially, McNeill’s work included a fifth type – cohesives – not discussed in this
section.
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carry within a social interaction7. The clearest category of gesture McNeill proposes is
‘deictic gesture’, often also referred to as pointing (McNeill 1992:18, see also Kendon
2004 Ch. 11). Gestural deixis is, similarly to linguistic deixis, characterised by referring
to objects and locations in the world. McNeill shows that both concrete and abstract
deixis can be performed gesturally. McNeill considers concrete deixis as indicating a
physical object which currently occupies space in the world, and abstract deixis as
indexing an abstract idea and also as allocating physical space within the gestural space
of the interaction to refer to a physical place or object not visible or accessible to the
interactants.
McNeill also argues for the existence of ‘beats’; a concept which is problematic in
musician gesture and discussed in Chapter 6 of this thesis. In McNeill’s description of
beats which he likens to “beating musical time” (1992:15), the limb “moves along with
the rhythmical pulsation of speech” (1992:15), the downward stroke of the gesture
(usually) co-occurring with the stressed syllables. Beats can be ‘overlaid’ on other
gestures.
The final two types of gesture that McNeill suggests are iconic and metaphoric gestures.
Iconic gestures have a visual relationship with the object or action they ‘describe’. They
share characteristics with the object(s) they index; they are fast or large if what they
describe is fast or large etc. Metaphoric gestures are non-visible ideas, McNeill (1992)
argues, made visible by gesture and therefore cannot be described as having physical
similarities with the idea they ‘make visible’. However, identifying gestures as either
iconic or metaphoric is dependent, in McNeill’s work, on the content of the speech
which co-occurs with the gestures.
Gesture and embodied interaction are understood to have interaction specific meaning.
This is illustrated when considering deixis and the referential creation of shared spatial
relations between participants. Haviland (2000) argues that pointing gestures are used
deictically to refer to particular physical spaces (as in McNeill’s definition, above) as
well as to create a locally shared conceptual map of relevant spatially organised entities.
7

Although much of McNeill’s work is based on experimental data, the participants
from whom gestural data is elicited are in ‘authentic’ conversational situations, often
performing extended narratives or retellings of visual stimuli such as cartoons.
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In Haviland’s examples, positions and entities within narratives are referred to through
pointing. Whilst each point is itself a recognisable, conventionalised deictic gesture, the
meaning (i.e. the referent) is either already known to interlocutors or recoverable
through inference from co-occurring speech. Both the referent of the gesture and the
physical / spatial location which is the ‘target’ of the deictic gesture are ‘arbitrary’ in
that they are locally understood for that interaction rather than a stable, conventionalised
or lexicalised meaning. Enfield (2009) posits a similar conceptual-spatial mapping when
discussing ‘reference-activated’ chunks of space which can be ‘manipulated’ and
‘edited’ by subsequent gestures.

3.5.1.

Situated and emplaced

Gestures exist in a spatial world where the action is made relative to and confined by
the affordances for action within that physical space. Within the field of research
concerned with gestural action there are several conceptualisations for the relationship
between the gesture itself and its surrounding environment.
Streeck (2012, 2013) considers the relationship between ‘place’, the body, and
interaction. Adopting the term ‘emplacement’ from Casey (1996), Streeck proposes that
there is an interdependent and co-constructing relationship between physical location
and interaction. Emplacement locates a participant within a spatial configuration which
is interactionally relevant, as in Streeck’s example of pointing during forward motion
(Streeck 2017) as ‘anchoring’ or ‘self-emplacement’. Similarly, emplacement refers to
the transformation of a ‘space’ into a ‘place’, by and through the interactions which
occur within and with the space. For Streeck, a ‘space’ is the spatial configuration of a
physical environment, whereas a ‘place’ is the result of joint experience; place therefore
carries with it meaning (and, in his examples, social and cultural memory) for those
participants.
Goodwin (2000, 2003, 2007) approaches interaction as being both ‘situated’ and
‘environmentally coupled’. He argues that face-to-face interaction occurs as both
cognition and action, or internally and ‘publicly’. It is not the organisation of a
dichotomy between these that Goodwin pursues, following Hutchins’ (1995a)
Vygotskian perspective that the two are reflexively and inseparably interdependent.
Goodwin argues that gestures can be seen to be situated and dependent on the (dynamic
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and changing) environment(s) in which they occur, demonstrating this through the
analysis of archaeologists at work and young girls at play. Goodwin identifies the
‘symbiotic gesture’ as one which combines, through a state of “mutual interdependence
of unlike elements” (Goodwin 2003:20), the body and its environment, underscoring the
situated nature of such gestures and the multiple types of embodiment which may be
involved in producing them following both Hutchins’ (1995a) and Goffman’s (1964)
reasoning that gestures are always embedded, not only in cultural practice but also in
space. Goodwin also suggests however, that some gestures can be seen to be “iconic
gestures that in no way invoke the immediate surrounds” (Goodwin 2003:34). Goodwin
argues that there is a difference between gestures which do not have an overt
relationship with the environment and those which explicitly rely upon or transform the
environment for meaning. As this difference is presented as a continuum of difference it
is difficult to argue that any hypothetical gesture would not sit somewhere on the cline.
In this thesis Goffman’s more encompassing idea of environment will be used; social
interaction consists of behaviours which occur within a social situation and are always
both socially and physically situated.
The notion that workplaces may require, or construct, specific types of embodied
interaction is also explored by Suchman (1996) who examines the interactions within a
control room in an airport. She argues that the interactants within this setting use
physical orientation and artefacts, such as radios and television monitors, to establish
and maintain ‘shared workplaces’. The participants’ management of complex multiparty interactions is made possible, Suchman posits (building on Goffman’s (1971)
notion of ‘situational territory’), through the locally constituted understanding of how
the physical workplace is dynamically owned, divided and structured. She shows how
joint or mutual workplaces, which still require distinct and separate duties and roles, are
established as needed to achieve joint goals within that workplace. Goodwin &
Goodwin (1996) argue that the action of ‘looking’ is a sociocultural construct which is
informed and constrained by the local needs of the socially determined workplace. They
show that looking is socially mediated by others and is often co-located temporally with
that mediation, and they argue that any analysis of looking requires an in-depth
understanding of the complex local requirements of that looking. They argue that
looking is not primarily ‘perceptual’ but social. The term ‘situated’ in this thesis is
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understood as drawing upon this work to refer to actions which are both physically and
socially constructed by their environments.

3.5.2.

Artefact interaction

From a social interaction perspective, Ochs, Gonzales & Jacoby (1996) demonstrate the
importance of engaging with graphic representations and tool-use as interactionally
potent. They analyse the social interactions of scientists who, during these interactions,
also interact with their physical environment, using, creating and modifying graphic
representations of the physics concepts and actions under discussion. Ochs et al show
that analysis of these interactions must account for the ‘non-verbal behaviours’ which
occur in order to fully describe the interactional achievements of the scientists and
conclude that the existence of such interactional behaviours (tool-use, gesture) indicate
a need for a re-evaluation of primarily linguistic-centred concepts such as ‘grammar’.
Analysis of interaction including tool-use has been explored and applied across a broad
spectrum of interactional contexts. These include: girls playing hopscotch (Goodwin
1995); airplane pilots in cockpits (Hutchins & Palen 1997, Hutchins & Nomura 2011);
archaeological digs (Goodwin 2003, 2007); parent-child toothbrushing (Tulbert &
Goodwin 2011); Central Australian sand stories (Green 2014); and surgery (Mondada
2011, Bergström 2018). Haviland’s (2007, 2011) work establishes that chamber
musicians use and interact with their instruments during masterclass and rehearsal as
discussed in Section 3.1.3 above.
Hutchins (1995a) argues for the inclusion of what he terms ‘artefact interaction’ in the
analysis of distributed cognition. He suggests that any physical or material item which
is used in a culturally constructed manner can be considered an artefact. Hutchins
extends his analysis from highly technical navigational equipment to pencil and paper
demonstrating that the cultural construction of use can be specialised and local or
commonly understood. Hutchins posits that the use of these objects, from the
‘everyday’ to the task-specific, is embedded within cultural practices. He suggests that
“[c]ulture is a process that, among other things, accumulates partial solutions to
frequently encountered problems” (Hutchins 2006:379) including how physical and
material objects are manipulated to further cognition. Hutchins includes language and
number systems in his definition of artefacts as cognitive artefacts (Hutchins 1995a,
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2006). Hutchins’ work builds on Goodwin’s and Ochs et al’s work and the difference in
terminology springs from the difference in focus in their analyses; where Goodwin and
Ochs discuss interaction, Hutchins is interested in cognition. As this thesis considers
both interaction and cognition within the orchestra both sets of terminology are used
where appropriate.

3.6.

Summary

In this literature review, I have discussed research which considers the orchestra and
musicians in rehearsal, and discussed key perspectives on interaction, cognition, and
gesture which inform this research. Whilst there is an emerging field of research which
considers musician actions and rehearsal, including some work on gestural practices and
conducting, there is limited research which considers the orchestral rehearsal in terms of
interaction, particularly when focusing on professional ensembles. I have discussed
existing literature which considers smaller ensembles and masterclasses. I then
discussed key theoretical perspectives across social interaction, cognition, and
embodied interaction which inform my analysis of the orchestra. These perspectives are
unified by a focus on naturally occurring data, and on understanding how an
individuals’ internal processes are made external. In the following chapter, I set out the
methodology, data collection, and analysis approach taken for this thesis.
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4. Methodology
4.1.

Aim and research questions

This research takes the position that the orchestra can be seen as a community of people
whose goal is to perform music together. Music performance, this research argues, is
achieved socially through interaction and cognitively through the distribution of
cognition across the orchestra and each musician’s own artefacts.
The aim of this research is to examine how the cognitive and interactional practices of
musicians within orchestral rehearsal reflexively construct and are constructed by the
roles and relationships (both musical and social) which shape the orchestra as a socially
mediated musical entity and institution, and ultimately lead to the performance of
music.
This aim will be achieved through following research questions:
1) How is the creative, musical work of the orchestra established and oriented to as the
shared goal of rehearsal?
1i. How do the orchestral players and support staff use time, space, artefacts
and bodies to establish the creative and cognitive work of “rehearsal” as their
mutual goal?
1ii. How does the conductor use artefacts and his body, primarily through
manual gesture, to interact with the orchestral players in performing the mutual,
creative work of rehearsal?
2. How do musicians and conductor distribute their cognition across body, artefacts and
interactant to achieve the social, cognitive and creative aspects of their musical work?
2i. How do conductor and musicians use their bodies and artefacts to
externalise and share their cognition to achieve their mutual goals and work?
2ii. How is ‘knowing’ distributed across the people and bodies of the orchestral
rehearsal to achieve work towards the mutual goal of creative performance?
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2iii. How does the distribution and performance of leadership and following
across the orchestra form part of the emergence of creative performance?

4.1.1.

Research question discussion

Each research question will be addressed in the following analysis. Research Question 1
will be investigated through ethnographic analysis of orchestral rehearsal and through
the analysis of conductor gesture. In Chapter 5, I present an ethnographic account of the
orchestra’s activities, and examine the processes by which rehearsal spaces and
practices are created and organised by the members of the orchestra and the support
staff. Following this consideration of the ensemble, I turn in the following chapter to the
conductor, using analysis of video-recorded gesture to examine the ways in which the
conductor gesture can be seen as part of the interaction between the conductor and
members of the orchestra. Turning to Research Question 2, in Chapter 7 I focus on the
individual members of the orchestra. This analysis is based on both analysis of
examples from video data and is informed by the ethnographic observation of the
orchestra in rehearsal, and examines musicians within the orchestral context from a
distributed cognition perspective. In Chapter 8, I turn to talk and social interaction in
rehearsal to examine how knowledge is deployed and used by members of the orchestra.
Finally, in Chapter 9, I examine the gestural and embodied actions of musicians in order
to examine how ‘leading’ (including in the specifically musical sense) can be
understood within the orchestra from the behaviour and actions of orchestral musicians
themselves.

4.2.

Data

4.2.1.

Video data

The main data for this thesis consists of video recordings of a professional orchestra and
conductor across a full rehearsal cycle of one symphonic work. It was filmed across
three days of rehearsal and includes all of the orchestra’s rehearsal of one particular
work. It does not extend to the other work rehearsed during this cycle, although these
rehearsals were observed by the researcher and form part of the ethnographic data
presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis. It was important to examine an entire sequence of
rehearsal, not only because this provides a more complete context for the analysis of
interactions occurring across the cycle, but also because filming a complete cycle was
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one the orchestra’s own requirements of the research. Rehearsal of only one work was
filmed in order to be able to comply with ethics requirements.
Four cameras8 were used, in negotiation with the orchestral management staff, as a
number which would provide enough detail and differing perspectives on the rehearsal
without becoming, or being perceived as, intrusive. Four cameras could be carried and
set-up by the researcher alone which was important because only the author of this
thesis was allowed into the rehearsal space.
Each camera also had an externally mounted, multi-directional microphone which was
used to capture the sound during and around rehearsal. The fourth camera’s microphone
also provides the most ‘balanced’ or audience-like perspective on the orchestral
performance. External microphones allowed for a higher quality of sound and using
multi-directional microphones meant that sound from 180° in front of the microphone
could be captured.
This thesis is oriented to observable, external behaviours as interactional and cognitive
behaviours and/or embodiments. It examines the micro detail of these externalised
behaviours as both evidence for cognitive processes and as part of sequences of
interactional behaviours. Using video data, rather than audio, allows for the analysis of
all behaviours, rather than only audible results of behaviours, within the social situation
(Goffman 1964) that is the orchestral rehearsal. Although work on orchestral rehearsal
has been performed without video (cf. Weeks 1996) this thesis’ orientation to the
rehearsal as the site of social behaviours between individuals and groups grounded
within temporal and spatial contexts following the work of Hutchins (cf. 1995a),
Streeck (2009, 2012, 2013, 2017) and, specifically analysing musician’s behaviour,
Haviland (2007, 2011), required visual as well as aural perspectives.
Equally, a focus of this thesis is on the micro interactions of the rehearsal and the micro
features of the non-verbal behaviours, including artefact interactions, which occur
during rehearsal. Thus, capturing the visual and aural perspectives through high quality
8

Three of the four cameras used were High Definition and the fourth was Standard Definition. The High
Definition cameras were set to non-interlacing and all four cameras had frame rates set manually in
response to the field sites’ lighting. All four cameras also ran off battery rather than mains power
throughout the filming.
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video and audio for later analysis, using both ELAN and the FinalCut suite, rather than
relying on purely ethnographic methods was crucial in answering the Research
Questions listed above.
The table below (Table 4.1) shows the time filmed by each camera and their positioning
within the field site across data collection
Table 4.1 Camera positions during recording

Session

Camera

Time filmed

Day 1

1 (HD)

158.17 mins

Positioning

Conductor

Orchestra

2 (HD)

159.26 mins
Conductor

Orchestra
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3 (HD)

155.19 mins

Conductor

Orchestra

4 (SD)

171.27 mins

Conductor

Orchestra

Day 2

1 (HD)

113.39 mins
Conductor

Orchestra

63

2 (HD)

110.44 mins
Conductor

Orchestra

3 HD)

111.19 mins

Conductor

Orchestra

4 (SD)

120.99 mins

Conductor

Orchestra

64

Day 3

1 (HD)

92.43
(vlns)

Conductor

Orchestra

2 (HD)

95.99
(winds)
Conductor

Orchestra

3 HD)

100.57
(brass)

Conductor

Orchestra
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4 (SD)

107.8

Conductor

Orchestra

The aim of the positioning was to capture the greatest number of musicians within the
orchestra. Camera 4 was used, primarily, to capture a wide shot of the ensemble for
contextualisation of the narrower shots. The conductor as a focus of this research and a
focus of the orchestral interaction was always captured from multiple angles. On Day 1
the first violin section was focussed on with cameras at each end of the section, facing
each other. Day 3 allowed for close-up filming of the wind section to provide a set of
data which would contrast with the string data. The most determinative factor in the
positioning of the cameras was, however, the space itself (i.e. on Days 2 and 3 Camera
2’s Day 1 position was not physically possible) and the positioning of the musicians
within that space. It was crucial for the orchestra the cameras did not obscure any
musician’s view, in any way, which necessitated low height positioning or positioning
on the edge of the ensemble. The cameras also to be positioned in such a way that they
did not impede any musicians’ physical playing space requirements. The camera
positions chosen are, therefore, both a reflection of and response to the dynamic and
complex environment of the field site.

4.2.2.

Printed music parts

Two copies of musician’s printed music parts were supplementary data collected during
the filming process. Two sets of parts were collected (Flute I and Violin I – CM); each
part being copied before and after the rehearsal cycle. The aim of collecting this data
was to be able to examine the markings made on the parts during the rehearsal process
as part of both the cognitive and interactional analyses. Having access to the actual parts
the musicians used (rather than simply the same editions of the parts) allows for the
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pencil markings, at least those which remain until the end of the rehearsal cycle, to
become part of the broader analysis. Access to parts was limited to two sets by the
orchestral management, for practical reasons; it was deemed not practical to make
copies of all the parts. The parts which were copied were selected because the Concert
Master (CM) was to be a focus of the analysis, based on their role within the orchestra,
and a wind instrument was chosen as a contrast to the CM part coming from the string
section. The parts available were also highly limited by which parts had already been
‘taken out’ by musicians to prepare for the rehearsal cycle.

4.2.3.

Ethnographic data

The video data collected for this thesis is contextualised by the ethnographic data also
collected by the author. Ethnographic observations were carried out before, during and
after rehearsals as well as during the orchestra’s performances over a four month period.
The data also includes conversations with orchestral musicians, conductors and support
staff before and after rehearsals, during breaks from rehearsal and during meetings held
in order to organise the data collection.
The orchestra itself insisted upon a long term engagement with the ensemble featuring
multiple ethnographic observations and visits to the field sites so that any analysis made
of filmed data could be contextualised within the wider practices of this ensemble. In
particular, the orchestra’s focus was that I observe rehearsals under several different
types of conductors; varying in familiarity with the ensemble and extent of their
individual international experience and acclaim. The early observations were also
important to the orchestra to establish whether I was able to observe without impinging
upon the work of the orchestra before allowing me to observe further ‘higher stakes’
rehearsals or do any filming.
From a data collection perspective the time spent observing without filming allowed for
a smoother filming process; allowing for the identification of points and areas of interest
as well the practical considerations of filming within a variety of field sites. The
observation also meant that my presence within the ensemble became, to a certain
extent, normalised across the process.
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Although this thesis is oriented to externally observable actions and behaviours and
micro analysis of these behaviours, it also is informed by the ethnographic data
collected. The extended observations allowed for extensive ethnographic field work in
relation to the social structures, roles, hierarchies and processes found within the
ensemble and the wider organisation. This is further discussed in the detailed
ethnographic analysis in Chapter 5 of this thesis. The ethnographic work continued
during the filmed data.

4.2.4.

Limitations of the data collection

This method of data collection does, however, have limitations inherent within it. Only
one orchestra was formally observed and one cycle of that orchestra’s rehearsal
schedule video recorded, although the practices described and, indeed, the author’s own
perspective, are informed by many years of participation within orchestral practice and
observation of many different orchestras in rehearsal and performance. This limits the
generalisability of the argumentation within this thesis.
Only four cameras and microphones were used so some utterances and actions within
the rehearsal were not captured and therefore could not be analysed within the thesis.
The environment was also, relative to an experimental set-up, uncontrolled by the
researcher; musicians were able to stand in front of and walk in front of cameras, or
carry on loud conversations close to microphones effectively blocking the recording of
other interactions occurring simultaneously. Fortunately, this only occurred around the
rehearsal (i.e. before, after and during breaks) rather than during the actual work of the
orchestra. It is necessary, in addition, to be mindful of the ‘observer’s paradox’, in that
the actions of participants in research may change when under systematic observation.
Participants in this research were, during the recording, explicitly reminded that the
observation was occurring, and were able to choose how to interact when within the
cameras’ field of recording. As with the limitations of a single orchestra noted in the
prior paragraph, the combination of ethnographic observation and the author’s
experience as a member of orchestras suggests that the effect of recording on participant
behaviour was minimal.
Finally, access to the orchestra was, to a certain extent, controlled by the organisation
which shaped the types of rehearsal at which the author could be present, and therefore
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the social practices (particularly concerning the performance of power or conflict)
which were observed are limited to those which occurred within these rehearsals.
However, the rehearsal cycle recorded is complete (for the work included in the
analysis) and the orchestra required observations across (from their perspective) highly
different conductors, in order to contextualise the analysis within a broad understanding
of the operation of the orchestra.

4.3.

Participants

The orchestra (referred to, within this thesis, by the pseudonym of the City Symphony
Orchestra, or CSO) observed and filmed for this thesis is a professional symphony
orchestra in an English speaking area. The orchestra performs extensively throughout
each year and is one of the oldest and most esteemed ensembles in its region. It
performs an extensive variety of repertoire but the bulk of its programming through
each season is symphonic performances given by the orchestra in its own right in
orchestral performance venues. However it does, occasionally, perform in collaborative
concerts with other artists and for special events. It also, like many orchestras of its size
and position, has an extensive education and outreach program, and tours regularly both
locally and internationally. All of the rehearsals and performances observed were for
orchestral performances, some with soloists and choirs, within the orchestra’s main
performance venues or in preparation for local touring.
All of the players are professional musicians; some also perform in chamber ensembles
and some teach at tertiary level institutions. It is important to use data of professional
orchestras and conductors rather than student or amateur ensembles as the nature of the
interaction may, potentially, be considerably different. The role of a conductor with a
youth or student orchestra is that of an appreciably more experienced expert who
engages in behaviours not unlike those found in the classroom (as seen in Weeks 1996).
Professional musicians may, on the other hand, have as much or, potentially, more
experience than their conductors and, unlike student musicians, are highly competent in
the technical aspects of performance; leading to, potentially, very different types of
interaction, interactional goals and content. It was also important to be able to consider
the orchestral rehearsal as the site of work, as a ‘workplace’ within an organisation
rather than educational experience when situating the orchestra as a distributed
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cognitive system within wider work on distributed cognition which, as a field, is
focussed on professional teams and environments.
The number of individuals who form part of the wider ethnographic data is upwards of
one hundred. This includes orchestra management, support staff and casual players
across the four month period. The ensemble is not a completely static group from one
rehearsal cycle to the next; its population changes based on the needs of the music and
work rosters. There are between eighty and one hundred individuals involved in the
filmed data, depending on the session. The flexibility and mutability of the ensemble
over time is further described and discussed in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

4.4.

Data presentation

The data is primarily presented throughout this thesis as transcriptions which include
talk, vocalisations, gestures, head movements, body orientations and artefact
interactions. The data in transcribed using a modified Conversation Analysis system.
The system is modified by using music notation to transcribe musical sound both
performed on instruments and vocalised sounds (see Appendix A for full transcription
conventions used throughout this thesis).
The data is divided, for transcription, into ‘episodes’. Lines within each episode are renumbered from the beginning and are numbered sequentially at each line of the
transcript. Each episode is named but is numbered according to Day, Session and then
the sequential ordering of episodes within each Session. It is not practical to include a
full transcript of all one hundred participants across the three days filmed so only
relevant transcripts are included in this thesis.
Diagrams, both as visualisations of cognitive processes and as representations of spatial
arrangements within the orchestral space are also presented within the thesis. Annotated
and processed images are used within diagrams and transcripts as well as stand-alone
presentations of data. Where the head is not visible within an image an ‘H’ is used to
show the position of the head and an arrow is used to show orientation.
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4.4.1.

Ethical considerations

The most high-impact ethical issue within this research is the protection of the
orchestra’s identity. The orchestra, as an organisation, was insistent that the orchestra
not be identifiable from the data as presented in this thesis, and associated presentations
and publications. The reason for this is that the orchestral rehearsal needs to be a ‘safe
place’ for musicians to take risks in their interpretations and performances of music.
The musicians also receive feedback and critique from the conductor and other players
which, in this professional context, needs to be kept private from the wider orchestral
community. Thus, all images used within this thesis have been processed using FinalCut
Express and iPhoto. Faces, bodies and at times distinctive instruments have been
blurred and pixellated to avoid identification. Many images have also been turned into
black and white images so that colours of instruments, features of venues or individuals’
distinctive clothing, and genders (in some cases) cannot be identified. It is crucial that
no aspect of the rehearsal venue or any individual be identifiable as the identity of one
individual or the orchestra’s location would provide a substantive clue to the identities
of the other individuals involved. The Human Ethics Advisory Group (HEAG) number
for this research is 0931974.

4.5.

Key

theoretical

perspectives

and

methodological

frameworks
To analyse the data collected (described above) this thesis uses three main analytical
approaches. The use of each of the three is discussed below, followed by an explanation
of the common understandings which inform and underpin the thesis as a whole.

4.5.1.

Distributed cognition

This thesis, by employing distributed cognition as a perspective for analysis, is taking a
particular position on musician behaviour and cognition within orchestral rehearsal.
First, it is important to acknowledge that distributed cognition is not a methodology per
se; rather it is a perspective on cognition which argues that all cognition is distributed,
even that which occurs within a single mind (being distributed minimally across brain
cells and hemispheres) (Hutchins 1995a). As an approach to data, distributed cognitive
analysis allows for the analysis of micro interactions between groups of people and
artefacts situated within complex cognitive, cultural and physical environments. These
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multiplex environments include culturally constructed and bound cognitive systems
with which individuals and groups interact.
Using a distributed cognitive approach to examine the behaviours of orchestral
musicians in rehearsal with one another explicitly places importance on including
cognitive and cultural artefacts within any analysis undertaken. It will be argued that
musicians, following this approach, can be seen to be interacting with objects within
their environment as cultural artefacts (which will be shown to range from pencils to
musical instruments) and cognitive systems such as those within ‘Western’ music,
number and language systems.
Approaching data of individuals or groups interacting with their environment, both
physical and cognitive, from a distributed cognition perspective allows for the analysis
of all ‘work’ behaviours, within a specific temporal or spatial frame, whether or not
these behaviours contribute to the ‘interaction’ in a, for example, Conversation Analysis
understanding of interaction. ‘Work’ behaviours are here understood to be all
behaviours which contribute to the achievement of the computational ‘goal’ or goals
which the distributed cognitive system under examination is designed, or has evolved,
to achieve. For musicians within an orchestra this goal will be shown to be the rehearsal
and subsequent performance of orchestral music. For example, the picking up and using
of a pencil to make a marking on printed music may not fall easily within the grasp of
an approach like Conversation Analysis as it is not necessarily a ‘interactional’
behaviour within that tradition, but the doing of such markings, this thesis argues, are
potentially crucial points within the cognitive processes occurring distributively across
musicians, printed music and their instruments.
Arguing that the orchestra can be seen as a distributed cognitive system takes the
position that the members of the orchestra are operating within a workplace and, as
eams of people, working towards a common goal; one which can only be achieved by
the entire system of the orchestra and that each member forms an integral and important
part of that system. This is different to considering the orchestra as simply a
‘workplace’ where responsibilities and contributions may be locally negotiated and
organised but where one employee can compensate for gaps within the workplace.
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It is important, this thesis argues, to consider the orchestra a site of distributed cognition
because this orientation allows for the examination of the orchestra as explicitly
working towards the production of music performance. It is not, within this analysis,
limited to showing that computational and cognitive behaviours must be interactionally
deployed to be of consequence within the rehearsal.
Discussing the orchestra in terms of distributed cognitive systems however limits the
analysis to focussing on such goal directed behaviours. Such an approach, on its own,
does not emphasise an examination of the ‘everyday’ parts of the interaction, unless
they can be shown to be contributing to the cognition. While distributed cognition does
include an examination of the cultural practices and processes within a site it relies
heavily on ethnographic measures to collect this information (Hutchins 1995a).

4.5.2.

Ethnography

This thesis, by using an ethnographic approach in combination with both distributed
cognition and Conversation Analysis, understands social and cultural practice to be able
to be observed and understood through a period of participant-observation. The thesis
positions itself, therefore, as considering the City Symphony as a community which has
its own, localised practices (or at least locally performed versions of wider practices)
which both construct the wider, community level social structures and also reflect these
same structures in the performance or deployment of such practices.
This research uses the ethnographic data collected (presented primarily in Chapter 5 of
this thesis) to engage with the context of the recorded video data. It documents and
discusses the orchestra’s cultural practices, ‘norms’ of interaction and behaviour, and
identifies patterns of behaviour and social structure both within and beyond the
rehearsal space. The ethnographic side of this research allows for the situation of the
video data within this broader perspective on the City Symphony Orchestra’s own
localised practices and highlights the complexity of the orchestra as a site of cultural
knowledge and practice.
Furthermore, ethnography, as a methodology, requires a consideration of the
researcher’s subjectivity (as participant-observer) within the field site, and my own role
and impact as a researcher entering into the orchestral space. This is particularly
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important for this research given my own background as both musician and linguist;
indeed, it was this duality of identity which enabled me to gain access to the field site
and to engage as a participant-observer with this community.
However, the description, documentation and discussion of the social and cultural
practices and behaviours occurring within the CSO as a community are only a starting
point for the analysis of these practices. For this thesis, both distributed cognition and
Conversation Analysis are used to identify the actual construction and performance of
these macro structures and community practices within the micro interactions and
behaviours of the members of the ensemble as they are actually deployed within the
workplace.

4.5.3.

Conversation analysis

By using Conversation Analysis (CA) as a theoretical and methodological framework
for analysis this thesis positions itself as understanding macro social structures, roles
and cultural practices as being not only observable through ethnography, but also as
discoverable within the micro details of everyday and workplace interactions. CA, as
deployed within this thesis, understands interactants to be individuals who may use a
variety of available resources (including talk, orientation, gesture) which can be
embodied, and are emplaced, to ‘do’ social interaction. CA, and this thesis, understand
interaction to be both sequential and self-organising, and meaning to be co-constructed
between interactants through talk, gesture and other interactional resources.
The critical position, for this research, from within the CA tradition is the importance
placed on macro social practices and phenomena (i.e. social roles) being demonstrably
visible within the interactional data examined. This thesis aims to show the participants’
own understanding of the interaction which occurs during orchestral rehearsal. It
follows the CA principle of not imposing external positions (for example authority and
power) on the data; rather it seeks to uncover how such phenomena can be seen to be
constructed, understood and deployed by the participants within the interaction.
However, using CA does not allow for the examination or analysis of noninteractionally understood behaviours. For an action to be analysed as ‘interactional’
CA requires that it can be shown to be understood as such by participants. However, as
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the orchestra is understood, in this thesis, to be both socially and cognitively mediated
in its pursuit of the goal of music performance, there are behaviours which occur and
crucially contribute to the achievement of this goal, which may not be seen to be
understood by interactants as being deployed interactionally. Such actions – for
example, music performance or using a pencil – may potentially be seen to be deployed
interactionally. However, it is in recognition that this may not always be the case within
the orchestra that a distributed cognition perspective also informs this research.
A modified CA-type transcription convention (Mondada 2007) is used to represent talk
and co-occurring gesture where relevant (particularly for Chapter 8). It should be
acknowledged (following Ochs 1996, SSJ 1974) that the adoption of a transcription
methodology which follows the CA tradition to represent data inherently applies much
of the CA theory and methodology through the act of transcription.

4.5.4.

Key theoretical constructs across distributed cognition,
ethnography and Conversation Analysis

These three theoretical and methodological approaches are being used complementarily
in this thesis to cover the complexity found within the site of the orchestra. This thesis
takes the position that these approaches have key concepts and tenets in common which
allows them to be used together in this way.
The first of these is inclusivity. Each of these theoretical positionings conceptualises of
all behaviours within a social situation (Goffman 1964) such as orchestral rehearsal as
potentially part of the social phenomena being examined and that they should be treated
as such by the analyst. All three approaches to this data insist upon a wide variety of
practices, including talk, gesture, orientation, and artefact interaction as being key to the
analytical processes inherent within the perspective. Each of the three perspectives
approaches data with the explicit expectation that everything which occurs within the
paradigm of the perspective may be critical to the point of analysis; for an action to be
discarded as not important it needs to be shown as such within the data rather than
necessarily starting from a position where, for example, talk or gesture have primacy
and other behaviours are unlikely to be of importance.
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Externally accessible behaviours are treated by all three perspectives as evidence for
internal processes. Distributed cognition (as discussed in the background chapters) uses
external behaviours as evidence for cognitive processes; CA also relies on externally
observable actions (such as talk or non-verbal behaviour) to show how utterances are
understood and acted upon by participants within interaction. Ethnography is, by its
nature, reliant on externally observable behaviours (even behaviours such as talk in
explicit interview or questioning situations) to uncover the underlying social
phenomena which exist within a community.
The third, critical point which is deployed across, and fundamentally underpins, this
thesis is the conceptualisation of contextual information. Contextual information gained
through observations and conversations with participant-informants has to be able to be
shown to be ‘made relevant’ (Schegloff 1992) by interactants. It is the position of this
thesis that the ethnographic data in Chapter 5 provides an important context for the
analysis which follows in Chapters 6-9 but can only be used as evidence for arguments
made in these chapters if the same phenomena can be shown within the micro
interactional and/or cognitive data. The interactants themselves need to be shown to
making the knowledge-source (for example) relevant or actually using the various
artefacts to make computations within the video rehearsal data. It is this tension
between the need for a wider perspective in which to contextualise the data and the
critical importance of not imposing external assumptions or observations onto the data
which drives the use of these three primary perspectives within this thesis.

4.6.

Coding and definitions

The following figure and table list and define the musician behaviours that the analysis
in this thesis orients to. Figure 4.1 is a schema of the relationships between behaviours
and Table 4.2 defines each behaviour. It is these definitions which are deployed when
using the listed terms throughout the thesis. A key to the transcription conventions used
in this thesis is also included as Appendix A.
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Figure 4-1 Coding framework
Interactant

Quasi performance

Music performance

Rehearsal of music
performance
Change in music
performance

Iconic

Verbalisation

Metaphoric

Vocalisation

Deixis

Gesture

Beat

Time beat

Conductor beat

Behaviours

Head movement

Torso orientation

Orientation

Whole body orientation

Artefact

Gaze direction

Artefact interaction

Representations of music

Audible action

Pitch indexicalisation of
music

Object representation of
music

Rhythmic indexicalisation
of music

Behavioural
representations of music

Timbral indexicalisation of
music

Transformation of
representation of music

Textural indexicalisation of
music
Verbal indexicalisation of
music
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Table 4.2 Coding definitions

CODE

Definition

interactant

An interactant is an individual who may act as an individual or
as part of a group in a social context. An interactant may also
interact with an artefact (see below) but only the artefact
interaction which occurs in the social interaction space, and is
thus also part of social interaction (see above) is within the
scope of this research.

music

Music performance can be considered as the playing of a music

performance

work with the aim of transmitting that work to an audience.
This can be in the form of a live performance in front of an
audience, large or small, and can also be the recording of a
work.

quasi

Music performance which occurs without the direct presence, or

performance

understanding of ultimate presence (as in during a recording
process), of an audience, but is performed with the aim, explicit
or otherwise, of achieving the ‘best possible’ result can be
considered quasi performance. Quasi performance is possible in
rehearsal situations where an informal or formal assessment is
made of the current status of an orchestra or individual’s
performance of a music work. The aim of the orchestra or
individual at this point is to give an accurate impression of their
current capacity, to avoid ineffective use of time rehearsing
music which does not need work or change.

rehearsal

of As distinct from quasi performance, rehearsal of music

music

performance is coded when music is being played with the

performance

express purpose of achieving change. Instructions are given,
before or during the playing, to alter aspects of the
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performance.

change in music Change in music performance can be seen, over time, as
performance

differences between performances of a music work which can
be quantified. The changes can occur in: tempo (and tempo
changes); dynamics (range, balance, speed of change); timbre;
pitch; rhythm; and articulation.

BEHAVIOURS
The physical position, attitude and movement of an interactant is coded as behaviour
and further coded using the categories below.

verbalisation

Vocal utterances that consist of recognisable language including
partial words and fillers such ‘um’, ‘ah’ and oh’.

vocalisation

Vocal production which does not use language.

gesture

Movement of the head, fingers, hands, arms, feet and legs
which does not result in sound from instruments. Gestures can
be performed with instruments or other objects being held or
touched but can only be coded as ‘gestures’ if the object is
treated as an extension of the limb rather than performing an
action which requires, or is made more realistic by, the use of
the instrument.

A gesture can be made up of a preparation phase, a stroke and a
retraction. The preparation phase can be characterised as the
physical preparation required before executing the gesture,
moving the limbs into a position ready to perform the gesture.
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A stroke is the ‘gesture’ itself, the movement which encodes the
meaning. The retraction phase is coded when limbs return to the
position in which they started or any movement away from the
physical position and action of the gesture which does not
constitute ‘preparation’ for another gesture. Not all gestures will
be able to be coded with all three phases.

iconic

A gesture which can be shown to have one or more physical
characteristics which demonstrate the gesture’s relationship
with an object or action in the real world.

metaphoric

A gesture which encodes an abstract idea is coded as
metaphoric.

deixis

A gesture which indicates through its orientation and direction
the location of a concrete object or person, or the ‘location’ in
metaphoric space of an abstract idea. A deictic gesture is coded
when a gesture has an extension or ‘pointing’ element. This
may vary from an outstretched arm or finger to the placement of
any gesture within the interactant’s physical space. For a
gesture to be coded as deictic the referent of the deixis needs to
be established through examination of the physical environment
and/or the metaphoric interactional space being used by the
interactant.

beat

A gesture which occurs with speech as a two-part, preparationstroke where the stroke is often, but not always, a downward
movement which necessarily requires an upward preparation.
The stroke of the gesture co-occurs with the stressed syllable(s)
of the co-occurring speech. The gesture may found in any part
of the body. A beat often occurs as part of a sequence of
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repeated movements, or beats.

time beat

A time beat gesture is substantively identical to the ‘beat’ in its
physical form but co-occurs with music rather than speech, the
downward stroke falling with the pulse of the music.

conductor beat

A conductor beat bears a superficial resemblance to both ‘beat’
and ‘time beat’ gestures. It is usually referred to by conductors
as ‘beat’ but in this thesis I will use the term ‘conductor beat’ to
differentiate it from the other types of ‘beat’ which occur in this
context.

Conductor beats are part of conventionalised patterns which are
derived from information in the musical score. The patterns set
and change the musical pulse and/or its subdivisions. Conductor
beats are usually performed by the right hand, with or without a
baton. The patterns consist of a series of movements of the hand
and/or arm, each change of direction, or ‘turning point’,
temporally locating the beat.

Conductor beats can be coded if incomplete. They may also be
performed with an unusual limb or limb extension (object).
Conductor beat can occur without causing any playing from
musicians, and may instead accompany verbalisation or
vocalisation from the conductor themselves or others. The
manner in which conductor beats are performed can determine
that they are additionally coded as iconic, metaphoric or deictic.
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head movement

Any movement of the head and/or neck. This movement may be
additionally coded as iconic, metaphoric, deictic or as a beat or
time beat.
Head movement may also be coded as part of ‘orientation’ (see
below).

orientation

Orientation is the direction in which an individual is facing.
Changes in that orientation can occur through head movement
(see above), movement of the torso or whole body and change
in gaze (see below). The change in orientation is coded when an
individual’s orientation is changed from an object or person to
another object or person. Additionally in may be coded when an
individual’s orientation moves to a potentially ‘neutral’ space
where there is a negative presence of an object or person. It may
also be coded when an individual may have a reasonable
expectation that an object or person may be in the space to
which they are orienting, ie. when an object or person has
recently occupied a space or can be seen to have been
represented metaphorically by a space.

torso orientation

Torso orientation is the direction in which the torso is facing. A
change in torso orientation is coded when an individual’s torso,
the body between hips and shoulders, is partially or completely
moved on a left-right or front-back axis. The individual may
turn in a left or right direction (coded from the individual’s
perspective) in combination with a front-back ‘bending’ change
(also coded from individual’s perspective). The change can be
momentary or enduring. Torso orientation can be independent
of other orientation.

wholebody

Whole body orientation is coded when torso orientation occurs
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orientation

accompanied by movement of the lower limbs.

gaze direction

Gaze direction is coded as the movement of the eyes. It can
occur independently of other orientations (head, torso, whole
body).

artefact

In this thesis, an artefact, is an object with cultural significance
which a musician (or musicians) or conductor has interacted
with through observable behaviour(s). ‘Cultural significance’
refers to shared knowledge held by a number of individuals or
group about how an object functions and may be interacted
with. While this knowledge may be pre-existent, every instance
of interaction with an object potentially adds to the shared
knowledge about the cultural object. The object itself may be a
concrete object or an abstract idea, but for the purpose of this
thesis, examining the social interaction, only cultural objects
with which interaction may be observed by others, the artefact
interaction thus forming part of the social interaction, will
considered ‘artefacts’.

artefact

Any observable behaviour, such as touching, looking, holding,

interaction

and speech (as examples rather than an exhaustive list) which
involves the cultural object will be considered artefact
interaction.

audible action

Sound which occurs as a result of artefact interaction is coded
as ‘audible action’. It is coded separately from the artefact
interaction which causes it as because the two behaviours have
the potential to carry different information, and is differently
able to be observed by others; a sound can be observed by an
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individual who is not visually observing a behaviour.

REPRESENTATIONS OF MUSIC

object

A representation of music will coded for all physical objects

representation of which encode music, such as music scores, parts etc.
music

behavioural

Behaviours which index music, whether that indexicalisation is

representations of of a physical artefact or the externalisation of cognition, will
music

also be coded as representations of music.

pitch

Pitch is the frequency of sound, measured in hertz. In this thesis

indexicalisation of pitch is examined in terms of its contour; the relationship of one
music

pitch to another rather than in absolute terms. The purpose of
using pitch contours to identify possible manifestations of
musical pitch contours in behaviours other than playing music.
In audible behaviours (audible interaction, verbalisation and
vocalisation) it is measured in hertz, and in non-audible
behaviours it is measured as an iconic representation where
high and low physical movements are compared to patterns of
high and low pitches. Pitch contour patterns are established in
relation to existing contours in the relevant (discussed or
rehearsed at the time of the behaviour) music work.

rhythmic

Rhythm patterns are also established in relation to relevant

indexicalisation of works and may also be coded as iconicly represented or as
music

occurring as part of an audible action. Rhythm is the change of
over time of sound. All sound fundamentally has rhythm; any
sound which practically exists has a start and an end. It is this
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change, from no sound to sound and back to no sound, which
minimally forms a rhythmic pattern. Rhythmic patterns are
compared in terms of comparative length of sound rather than
absolute lengths.

timbral

Timbre may be indexed audibly or non-audibly when timbre is

indexicalisation of used to index music either audibly or non-audibly
music

textural

Texture may be indexed audibly or non-audibly when texture is

indexicalisation of used to index music either audibly or non-audibly
music

verbal

Verbal indexicalisation of music will be coded for specific

indexicalisation of linguistic terms which occur on printed music.
music

transformation of Transformation of representation of music will be coded when
representation of the form in which music is represented changes over time,
music

interactants or artefacts

In addition to these musical behaviours, as foreshadowed in the background and
introductory sections of the thesis, the notion of ‘stance’ will also be discussed in
relation to musician behaviour in the orchestra. In line with the definitions of
behaviours and interactants (above), the following table and schema (Fig 4.2 and Table
4.3) sets out the definition of stance which will be used in the subsequent chapters, for
the purposes of coding and analysis. Stance, for the purposes of this research, is
understood to be achieved by and through the actions of participants in interaction. The
coding schema identifies the particular types of stance which will be discussed in this
research, and defines the key terminology. These types of stance will in turn be argued
for as being achieved through the interactions noted above, following the
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methodological and analytical orientation of CA and related theoretical approaches to
interaction, as well as the approach taken in the analysis of stance in the relevant
research and literature discussed in the background chapter.
Figure 4-2 Types of stance

Affective

Stance

Epistemic

Evaluative

Object

Table 4.3 Stance definitions

CODE

Definition

Stance

A stance is the outward projection of subjectivity, by which an
interactant can be seen to have a particular relationship with a
relevant object. Stance is the social relationship which exists
between the interactant and the object of the stance, understood
and accessible to other interactants within the interactional
space.

Affective

Affective stance is the emotional and attitudinal relationship
between the interactant and the object of interest

Epistemic

Epistemic stance refers to knowledge or belief held by the
interactant about the object, which can include degrees of
certainty of knowledge, degrees of commitment to truth of
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propositions, and sources of knowledge

Evaluative

Evaluative stance is the assigning of some relevant dimension
of value to the object in question, in which the perspective,
opinion or subjective viewpoint of the interactant relative to the
object is made clear

Object

The object of stance is some relevant concept, focus of concern,
physical or cultural artefact which is deployed by interactants in
the interactional performance and signalling of stance

4.7.

Summary

In this discussion of methodology, I have set out the sources of data which will
underpin the analysis chapters of this thesis, and outlined how each analysis chapter will
use particular types of data to explore musician behaviour in orchestral rehearsal. Each
chapter, in addition, will focus on addressing a specific research question, and deploy
the appropriate methodology to explore the orchestral rehearsal through an ethnographic
and interactional lens.
In the following chapter, I turn to the first Research Question, and use an ethnographic
account of orchestral rehearsal practices to examine the ways in which musicians
establish the achievement of musical performance as a mutually oriented to goal across
the musicians, support staff, and others within the rehearsal.
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5. Creating the rehearsal
The previous chapter laid out my methodology and approach to the video-recordings
and ethnographic observations which form the data analysed for this thesis. This chapter
seeks to examine how orchestral players, and the orchestral support staff, use time,
space, artefacts and their bodies themselves to establish the creative and cognitive work
of ‘rehearsal’ as their mutual and shared goal. I will first discuss the purpose and goal of
rehearsal and how that relates to the work of rehearsal. I will then examine space, time
and artefacts in depth to show the role each plays in the orchestra’s work and thus in its
journey across a three day rehearsal cycle.

5.1.

Space and time in orchestral rehearsal

In this chapter, I focus on ‘space’ and ‘time’ in orchestral rehearsal. This is meant
literally; the focus of this analysis is on the physical space in which the orchestra
rehearses, who occupies that space, how they are present within the space and for how
long. Haviland (2011) tells us that the arrangement of musicians in performance spaces
across a variety of musical traditions is “linked to acoustic facts […] who can hear who
[…] performance traditions and to formal properties of the music itself”. Haviland
argues that the arrangement of musicians within the performance space has implications
for their capacity to co-ordinate their playing. He also proposes that hierarchical
rankings of players and instruments within musical group structures are displayed in
those seating orderings (Haviland 2011:292). For the CSO the performance structure
and seating is as closely replicated in the rehearsal space as possible. For some of the
rehearsals I observed the seating and layout were exactly positioned as for the
performance within the performance space but in others minor adjustments became
necessary to accommodate the desired performance structuring in the rehearsal room.
One example of this was using a second piano in rehearsal as the rehearsal space did not
contain a pipe organ. Even when resources differed in this way the orchestra strived for
the performance layout and as such the rehearsal can be seen as an example of the type
of “musical performance space” Haviland (2011:291) discusses. Members of the CSO
themselves orient towards the issues of who, when and how they will be part of the
rehearsal and performances spaces. In the following Extract 5-1, the presence and
absence of players can be seen as a topic of conversation between the conductor and the
orchestra.
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CON
CMA/cm
or
V22
V29

conductor
concertmaster
orchestra as a group
inside player first desk second violins
outside player of 5th desk of second violins

preceded by conversation between CMA and CON
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

CON

CMA
CON
cm
CMA
or
CON
V29
CON

V22
or
CON

ladies and gentlemen/ just so you know (.) that/ (.)
for tonight/ (0.4) for tonight’s rehearsal of the pi:ece/ (0.6)
i’ll rehearse from/ (0.8) big numbers down (.) so that (.) we’ll do
movement six with the trombones (.) and then i’ll do the wind
et cetera et cetera i’ve planned it so that we’re going from (.)
big (.) to small (.) and i realise that the first and second
violins have been scheduled as (.) a section/ as two sections (0.7)
and I know that’s caused (0.4) terrible unhappiness/
has it/
#no\ not really\#
#turns to orchestra#
who’s unhappy/
*laughter for 1.3* *laughter continues*
*just thought I’d fly* that idea and loo- I’m
goin- glad you’re deli:ghted
what’s he talking about/ ((COM: sotto voce))
but i will probably drop (.) some desks (.) probably (.) simply
because/ (0.6) the second violin part as you know is only ever
one octave below the first violin part (.) in number three for a
very short period of time otherwise it’s one (.) part (0.8) so I
will probably play six and six\
how bout sixteen zero/
*laughter for 4.4*
that thought crossed my mi:nd but i thought that would be
unreasonable (0.3) so:

interaction continues with CON returning to logistics discussion
Notes on “six and six”
“piece” in line 2 stands in for the name of the work being rehearsed and
“movement six” in line 3 is used to refer to the sub-section of that piece.
The actual titles have removed to avoid identifying the programme of the
concert and key personnel.

Extract 5-1 “six and six”

In this short extract of talk, the conductor describes the structure of a later rehearsal in
terms of the order in which each movement of a piece will be rehearsed (line 3, ‘big
numbers down’). The conductor has arranged the rehearsal of music such that the
earliest part of the rehearsal will involve the largest number of players. In this case, as
the rehearsal time and the work of the orchestra progresses, the ensemble will go from
‘big’ (a larger number of players, including the brass and wind sections) to ‘small’
(progressively releasing players as they are no longer required). The conductor’s
extended utterance in lines 1 to 6 shows the importance to both him and the orchestra of
knowing who is within the rehearsal space and the arrangement of time within the
rehearsal, and, importantly, that this can adapt and change. In addition, the intentional
arrangement of ‘big’ to ‘small’ numbers can be seen to demonstrate the value which is
placed on musicians’ time. The conductor is minimizing the overall duration for which
any player is required. This re-negotiation of time shows that the rehearsal is, for the
conductor, a process by which the specific musical work that he has planned is achieved
rather than a fixed time ‘slot’ in which all musicians are present.
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This excerpt, Extract 5-1, also shows the conductor re-configuring or re-allocating
musicians within the orchestra, or at least proposing such a reconfiguration. In lines 7
and 8, the conductor says that the ‘first and second violins’ have been scheduled as ‘two
sections’. This is followed by a humorous exchange, in which the conductor frames this
as a source of ‘unhappiness’. Interestingly, although the orchestra do respond with
laughter (line 13), the initial reply is from the Concertmaster, who initially reacted with
surprise before joining the general laughter. As the Conductor then explains, this
humour is due to the structure of the piece, in which the first and second violins are
effectively written as ‘one part’ (line 20) aside from a short section. The conductor
proposes that he will ‘drop some desks’ (line 17), meaning reduce the number of players
in the performance to ‘six and six’ (line 21). This would reduce the number of violin
players from two full sections of eight desks (16 musicians in each, 32 total violinists)
to six in each (12 musicians, 24 total violinists). This proposal is met with an
intentionally humorous response from one of the violinists – V22 – the ‘inside player’
of the first desk in the second violin section9. In line 22, the musician says ‘how about
sixteen zero’ – meaning that rather than reducing both sections, the conductor should
eliminate the second violin section entirely – eliciting a longer laughter response from
the orchestra. There are two salient aspects of this exchange. Firstly, the conductor
again shows the importance of who is in the space, and links that explicitly to the
requirements of the music itself; reminding the violins that they are playing effectively
as one section and suggesting a reduction in overall numbers to match the musical
requirements of the piece. Secondly, the response from the second violinist
demonstrates one of the critical distinctions between a professional ensemble and a nonprofessional orchestra. The conductor’s suggestion means that some musicians may not
perform this work10. Rather than a negative reaction, the humorous response shows the
positioning of the musicians relative to the rehearsal and performance of a musical
piece. I suggest that the ‘sixteen zero’ response highlights that for a professional
ensemble, the performance and rehearsal of music is both an aesthetic practice and a
professional obligation, one in which the efficient allocation of rehearsal time, the
appropriate construction of ensemble for the task at hand, and the opportunity for
9

Conventionally, this would be the second-most senior player in the section.
As noted elsewhere in this chapter, contractual arrangements for musicians are such
that decisions at this stage of the rehearsal process relate only to performance not to fees
or remuneration
10
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unexpected time off are welcome and positively valued. The conductor and orchestra
collaboratively position as sharing this view; the time of the musicians themselves is
valued and should be efficiently allocated within a rehearsal process (moving from big
numbers down) and the requirements of the music determine musician involvement
(reducing the violin sections to six and six). It is this dual focus – the creation of the
rehearsal space in which musicians are present during rehearsal and the use of time
during that rehearsal – which is the predominant concern of this chapter, and this short
excerpt shows that these are also relevant topics for the participants themselves.

5.2.

Purpose, goals and work in orchestral rehearsal

The following sections will discuss the purpose of professional orchestral rehearsal in
working towards the goal of public performance.

5.2.1.

Purpose in orchestral rehearsal

The purpose of rehearsal in general is to prepare a group of musicians for upcoming
performance in the form of concerts and/or recordings. The specific purpose of a
particular orchestral rehearsal is to shape that orchestra’s understanding of a musical
work, and its performance, into a unified musical vision which communicates particular
ideas to an audience. On the first day of the CSO’s video-recorded rehearsal period their
upcoming concert was three days away. The orchestra, in its current iteration, had not
performed the work recently and had not rehearsed the symphony they were playing
with the conductor who was engaged for this single series of performances. The purpose
of the CSO’s rehearsal period, over three days, was to allow the conductor to plunge
into the orchestra’s interpretation(s) and tweak and modify in order to align the playing
with his own musical plan. Within the orchestra’s ‘interpretation(s)’!it is implied that the
interpretation held by orchestra is the sum of the individual members of the orchestra’s
interpretations gathered over their own experiences of study, practice, recordings and
performances rather than a corporate or organisational memory held by the orchestra as
a group. The CSO is not a static, unified body made up of individuals with homogenous
experience; some members had extensive history with this symphonic composition and
others had never before played it in performance. During the period of my ethnographic
research the CSO was also undergoing a major change; they were looking for a new
conductor and were, week to week, performing under the baton of different conductors.
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In addition, this week the symphony performed was a very large work which needed a
number of slightly unusual instruments; meaning the eighty plus people in the rehearsal
space were not all regular members of the ensemble. Within this group each player had
prepared the work thoroughly but there remained many decisions that needed to made,
or arbitrated, by the conductor - should this note be held longer here or shorter, will we
play on or off the string through this section, how will this chord balance within the
performance space? Thus the purpose of the rehearsal was to iron out technical issues as
they arose as well as unify musical positions across the orchestra so that after three days
together the people in the rehearsal space with their varying knowledge, and potentially,
incompatible interpretations of the symphony, can be brought together on stage under
the baton of one man and create a performance which allows the composer’s intentions
to speak through the instrument of ‘the orchestra’. In a way, because of the nature of this
particular orchestra at this unique period in its history, the rehearsal not only built up the
piece of music for performance, but also built the actual orchestra from a disparate
group of players into a single, unified team of players guided by the week’s conductor
(herein called by the pseudonym Thomas Krake).

5.2.2.

Goal of orchestral rehearsal

If the purpose of orchestral rehearsal is to prepare for the performance whether that be
recording or recital, the goal of the rehearsal is here conceptualised as somewhat
differentiated from the purpose. The ultimate goal of a rehearsal is what is being aimed
for during the preparative rehearsing; it may never be completely achieved but the goal
exists as the catalyst for the rehearsal itself. The orchestra, as an organisation as well as
a group of performers, has the goal of a ‘good’!performance. Of course, this may be a
‘excellent’! performance or, indeed, a ‘creditable’! or even ‘bankable’! performance but
always a positive one. No orchestra sets out to perform below their capacity or lose
money through poor performance of music. For the conductor, and other players, what
constitutes the ‘good’!performance can be more or less specific and may relate directly
to particular musical decisions and ambitions. However, the relationship between the
rehearsal and the goal, the positive performance, is not culminative at the end of the
rehearsal period. Rather, the goal of performance exists first and the rehearsal is what is
necessary to achieve that goal. The important event of the orchestral cycle of rehearsal
and performance is the performance itself. The goal of a good performance is set
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months or years in advance when the concert is decided upon, booked and advertised by
the orchestral management. The goal is established far beyond the walls of the rehearsal
space and exists beyond the iteration of the orchestra that achieves, or fails to achieve,
the goal permeating the entire culture of professional orchestral rehearsal the world
over. The orchestra does not come together to enjoy interpreting a piece of music and
spend time with each other exploring interesting musical ideas, though they may derive
much intellectual stimulation and pleasure from the process. Unlike an amateur
orchestra which may use the performance as a means of sharing of a process or to give
direction to rehearsal, for the professional orchestra the performance exists above and
before the rehearsal. Rather than the rehearsal leading to performance, the performance
engenders and requires a certain amount of rehearsal for the goal, a positive
performance, to be achieved. ‘There is a performance therefore there will be rehearsal'
in place of ‘there is rehearsal therefore there should be performance’. Individuals may
hold personal goals for a performance and rehearsal cycle such as securing promotion or
permanent work with a particular organisation but these personal goals are in line with
the positive performance goal. Arguably, the intensely competitive and, often,
impermanent nature of orchestral playing promotes rather than undermines the
continuous striving for the ultimate goal of successful public performance.

5.2.3.

Rehearsal ‘work’

The work of the rehearsal, which is the focus of this thesis, is here understood to be
what actually happens during the rehearsal period. Usually, the work of rehearsal is
geared towards achieving the goal but as the work is explicitly, and implicitly,
negotiated and performed through interaction between players, conductor and orchestral
support staff the work which occurs during rehearsal encompasses more than purely
musically driven decisions. Orchestral work begins in the early morning when the setup of the rehearsal space begins and continues long into the evening when a player is
unwell or injured and an on-call player has to be contacted and briefed. The work of
rehearsal continues through the breaks when discussion and debate occur and
individuals sit and practise technical challenges. The work of the rehearsal occurs
throughout the interaction between members of the orchestra while they are, simply put,
‘at work’. Professional musicians are as much ‘at work’! as anyone else clocking in to
their workplace. This thesis takes one rehearsal cycle, the purpose of which is to prepare
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for a series of public concerts with the goal of a profitable and well-reviewed musical
performance, and examines how the orchestra comes together and actually does the
interaction between members of the orchestra which allows the processes and purpose
of rehearsal to flourish and achieve their ultimate goal in performance.

5.3.

Orchestral rehearsal as work

The following sections of this chapter will examine the types of work that professional
orchestral musicians undertake within their pursuit of performance via rehearsal.

5.3.1.

Cognitive work

This thesis positions itself within wider research on groups of individuals coming
together to work as teams sharing cognitive tasks by using Hutchins’ (1995a) discussion
of teams as distributed cognitive systems where each individual performs calculations,
which in turn, form the basis of calculations made at other points in the system. A great
deal of the work of rehearsal is cognitive work. Members of the orchestra interact with
cultural and cognitive artefacts and systems making continuous calculations which must
be precisely but fluidly performed to allow for synchronous, but artistically so, temporal
co-ordinations between individual players as well as sections of the orchestra. The
opening note of the symphony, as an example of the intensive calculations required of
each player, is a morass of possibility and decision. Before the orchestra can play
together and begin a performance, or merely play a single note together in rehearsal,
each individual player must co-ordinate a series of physical actions with the conductor’s
beating action synchronously with players of completely different instruments whose
preparatory calculations are not immediately analogous. Each player looking at the
conductor’s gesture must decide when to begin to breathe, or move the bow, or raise the
stick (like the pull back preparation of a tennis racquet before hitting the ball) in order
that the contact with string, skin or reed is made, changed or modified at the exact
moment that the conductor desires. This exact moment, when the baton goes down,
must first be understood as ‘on’!or ‘behind’!the beat - usually negotiated across years of
the life of the orchestra as they play in a particular style - and then the sound produced
by one player must not anticipate or drag behind the sounds created by all the other
members. The mass co-ordination of eighty plus people in creating a particular sound
requires that each individual must understand their part in relation to all the others. The
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musicians have as resources for these calculations the printed musical score and parts,
the physical actions (in-breath, preparatory actions) of other players and the conductor’s
gesture itself. The musicians understand all of these sources of information in particular,
culturally specific ways and develop the ability to comprehend the tiny signals sent by
others, through talk, gesture and breath, through many years of orchestral training
before they even audition for a professional position. An in-depth analysis and
discussion of the musician and orchestra as components in a distributed cognitive
system is the focus of Chapter 7 of this thesis.

5.3.2.

Creative work

Creativity is widely understood to be part of musical performance whatever the genre of
music being performed. What constitutes creativity within the orchestral performance is
a little harder to pinpoint. Sawyer (2003, 2018) uses improvised performance to focus
on his conceptualisation of ‘key characteristics’! of creativity as being something
unpredictable because the incipient movements of the players or actors in a ‘jam session’!
or improvised theatre are implicitly unknown to the other players. In a linguistic sense
this unpredictability can be seen as similar to use the ideas established by MacWhinney
(1999) in relation to language acquisition seen as emergent and not readily predictable
from the sum of its parts. The very act of playing music is creative in that moving the
fingers and breath in particular ways ‘creates’!an artistic moment designed to emote and
communicate a composer’s vision. Within the moment by moment work of the orchestra
creativity is less clear; whose creativity is in play? The conception of a symphonic piece
by the composer is a clear starting point for the process which leads to performance but
along the way creative input is required by conductor and players. Creativity is not a
static process rather it is the continuous spark which allows one musician to respond to
another. The creativity begins long before the orchestra comes together to rehearse; the
conductor and individual players bring their musical knowledge to their preparation of
the piece but it is the group creativity in which orchestras specialise where one musical
decision has many musical consequences that lead one orchestra’s performance to be
distinguished from the many others that exist across time and for audiences to develop
favourite moments in interpretations. Each part of the work that the orchestra does, each
small decision about an up or down bow, a heavier or lighter tonguing, exists as part of
a creative vision and is part of the process towards a creative goal. This is not the
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complete unknown of Sawyer’s group creativity, neither is it neatly the unpredictable
and emergent outcome which is greater than or different to the sum of its parts because
each musical, creative decision is made based on facts and cultural traditions which are
known, explicitly taught and shared across large communities. Rather, orchestral
creativity comes as the sum of many thousands of micro decisions, any one of which
may change the decisions which follow. For example a little rubato or taking of time in
one phrase means the time must be ‘paid back’!somewhere else. So if a conductor takes
a little longer over one part of the phrase he must then move more quickly through
another. If, in the moment, the conductor allows a soloist or a section to phrase a
moment themselves and they take a little longer then the conductor must make an
instantaneous decision (in performance at least because the decision in rehearsal may be
more protracted) about where, and from whom, to take back the extra time. The original
lengthening of a moment may have come from an internal source or may be a response
to another player’s version of that phrase earlier in a rehearsal. The creativity in
orchestral rehearsal comes from seeking to respond to the music as it was originally
composed and balancing that original intention within the context of eighty plus
musicians all bringing their knowledge and experience to a musical moment. Each
moment may be predictable (at least in the sense that there are limited options) in its
proximal context but the sum of these decisions, the sum of each individual working as
part of the orchestra, delivers a different interpretation each time a symphony11 is
performed whilst still, often, maintaining enough ‘predictability’! that a particular
celebrated conductor or famous orchestra’s version can be recognised, at least by
experts, from one performance to the next.

5.3.3.

Mutuality of orchestral work

The goal of orchestral work is a mutual goal; it is shared across the orchestra. Indeed,
the ‘positive performance’! goal which creates the need for rehearsal must be a shared
goal because its achievement, otherwise, would be extremely tenuous. It would be easy
for one player to sabotage a performance by playing the wrong the note at the wrong
time and spoiling the work of the whole. This kind of saboteur does not exist within a
professional orchestra because the goal, however it is personalised for each individual,
11

Of course other works are rehearsed and performed but as the work rehearsed by the
CSO is a symphony I use the terms ‘symphony’!and ‘symphonic’!to refer to the piece of
music under rehearsal.
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is so strongly established and held both within local and across global orchestral
communities. The work itself, the interaction which occurs during rehearsal, is also
mutualised. The talk, the gestures and the use of instruments and other artefacts,
externalises the cognitive calculations and the creative decisions individuals are making
and allows the orchestra as a whole access to one another’s internal life within rehearsal.
This externalisation of cognition is a type of transformation of cognition when using
Hutchins’ (1995a) terminology. However, that a transformation occurs from internal to
external (ie. from internalised reading of a score or music part via an engagement with
cultural systems of notation and pitch and rhythm relations to external playing of what
is written) is less important for an ensemble than the externalisation itself. The purpose
of rehearsal, the bringing together of disparate views and beliefs about a symphony, is
to share internally held ideas and mould them into ideas which can fit together and
become aligned. Making the internal available to other musicians is an integral part of
the calculations musicians need to make. This externalisation, when in the form of
playing, also has the clear purpose of transmitting the sound which makes up the music,
to the audience. Accessibility of action, whether sound or gesture, is what allows musicmaking to be part of a social situation (Goffman 1981, 1983) shared by musicians (and
later audience). Conversely, the social situation in which music-making occurs is what
requires the externalisation, or transformation, of the internal to the external. Without
that music were a social act it could happily exist within one musician’s mind and
remain un-shared but also unperformed.
This ‘making mutual’ (i.e. the establishment as a mutual and shared goal) of the
orchestral work is also part of how the responsibility for performance is held. The
conductor is not ultimately responsible for each player’s micro decisions within the
moment of performance; each individual musician manages their own moment by
moment creative responses and calculations. The goal, of positive performance, is
achieved because each individual makes their own individual effort towards it as well as
because the orchestra as a whole is striving for a unified, mutually held musical vision.
Without a rehearsal period to negotiate what that vision is a positive performance,
whilst not impossible, is much less likely. Certainly the traditions and systems of
orchestral performance the world over rely upon the cognitive, creative and mutual
processes of rehearsal in order to prepare a well-received performance.
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5.4.

Space, time, artefacts and mutual goals

The following sections will analysis how the CSO creates and curates their rehearsal
spaces within the traditions of orchestral set-up and positioning (the musical traditions
touched on by Haviland in the “miniaturized” (2011:292) version seen in the string
quartet). I will discuss the role time plays in corralling musicians into the rehearsal
space itself and with who, and how, this is negotiated. I will then examine the
relationships between the artefacts existent within the time and space of rehearsal as the
musicians and support staff use them to establish and pursue the shared goal of
performance.

5.4.1.

Rehearsal space

The City Symphony Orchestra rehearses in a number of spaces across their performance
‘parish’. They are an orchestra with a large presence through weekly concerts in several
venues in the large city they call home but they also visit satellite cities to perform,
presenting single concerts which are duplicates of programs performed in the central
venues as well as touring to outlying areas with novel programs, including ‘outreach’!
and educational visits. During the time I spent observing the CSO most of their
performances, including the week of filming, were in the world-class concert venues in
the centre of the city which meant, for the orchestra, that most rehearsals were in their
‘home’!space. On my first visit to the CSO’s rehearsal space it was not being used for
anything that day. I walked into an empty, six hundred square metre12, wooden floored
rectangular room with raised, raked seating on one long side, and without any other
furniture, equipment, or infrastructure. I was shown the closed circuit cameras which
gave support staff continuous access to the space and the two sets of extra-wide double
doors which linked the room to the smaller practice rooms, bathroom facilities, canteen,
break rooms and the offices of both the orchestra’s management and, closer, the
orchestra’s support staff. On observation days this cavernous, silent and not especially
brightly lit space was transformed long before any musicians arrived at work.
CSO’s rehearsal venue is in a central city location close to concert venues as well as
universities and music colleges where the orchestral players rehearse, coach and teach.
It is used as a recording studio and is available for hire for touring ensembles and other
12

Roughly one tenth the size of an association football (soccer) field.
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local orchestras to use including, occasionally, for public performances. Immediately
connected to the rehearsal space is a break room and the support staff offices. The break
room, where tea and coffee are available (although most musicians arrive toting their
own take-away beverages), is where many musicians can be found before rehearsal
begins. While the rehearsal space is set-up by operations staff the break room is an
important area for musicians to socialise and network with visiting or casual players
who are needed for large-scale symphonic works and for members of the orchestra who
have been on leave or rostered off to catch up, in a casual way, with orchestra gossip
and changes. Work happens in this break room; support staff discuss rosters with
individuals and future, non-orchestral, chamber music projects are mooted and
promised. Less tangible work relations are also deepened; recent attended performances
are discussed and introductions between younger or otherwise unknown players, are
made. The support staff offices, accessed via the break room, are also ‘open’!during this
pre-rehearsal time and staff are on-hand to deal with library, pay-roll, rostering and the
other inquiries which inevitably come up in an organisation which employs hundreds of
staff over the course of a season. The central location, and flexibility, of CSO’s
rehearsal venue means that very few, other than touring conductors and soloists, enter
the space for the first time when they are employed by the orchestra. The local youth
music programs use the space regularly and it is a familiar environment, excluding the
orchestra’s offices, to even the youngest violinist on their first casual contract.
The bare, unoccupied, slightly darkened room begins its transformation from ‘hall for
hire’! to CSO’s rehearsal space early in the morning of a rehearsal. Operations staff,
usually four or five including a manager, arrive hours before the musicians to begin the
set-up. Sometimes, when touring or moving to a new venue, this arrival time can be as
early as 4 a.m. Risers, small platforms made of wood, are first laid out across the space.
Large risers stretching across more than half the entire length of the rectangular shape
of the room and controlled by remote and hydraulics are used for the percussion section.
Small individually sized platforms are placed out for the back desks (those furthest from
the conductor) of the violin sections, particularly when large sections are required. The
podium, a type of square riser usually with a bar at the back for safety, is placed in the
conductor’s position. The operations staff wheel and carry stacks of chairs into the space
and lay them out according to the seating plan which is decided by the operations
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manager in consultation with the conductor. The CSO is flexible in its strings set-up
allowing visiting conductors to, as in the video-recorded rehearsal, swap the cello and
viola sections so that the violas are directly opposite the first violins. These decisions
are made based on the conductor’s interpretation of the score and the physical
limitations of the final performance venue. The conductor may also request a certain
number of string players, insisting on a particular ratio or exact number to achieve the
sound for which they are aiming. The operations manager is the local source of
knowledge regarding who is available and what is possible within the performance
venue. Even conductors who are very familiar with the orchestra are not necessarily
privy to the organisational structures which allow for certain numbers to play or how
many must be ‘on-call’. Once chairs are positioned, and operations staff have checked
that those seating positions with individualised chairs (for injuries or particular posture
needs) have been correctly assigned, music stands and baffles (sound-blocking/hearing
protection screens), are brought out and placed where the operations plan dictates. Each
individual musician has an allocated chair, the position of which is a reflection of their
employment and hierarchical attainment. The central woodwind seats are for the
principal players and the outer seats for the ‘seconds’. A player may move between seats
from one week to another based on who is on holiday and instruments required. One
week’s second flautist may be another’s principal piccolo. Importantly, the seat
allocation and therefore the part played is decided by operations and personnel staff not
by musicians or conductor although requests to play for a famous conductor or in a
favourite piece are usually accommodated for senior members of CSO.
The operations staff by consulting with safety regulators, the visiting conductor and the
orchestra’s management construct a room which meets the conductor’s musical
requirements but maintains the organisational employment and safety standards. The
amount of percussion space needed is dictated by the musical score but the number of
violins may not be and the placing of chairs for the violin sections is a careful balance
between artistic vision and budget and rostering constraints. The rehearsal space is
designed for the CSO on a week by week basis, indeed often on a rehearsal session by
session basis as the on-call, or stand-by, musicians, for example, are not required for
every rehearsal. The CSO’s rehearsal space only exists when it is in use. It is a nondurative space which is transformed for the CSO but is then ‘struck’!or removed when
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the CSO has finished rehearsing so that the room can be re-shaped for other groups and
ensembles to use. The set-up is bespoke and tailored for the piece of music being
rehearsed and prepared not as a static part of the musical canon but rather as the specific
Figure 5-1 Example of CSO’s set-up from Day 1 of filmed rehearsal

interpretation being realised within the rehearsal. When the musicians enter the set-up
space they are actually moving into a physical manifestation of the conductor’s
interpretation of the symphony as negotiated via the operations manager and staff and in
relation to the future performance venue. An example of the set-up is seen in the
diagram above (Figure 5.1). A key to the diagram detailing the abbreviations is found in
Appendix B of this thesis. Each group of letters represents a chair for the player thus
denoted and the line in front of the chair, or pair of chairs, the music stand.
All members of the CSO are professional musicians; they derive their income from
music in one form or another. The orchestra is staffed mostly by salaried players who
are permanent employees of the orchestra. However, a demanding weekly schedule
throughout the concert season (which spans eleven months of the year) means that on a
week by week basis many other musicians come through the orchestra’s doors. There
are specialists who regularly play specific instruments, such as organ or harp, for the
orchestra as well as so-called ‘casual’!players who fill in when other staff are rostered
off or unwell or, in the case of the string sections, are brought in to create a larger sound
for specific performances. To become a casual player for the CSO a series of
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applications and panel auditions are necessary and then individuals may be booked in
advance or called in on the day of rehearsal to cover a gap. The CSO used the casual
player opportunities as a way of testing how an individual might fit with the orchestra.
Each casual employment is essentially an extended audition for the player; someone
reliable who plays well within the section gets more bookings than a player who does
not. However, final salaried employment by the CSO is always through blind audition
where the panel and auditioning player are separated by a screen and identities are not
revealed until final rounds. So gaining experience as a casual player is important but not
a direct guarantee of steady employment with the orchestra. Both permanent and casual
players with the CSO often have teaching commitments through the universities and
music colleges in the city as well as private studios. The members of the CSO are also
highly visible in chamber ensembles, some created by the orchestra to provide a
complementary series of concerts, across the city. The CSO is the top of the musical
food chain in their city but are also highly integrated into the wider musical community
and it is not unusual for a section to contain both teacher and student or even father and
son.

5.4.1.1. Space and mutual goals
The CSO’s goal in this week is to achieve a positive performance of a large-scale
symphony. The number of players changes slightly from day to day to accommodate
standby players but is always over eighty. Therefore the physical set-up undergoes
minor changes across that time in response to the fluctuations in the orchestra’s
personnel. The rehearsal space itself, constructed as a manifestation of the conductor
and composer’s musical desires, is more than a location for the people and their goaldirected rehearsal, instead it is in itself a tool used in the CSO’s work towards their
performance goal. Once rehearsal begins the doors to the room are closed and no one
enters or leaves the room without a musical imperative. A musician might leave if
unwell but are otherwise expected to remain within the four walls of the room. Players
bring with them into the room any equipment they may need to continue playing such
as spare strings, reeds and adjustment tools. Operations staff only enter the rehearsal
space by invitation of the orchestra. They monitor the feed from the cameras so that
they are able to enter if a musician needs their help but otherwise they remain outside
the space. The once empty room, now filled with chairs, stools, stands and risers, is
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ringed by tables on which instrument cases are placed. Players of larger instruments
(violins and up) leave their cases around the edge of the room and players of smaller
instruments (such as flutes and clarinets) place their cases under or next to their chairs.
Every chair and every riser, including the podium, has been placed to maximise the line
of sight from the musician seated in that chair to the conductor. Chair and music stand
height have been adjusted to ensure that line of sight whilst maintaining safe and
appropriate posture while playing. The lighting in the room is bright in the playing area
and dimmed across the raised and empty seating. Every person in the room is a
musician and a member of the orchestra.13 Every single body in the room is directed and
constrained in its physical orientation. Seated musicians are placed facing the conductor
and standing musicians (such as percussionists) have set-up their instruments14 so that
when playing the conductor can be seen. Each musician has been put in a specific place
and oriented in such a way that they can see their music on the stand, they can play their
instrument, they have at least peripheral visual access to other members of their section,
and they can see literally on a higher plane and above all the musicians surrounding
him; the conductor. A large, empty, wooden box has been transformed into an arena
where attention is focused towards one man and, as in an arena, any attention away
from the central figure is immediately apparent to the conductor, and also in the case of
the CSO, the invisible watchers beyond the walls. The orchestra spreads out radially
across the rooms in rows, see Fig 5.1 above, so those at the back of the ensemble have
limited views across the room and can see only the sides and backs of those around
them. For string players this is sufficient access to the bowing of the desks in front of
them, face-to-face interaction is not necessary much of the time. This construction of
each individual as focused on the conductor gives that person, always during my time
with the CSO a man, a primacy and importance above other individuals within the
room. This idea of the privileged physical position of the conductor and its
consequences for interaction are dealt with in later chapters of this thesis (Chapters 8
and 9) but it is important to note the physical set-up of the rehearsal room precludes
visually directed attention away from the conductor and, whoever takes that position
13

The exceptions to this during my observations were myself (vetted as a musician
before I was allowed into the room) and teenagers on work experience or professional
development programs designed for outstanding young musicians to observe the work
of the ensemble.
14
The percussionists of the CSO set-up their own instruments although they are
supported and assisted by the operations staff.
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whether esteemed or being tested, has a visual field which includes every single person
under their baton making a lack of attention toward the conductor an immediately
obvious and, potentially, powerful interactional move. The set-up of the orchestral
space creates a social situation (Goffman 1981, 1983) in which the conductor has visual
and aural (at least of playing becuase talk can sometimes be hard to hear) access to
everyone within the space. The access to the others that the musicians in the space have
is constructed towards a prioritisation of visually accessing the conductor’s behaviour.
Hornecker’s (Hornecker et al 2008, Xambó et al 2013) examination of multi-touch
tables shows that the physical environment can be manipulative of interactants’!
attentions and collaborative, or otherwise, behaviours. The arrangement of bodies
within the rehearsal all facing the conductor is structured to promote coordination
similar to that described by Haviland (2011). A key difference with Haviland’s string
quartet example is that where he emphasises their layout allows them to visually access
one another the orchestra all face toward a central point, arguably in an atypical type of
enormous F-formation (Kendon 1990), promoting an inward conductor focused
attention (these ideas are returned to in Chapter 9 of this thesis). As the conductor leads
the rehearsal and directs the musicians through the processes of preparing the upcoming
performance the space plays an important role in being a constant environmental cue for
keeping the musicians working towards that ultimate goal of performance.
The constructed rehearsal space does more than focus every member of the orchestra in
one direction it also, to a large extent, precludes the possibility of behaviour which is
not anchored within this centrally facing group-based activity. The physical space itself
has built in monitoring which obviously provides a layer of surveillance which must
impact on the work achieved but the members of the CSO are in highly prized positions
and keen to focus and work within rehearsal time without encouragement from
watching management. However, there are times during CSO’s rehearsals when not
every player is needed and, therefore, individuals’! focus is allowed to wander. This
permission is not so much gained through explicit rules of the organisation but rather
through the cultural practices and norms into which each musician has been socialised15
15

I am using ‘socialised’ in the language socialisation sense, based on Ochs 1996, to
refer to process both overt and covert by which an individual is transformed from
outsider to an in-group member. Rather than acquiring a language primarily (although
there is much site-specific and technical language to learn in the orchestral setting)
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through their training and early participation in the CSO’s rehearsal praxis. I observed
members of the CSO participating in three main types of non whole group behaviour.
The first, and most obvious, was that players who were not needed for long stretches
within a rehearsal, often brass players with long rests in the music, would bring into the
space crosswords, reading material and smart phones with which they would occupy
themselves when not required. These items were held usually in the lap behind the
individual’s music stand either out of the line of sight of most of the orchestra or at least
semiotically so. This space was common to all the non-group, non-directly goal related
behaviours that I saw. The space between a player and his or her stand is a functionally
non-accessible space for most other players. Orchestral musicians use this ‘dead’!space
as private space, illustrated in Fig 5.2 below. Where the first clarinetist is speaking
privately to the second clarinetist. The gestures are kept below the eyeline of other
musicians and the interaction is thus marked as being ‘not for the whole group’.

Figure 5-2 Clarinet interaction in ‘private’ space behind stand

This space is also where instrument repairs and adjustments happen when they are
needed during rehearsal, the second of the non group activities. The third type of non
group activity extends this more private space onto the music stand where individuals
not playing write on their parts preparing or retrospectively ‘marking up’! how the
conductor has asked them play. The second and third of these activities are clearly
supportive of the goal of a good performance and can be understood as goal-directed in
this way. The first, the reading of newspapers and so on, is less obviously goal-directed
but is, nonetheless, an important part of the group goal achievement of a positive
orchestral musicians are socialised into other aspects of interactional behaviour; when
and how to talk, play and ‘be’ in the rehearsal. Professional orchestral musicians at the
level of CSO have been participating in orchestral rehearsal for decades starting as
young children or teenagers where ‘how to behave’ in rehearsal is explicitly taught and
overtly corrected. Often musicians will then transition through youth orchestras where
the conductor is fully professional and the operations staff are made up of both
professional managers and students who are being socialised into their own operations
roles at the same time as the orchestral musicians.
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performance. The use of this semiotically inaccessible space is the key to this
behaviour. Using the space between a musician and the stand signals to the conductor
and any musician who may glance in their direction, that a player is ‘out’!of the current
work. They are effectively taking a break without leaving the room. Actually physically
getting up and leaving the rehearsal space happens very rarely16 and was avoided by the
orchestra management as they viewed it as disruptive to have members of the orchestra
leave when not required. It is also not practical because it limits the conductor to not
being able to return to an earlier section of music and it is difficult to co-ordinate any reentry into the space without explicit negotiation; which latter takes time away from
rehearsal itself. So, orchestral musicians and management have developed the strategy
of leaving players not needed actually within the space to minimise disruption to the
overall rehearsal. Orchestral players, in response, use this private space to show that
they are ‘not-attending’. This tells the conductor that should they wish these players to
attend again they will need to alert them. The conductors of the CSO sometimes used
explicit talk to mark this but often the instrumentalists would manage this by listening
to the rehearsal as it continued around them and would lay down their activities when
their parts were approached as the orchestra played. Using this space between the player
and stand was done more subtly as well through leaning over towards the stand for a
few moments. The musicians use it as a way of momentarily signaling that they are not
‘mutualising’! but are individually directed. The orchestral musicians use these small
spaces to manage being ‘on’!for two hours without a break under the constant view of
the conductor, literally performing for their peers and seniors. Ducking behind a stand
creates a semiotic cubicle where privacy is not actual and the individual can still be seen
but a modicum of interactional shelter and visual access limitation is achieved. The
16

The decision to organise rehearsal so that players leave and come back later is almost
completely avoided by CSO management and conductors. However, this does depend
on the music being rehearsed as some symphonic works lend themselves easily to
continuous, whole ensemble rehearsal whereas other pieces of music only require brass,
for example, in one movement and leaving the players in the rehearsal may not be the
best to use their time. More often, the conductor would choose to rehearse the ‘larger’
sections, using more players, first then release those not needed. In other rehearsal
cycles the conductor would request that the schedule would only require the brass (or
whoever was affected) for particular calls rather than every call during the week. It was
seen, by the CSO operations staff who did the scheduling, as a point of professional
pride that CSO players were being used for most of the time they were called, where
practical, and, inversely, as almost discourteous to call musicians and have them sit
around doing nothing for lengthy periods.
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social situation, to use Goffman’s term, is signaled as changed. If we understand the
shared orchestral mutualised interaction across the rehearsal space as part of a large Fformation (Kendon 1990) the individual musician’s use of behind stand space
withdraws their transactional space and limits any overlapping space with others.

5.4.1.2. Changes in space
From one rehearsal to the next within the preparation cycle for a concert the set-up
remains more or less the same from one session to another. Minor changes are made to
accommodate stand-by players but the major shifts occur between pieces being
rehearsed and when the orchestra moves into the performance venue, usually on the day
of the concert. That the venue changes and the set-up may be slightly adapted is
important because the continuity of the environment is prioritised by the operations
staff. They see it as important that the set-up in rehearsal be as close to the set-up in
performance as possible. The constructed space, rather than the empty ‘found’!space, is
not only part of the rehearsal tool-kit but also part of the ‘show’! of performance. The
CSO operations staff consider that the lines of sight and so on must be maintained and
shifted as little as possible so that the musicians can rehearse as they will perform but
the ultimate performance is in front of an audience and as such how the musicians are
seen and, most importantly, heard informs how the space is constructed. This display
aspect, both audio and visual, is not cobbled together on the day of performance but
rather the rehearsal space was anticipatorily constructed to achieve a set-up which
allows for a smooth transition from preparation to goal-achievement.

5.4.2.

Rehearsal time

The CSO works on a three day rehearsal cycle in preparation for a standard concert.
Variations occur (for touring and special event type performances) but the majority of
working weeks follow this common, three-day structure. The cornerstone of the cycle is
the location and timing of the first concert being rehearsed. That concert dictates where
and when the preceding rehearsals take place and cycle is structured working backwards
from that point. The rehearsals on the day of the concert take place in the performance
venue itself. The operations staff’s goal is to have as many rehearsals in the performance
space as is practical and, budget-wise, affordable. Thus touring or regional visits often
have only a short rehearsal in the venue just prior to the concert but concerts in city
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locations close to orchestra’s offices involve rehearsals in situ on the day and often also
on the immediately preceding day. During the ethnographic observation period I spent
with the orchestra, the CSO was conducted by an extremely eminent conductor who
was being courted as a potential permanent artistic director for the ensemble. In that
week, the orchestra was moved into the city’s finest concert venue from the very first
rehearsal within the cycle; in other weeks (including the filmed rehearsal period), the
CSO split its rehearsal between performance and the ‘home’ rehearsal venue discussed
in the previous sections. Regardless of the conductor or venue involved the CSO has a
steady structure of two rehearsal periods per day across the first two days of the cycle
and one rehearsal on the final (performance) day. Each rehearsal is two and a half hours
long and is sub-divided into two sections neither of which can be longer than ninety
minutes, following established union regulations. The orchestra customarily takes a
break of twenty minutes at this 90 minute point. The chunks of time are referred to
within the CSO as “calls”. The term “call” denotes the outer boundaries of time for
which the musician could be required. Most of the rehearsals the CSO had during my
observations with them were during the day; the first rehearsal ending for lunchtime and
the second starting early afternoon leaving the evenings free. An example of the callsheet (schedule) is shown below in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5-3 Example call schedule
Example CSO ‘week’ of three day rehearsal cycle
Call schedule

Itemisation of call schedule

Day 1

Day 1 Wednesday Call 1

Wednesday 10.00 – 16.00

10.00 – 11.30 Rehearsal session 1

Call 1 10.00 – 12.30

11.30 – 11.50 Break

Call 2 13.30 – 16.00

11.50 – 12.30 Rehearsal session
12.30 – 13.30 Lunch break
Day 1 Wednesday Call 2
13.30 – 14.30 Rehearsal session 3
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14.30 – 14.50 Break
14.50 – 16.00 Rehearsal session 4

Day 2

Day 2 Thursday Call 1

Thursday 10.00 - 16.00

10.00 – 11.30 Rehearsal session 1

Call 1 10.00 – 12.30

11.30 – 11.50 Break

Call 2 13.30 – 16.00

11.50 – 12.30 Rehearsal session 2
12.30 – 13.30 Lunch break
Day 2 Thursday Call 2
13.30 – 14.30 Rehearsal session 3
14.30 – 14.50 Break
14.50 – 16.00 Rehearsal session 4

Day 3

Day 3 Friday Call 1 General Rehearsal

Friday 10.30 - 22.00
Call 1 10.30 – 13.00
Call 2 20.00 – 22.00

10.30 – 11.30 Rehearsal Session 5
11.30 – 11.50 Break
11.50 – 12.50 Rehearsal Session 6
Day 3 Friday Call 2 Performance
20.00 Performance
Exact call times vary for the performance depending on which
items each player is in. Generally the CSO players would arrive
by twenty minutes before their first appearance on stage with
most arriving 30 mins prior to a 20.00 start.
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An alternative schedule is used when the CSO works with the orchestra’s chorus (a nonprofessional17 chorus) and the second rehearsal of the day needs to be held in the
evening to allow for joint time with the singers (shown below in Figure 5.4).
Figure 5-4 Example call schedule (2)
Example CSO ‘week’ of three day rehearsal cycle WITH chorus
Call schedule
Day 1
Wednesday 16.30 – 22.00
Call 1 16.30 – 19.00 Orchestra only
Call 2 19.30 – 22.00 Orchestra + chorus
Day 2
Thursday 16.30 – 22.00
Call 1 16.30 – 19.00 Orchestra only
Call 2 19.30 – 22.00 Orchestra + chorus
Day 3
Friday 10.00 - 22.00
Call 1 10.00 – 12.30 General rehearsal orchestra only
Call 2 20.00 – 22.00 Performance

The final rehearsal before the concert is called the ‘general rehearsal’! and is the time
when the standby musicians (one person per string section) are required to attend
rehearsal. This system allows extra musicians to be familiar enough with the music to

17

Members of the chorus are not paid for the performance, and are volunteer members
of this orchestral chorus although some are professional or tertiary level semiprofessional singers.
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replace ill or injured musicians but gives the stand-by player a shorter working week
and time off within their roster.

5.4.2.1. Determining rehearsal time
Each of CSO’s rehearsal cycles is decided and set months or more than a year
(particularly towards the end of the season) in advance by orchestral support staff and
management. The concert program, soloists and conductor are planned and booked first.
This is a process involving management, artistic director, artist liaison officers,
librarians and operations managers as the process of building an orchestral program is
an exercise in curating a musical collection over an entire season and balancing
availability of visiting artists with local demands and bookings of musicians and
venues. The CSO musicians themselves were not participants in this process directly
but they were represented on the boards and committees making these decisions. Once
the programming is announced and publicised at the start of the year-long season very
few changes are made at CSO. The nature of a professional music booking is that once
venues and individuals are ‘booked’!a serious, contractual commitment has been made.
Other engagements are refused and potential earnings lost if the original booking falls
through. This means that once a concert is planned and the rehearsals and musicians are
rostered or booked the times that have been set out in those agreements are not easily or
lightly changed. Time, for professional musicians, is money and the clock has to be
more important than the task. If rehearsal has not achieved its goal it cannot simply
continue but must finish when the contracts specify. This is so that musicians can piece
together multiple sources of income18 in one day or week but also in line with health
and safety regulations determining how long musicians can spend in rehearsal.

5.4.2.2. Enforcing rehearsal time
As time in the CSO’s rehearsal is inelastic19 the conductor has the heavy task of
ensuring that the way the constrained time is used is effective. The conductor must
create a goal, an ambition for the performance, which is achievable within the time

18

The CSO uses a mix of permanent employees and sessional contract musicians (as
briefly highlighted at the beginning of this Chapter). Both permanent and contracted
musicians are able to hold multiple positions with other employers and/or freelance
employment, including teaching, other performing ensembles, or recording
19
Rehearsals may, however, end early and I discuss this briefly in section 5.3.8 below
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allowed. The standard of performance at CSO is world-class therefore the conductors
that came through CSO’s podium while I spent time with the orchestra faced the
challenge of balancing their own musical vision with maintaining the orchestra’s
reputation. This management of time, for conductors, means that certain areas of the
performance must be attended to over others in rehearsal; intonation must be flawless
for an orchestra of this standard but a particular, individual phrasing that a conductor
has dreamt up may not make it into the shortlist of what can be communicated over six
rehearsals. Conductors are able to delegate decisions, such as phrasing and bowing, but
in doing so they lose some control over the musical vision. This balancing of necessity
with artistic invention engenders a tension between time and interpretation that drives
the work of rehearsal towards its final goal.
Each of the CSO’s rehearsals began exactly, to the minute, on time. The first rehearsal
was usually begun by the operations manager, or their stand-in, introducing the
conductor to the orchestra and often making short administrative announcements. In the
case of ‘big stars’, more important members of management were on hand to make a
speech of welcome. The support staff, usually the operations manager on duty, were
present for each re-start of rehearsal after a break and for second and third rehearsal
beginnings, although these starts were often managed together with the conductor and
concertmaster. The conclusion of rehearsal, or the beginning of a break within a
rehearsal, was usually smoothly managed by the conductor calling a break before ninety
minutes of rehearsal had elapsed. Occasions which vary from this fixed pattern of time
management are seen by the members of the orchestra (both players and ancillary staff)
as a divergence from accepted practice. During the observation period, one such
incident occurred, during a week of rehearsal with a relatively inexperienced conductor,
herein referred to by the pseudonym Michael Balkier.
Balkier reached the end of the ninety minute allowance and asked the first
violin section “Does anyone mind if we carry on a few minutes longer than
ninety?” and then, without waiting for anyone to reply he allowed the rest of the
orchestra to leave and continued to work with the violin section. He worked
with them for a full five minutes, during which he promises to make up the time
by asking them to “remind me to let you have an extended break”. At five
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minutes after the ninety minute allowance a member of the operations team
came into the rehearsal space and stood on the edge of the section, very close to
the violinists, positioned so as to be directly under the conductor’s gaze. This
was only time, during my entire observations, that a member of the support or
administrative staff came into the rehearsal while the conductor was working
without a specific invitation or request originating from within the rehearsal
space. As soon as the member of staff stood within sight Balkier stopped the
playing and said “they gave me permission”. He then, immediately, allowed the
first violinists to begin their break.

Despite his inexperience as a conductor Balkier was clearly aware of the seriousness of
overrunning time as he tries to mitigate what he has done by, falsely, claiming he had
permission. It is interesting that the musicians themselves are not the ones to enforce the
time. Within the rehearsal space it is operations staff who manage time when it needs
managing. Fully capable adults who are otherwise and in other musical situations
completely autonomous in deciding when to end a rehearsal or practice session, have
that type of decision and action taken from them. The enforcement of time restrictions is
taken away from orchestral musicians so that the musicians can focus, solely, on the
goal of performance and the work that this requires. By contrast, the reduction of
rehearsal time is much more at the discretion of conductors, as seen in the ‘Six and six’
(Extract 5.1)) discussed at the opening of this chapter. In this, it is possible to see the
conductor’s capacity to release early (in the example discussed, by moving from a
larger ensemble down to a smaller across a planned rehearsal). In both cases, the
efficient and appropriate (in the sense of matching specific rehearsal requirements)
allocation of musician time within rehearsal is required and expected of conductors.
Time at the CSO is strictly measured out into rehearsal time and non-rehearsal time.
Moving from one type of time to another is structured and pre-determined. The
musicians adhere to the time structure, they neither design nor enforce it. Transition
from pre-rehearsal to rehearsal is abrupt and urgent. Before rehearsal begins activity is
disparate and individual but once rehearsal begins there is no bleeding of activity across
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the boundary; the time for rehearsal is strict. The members of the orchestra are moved
into a space and held there by time structures, as well as closed doors and cultural
practices into which they have been socialised, in order to focus on their work towards
the goal of performance. This inflexibility of time in rehearsal is reflected at the start of
rehearsals, as an illustrative example of the importance placed on the fixed time
structure of the orchestral rehearsal process. As the precise start time dictated by the
schedule neared operations staff regularly walked through the space and break rooms to
ensure that musicians were moving into the rehearsal room, or onto stage, and would be
seated for the moment the rehearsal would begin. In some of the CSO’s performance
venues a five-minute call would be formally announced over a loudspeaker but in other
rehearsal spaces, that call was done in person. As time counts down towards the
beginning moment of rehearsal, operations staff start to question musicians on the
whereabouts of missing players. If a player has been seen on site a junior member of
operations is sent to find them and solve any problems holding them up (such as
sourcing a new string when a spare has broken) but players who have not yet arrived are
called by senior operations staff as a matter of serious urgency. Not once, during my
time with CSO, did any member of the orchestra arrive late into a rehearsal space. There
were close shaves; musicians answering the anxious call from operations as they walked
on-stage (usually because the individual musician had mistaken the venue for the day),
but without exception required musicians were in place for the precise start of rehearsal.
Delaying the start of a rehearsal was impossible and as the beginning moment drew near
the atmosphere within the rehearsal space became busier and then, when players were
missing, almost frantic as the operations staff sought to locate the missing personnel and
get them seated before the clock ticked over into rehearsal time. On one occasion there
was a particularly near miss:
As Sir Robert Bettany (a pseudonym) was about to begin his first rehearsal with
the CSO a pale, clearly shocked and sweating violinist was escorted by four
members of staff onto stage. The violinist had gone to the ‘home’! rehearsal
space and been told by security staff there that he was in the wrong location.20
He had then run to the performance venue and arrived seriously out of breath
20

Security at the ‘home’!rehearsal were routinely updated with the orchestra’s schedule
when they were off-site so they could intercept players in the wrong place.
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and sweating profusely. He was placed into his seat at speed by the four
operations staff who helped him, checking he had music and pencil and that his
stand and chair were adjusted, so that Sir Robert’s rehearsal was in no way
delayed.

No time was taken to discuss why the violinist was running late or to admonish him; he
gave explanations and apologies to operations staff during the next break. The
operations staff’s absolute priority was to get the almost-late musician on-stage and
seated before the conductor’s baton came down.

5.4.2.3. Impact of time on artefact interaction
Moving from non-rehearsal to rehearsal time also changes the way that musicians and
operations staff interact with one another and the artefacts within the rehearsal space.
Outside of rehearsal time musicians take some of the responsibility for tasks which then
become ‘non-musician’! tasks once rehearsal starts. Before rehearsal both CSO
musicians and operations staff, for example, adjust chairs and musicians look after their
own belongings. Although they have the support of operations staff to solve problems
many times musicians will independently find a solution. However, once rehearsal
begins there is a professionalisation of the non-creative tasks and they become the sole
responsibility of the operations staff. An example of a non-creative but still goaldirected moment came on the second day of rehearsal with Thomas Krake at the helm.
A mid-desk violinist21 lost a screw from her spectacles. The screw itself had
fallen somewhere on or near the stage where the rehearsal was taking place. The
violinist handed the glasses over to operations staff and she continued in
rehearsal. A member of the operations staff left the rehearsal building, went out
into the city and sourced a replacement screw and had the glasses fixed within
fifteen minutes. The operations team then sent the glasses back on stage with a
member of staff to silently return them without disrupting the rehearsal.
21

‘mid-desk’ referring to the violinist allocated to seats approximately mid-way
between the front and back of a section.
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During the same session with Maestro Krake the pianists and conductor felt that the
piano needed a slight re-angling. There was never the slightest suggestion that the
pianists themselves would move the piano, even though any reasonably fit pianist will
be able, and often need, to make adjustments to piano positioning. Operations staff, who
had been listening to the rehearsal, appeared on the stage and swiftly shifted the piano
to everyone’s satisfaction. During one pre-rehearsal set-up session one of the operations
staff told me that they needed to be like “coiled springs”"! ready to shift from a
“relaxed” mode and leap into action at any time to solve the problems faced by the
orchestra no matter what those problems might be. Operations staff were helpful to the
orchestral players outside of rehearsal time. They certainly assisted musicians and were
sources of information particularly relating to seating and scheduling but the delineation
of responsibility was much clearer once rehearsal had begun. During rehearsal CSO
musicians need to do nothing other than rehearse. Anything extraneous, even if
indirectly goal-related, is taken over by operations staff. The rehearsal of the music in
the shared space of the orchestra is prioritised above all else. Distraction during
rehearsal time, even trying to fix spectacles, is not even considered because it is second
nature to CSO musicians that anything that might disrupt the pursuit of the musical
vision for performance will be seamlessly managed for them by the operations staff.

5.4.2.4. Temporal structure changing use of space
The shift from pre-rehearsal time to rehearsal time also changes the way in which
musicians can interact with the rehearsal space. Before rehearsal individual musicians
are able to carve out smaller spaces for their own activities. Groups of musicians stand
and chat in F-formations common to casual conversation (Kendon 1990). Other
musicians use their bodies and re-purpose the rehearsal space to create individual
spaces. On several of the rehearsal days that I observed this was the case for the bass
trombonist.
On rehearsal days the bass trombonist could frequently be seen standing in the
corner of the rehearsal room for the final five or ten minutes before the
rehearsal began. He would face into the corner itself with his back turned to the
rest of the space and the musicians and staff still milling about, preparing for
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rehearsal, within it. The bass trombonist always used the closest corner to his
chair and no one else came near it while he faced into it. He played various
warm-up exercises and scales on his instrument keeping the bell of trombone
(where the sound comes out) directed into the corner and slightly angled down
towards the floor. He was clearly absorbed by his singular task and would
continue uninterrupted while he remained in this self-directed bubble of
individual pursuit.

The bass trombonist was using this self-isolation in the corner as a mechanism for
indicating to others that he was focused on a particular and individual task. The bass
trombone is a very loud instrument and playing into a corner also achieves a limiting of
the impact the sound has on other musicians in the space. Once the type of time shifted
this kind of individual endeavour, no matter how considerately performed, was no
longer possible. All audio-space was mutualised. I discuss above how the space
between the musician and stand can be manipulated and used as a semiotic (but solely
visual) tool but no such equivalent exists for rehearsal space and sound-scape. The start
of rehearsals engages the physical space into a non-negotiable sound box with only
collaborative, orchestral work sound allowed. There are times when the conductor talks
to the concertmaster and other members of the orchestra chat and the space becomes
noisy and un-concentrated but during rehearsal any momentary downturn of focus is
summarily re-focused when the conductor is ready to address the ensemble. The change
into rehearsal time means that the attention and the ability to direct that attention is now
owned by the conductor, not by the individual musician.

5.4.2.5. Temporal structure releasing attention from goaldirected work
All of this mutual focus and attention moulded by space and time creates an atmosphere
of intense concentration during rehearsal. When the conductor calls a break or ends
rehearsal the focus is suddenly released and the space once again holds the potential for
non-mutualised and individual activity. Once the musicians are no longer ‘on the clock’
work for some may continue through practice, conversation or planning but there is no
expectation the goal will be mutually pursued by the orchestra as a whole. The ending
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of a CSO rehearsal is more flexible than its beginning; the conductor is sometimes
satisfied with the orchestra’s performance of their ideas and simply ends the rehearsal
early. On occasion the conductors would outline their plans for the next day but other
times would end with a simple “Thanks. See you tomorrow.” Unlike other some
workplaces if the work of rehearsal is deemed ‘finished’ early everyone goes home
because there is no possibility of moving onto the next task. Next week’s program
cannot be begun because the music will be different and the people needed will be
another, separate configuration of the CSO. Next week’s orchestra’s space has not yet
been constructed and their time will not begin until scheduled. This week’s work is
limited to this week’s goal, and next week has to wait.

5.5.

Time and space in orchestral rehearsal as stance-taking

In the preceding analysis, I have discussed how the use of time, space, and artefacts in
the creation of the orchestral rehearsal focuses the attention of participants towards a
shared goal. The social practices of the orchestra – as in, the actions and activities of the
orchestra which are performed by musicians, support staff, conductors– are such that
the goal of music-making through the rehearsal process is paramount, and the ways in
which participants engage in those processes shows that each social actor within the
orchestral rehearsal is engaged in achieving this goal. Considering these practices from
this interactional perspective, I will now argue that the ways in which time and space
are used in the orchestral rehearsal can reveal how participants in the rehearsal are
engaged in particular forms of stance-taking through such actions. In other words, the
use of time and space in the orchestral rehearsal can be seen as stance-taking.
As discussed in the background and methodology, Goodwin (2007) identifies a number
of types of stance-taking which can be seen in the alignment of participants towards
each other within a social situation. Specifically, for the purposes of this analysis, I
focus on instrumental, cooperative and moral stance, which are generated through the
engagement by social actors in the (co)-creation of participation frameworks (again,
adopting the terminology of Goodwin). For the orchestra, instrumental stance-taking is
perhaps the most transparently constructed by the deployment of space. The
arrangement of the orchestra is such that it enables specific interactional or sign
exchange processes to occur, as I have outlined in the preceding analysis. As such, each
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member of the orchestra can be seen to have an instrumental stance – an alignment of
the self towards others such that the sign exchange processes required by the activity are
possible. For the orchestra, instrumental stance-taking is made highly specific to each
individual member of the ensemble; a musician can be seen to take an instrumental
stance only when they are positioned within the space in their individually-allocated
position in the orchestral set-up. Similarly, instrumental stance is taken specifically
within the time allocated to rehearsal. From this perspective, instrumental stance is
made apparent to other musicians through taking a particular individual position in
space and occupying that position at the expected time, thereby enabling the specific
interactional practices of the orchestral rehearsal to be performed. Related to this
instrumental stance-taking is cooperative stance. Whereas instrumental stance (for
Goodwin) is the arrangement of entities including participants in specific ways which
enable sign-exchange (interactional) processes to occur, cooperative stance is each
individual’s bodily deployment to enable activities-at-hand to be performed. This
distinction enables a useful insight into the orchestral rehearsal; whereas the signexchange process might be enabled by taking an instrumental stance (assuming an
allocated chair at the appropriate time) the achievement of the activity at hand also
requires specific body and artefact arrangement, in that each musician must also have
the requisite artefacts22 (as in, put most simply, an instrument) and have arranged his or
her body in such a way as to be able to play his or his instrument. Instrumental and
cooperative stances, taken together, show how each individual musician arranges his or
her self with respect to the space, time, and artefacts of the orchestral rehearsal in order
to enable the rehearsal to proceed and to signal to others that they are taking such a
stance. These instrumental and cooperative stances are simultaneously taken by the
members of the orchestra, support staff, and conductor, with each individual occupying
specific places in space and time such that they have appropriate access to the
interactional achievement of rehearsal and arranging their bodies in specific ways to
enable the activity at hand (i.e. musical playing) to be performed.
The orchestral rehearsal also demonstrates clearly how an activity requires each
participant to perform the actions and activities which are expected of them by others.
In the case of musical performance, this is perhaps transparently clear; the successful

22

Artefact interaction is further analysed and discussed in Chapter 7.
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performance of a musical work requires that each member of the orchestra play as
specified in the score. More specifically, achieving the goal of an orchestral rehearsal –
the specific performance of a particular work of music, following the direction of a
specific conductor – requires that each participant follows the musical direction of the
conductor. For Goodwin, this is implicit in the notion of a shared participation
framework, and is considered generally unproblematic particularly in professional
contexts. Each participant in the orchestral rehearsal acts in such a way as to indicate to
others that they can be relied upon and trusted to participate appropriately in the activity
of the orchestral rehearsal – they participate with others in the ongoing maintenance of
the ‘embodied ground’ for the shared actions of orchestral rehearsal. I suggest that the
instrumental and cooperative stance-taking that is shown by engaging with time, space,
and artefacts in ways which align with the specific expectations of others (i.e. assuming
the allocated chair, with the appropriate instrument, at the appropriate time) is also
revealing a ‘moral’ stance. Through aligning with the instrumental and cooperative
stances necessary for the orchestral rehearsal to take place, each participant is also
taking a moral stance that she or he can be trusted (by others) to participate
appropriately in the task at hand. As in Goodwin’s examples of other professional
situations, such stance-taking in the orchestra is un-remarked-upon and un-noticed by
the participants themselves. Such stances are incorporated in the embodied ways in
which each musician is expected to act, and by performing those actions, each musician
is understood to be aligning with the expected and requisite stances such that the
rehearsal can successfully occur.
The pre-defined nature of the orchestral rehearsal space – the deliberate placement of
artefacts in specific spatial relationships, the delineation and scheduling of particular
musicians – suggest that the instrumental, cooperative, and moral stance-taking of each
participant is at least to some degree pre-figured and anticipated by the orchestral
organisation. The alignment of musicians, space, and time towards the shared goal of
musical performance is pre-suggested to the musicians by the configuration of the
orchestral space, as well as the attention towards and importance placed upon timekeeping in the rehearsal. Each musicians’ instrumental and cooperative stance can be
signaled by a bodily configuration (seated in a designated chair) that is provided and
determined by the operations staff of the ensemble. The arrangement of chairs and other
artefacts can itself then be understood in terms of stance, both in the pre-figuring of how
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musicians can signal alignment with an instrumental and cooperative stance, and also as
a projection of an ‘organisational’ stance, in that the goal of a successful performance
and rehearsal is also shared by non-musician participants in rehearsal and therefore can
be understood as a shared organisational stance. By acting in ways which align with the
anticipation and expectation of others, the musicians are able to simultaneously achieve
the instrumental and cooperative stances necessary to playing an instrument within the
orchestra and to reveal their alignment with an equally expected moral stance. The act
of assuming ones’ chair for an allocated period of time is not simply a physical act; it is
an embodied interactional move by which the stance held by that musician can be
understood and subsequently aligned with by other musicians.

5.6.

Summary

This chapter has used ethnographic observations to examine how the musicians,
conductor and support staff of the City Symphony Orchestra create and mutually work
towards a shared goal of a positively received performance. I have argued that the space
the orchestra uses is designed to prioritise the realisation of the conductor’s ideas and
vision as the work of the rehearsal. The way that the CSO creates strict limits on activity
through time management and professionalisation of artefact interaction keeps the
orchestra focused and minimises the possibility of distraction and through this
minimisation underscores the importance that the CSO, as an organisation, places on the
achievement of the orchestra’s goal.
The set-up of the orchestral space and the construction of how musicians can spend
their time within that space as predetermined are a series of organisational affective
stances towards the importance of the work done within the physical walls and temporal
boundaries of the orchestral rehearsal. The orchestral staff use the rehearsal space and
culturally constructed artefacts (Hutchins 1995a, Goodwin 2003) within that space to
position musicians’ bodies in particular places within the rehearsal space and in relation
to one another. This positioning of musicians, as shown in Fig 5.1, constructs the
conductor on his podium as the centre of their joint attention (Goodwin 2007) and the
focus of the orchestra’s activity. The way the rehearsal space is constructed with rows of
chairs all facing this one point sets up that point as the mutual and shared focus for the
individuals who sit within the carefully positioned arrangement. The primacy of the
conductor within the space is predetermined by the physical characteristics of the
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rehearsal room or stage. The conductor’s job is to move the orchestra to an aligned
musical position where they can deliver a convincing performance of large-scale
symphonic works. Everything about the space and the enforcing of time allows the
conductor to hold the orchestra’s focus on their work towards that ultimate goal.
Decisions made outside of the rehearsal room months in advance and the spatiotemporal properties of the CSO’s rehearsal venue manifest to construct the embodied
participation (Goodwin 2007) of musicians in the highly focused goal-directed work of
rehearsal. The musicians continually align with the organisation’s stance towards the
goal by participating in the moulding of their bodily positions and adhering to time,
visual and sound restriction conventions. Even when not directly participating in
rehearsal the musicians use space semiotically deferentially and non-disruptively so as
to avoid challenging of the stance that the goal comes first. The musicians as they arrive
on time and use the rehearsal space as designed without subversion align themselves
with the position that the performance, the concert at the end of the week, is the
recognised, mutually-held and prioritised goal. I return to this discussion of stance in
the final chapter of this thesis. The next chapter of this thesis, Chapter 6, examines how
the conductor uses his body to interact with the orchestra as he, and they, perform the
work of rehearsal.
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6. Conductor gesture
The preceding chapter of this thesis, Chapter 5, argued that both space and time
construct the orchestral rehearsal as a mutual activity with a joint purpose of work
towards a common goal of a positive performance. This chapter, Chapter 6, examines
how conductors use their body and artefacts to interact with the orchestra to actually
perform the mutual, creative work that is the focus of orchestral rehearsal. Specifically,
this chapter uses filmed data of one conductor, Maestro Thomas Krake, who rehearsed
with the CSO over one rehearsal sequence (three days) preparing a public concert.
Beginning with beating and moving through other types of manual gesture this chapter’s
analysis shows that conductor gesture is an important interactional tool in use towards
the achievement of the orchestra’s performance goal.

6.1.

Conducting as gesture: the example of beating

When we think of conductors; we think of gesture. Orchestral conducting is an act
performed through gestural practice. There is a famous video clip of Leonard Bernstein,
one of the twentieth century’s most famous maestros, conducting the fourth movement
of Haydn’s 88th Symphony in performance with Wiener Philharmoniker23. Although
Bernstein uses conventional conductor gesture to open the movement within a few
moments he is using only head and facial movements to continue his conducting
holding his hands down by his body. It is clear, watching this video, that Bernstein is
continuing to communicate his interpretation of Haydn’s music to the Wiener
Philharmoniker. Bernstein’s non-manual conducting speaks to his confidence that the
orchestra, one of the world’s very finest, will be able to achieve the goal of an
outstanding performance without Bernstein’s arms and hands being involved. This
video is held up within the orchestral conducting training community as a humorous but
profoundly instructional example of how conductors’ manual gestures need to be
considered and used only when needed rather than as some kind of ‘doing of
conducting’ where the gestural performance is for the audience rather than as a truly
interactional act. The conductor as a person is spatially located at the central point of
both orchestral rehearsal and performance. Conductor gestures occur at the most
visually accessible, and most constantly accessed, point in the rehearsal space.

23

Excerpt available at https://youtu.be/FKHL7ldZAzU
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Orchestral playing is noisy and creates a difficult audio environment for talk. Talk is not
permitted during performance so conductor gesture provides a mode of communication
which has constancy across the orchestral rehearsal and performance cycle. Outside of
Bernstein’s infamous example, conductor beating using the hands and arms is the
backbone of what a conductor does once he is on the conductor’s podium.

6.1.1.

‘Beating’

Conductors, especially of professional orchestras, are not human metronomes. The
conductor uses their beat gesture to carry much more information than simply speed of
music; nonetheless, underpinning conductor gesture is the expression of speed. This
expression extends beyond phrasing and dynamic and of course includes the
accelerando, ritardando, ritenuto, stringendo, incalzando, affretando, rallentando (to
give only a tiny example from the subset of Italian tempo change directions) which pull
the speed faster and slower in sometimes almost continuous flowing variation. The
speed of a piece or section, its tempo, is among the first musical decisions that a
conductor will communicate to the orchestra. Accepting and acting upon any particular
tempo is the first and most enduring way for the orchestra to collaborate successfully
with a conductor across both rehearsal and performance. The tempo of a work is not an
arbitrary decision. The conductor will study the score, historical practice and
performance traditions and then make interpretative decisions which in turn feed back
into the choice of tempo.
Conductor beating is the physical manifestation of the conductor’s interpretation of the
musical pulse existent within a piece of music as proscribed and determined by the
composer of the musical work. Musical pulse is a complex cultural construct but is
readily recognised in the ‘Western’ music tradition as what we would clap along, or nod
our heads, to when listening to a performance. Musical pulse is measured in the number
of beats per minute and varies greatly in speed: examples within the orchestral canon
commonly range from 40 to 240 beats per minute. Traditionally a pulse is continuous
and each pulse is equally distant from the preceding and proceeding pulses. In more
complex music with mixed and/or additive time signatures the pulse also exists as a
non-equidistant series of temporal relationships where beats have differing lengths
across or within bars. A musical pulse is not necessarily expressed sonically within a
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given music work; there may be silence within the music ‘on’ the pulse or the music
may be syncopated where the sound is shifted off the pulse creating a, usually
temporary, feeling of a ‘false’ pulse. Even when the pulse is performed within the music,
its actual existence is in the minds of the musicians rather than in the sonic makeup of
the music performance (cf. Palmer & Krumhansi 1990). What conductor beating
achieves is a gestural announcement of the temporal location of the pulse by
establishing when each ‘beat’ occurs. The terms ‘beat’ and ‘pulse’ are interchangeable to
a point but I will use ‘beat’ in this thesis to refer to the conductor beating gestures
because that is the term used by the orchestral community.
The conductor beating that I observed and filmed at the CSO was primarily performed
using the conductor’s hands and arms; usually the right hand only but the beat was also
regularly ‘mirrored’ in both hands. Within the filmed data head and whole body
movement was, at times, ‘in time’ with the beat but was not used to replace the manual
beating gestures so is not considered in this chapter. The filmed conductor beating, that
of Maestro Krake, follows certain patterns and though it varies, most notably in size and
speed, is consistent and performed as repetitive series of gestures across the music
played in rehearsal. Conductor beating happens primarily when playing is happening.
Conductor beating gestures can and do occur in isolation during talk, even outside of the
orchestral rehearsal room, but the overwhelming majority of conducting beating is when
it would be expected; at the same time as orchestral musicians playing.
Conductor gestures exist on both spatial and temporal planes and are accessed visually
by orchestral musicians. The conductors of the CSO, in line with common orchestral
practice, perform gestures while they are in the same room as the musicians and within
the same time frames that musicians actually occupy that room. Conductor gesture
occurs within the shared environment that is the rehearsal space. The gestures
themselves are oriented to as a focus of attention by the physical properties of the space
discussed in Chapter 5 of this thesis. The conductor is placed in the most visually
accessible location within that space, given the physical layout and bodily direction of
the orchestral musicians. Podium and lighting ensure that the conductor’s body is
visually available to all the members of the CSO. Conductors stand on the podium
facing the orchestra using arms and hands to gesture in the area in front of the
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conductor’s own body. CSO conductors wore block coloured, long-sleeved and highnecked clothing such as shirts leaving their hands uncovered. Schembri et al (2013) note
that this type of plain clothing is best for maintaining visual accessibility to finely
differentiated gestures, such as those found British Sign Language. CSO conductors use
this same technique of minimising visual distraction in both rehearsal and performance.
For concerts the CSO conductors wear ‘blacks’24 or ‘tails’
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depending the level of

formality required for the concert. Both ‘blacks’ and ‘tails’ also constitute plain
backgrounds, thus ensuring the conductors’ gestures were never obscured or distracted
from by the rest of their bodily appearance.

6.1.2.

Organisation of conductor beats and beating gesture
over time

Conductors perform beats one after the other. The function of beat in music is that it
occurs in temporal sequence. Conductor beating follows this structure and each beat is
performed in its own singular moment without any other, conflicting gestural beating.
‘Mirroring’ where the beat is performed by both hands at once is not an exception to this
as the beat occurs at the same in both hands involved. One singular beat is still achieved
happening in two places at the same time rather than two separate beats performed
across two independently operating parts of the body. Sequences of beating gestures are
chained together by the conductor who moves his hands continually. The beating
gesture does not stop unless the beat, as in the pulse, itself is stopped or paused.
Maestro Krake, and the other CSO conductors, group their beats according to the
manner in which the beats are grouped in the score of the music they are conducting.
The composer of the piece Krake conducts used a number of time signatures, changing
from one to another as the music unfolds. Accordingly, Krake varies his beating gesture
for each different time signature varying in combination with changes in tempo
24

‘Blacks’ is a term used within the CSO, and many other performance ensembles, to
denote performance appropriate black clothes. The CSO published, to its members, an
extensive guide to the type of clothes were appropriate for different styles of
performance particularly with regards to sleeve length and type of material for women.
‘Blacks’ for a conductor entailed a buttoned black shirt, black dress trousers and black
shoes. CSO conductors sometimes wore a black dinner jacket and varied the shirt type
by wearing shirts influenced by styles such as the Nehru collar.
25
‘Tails’ were the most common, and most formal, version of performance wear for the
CSO and consisted of black tuxedos with the eponymous tails, black cummerbunds,
white shirts and ties.
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(musical speed as determined or suggested by the composer26). Figure 6.1 shows the
time signatures, tempos and beat groupings from the first section of the music Krake
rehearses and performs with the CSO.
Figure 6-1 Krake's beat groupings in relation to tempo and time signature

Time signature

Tempo

Beat gesture grouping

information contained within the printed score decision made by Krake
6
8

76 QPM

6

6
8

216 QPM

2

C

120 QPM

4

Number of quavers per minute (QPM)

For ease of comparison across examples the tempo information presented here has been
converted from the metronome markings (MM) in the score so that the different tempos
are shown in the same units rather than across crotchets, dotted crotchets and quavers.
Figure 6.1 shows that when there is a higher number of quavers per minute (QPM). i.e.
a faster tempo, the number of beats in a grouping is lower. The first tempo in this
section of music is the slowest in the example and Krake beats in groups of six, the
second row of 6.1 shows the fastest tempo in the example and lowest number of beats
per grouping. Tempo has an inverse relationship with beat gesture grouping. The leftmost column of Figure 6.1 shows the time signature for each of the music sections
reported on here. As the first two rows show, the time signature of each section of
music is not singularly determinative of the beat groupings. The time signature limits
the options for the number of beats a conductor performs within a grouping. In the first
two rows of Figure 6.1 the time signature implies beat groupings of either 6 or 2. The

26

I will use ‘tempo’ in this sense as distinct from ‘speed’ which will refer to distance
travelled divided by time, in the traditional sense. Speed will be used to refer to gesture
movement and tempo to the ‘speed’ of the music.
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choice between these options is informed by the given, printed tempo. Krake uses first a
pattern of six beat gestures when the tempo is slower and a grouping of two beat
gestures when the tempo is faster. Figure 6.1 demonstrates Maestro Krake’s
organisation of beats into groupings, which he then performs sequentially over time, as
related to both time signature and tempo. Figure 6.2, below, shows the relationship
between Krake’s organisation of beats into particular groupings, or patterns, and their
consequent differences in temporal duration.
Figure 6-2 Krake’s beat grouping

Krake’s derived beat and beat grouping durations
TS

QPM

BP

QPB

BDi

BDu (in BGDu (in
seconds) seconds)

6
8

76

6

1

76

0.79

4.74

6
8

216

2

3

72

0.83

1.66

C

120

4

2

60

1

4

BDi = QPM/QPB
BDu = 60 seconds/BDi
GBDu = BL x BDi

Time signature printed in music (TS)
Number of quavers per minute (QPM)
Beat pattern used by Krake informed by the beats per bar (BP)
Number of quavers per each of Krake’s beats (QPB)
Beat division (BDi)
Beat length in seconds (BDu)
Length of Krake’s beat grouping in seconds (BGDu)

The first three columns of Figure 6.2 show the same information as Figure 6.1. The next
column, QPB, lists the number of quavers per beat. In the first row this relationship is a
1-1 ratio. One quaver equals one beat. The next row shows that there are three quavers
per beat i.e. each beat continues over three quavers worth of time and finally the bottom
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row of Figure 6.2 shows two quavers per beat for the final portion of this section of
music. The Beat Division (BDi) column is actually the same as the original tempo
markings in the score but has been derived by dividing the QPM by the QPB. This
number is the number of beats per minute which when compared to the QPM, the tempo
expressed in a standardised and comparable form, is very similar across the three
portions of this section of music. The duration of the beats in seconds, BDu, derived by
dividing 60 seconds by each BDi, shows this similarity expressed as measured in
seconds. What this means is that Krake’s beat lengths are quite similar across three very
different tempos. What this shows is that the way that Krake organises and performs
individual beats across time does not necessarily reflect larger changes in the music:
such as the difference between two tempos at 76 and 216 QPM. The changes in tempo
are seen more clearly, by contrast, in Krake’s beat grouping durations (GBDu). Here the
consequence of Krake’s decisions are seen. The beat groupings are derived from the
tempo, the time signature, phrasing within a bar (how notes are grouped together to
reflect the time signature) and the musical vision of the conductor encompassing
variation from composer tempo and the ‘feel’ of a bar as having two or four beats. This
process is illustrated as a schematic in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6-3 Beat group schematic
Tempo
(composer)

Time
signature
(composer)

Phrasing
(composer)

Beat
groupings

Musical
vision
(conductor)

The beat grouping durations in Figure 6.2 show that Krake’s decisions have led to some
beat groupings, or bars, being close to one and a half seconds long, while other bars
with different values informing the decision process are more than four seconds long.
The musical decisions made by the conductor, using the score and his knowledge of the
cultural systems of orchestral music, creates differing temporal manifestations of the
musical bar. Time, and specifically here the time taken to perform a beat grouping, is
what separates one bar at a particular tempo from another at a different tempo in
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performance and is therefore an important difference between beat patterns as the
gestural manifestations of the beat grouping.

6.1.2.1. Multiple beat gestures
Krake’s beating gestures occur one after another and, as shown above, the duration of
each gesture is informed by multiple factors. To summarise this process in terms of
cognition; the conductor makes calculations using artefacts such as the musical score
and the cultural systems of orchestral music. These calculations, as seen in Figure 6.3,
result in the conductor’s interpretation of the music and create particular types of beat
groupings. This internal cognition is transformed (Hutchins 1995a) by the conductor
into a bodily action; the beating pattern. The beat groupings are an internal concept but
the patterns themselves exist as durative but transitory gestural action in the shared
interactional space of the orchestral rehearsal. Each of Krake’s beat patterns corresponds
to one of Krake’s beat groupings. The relationship between the internal beat grouping
and the externalised beat pattern is an indexical one. The beat pattern as a whole
indexes the conductor’s conceptualisation of a beat grouping which in turn, is informed
by and situated within the conductor’s wider musical knowledge and practice. Figure
6.4 is an illustrative schematic of each separate beat pattern, as a whole, and its
indexical relationship to each beat grouping as a whole.
Figure 6-4 Beat patterns and groupings

Each beat grouping and each beat pattern can then be further segmented into smaller
components. The beat grouping is constructed from individual beats and the pattern can
be divided into beating gestures. These two types of smaller components, logically,
should have the same indexical relationship as the two wholes (grouping and pattern)
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with each beating gesture indexing the corresponding original beat. These relationships
are diagrammed in Figure 6.5.
Figure 6-5 Beat gestures and beats

Each individual beating gesture, as an external and visually accessible bodily act by the
conductor, functions as the signifier of each individual beat which then become the
signified in this signifier-signified relationship. There are two mechanisms which allow
these signs, the gestures, to be understood as signifying particular beats. The first is the
durative aspect of the gesture as it occurs over the same amount of time as the beat
itself. This is a circular feature of the relationship because the duration of the beat can
only be known by the duration of the gesture which signifies it. It is not possible for one
gesture to ‘lag’ into the temporal space of another gesture because the act of beating is
performative; the conductor actually creates the shared ‘beat’ by gesturing it. Therefore,
when a beating gesture’s duration is lengthened it, through its own performativity,
actually lengthens the beat itself and changes the musical realisation. The second
mechanism is also temporally based. What anchors each signifier to the signified in the
case of conductor beating gestures is not a feature of the individual beating gesture
itself. Rather it is the position of the beating gesture in time in relation to other beating
gestures that allows each beating gesture to index particular beats. The indexicalisation
is based on the gesture’s position within the sequence rather than any physical property
of the individual gesture. For example, the second beat of a bar is indexed by whichever
gesture occurs in the second beating gesture slot of a sequence. The gesture within that
slot, through its indexicalisation of the second beat of the bar, becomes the ‘beat 2
gesture’. It is the primacy of the sequence of slots which allows for variation in gesture
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type across patterns and conductors. Beating gestures are not codified in the way that
signed language gestures are. There are typical and common features of particular
beating gestures, but these features are not what ties a ‘beat 2’ to the beating gesture
which indexes it. This is analogous to linguistic signs which share features but where
those features themselves are not what allows for a sign-signifier relationship. First
person pronouns, for example, across European languages sometimes, even usually,
share the feature of being relatively short words. They share this feature for good
historical linguistic reasons, but it is not the length of each word that allows them to be
indexical either of the first person or a particular first person within a particular
interaction. Similarly, conductor beat patterns and the gestures within them have many
shared features across conductors. There are traditions within conducting practice about
where to place a beating gesture referring to, in this example, a beat 2. These traditions
are linked to historical reasons including how conducting has been passed down from
teacher to student. These traditions often change beat 2’s beating gesture’s spatial
location dependent on how many beats are to follow within a grouping. These
evolutions in conductor gesture lead to common properties of gesture but because they
are not strictly codified, in the interactional moment what creates the indexical link is
the individual beating gesture’s position within the sequence that makes up the beat
pattern which, as a whole, indexes the conductor’s internal, cognitive beat grouping.

6.1.2.2. Single beat gestures
The section above has argued that when the conductor’s beat pattern is broken down
into individual beating gestures the number of beating gestures, in a specific beating
pattern, is determined by the conductor’s conceptualisation of the beat grouping.
However, the actual practice of segmenting beating gestures and delineating where one
begins and another ends for analytical purposes, rather than beat counting, is
problematic. Each ‘click’ of the beating gesture (also referred to as the ‘ictus’ by some
conductors), the actual moment of the pulse, is clearly identifiable. However, each
beating gesture flows from and into the preceding and proceeding gestures. There is not
a clear rest or retraction phase to conductor beating gestures. Rather the gestures occur
in non-segmented chains of gestures which can, even in rehearsal such as during a
‘cover-to-cover’ run through, continue for tens of minutes without stopping. Figure 6.6
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shows the most basic beating pattern: ‘one in a bar’. This translates to one beat per beat
grouping and therefore one beating gesture per beat pattern.
Figure 6-6 One beat in a bar (Day 1 - 53")

In this example, taken from the first day of filming, Maestro Krake moves continuously
once he has begun beating. Krake shows the beat in both arms in this extract, although it
is more clearly visible in the right arm holding the baton. His action is an up and down
gesture; his hand first travels up, in front of the body, to head height and then travels
down, in a straight line to hip height. This is repeated. Images v, vii and ix above show
the ‘click’ moments where the beat occurs. Each ‘click’ moment is at the nadir of
Krake’s downward gesture, at hip height, where the gesture changes direction. I will use
the term ‘turning point’ herein to refer to these moments of gestural change in direction.
In Fig. 6.6 there are two types of turning point. The first that occurs is in image iii
where Krake changes the direction of his gesture at head height. This turning point, and
those in images vi and viii are what I will call ‘upper turning points’ and are distinct
from the lower turning points seen in images v, vii and ix. There is a substantial
difference between the heights of the upper and lower turning points in the example in
Figure 6.6.27 Continuing the analysis of Fig. 6.6, the two types of turning point, upper
and lower, each have different relationships to the beat. The lower turning points are the
actual moments which have an indexical relationship with the beat, as discussed in the
previous section of this chapter. I will use the term ‘beat turning point’ for this type of
turning point. The upper turning points allow the conductor’s gesture to change
Other types of turning point contrast are possible – including a left-right polarity – as
seen in Figure 6.9 in this chapter.
27
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direction and return to the lower turning point. I will use the term ‘non-beat turning
point’ to refer to this type of turning point, upper in this example but potentially left or
right in others. The non-beat turning points (nBTP) do not have the same indexical
relationship with the beat as the beat-turning points (BTP) because the nBTP occur midway, in time, between the BTP. Instead, the nBTP represent halfway marks between
beats in series of beating gestures. Additionally, each nBTP carries information about
the temporal location of the BTP which follows it. Entrainment to a beat is more
accurately performed when that beat is subdivided. Finger-tapping studies show that
auditory pacing tones (which subdivide the beat) improve both musicians’ and nonmusicians’ temporal co-ordination (cf. Franek et al 1991, Jäncke et al 2000, Repp 2003,
Repp 2005, Repp & Su 2013)28. It would be possible for Krake to perform the beat
turning points without any nBTP at all; more circular rather than bi-directional gesture
with a ‘click’ at the bottom is physically possible. What Krake’s actual gestures include
by being comprised of both nBTPs and BTPs, however, are pacing moments for each
BTP which allow the orchestral musicians to more accurately predict the precise
temporal location of each of Krake’s upcoming beats and their own isochronous, or
synchronised29, playing. Given that visual synchronisation is generally understood to be
a more difficult task than auditory synchronisation (Repp 2003) these pacing moments,
the nBTPs, may be particularly important for the orchestral musicians’ temporal coordination.

6.1.3.

Spatial organisation of conductor beat gestures

Conductors generally gesture within, what some conductors term, ‘the portrait’ (pers
comm. J. Hopkins 2004-2011). The portrait refers to the space in front of the conductor
which would be included in a traditional portrait-style painting of an individual. Within
the orchestral tradition of the latter half of the twentieth century many conducting
textbooks were written and published although not necessarily by the leading and most

28

The literature on this type of coordination has historically been focused on so-called
‘Western’ traditions with claims about the universality of beat subdivision. More
recently it has been shown a more inclusive, ethnomethodologically informed approach
allows us to see that non-isochronous beats and their subdivisions are widely spread
with impact on how we understand pulse structures (cf. London, Polak & Jacoby 2017)
29
Isochronous is used here in the sense of ‘at the same time’ distinct from synchronised
meaning temporally related; the difference between one musician whose part dictates
that they play on the beat where another musician’s line is written as off-beats.
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famous conductors of the day. These textbooks are used by young conductors
particularly during their initial study and training in universities and conservatoires
before they commence ‘on the job’ training through assistant conductorships or ‘young
conductor’ practical training programs. As an ethnographic source these textbooks can
give insight into how a beginning conductor might have their gestural practice shaped.
Although a deep examination of the practice of learning from a book is beyond the
scope of this thesis such textbooks can still be illustrative of conductors’ gestural
starting points. For example, Farberman (1997) spends the first chapter of his book,
albeit a chapter of only two pages, proscribing ‘The Conductor’s Space’. He outlines
exercises to perform in order define the conductor’s space complete with diagrams.
Essentially, he posits that the conductor’s space is limited along two axes: the “Sideways
Up; Sideways down”; and “Frontward Up and Frontward Down”. Where the conductor
should gesture (the conductor’s gestural space) is defined by Farberman as being limited
by the reach of the conductor’s arm out to the side of the conductor and out to the front.
Farberman advocates actually reaching out first to the side and the front and moving
ones arms in two, mirrored, semi-circular motions to physically delineate this space.
Basically, however this gestural space is defined, young conductors are urged to keep
their hands where orchestral musicians can actually see the gestures. This is both logical
and consistent with the gestural space used by all of the CSO conductors. Fig 6.6 above
is a clear example of a conductor using this type of gestural space. The space behind the
conductor is not used and the gestures are all performed where they can be seen by, at
least some of, the orchestral musicians. The CSO conductors do turn their bodies
towards one area or another within the rehearsal space in order to gesture towards a
particular section of the orchestra. These momentary changes in bodily orientation,
transitorily re-define the orchestral F-formation but generally still allow visual access
for the orchestra to the beating part of the conductor’s gesture.
When a conductor has decided upon a beat grouping which comprises more than one
beat (>1) the consequent beat pattern also comprises more than one beating gesture. The
beating gestures within a >1 beat pattern still unfold sequentially but the beat turning
points (BTPs) are also positioned relative to one another spatially. Each BTP within a
single beat pattern occupies a different point in the gestural space used by the conductor
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relative to the other BTPs in that pattern. Figure 6.7 below shows Maestro Krake
performing a three beat pattern.
Figure 6-7 Beating three in a bar (Day 1 - 50")

Focusing on Krake’s first gestures in Figure 6.7, shown in line 1 image ii the BTP is
positioned at hip height similar to Krake’s BTPs, which were also beat one type, in
Figure 6.6. Krake’s gestures, indeed all conductors’ gestures, can be measured as they
occur on three axes: high-low; left-right; and in-out (the latter being closer to the body
and further from the body). This is similar to the height, width and depth that measures
three dimensional objects. The depth of a gesture is harder to see than the height or
sideways (left-right) positioning. Returning to Krake’s gestures in Figure 6.7, the BTP
in image ii, is positioned within the body30 to the right31 of the conductor’s bodily
By ‘within the body’ I mean when viewed facing straight on the gesture is located
directly in front of the conductor’s body rather than out to the side of the body. Another
30
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midline. This is consistent with Krake’s beat 1 type BTPs more generally across his
conducting of the CSO and specifically seen also in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.9 below
(line 1, image ii). The first beat slot within the beating pattern sequence is the most
important slot. Musically, the first beat of the bar is the strongest and it is also the only
universal beat; for a bar to exist there must be beats and regardless of number there,
logically, must be a first beat. The second most ubiquitous beat is the final beat. It
doesn’t follow exactly there must always be a final beat in the bar as the first beat
cannot have dual function but if there is more than one beat in a bar then there must
both a first and final beat. All >1 beat patterns thus have both first and final beating
gestures. The number of beats, and beating gestures, between the first and final slots
varies greatly across orchestral music; common patterns use two, three, four, five and
six beating gestures but many more (theoretically any number more) are possible. This
is expressed below in Figure 6.8.
Figure 6-8 Beat slot rule

B1[[B2…Bn] Bn+1]]
A similar level of internal consistency is present across Krake’s final beat gestures in the
two examples where final beats are present: Figures 6.7 and 6.9. The positioning of
Krake’s first and final BTPs on the high-low axis is very similar across the two
examples. Figure 6.7 images ii and ix show BTPs which are both at hip height and
Figure 6.9 shows a similar positioning in both images ii and xii. However, the left-right
positioning is a more distinguishing feature. Both of the gestures in the final beat slots,
image ix in Fig 6.7 and image xii in Fig 6.9 are further to the conductor’s right than the
gestures in the first beat slots (image ii in both figures). This difference in position,
relative to the first beating gesture of the pattern, is greater in Fig 6.7 but the type of
difference, that the final beat is further to the right, is consistent across Krake’s
conducting of the CSO.

way of expressing this is that the conductor’s body can be seen behind the gesture, here
specifically the BTP, instead of the wall being behind the gesture when it is out to the
side.
31
I am using the conductor’s right and left rather than the viewers’ in locating the
gestures.
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Figure 6-9 (Day 1 - 15")

Krake’s consistency of BTP positioning across beat patterns changes for the beats which
are neither first nor final beats. The number of these non-first, non-final BTPs in a beat
pattern changes in number according to the time signature, tempo, phrasing and
conductor’s musical vision (as discussed above and illustrated in Figure 6.3). Krake uses
a similar position for both of his second beat BTPs in Figures 6.7 and 6.9 (both image
iv). On the left-right axis Krake’s BTPs in this second beat slot are very similar to each
other and both are positioned slightly higher than the BTPs which precede them. The
difference in high-low position between the second beat BTP and its preceding first beat
BTP is more pronounced in the example in Figure 6.9. The second beats represented in
these two examples have very similar musical functions despite occurring in two very
different bars (a three beat bar and a six beat bar). The second beat of a bar is musically
a weaker beat and subordinate to the first beat of the bar and without, necessarily, the
forward momentum of the final beat (which leads into the next bar). In contrast to these
second beat examples Figure 6.7 and 6.9 include third beating gestures which do not
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share spatial characteristics. In Figure 6.7 (image ix) the third beating gesture’s BTP is
noticeably spatially positioned to the right of the body at hip height whereas the third
beat BTP in Figure 6.9 (image vi) is neither at hip height nor out to the right of Krake’s
first beat of that bar. Musically, in the first example (Figure 6.7) the third beat of the bar
is also the final beat of the bar; the final beat ‘slot’ is occupied by the third beat. In
Figure 6.9. the sixth beat of the bar is in the final beat slot and the third beat has its own
independent position within the bar. The two ‘third beats’ have very different functions
(one final, one non-final) and Krake uses different spatial positioning for each
distinguishing the non-final third beat both from the other type of third beat (final
position) and from the final position sixth beat in the same bar. Essentially, when two
beating gestures occupy the same beating slot numerically (i.e. three) but that slot has a
different position within the sequence Krake’s gestures are also different and conversely
when the numerical slot is different but the function the same (second of three and
second of sixth, or two final beats) Krake’s gestures are similar.

6.1.4.

Meaning and spatial / temporal organisation

Krake’s beat pattern is based on temporal and spatial relationships between gestures.
The whole pattern occurs and repeats sequentially and the durations, the actual temporal
unfolding, is informed by many factors. Within a single pattern the way one beating
gesture relates to another is pseudo-syntactic; the indexical relationship is constructed
by position within a sequence and the structure of the sequence as a whole rather than
the physical features of a particular gesture. A second beat beating gesture carries the
second beat ‘meaning’ because it occurs after the first and before the third beating
gestures. Each beating gesture, as it unfolds, both creates and limits the possibilities of
what might follow. Both creation and limitation stem from the beating gestures’
relationship with the music. The first beating gesture delineates the beat for the
orchestra setting up how many beats there will be in the bar. A three beat bar, for
example, could be performed as a one, three or even six or nine beat bar according to
the conductor’s decision. CSO conductors, indeed all professional conductors, spend
little time making their beat pattern choices explicit through talk. Their decisions are
reflected in their gestural performance of the beat. Thus, when the first beat of a new
pattern is performed it signals to the orchestra what the conductor has decided about
how the bar should be interpreted. A long first beating gesture might indicate a one-in-
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a-bar interpretation and pattern and would then eliminate the possibility of following
beating gestures ‘meaning’ the second or third beat of the bar. Conversely, a shorter
first beating gesture opens up the necessity for more beating gestures to follow it and
create the whole bar. As a sequence builds it implies particular structures, and beat slots,
and constrains the sequence(s) of beating gestures that follow which themselves depend
on their temporal position in relation to the sequential beat slots that precede them to
achieve their indexical relationship with the musical beat.
Spatially, the position of each of Krake’s beating gestures varies and has a different,
self-referential relationship with meaning. Each beating gesture’s position becomes the
spatial position of that beat because a beating gesture was placed there. In Enfield’s
(2009:153) work placing the gesture in a particular position ‘”invite[s] an addressee to
imagine something is there”. For Maestro Krake placing a BTP in a particular spatial
position invites the musician to, rather than imagine, understand that space as referent to
particular musical features of the beat that particular BTP represents (i.e. its
‘secondness’ or ‘finality’ in the examples above). The allocation of meaning to a
particular spatial referent in interaction is seen across gestural interactions including
kinship diagrams (Enfield 2009), sand stories (Green 2014) and abstract deixis in
conversation (McNeill 1992, Haviland 2000). This type of ‘diagramming’ (Enfield
2009) gives locations in space particular meanings or allows them to ‘stand-in’ for
particular referents during an interaction. Each of these examples of gesturally created
diagrams can be edited through gestural re-allocation in conjunction with speech or
through actually changing the diagram, in the case of Central Australian sand stories.
Noting that this applies slightly differently to sand stories because of the durative nature
of the sand representations, and the way that erasure and editing become durative shared
interactional moves (Green 2014). Enfield (2009:152-3) proposes diagrammatic
illustrations to be “reference-activated chunks of space which can then be multiplied
and can then together form structured complex wholes”. The major and critical
difference between Enfield’s (2009) kinship and fish trap diagrams and conductor
beating is the relationship between the diagram and its potential for editing. Conductor
beating elapses over time because the time it takes is performative; it actually creates
the length of a beat by gesturing for the time that the beat takes by lengthening or
shortening the time between BTPs. As such, a beat moment in conductor gesture
outlasts its physical performance to exist as contextual information for the viewer but
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cannot be returned to for editing. When Krake’s gesture returns to a “referenceactivated chunk of space” with a BTP he is newly activating that space each time he
returns to it. Even if the chunk of space is being used every time to mean ‘final’ or
‘second’ beat the specific beat that is being referenced, the specific moment in the
music, is different as the bars and movements of the music unfold. For example, beat 2
in bar one of an orchestral piece is not the same musical moment as beat 2 of bar 2.
Even, actually, were these moments to be identical in terms of rhythm and pitch the
second would be understood differently to the first because it is a repetition and
therefore both references and relies upon the immediate past for it to make musical
sense. It seems likely that it is because orchestral music already creates these sequential
relationships that conductor gesture functions in a similar way. The second beating
gesture in the second bar, if identical to the first second-beat gesture in the first, is
understood in relation to the first second-beat gesture but still as a separate moment in
the music. Therefore, the conductor cannot return to a spatial position or location to
reference an earlier gesture32 in the way seen in other types of interactions. Each
‘return’ to the same space always has a different temporal value (put most simply;
before or after the other gestures) and thus a different referent. However, conductor
beating gesture is more complex than a continual re-assigning of referent to spatial
location. Each new reference-activation occurs within the proximal context of the beat
pattern it exists within as well as the more distal context of the beat patterns preceding
it; these two micro-contexts are created by the conductor’s own gesture. Enfield
suggests the term ‘enchronic’! for “relations between neighbouring moments [...] in
locally coherent communicative sequences”!(Enfield 2009: 10). Enchronic context, for
this thesis, is an even more micro version of Schelgoff’s ‘proximal’ (versus distal)
context (Schegloff 1992). Where Schegloff is discussing content which comes out over
sequences within an interaction Enfield is quite explicit that enchronic context does not
rely on sequential action; a distinction, or perhaps inclusion, important when analysing
gesture and bodily action where co-occurrence of action is more frequent and embedded
than in a focus on sequentially organised talk. I posit that conductor’s beating gestures,
occurring within both a beating pattern and a sequence of patterns, provide enchronic
context, context from ‘neighbouring moments’, for each other. However, going slightly

32

At least not without contextualizing speech and stopping the beating qua beating part
of their gesture.
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further than Enfield’s idea of enchronic context I propose that conductor beating gesture
is also self-constructing33; it depends on its own referential existence for its meaning
within rehearsal and performance.
While each conductor beating gesture continues to exist within the shared gestural space
on the podium, in front of the conductor, as enchronic-type context for that conductor’s
future gestures the context it is creating is constantly being changed and updated by
each gesture that follows. Conductor gesture obviously exists within an enchronic
context – indeed, the enchronic context is very important for meaning - but the specific
way in which one beat relates to another is a more inter-dependent relationship than
solely enchronic context. I propose the term ‘self-constructing’ in order to encompass
the more structured pseudo-syntactic and pseudo-morphological (if spatial arrangement
is understood as a morphological-like feature) organising factors which are embedded
within conductor beating gesture. Essentially, conductor beating gesture due to its
nature as lengthy ‘chains’ of gestures relies upon a relationship between earlier and later
gestures where the meaning of one is not clear without the ‘other part’ of the gesture.
The most obvious analogy is ‘sentence level’ meaning in English where the meaning of
each part of the sentence is dependent on other elements within it based on their
morpho-syntactic relationships, although conductor gesture is not as highly constrained
or codified as any language, spoken or signed. The continually building enchronic
context and the self-constructing process may even be extrapolated as occurring across
an entire rehearsal period where one gesture early in a day provides important
contrastive context and limits for gestures later in the day; the gesture used to draw out
the loudest musical climax in a work both delineates ‘loudest’ (another gesture cannot
be bigger) and contextualises for the orchestra how other gestures can be understood as
‘less than loudest’ from very much less to only a little less. This might be, further
extrapolating still, occurring across a conductor’s entire career giving rise to particular
styles or individualities between different maestros.

In earlier versions of this research I used the term ‘self-contextualising’ but here I
want to make clear that the way each conductor gesture delineates, constrains and to an
extent pre-defines the gestures that can and may follow is more than a ‘contextual’
issue. Enfield’s useful term ‘enchronic context’ wonderfully captures the idea of the
gesture being understood in its immediate ‘conversational’ context but the meaning and
possibility of conductor gestures, whilst understood in an enchronic context, are
structurally limited rather than purely contextualised.
33
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Returning to reference activation, a spatial position taken together with temporal
position, can then be returned to by the conductor’s hand to magnify the indexical
relationship a sequential slot has with the beat. As posited above, the final beat of a bar
is indexed by the beating gesture which occupies the final slot of the beat pattern, a
relationship which exists without spatial positioning. However, when Krake uses a
similar spatial position for multiple final beating gestures, notwithstanding the number
of beats in the bar, each time he performs a final beating gesture his use of that spatial
position imbues it with the meaning of ‘final beat’. Consequently, the meaning of ‘final
beat’ of the bar is thus shown through both the temporal and spatial position of the
beating gesture. The enchronic context is important here because it sets up the
knowledge the musicians need to understand the activated space but it is the selfconstructing, self-limiting nature of the gesture where a first beat follows each final beat
that actually confers the ‘final’ beat meaning onto the gesture. The morphology of the
manual gesture itself, outside of its temporal and spatial features, is not part of this
meaning making. This frees up the handshape and the way the trajectory from one BTP
to another is performed to carry other meaning(s); an idea I explore in section 6.3 of this
thesis. Additionally, having two modes which indicate beat meaning is useful for
orchestral musicians because they are accessing the conductor’s gesture through
incomplete visual access much of the time. The CSO orchestral musician watches other
musicians and looks at their own printed music as well as visually accessing the
conductor. Being able to access the beat accurately is very important but musicians’
visual access is often limited to fleeting glances or watching peripherally when their
visual attention is simultaneously engaged elsewhere. If all beats were spatially
positioned identically then only sequential position would give a clue to musical beat.
Adding spatial position to the meaning creation when taken alongside the unfolding of
the music and playing, helps musicians and conductors come to a shared understanding
of where in the bar the conductor is currently situated.
Meaning created and made mutual through this spatial organisation is secondary to the
information embedded within the sequential and indexical (i.e. score related) layers of
meaning shared across the orchestra. Spatial organisational meaning comes from an
emergent pattern of gesture whereas sequential meaning is more fixed. Beat 1, and its
gestural manifestation, must always be before Beat 2, and Beat 2 before Beat 3 etc. The
spatial relationships although shown above to be consistent and contextually meaningful
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are more fluid and flexible dependent on how a single conductor balances multiple
informing factors. Ultimately all of Krake’s gestures are understood as indexical of the
musical score. The score, or rather the musical ideas and information encoded within
the score, and the conductor’s vision arising from his study of that score are both the
genesis and impetus for the conductor’s beating gestures. The gestures are performed
and understood above all else in their musical indexicality and the spatial and sequential
complex relationships are dependent features designed to facilitate and enrich the
indexical mechanisms which allow for the art of a music performance to be cohesive
and comprehensible.

6.2.

The baton

A conductor’s baton is a thin piece of wood, often birch, or fibreglass which is
cylindrical in shape and tapers to a point. Batons are usually measured in inches and
modern examples are normally between 12” and 16” long although some batons can
much be longer still. At the opposite end to the tapered point (seen in Fig 6.10 below) is
the handle which can be made from wood or cork (being less slippery than wood). The
handle is often a ‘sausage’ shape but may be more bulb-like instead. Professional
conductors will often have a preferred baton maker who creates bespoke items to the
individual’s specifications: including length and weight; materials; shades of paint on
the ‘shaft’; and wood stain on the handles.
Conductors will typically have multiple batons; some preferring to have a variety of
types of baton which might suit different performances or styles of music whereas other
conductors carry multiple iterations of one design in case of breakage. An individual
baton can become an integral part of a conductor’s technique and many conductors are
more secure with a familiar baton. Therefore, because batons are delicate and do break,
and as they are bespoke items difficult to quickly replace particularly while touring or
traveling, a single conductor may be choosing from two or three, or even more, batons
he has brought for a particular rehearsal or performance.

6.2.1.

Purpose of the baton

Historically, the baton developed out of the staff used by Lully, the apocryphal
seventeenth century ‘father of conducting’, to literally beat time. Lully used his staff to
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beat on the floor to keep his ensemble together; an act which ultimately, and
infamously, led to his untimely death from a gangrenous toe sustained as a ‘conducting’
injury. The modern baton is not used to make a sound rather it is an extension of the
conductor’s arms and hands; the white paint on the shaft of the baton can make it easier
to see than hands across large distances or in poor lighting (such as in an orchestra
‘pit’). The baton, often referred as the ‘stick’ within the CSO community, is a beatkeeping tool; conductors commonly refer to playing as being or needing to be ‘on the
stick’ during rehearsal particularly with student ensembles.
If a conductor is using a baton he will use it during both rehearsal and performance.
Batons are generally used in pit-work (conducting from or in the pit of a theatre for
opera, ballet, music theatre etc.) and are also frequently used for orchestral conducting
particularly in large-scale works. However, there are and always have been many
leading conductors who do not always use a baton (e.g. Stokowski, Gergiev) and the
choice is usually a personal preference informed by the conductor’s musical decisions.
All of the CSO conductors I observed used batons for both rehearsal and performance
although Sir Robert Bettany, who conducted a smaller scale work as part of his
program, did not use a baton when conducting the reduced forces ensemble. The CSO
conductors would all also, at times, put down the baton in rehearsal to illustrate or
rehearse a particular musical point usually concerning a legato or dolce type phrasing.
This practice did not extend to performance.
Conductors use batons to show the beat precisely and (visually) accessibly. When using
a baton the beat is understood to be at the tip of the baton which means any doubt
pertaining to where in the hand the beat is shown is resolved. Without the baton the beat
could be in the whole hand as a unit or a single finger might be used to create the ‘ictus’
or ‘click’ of the beat. The baton removes these possibilities and locates the Beat Turning
Point, to use my term, at the very tip of the baton. Effectively the baton extends the limb
– the Beat Turning Point is found at the endmost point of the limb which, when a baton
is held, is the tip of the baton, and when a baton is not being used it is usually the
furthermost extended finger. The baton is always held in what is referred to as the
dominant hand in some literature (e.g. Boyes-Braem & Bräm 2000, 2004) which,
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functionally, is almost always the right hand.34 The way the baton is held has many
variations and is taught as part of conducting courses but the emphasis is on a basic
underlying structure for the grip which is ‘healthy’ avoiding muscular problems or
restricted movement. The CSO conductors, consistent with typical practice across the
globe, generally held the baton’s handle between thumb and index finger. The manner
in which this grip is performed, on top of this basic structure, during rehearsal and
performance greatly varies.
Holding a baton clarifies the location of the beat within the limb; the beat is found at the
tip of the shaft of the baton rather than anywhere else. However, holding the baton then
constrains what else that hand is able to do within the interaction. For example, a
completely open hand shape becomes physically challenging. Potentially an Open Hand
Supine (Kendon 2004) without dropping the baton might be achievable but Open Hand
Prone or a STOP-type gesture are impossible. However, these broader constraints do
not necessarily limit the hand to only one neutral or unchanging interaction with the
baton. The way baton is held can convey a great deal of meaning using types of hand
shapes found across human interaction. The baton can be lightly balanced between
thumb and index (or even thumb and middle finger) using a ‘Precise’ (Kendon 2004)
type gesture. Contrastively the baton can be gripped tightly with all fingers tensely
retracted into a fist. Figure 6.10 shows Thomas Krake using both Precise and fist grips.
Figure 6-10 Hand grips

Left handed young conductors are usually encouraged to use their right hand,
certainly they were strongly prompted to do so within the CSO’s broader community, to
show beat patterns.
34
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Whichever way the baton is held is actually irrelevant to the temporally locative
function of the beat gesture (i.e. the grip does not change when the beat is or effect the
length of its duration), rather the conductor’s grip on the baton, very much like the style
of the trajectory from one Beat Turning Point to another, is a gestural channel allowing
the beat gesture to carry non-beat information. This idea, the composite nature of
conductor gesture, is further discussed in the next section of this thesis below.

6.3.

Composite utterance

Composite utterances are defined by Enfield (2009:7) as single events which are
understood as “signs co-occurring with signs, acquiring unified meaning through being
interpreted as co-relevant parts of a single whole”. Enfield argues that meaning from
composite utterances, utterances which contain within their utterance boundaries more
than one ‘sign’! (“signs co-occurring with signs”), comes from both conventionalised
sources and context-dependent sources. Enfield posits that the signs’! meanings can be
encoded lexically or grammatically (conventionalised meaning) as well as coming from
an enrichment through indexical resolution and implicature where the signs are not
conventionalised and the signs are dependent on contextual information for meaning
(Enfield 2009:15). Whilst Enfield’s emphasis is on co-occurring gesture and speech this
section of my thesis examines signs which are exclusively manifested as gesture.
The co-occurring signs forming composite utterances gain their meaning, Enfield
argues, due to a “contextual association heuristic, [where] if two signs are contextually
associated, assume they are part of one signifying action”!(Enfield 2009:16, emphasis in
original). This interpretative position, that signs produced together should be understood
together, is clearly a useful heuristic for both the interactional interpretation of
composite utterances by those receiving the signs, and the analytical approach to
unpacking the meaning intended by the producer of the utterance. However, it assumes,
that the individual producing such a composite utterance has one audience at the
moment of sign-production, and that that audience is understood by the sign-producer to
be more or less homogeneously receptive towards the sign. In other words, it assumes
that the composite utterance will be understood by one group or individual in the same
way at the same time, given the same access to conventionalised codes and the same
access to and understanding of the contextual enrichment of the composite utterance.
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This section of my thesis uses conductor gesture and the recipients of that gesture (the
orchestral musicians) to argue that there are occasions when co-occurring signs are
understood as composite utterances without, or with modified, unified recourse to the
contextual association heuristic# This means that the utterances, rather than being a
“single phenomenon”!(Enfield 2009: 7), may encompass two (or more) meanings which
are acted upon differently across an audience made up of individuals and groups within
an orchestra.
Accepting that a composite utterance is two, or more, signs which occur together and
are understood a whole rather than as parts, there are two important ways in which this
can occur when both signs are gestures. Firstly, gestural utterances can be combined
through temporally linear composition where first one gesture occurs and then another.
Enfield’s modeling and diagrammatic gestures (Enfield 2009, Chp 5 & 6) are examples
of meanings which are segmented and then performed along a linear time line in order
to present more information than would be possible with one temporally located
gesture. However, a linear segmentation of information is not necessarily always the
only solution to the cognitive and gestural challenge of presenting that information. Kita
& Özyürek (2003) showed that people gesturally describe events in different ways
depending on their own (in their case linguistic) experience. Thus, information which
one gesturer may, based on their linguistic experience, segment and present linearly
over time may be presented by another gesturer (with a different linguistic experience)
using gestures which are combined non-linearly. However, taking a neo-Gricean
(following Levinson 2000) perspective, gesturers should use the most efficient and
effective encoding available to them at the time. Thus, logically, the manner in which
interactants combine gestures should be some kind of response to the limitations and
possibilities of the management of their current interactional environment.
Gestures can be combined in a non-temporally-linear fashion; the gestures are cooccurring in time but are displaced in space. Combined gestures can be understood as
gestures which use more than one morphological aspect of a gesture, in cases where
each morphological segment can be understood as a ‘sign’!on its own. Signed languages
have encoded (lexical and grammatical) properties which allow two gestural signs to
occur at one time (Aronoff, Meir & Sandler 2005, Lewin & Schembri 2011, Sandler
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1993, among others). These gestures, co-occurring in time, are still designed to be taken
as ‘co-relevant’! and inter-dependent in forming meaning. Liddell (2002) argues that
gesticulations (in particular deictic gestures) can co-occur at the same time as
conventionalised signs in ASL. The classification of these deictic gestures as
gesticulations is not important here, what is important is that two gestures occur in one
time but across two spaces. These spaces can be very physically close but are
interactionally understood as separate spaces within which separate signs are performed.
Gestures sharing the same gestural space but using differently morphologicalised
aspects of the gesture potentially could also be argued to be composite gestural
utterances, in which two elements of meaning can be loaded onto the same gesture. Kita
& Özyürek’s (2003) famous ‘swing event’! and ‘rolling event’! are examples of this
composition of two gesture parts where each part could be performed alone. This is also
seen in McNeill’s (1992, 2005) “bend it way back”! gesture example. The ‘tree’! could
occur without the ‘bending’! and the ‘bending’! could occur without the ‘tree’. Gesture,
because it is a not unified ‘channel’!and elements of meaning can be expressed across
the body, is a prime interactional location for composite utterances, even without cooccurring speech.

6.3.1.

Conductor gesture as composite utterance

The CSO community’s perception of conductor gesture is that multiple ‘gestures’!occur
at one time, and conductor gesturing can become very involved and is more-or-less
impossible for outsiders to understand.35 Within gestural research, Poggi’s (2002) work
on the systematicity of conductor head movement, gaze and facial expression argued
that these elements of conductor non-vocal behaviour can be lexicalised and need to be
understood together for the ‘whole’! meaning to seen. Poggi does not use the term
‘combinatoric’! but what she argues, that the parts of the gesture combine to create a
‘whole’!meaning, does suggest a combinatoric basis for her understanding of conductor
non-vocal action. Poggi deductively reasons that the combining of component head
35

Even initial conversations with CSO management about organising access to the field
site flagged that my access to the orchestra was dependent on my own status as a
musician and my ability to understand conductor action. There was a concern that a
researcher who did not understand that conductor gesture was ‘complicated’ would be
unable to appropriately represent and analyse the orchestra.
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movements and gaze transforms them in meaning, at least from generalised to specific:
for example “I address those in front of me”! plus “don’t do that”! plus “I am
concentrating”!when taken together mean “you wind instruments play soft and gently”!
(Poggi 2002:3).
Conductors also use extensive talk during orchestral rehearsal36 (e.g. Weeks 1996)
which may be combined with conducting gesture. Musician gesture more generally has
been shown to co-occur temporally with talk and musician action in chamber music and
masterclass situations (Haviland 2007, 2011). Boyes-Braem & Bräm (2000, 2004)
made a comparison of conductor gesture with gestures from a signed language showing
that some of the gestures conductors use have similar physical properties, such as hand
shape, to gestures which occur in signed languages. They also document that the
conductor gestures that are the focus of their research (gestures of the ‘non-dominant
hand’) occur at the same time as ‘dominant hand’ beating gestures, although the
relationship between the two hands is not within the remit of their analysis.
Notwithstanding my critique of the lexicalised model of conductor gesture ‘meaning’
this literature on conductor action indicates that it is possible to conceptualise of
conductor utterances, whether gestural (including head, face and gaze) or gestural plus
speech, as composed of multiple signs which co-occur together in time. I posit that
conductor utterances can therefore be included in Enfield’s (2009) ‘signs co-occurring
with signs’ and are thus composite utterances.
Conductor composite utterances occur both as ‘gestural sign with gestural sign’ actions
as well as ‘gestural sign with speech’ actions (talk with co-occurring gestures is
examined in Chapter 8 of this thesis). Conductor composite utterances which include
talk have many features in common with other types of talk plus gesture composite
utterances. However, Enfield is clear that a composite utterance is seen when multiple
signs are presented together; a composite utterance does not require speech to be one of
the signs making up the utterance. Unlike most of Enfield’s (2009) examples conductor
non-talk composite utterances are made up of multiple gestural signs where, I argue, the
signs may be taken as co-relevant and combined for meaning but are still distinct and
36

Noting that conductors do not, by convention, talk to the ensemble during
performance
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separate gestural signs which exist and are understood as composite rather than
becoming one sign simply because they are presented in one, broad, ‘type’ of
communicative channel; i.e. gesture. Conductor composite utterances which do not
include speech occur during playing when talk is precluded or dis-preferred.

6.3.1.1. Complex audiences for composite utterances
Conductor composite utterance has a particular distinguishing feature. Typically,
conductors are faced with complex audiences for their gestures. On the most simplistic
level in a concert situation the audience and orchestra make up two very differently
informed visual recipients of a conductor’s gesture. The audience has, usually, much
less musical knowledge, they have not attended the rehearsal, and they also have an
incomplete visual access to the conductor’s gesture. However, as an audience they are
still visually accessing at least some of the conductor gesture and conducting ‘for the
audience’ (essentially ‘showboating’) is a recognised phenomenon within both the CSO
and the wider orchestral community.
Within the orchestra itself, the conductor also has multiple recipients for his gesture.
Each player knows whether a gesture is potentially directed at them by using a
combination of the conductor’s physical, bodily orientation and the musical line they
have within the printed music of the composition (the music score). For example, a
musician with a bar of rest will know that an increase in volume gestured by the
conductor may not directly apply to them immediately. However, a change in volume
(dynamic) may be important contextual information for their re-entry into the sound.
When they make that re-entry and are ‘cued’ by the conductor other players, already
playing, know the ‘cueing’ gesture is not relevant to them (although it does draw
attention to the entering player which has potential musical consequences). In both these
examples, seen routinely in CSO rehearsal and performance, beating continues and is
relevant to all musicians, whether playing or preparing to play. I suggest that
conductors, at times, structure their gestural utterances as composite utterances in order
to maximise efficiency of communication within the temporal constraints imposed by
the durative and transitory nature of music as it unfolds. Conductors, I posit, use
composite utterances made up of multiple gestures to communicate both complex ideas
as well as different ideas or meanings to different sections of the orchestra concurrently.
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6.3.1.2. Composite utterances for complex moments
Conductors’ gestural composite utterances happen at complex moments within the
musical score where complex ideas need to be communicated. Defining a ‘complex
moment’ in music is problematic. Initially, it seems that a complex musical moment
might be a place in a score where more than one musical feature is occurring. However,
that definition includes most, if not all, of the ‘moments’ in the entire orchestral music
tradition. This is because ‘classical’ orchestral music, at least outside of the genre(s) of
experimental music, occurs along two ‘axes’; pitch and duration, also known as pitch
and rhythm. Additionally, every single sound encompasses ‘onset’ or the way it is
started and ended; the very beginnings of articulation and phrasing. Therefore, every
tiny musical moment in the orchestra, even if only one instrument is playing one note,
has multiple musical potentialities that are co-determined by the composer (through the
score), the individual performing and the conductor’s direction of that playing. In
reality, conductors cannot control, direct or shape every single aspect of every note; this
would be neither practical nor desirable nor efficient given that conductors are working
with highly skilled individual players able to make their own artistic decisions within an
overall interpretation and vision. So, returning to defining a complex musical moment
this becomes a moment which the conductor chooses to actually make complex. In
other words, a complex musical moment is one where the conductor finds two or more
elements, or features, of the musical moment important enough to gesture about both
features concurrently.
The most common sign forming part of CSO conductors’ composite utterances are
gestures relating to musical time; the individual conductor’s beating gestures. Time and
timing are omni-relevant in music; there is a common saying among CSO (and other)
musicians that “the wrong note at the right time is half right, but the right note at the
wrong time is completely wrong” which underlines the primacy of when rather than how
for ensemble musicians. CSO conductors were all continually gesturing to show
musical time during rehearsal when the orchestra was playing. The CSO conductor
gestural composite utterances at their most basic level are comprised of a time-sign and
a non-time, or perhaps ‘other-than time’, sign. This is consistent with the literature
(including the conductor ‘textbook’ literature) which shows that conductors use both
hands to conduct. Signs which co-occur with beating gestures relate to musical
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phrasing, length of note, dynamics and balance between sections. One striking absence
from the CSO conductor gestural composite utterances was the important topic of
intonation; this was because intonational issues (such as in a complex chord across a
section of the orchestra) were generally isolated from the wider orchestral sound and
dealt with by bringing together signs across the modes of talk and gesture. Intonation, as
a musical issue, is easier to hear and correct or modify when extraneous sound (such as
a rhythmically interesting line overlaying a sustained chord) is cleared away. Thus,
interaction about intonation itself demands that playing be stopped and therefore talk
becomes preferred and more efficient. An example of this is discussed in Chapter 8 of
this thesis (see Extract 8.3 “needs to be wide”). Conductor gestural composite utterances
are therefore domain specific. The musical content and demands of the rehearsal
influence the form of the interaction. Gesture plus gesture composite utterances are not
needed or used in discussing intonation. CSO conductors’ composite utterances also do
not extend to information pertaining to non-musical ideas because the operation of the
CSO is such that non-music staff are not in the rehearsal space during playing37.
The way orchestral conductors, and specifically the CSO conductors, gesture during
playing is to beat with one or more hands creating a temporal-spatial web of gestures.
This web of gestures is both continuous and multiplex; once the beating has begun it
does not stop for a relatively long period of time and it involves, as shown in previous
sections of this chapter, many meaningful gestural moments which relate to and
construct one another by and through their construction of and creation across both time
and position in space. The temporal-spatial web created by the conductor beating
gesture does not, however, completely fill the entirety of the conductor’s gestural
potential in any given moment. The beating gesture creates a frame of space and time
into which other information can be woven; it allows other features to be carried on the
37

However, I have observed, in other orchestras, support and technical staff
communicating with the conductor whilst he is conducting. This is more common in
theatre-based rehearsals where the main orchestral rehearsal has equal status with the
technical aspects of theatre, dancers, actors and singers on stage and off-stage
musicians. In this context, I have seen conductors use actions such as head nods and
raised eyebrows (in a questioning fashion) to communicate non-musical information
(such as acknowledging information or asking if others are ready) at the same time as
continuing to conduct. This is another type of complex moment and another type of
composite utterance where the conducting is part of two interactions occurring across
the same period of time.
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gestures or performed at the same time, within the constraints of the beating gesture
‘web’. The handshape used to perform beating gesture itself is an example of adding a
layer of meaning to the beating. In Fig. 6.10 I have shown two contrasting baton holds
which demonstrate that even when the beating hand is constrained by the baton it still
has gestural potentiality and a variety of co-signs are possible. In the Fig. 6.10 example
the contrast is between a ‘precise’ type of gestural sign (Kendon 2004) and a more
‘gripped’ hand shape.
My analysis of beating in this chapter demonstrates that conducting gesture can be
considered as a self-contextualising and self-constructing series of gestures. I have
argued that conductor gesture has pseudo morpho-syntactic constraints which are
locally-performed and understood. Beating gestures, I have shown, co-occur spatially
and by forming chains of gesture across time are positioned within a ‘time frame’ which
extends throughout rehearsal. As such, beating gesture, or the gestures which construct
a series of beating gestures, can be understood as a series of co-occurring signs with
signs; a composite utterance. The co-occurrence of these signs is both within the same
gestural space and also across proximal and ‘enchronic’ contexts.

6.4.

Conductor gesture as stance-taking

As each musical moment unfolds, a conductor produces a series of composite utterances
which are directed at the ensemble. In turn, the ensemble is physically arranged in such
a way as to have visual access to the conductors’ action, and the musicians and
conductor are mutually aligned towards the activity at hand (the rehearsal and
performance of music). During the performance of music, the conductors’ composite
utterances can be considered relative not only to preceding gestures (in the ways
outlined above) but also in relation to the musical actions of the orchestra itself, and the
musical work being performed. Just as conductor gesture occurs as a continuous series
of gestures which are understood relative to a proximal and distal gestural context, it cooccurs with a continuous series of musical actions (the playing of musical instruments)
performed by the orchestra. As I have suggested in the discussion of beating, and as is
discussed in the literature on conducting, at least part of the purpose of conductor
gesture is to establish and synchronise action temporally across the ensemble. Further,
conducting serves to shape the expression and musical interpretation of the orchestra; to
impact specific ways in which the piece is to be performed by the ensemble. I argue that
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understanding conductor gesture in terms of composite utterances, in which the
components of each gesture can be understood relative to other preceding gestures, and
relative to the context in which they are produced, suggests an important perspective on
how such conductor actions are understood in terms of social interaction.
As the conductor produces a series of composite utterances, I suggest that each
utterance can be understood as an evaluative stance relative to the preceding and
forthcoming musical actions of the orchestra. The conductor’s utterance takes a stance
on the actions of the orchestra – in other words, the conductor evaluates the orchestra’s
playing relative to the conductor’s anticipated or desired sound (in terms of, for
example, the musical timbre of playing, or relative volume and tempo). By evaluating
the orchestra’s immediately prior action, the conductor is thus also taking a stance on
the immediately forthcoming action. By combining temporal beating gestures with
‘other than time’ gestures in composite utterances, the conductor positions himself
relative to the actions just completed and to the actions ahead; by introducing change
into the composite utterance (for example, through the combination of beating gestures
with raising or lowering the left hand to vary dynamic), the conductor takes a stance on
the upcoming musical action, namely that it should change from what has just
previously occurred. These changes are mapped metaphorically to the gestural space in
which the conductor composite utterances are constructed – raising for increasing
dynamic, lowering for reducing, as examples.
A point should be made here regarding this perspective on stance-taking in conductor
composite utterances. These stances are, in line with the series of self-constructing
utterances by which they are achieved, ‘micro-stances’ that are specific to the
interactional moment in which they are taken. The conductor’s actions are an unfolding
sequence of specific micro-stances by which he evaluates the immediately proximal
actions of the orchestra. By indicating change, the conductor takes a position (in the
sense discussed in the background of this thesis, see Chapter 3) on how the orchestra
should change their playing (indeed, the conductor’s micro-stance can be understood in
some ways as being that there should be a change). The musical response of the
orchestra can then be seen, from an interactional perspective, as an alignment with this
micro stance. This process is ongoing and continuous; each micro-stance, although
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understood in relation to the stances which have preceded it, is not a cumulative stance
– just as the conductor’s composite utterance is constructed relative to a specific
moment (in turn understood as the gestural and musical context in which the gesture
occurs) each micro-stance is understood as relevant only to that specific moment. As the
music unfolds, so does the sequence of micro-stances towards each moment within the
music, enabling the orchestra to respond to the conductor in each moment on-line and in
real time.

6.5.

Summary

In the preceding analysis, I have shown how conductors use the body, manual gesture,
and artefacts in the performance of ‘conductor beating’. I have argued that conductor
beating has pseudo morpho-syntactic properties and meaning is constructed based on
both temporal and spatial location within long sequences or ‘chains’ of gestures. I have
proposed that conductor beating gesture is ‘self-contextualising’ in achieving meaning
across orchestral rehearsal. I have posited that conductor gesture can be conceptualised
of as composite utterances which enable conductors to efficiently combine different corelevant gestural signs.
By understanding conductor gesture as composite utterances, I suggest that this series of
composite utterances can further be seen as a series of micro-stance-taking actions, by
which the conductor establishes an unfolding series of micro-stances in parallel with the
unfolding series of self-constructing utterances. This unfolding series of micro-stances
enables the conductor to simultaneously evaluate the (musical) actions of the ensemble
and take a position relative to the immediately forthcoming musical context. In this
way, the ensemble can align with the conductor’s perception of their musical actions in
a moment-by-moment, ongoing performance of a musical work. In the following
chapter, I turn to the actions of individual musicians across the orchestra. Similarly, to
the actions of conductors, I consider how each musicians’ embodied actions and artefact
interactions are used to achieve the work of the orchestral rehearsal.
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7. Artefact interaction and cognition
In the preceding chapter of this thesis, Chapter 6, I argued that conductor gesture can be
seen as both interactionally and musically important forming composite utterances
which are deployed by conductors to communicate complex ideas furthering the mutual,
creative work of the orchestra towards performance. Chapter 7, the current chapter,
moves from a focus on the conductor to examine the individual musician and their
externalisation of their cognition, the ways in which their cognition is distributed and
the saliency of the shared and accessible nature of the cognitive work done within
orchestral rehearsal.

7.1.

Tempo: a crisis

The following incident occurred early on in my ethnographic observations of the City
Symphony Orchestra.
Members of City Symphony Orchestra had been rehearsing together with
conductor Balkier for two days already when they moved into the performance
space for their final rehearsal before the public concert. The repertoire was a
standard orchestral piece of music with which all of the players would have
been deeply familiar since their student days. Over the first sessions Balkier had
spent some time discussing a new edited version of the score which he had
freshly received for this rehearsal cycle. He also frequently referred to his own
experience leading orchestras as a violinist in this piece and spent time on small
but technical string issues. On this third day of rehearsal Balkier spent some
time working on the third movement of the work – an Allegro (‘quick, lively’).
Early in this movement there comes a passage notorious among clarinetists –
where everyone else in the orchestra is playing mostly in crotchets the
clarinetist has a solo section in quavers – effectively the 1st clarinetist has to
play twice as many as notes and so their physical movements will be twice as
fast as the other performers. Added to this, the clarinet playing is very exposed
and the focus of the listener when it occurs. At the slower speeds Balkier had
chosen earlier during the rehearsal cycle the clarinetist had no trouble
performing the passage. Each time it was performed the 2nd clarinetist (seated to
the stage right of the 1st clarinetist) offered a positive acknowledgement by
shuffling their feet or silently clapping one hand against the side of their leg.
The passage occurs twice within the movement and as Balkier was rehearsing
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the movement in some detail during this period the 1st clarinetist had to perform
the section multiple times. At first the ‘applause’ after each performance came
only from the 2nd clarinetist but as the rehearsal period progressed Balkier
increased the tempo he was conducting at each time they played the movement
causing the 1st clarinetist to have to play faster and faster. The ‘applause’, the
silent clapping and feet shuffling, began to spread through the wind section until
the entire section was shuffling their feet after each iteration. By the final
rehearsal the tempo was very quick and the 1st clarinetist was clearly starting to
struggle to play the solo as cleanly as they had earlier in the week. On this final
day the clarinetist, whilst not making any ‘mistake’, had begun to shake their
head after each iteration and was clearly dissatisfied with their own
performance. The feet shuffling was increasingly loud with each play through.
After the final run through at the fastest tempo yet the 1st oboist spoke out
loudly across the entire orchestra. As he spoke the orchestra fell quiet and he
said “The tempo is too fast”. There was an utter and profound silence as every
single person in the room was completely still watching and listening – for the
first time with Balkier as conductor there was a feeling of electric attention in
the rehearsal space. Balkier paused for a moment without moving. Then he said
“Allow me to do that this evening”. Balkier chose to move on and the passage
was not played again until the evening performance and then at a much more
sedate and clarinet-friendly tempo.

This moment during the orchestral cycle illuminates the collaborative and implicitly
negotiated and shared decision making process which creates musical performance. The
conductor had made their own individual cognitive choices when examining the score
and researching the tempi at which he wished to perform the symphony in concert. His
internal calculations changed over the rehearsal period; he did not simply remain at one
static speed rather he changed and increased the tempo directing the players to play
more quickly. It is clear that the conductor’s decision process directly impacts the
musicians’ own individual internal processes. This moment in the music is interesting
because the conductor failed to observe and respond to the externalised processes the
musicians were sharing with him. The clarinetist was able to play less cleanly, the sound
was not as tonally consistent, at the faster tempo but Balkier did not readjust in
response. The entire wind section shuffled their feet every time the clarinetist played the
solo in question. This shuffling is the audible version of the peer support the orchestral
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players offer one another as a more marked response in a rehearsal and a step up from
the silent clap or leg clap.38 The conductor did not respond to this interactional and
accessible move to offer support where, the wind section felt, support was needed.
Finally, the clarinetist shook their head after each solo which Balkier ignored and
continued to increase the speed despite this clear action. At this point Balkier is
continuing only with his own internal cognitive processes, possibly additionally using
the actions of the rest of orchestra in the way that they were playing comfortably at the
faster speed (remembering that the clarinetist is effectively playing twice as fast) as part
of a decision process to continue to increase the tempo. The conductor would normally
decide and control the tempo in a symphonic work but would do so taking into account
the acoustics of the venue as well their own musical and potentially historically
informed views. Balkier was an inexperienced conductor and worked hard in early
rehearsals to establish himself as an ‘authority’ on orchestral playing by mentioning his
own experiences playing as a concertmaster and repeatedly referred to his access to his
new edited version of the score (with changes to particular markings and historically
informed minor changes). However, this particular musical decision of his was
explicitly challenged by an uninvolved player who left no room for mis-understanding,
used no mitigating language or tone and spoke entirely publicly when the conductor
would be forced to respond publicly. This challenge, from the oboist, was the most
extreme example that occurred during my time with the City Symphony Orchestra. It is
very unusual to make such a statement so publicly and without a more mutual
discussion of the issue. This ‘crisis’ moment during the rehearsal highlights the impact
that one individual’s cognition has on the entire musical ensemble and the extent to
which while not an inevitable outcome the orchestra makes calculations and adapts and
changes according to the outcomes of that individual cognition. The conductor’s
internal choices led to the clarinetist struggling to embody the conductor’s decisions.
This struggle led to this explicit management of the conductor’s tempo calculations by
the oboist and ultimately a change for everyone’s internal computations and their own
externalisations as physical embodiment during the performance when the much slower
tempo was eventually directed and used.

38

Other related musical traditions also have silent acknowledgements, encouragements
and supports such as the rocking of the hand on the music seen in
professional/collegiate choirs in the Church of England tradition.
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7.1.1.

Concepts in cognition

Key to this chapter, and its analysis of the orchestra, are the concepts of: cognition;
cognitive systems; and cognitive processes. This thesis draws heavily on the work of
Hutchins (1995a, 1995b, 2001, 2005, 2006, Hutchins & Klausen 1996, Hutchins &
Palen 1997, Hutchins & Nomura 2011) in its conceptualisation and mobilisation of
these terms. Hutchins (2005:1557) posits that “thinking processes…involve complex
manipulations of conceptual structure”. For Hutchins, and for this thesis, cognition is a
somewhat all-encompassing term for the ‘thinking’ that humans do. Underpinning
Hutchins’ work is the idea that cognition, or thinking, is ‘distributed’; occurring across
bodies, artefacts and groups of individuals. Hutchins posits that “cognitive processes
may be distributed across the members of a social group, cognitive processes may be
distributed in the sense that the operation of the cognitive system involves coordination
between internal and external (material and environmental) structure, and processes
may be distributed through time in such a way that the products of earlier events can
transform the nature of later events” (Hutchins 2001:1-2). A cognitive system, in both
Hutchins’ work and this thesis, refers to the people, objects and artefacts used in the
distribution of cognition. As such, an orchestra may be a ‘cognitive system’, but so may
an individual musician with or without their instrument. Hutchins’ work is focused on
seeing the external results of changes in cognition. Hutchins discusses the
‘transformation’ of ‘input’ into a measurably different ‘output’ through ‘calculations’
(Hutchins 1995a). In this thesis, following Hutchins, I use the term ‘cognitive
processes’ to represent the organised operations of input-transformation-output which
drive the observable actions attributable to, and forming part of, cognition.

7.2.

Musicians and their interaction with artefacts

Hutchins conceptualises distributed cognition as occurring not only across groups of
individual people but also across an individual person and the artefacts with which they
interact (Hutchins 1995a). Later in this chapter I discuss the orchestra as a system of
distributed cognitive processes but first this section focuses on the individual musician’s
musical thinking and how it involves external objects within the orchestral space. These
objects are culturally defined and used, I will show, in ways particular to the orchestral
musician. These cultural artefacts perform a crucial role in the embodiment of the
musicians’ cognition and it this embodiment which not only actually produces the
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sound integral to the performance of music but also allows the internalised thinking to
become externalised, shared and acted upon by others within the rehearsal space.

7.2.1.

Musician action within a material world

Interaction within the orchestra is shaped by the orchestra’s use of time and space, as
discussed in Chapter 5 of this thesis. This interaction is performed within a culturally
defined and constructed environment. In Chapter 5 I discussed the whole orchestral
space and here I focus on the micro-environment in which musicians perform their
work. The material shape and delineation of the environment organises and influences
the individual musician’s cognition in a manner consistent with the relationship
between environment and cognition seen in the literature (Hutchins 1995a, 2005,
Streeck, Goodwin & LeBaron 2011, Goodwin 2007, 2003a, 2003b). Haviland (2011)
argues that the seating of a string quartet (on which the orchestral formation is based)
reflects the hierarchy of the instrumentation; that the first violinist is always in a
physical position to lead the music played even when another instrument has a more
prominent role and may actually be performing the role of leader. What Haviland is
acknowledging here is that the string quartet, and the orchestra as a larger version of the
same basic ensemble, has static seating and the musicians are constrained to their own
assigned seat. Haviland raises the issue of leading and how though the music may be
mutable in terms of melody or other driving force, the seating arrangement still gives
primacy to one player – the seating is not responsive. This static nature of the ‘seat’
applies equally well in the orchestra although in the orchestral sphere it is often referred
to by the more technical term ‘chair’.
The material world of the orchestral musician can be seen as defining and informing
roles and musical interplay in this macro sense of one chair’s position in relation to
another within the larger physical time and space of orchestral rehearsal. This macro or
distal environment is made up of both proximal and micro material environments
shaped by the individual’s chair, music stand and their relationship to the floor. The
work the musician does is constructed within both the distal and proximal material
environments. Having discussed the distal environment in Chapter 5 I will here now
discuss the proximal material environment.
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7.2.1.1. Floor and risers
The base, quite literally, of the musician’s proximal material environment is the floor
upon which their stand and chair are placed39. As mentioned in Chapter 5 the floor of
each performing and rehearsal space is wooden and there are wooden risers which allow
players to both see and be seen. Risers also help to project sound safely over other
players where needed. Floors in the CSO’s rehearsal venue are flat but at times, in
performance venues, the floor is raked (sloped) downwards towards the audience. The
relationship of the floor to the person therefore changes from week to week depending
on the instrumentation being performed and the venue. The floor and risers themselves,
being wooden, form part of the acoustic environment offering instruments, particularly
those pointed towards them, a reflective surface for sound. The material of the floor
reflects or muffles all of the instruments played and the acoustics of a hall affect the
sound in, for example, its decay (the length of time a sound can be heard after the note
has stopped being produced) and in how soon the sound ‘speaks’ (how quickly the
sound is perceived to travel from instrument to listener). The specific characteristics of
particular flooring or ceiling preparations in halls, cathedrals and other acoustic
environments such as carparks40 are so interesting and important that they are accounted
for with ‘soundcheck’ rehearsals where the sound is literally ‘checked’ so that the
musicians can acclimatise and adjust their playing to specific material environments.
Each musician, and the conductor managing the overall effect have to understand how
the flooring forms part of their cognitive load when producing sound so that their
interaction with the floor (and other acoustic contributors) can be explicitly managed for
concert performance.

7.2.1.2. Chairs
The space individually allotted to each musician is primarily demarcated by the
positioning of chair and music stand. For wind and brass players the floor space
between chair and stand belong automatically to the musician using the chair. For string
players the floor space between two chairs is shared and use of it is negotiable.
39

Some musicians may also stand such as in the case of percussionists when playing,
the conductor (usually) and at times others for particular modern effects or personal
playing preferences. However, the usual position of all playing members (other than
percussion) with the City Symphony was to be seated.
40
Used by groups such as the Multi-Storey Orchestra now featured regularly, in
carparks, for the BBC Proms
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The chairs (seen in Fig 7.1 below) used by CSO musicians are specialised pieces of
equipment; they are more than somewhere to sit during rehearsal. Rather, they are
integral to how the musician interacts with their instrument and performs within the
orchestra. The chairs, together with music stands which are discussed below become a
personalisable, and personalised, workstation through the adjustment of specialised
physical features of the chairs. The physical arrangement of the musician’s body is an
integral part of how they play their instrument. Performing music is cognitive but not
cerebral; the physicality and embodiment of the internal processes creates the externally
produced sound. How a musician’s posture interacts with and is shaped by a chair is a
part of their performance. Posture effects breathing and tensions within the body
allowing or impeding interaction with the instrument. The physical nature of performing
means that professional musicians are constantly aware of and adjusting their entire
bodies, including the internal structures for breathing, in relation to material artefacts
(instruments, chairs, music stands) in response to the demands of the music. Posture is
taught from the very beginnings of instrument study but continues to be a conscious
issue for musicians throughout their professional lives because the repetitive and timeheavy nature of performing can induce physical problems if incorrectly managed. A
comprehensive overview of the problems in professional orchestral musician posture is
found in Ohlendorf et al (2017, 2018) where the focus is on musculoskeletal pain and
management. Ohlendorf et al, who concentrate on comparing particular variations in
posture and their medical consequences, also note that a sitting musician has a limited
repertoire of movement available compared to a standing musician. There is now an
increasing trend within orchestral music towards both memorising and also performing
as standing players because it allows for more freedom of movement and expression.
The CSO still performs with printed music and seated musicians, unlike groups such as
the London-based Aurora Orchestra, and the individuals in this data have their
interaction with the floor mediated by the chair as well their movement constrained to
the options available within the posture possible whilst seated.
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Figure 7-1 Adjustable orchestral chair

The chairs used by CSO are black with fabric covered, cushion seats and back rests (B
and A in Fig 7.1 above) along with four metal legs which are not joined to each other,
below seat level, by any bars or other devices. That the legs are completely separate,
except for a single bar across the back of the chair just below seat level, once they leave
the seat may seem, at first, trivial. However, it is important that there are no permanent
objects impeding the placement of musicians’ legs and feet under or around the chair.
Each musician’s posture is both individual and highly considered. Their physical
relationship with their instrument is mediated by the chair itself and has been highly
choreographed, developed, corrected, and practiced during their years of training and
professional lives.
The first image in Figure 7.2 below shows three musicians (A, B and C) who are all
playing the same instrument, in this case the violin, but who have all adopted different
postures. A’s feet are placed together below the knee and in front of the chair. B’s
ankles are crossed underneath the chair and while C’s left leg is positioned similarly to
A’s legs, C’s right foot is underneath the seat of his chair. In the second image below
three further players can be seen. However, these are players of three different
instruments. E is playing with the left leg crossed over the right, D is sitting in much the
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same position as A of the previous image and F has their legs stretched out and crossed
at the ankles.
The third image below shows similar variations occuring across trumpet players: G’s
ankles are crossed and underneath the seat while H’s feet are below the knees,
uncrossed and in front of the chair.

Figure 7-2 Leg and foot positions

The height of the seat can be adjusted by winding levers on the side of the chair (see
below Fig. 7.3) which lengthen the height of each pair of legs; one for the front pair and
one for the back. In this way, not only can the height of the seat be raised and lowered
but also the incline at which the seat sits can be adjusted. Some musicians prefer to sit
with knees lower than hips, others on level seats or on seats otherwise configured. The
back rest is also height adjustable, although, within the CSO at least, the vast majority
of seat adjustment was in relation to the variable leg heights. Most musicians do not sit
on the same literal, physical seat from one rehearsal to another (as they are stacked and
put away), or for some even from one session to another within a single rehearsal (if
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they change ‘desks’), so during each session, and certainly each rehearsal, time is spent
adjusting the set-up of one’s chair.

Figure 7-3 Adjusting the chair

These acts of chair adjustment, whilst important for the actual playing of instruments
and optimal performance of music by musicians, have another role within the orchestral
space. Each musician, by sitting on the chair, adjusting the heights, and moving the
chair in relation to the stand, other chairs, risers etc, is establishing the chair as not only
a workspace but also as their own, personal workspace. Various objects are also used to
extend individual musician’s ‘claimed’ spaces beyond the chair and their body but even
within this uncontested, externally allocated chair space, musicians in each rehearsal
take their chair, and stand, through this process of individualisation. A process similar,
perhaps, to the setting out of computer and other equipment in ‘hot-desk’ situations or
the laying out of books on shared library desks.
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Figure 7-4 Demarcating the space in front of a 'desk'

Figure 7.4 shows a violin ‘desk’ (the term for a pair of string players sharing a music
stand – a practice normal within string sections and not usual within wind or brass), and
the demarcation of an individual’s space marked out on the floor using a handbag
(circled) during a playing part of rehearsal. This bag remains in this position for the
entire rehearsal session. This and other such items, such as tools or actual instruments,
are only placed under or around an individual’s own, allocated chair and surrounding
space. They can extend the space which is claimed by the musician beyond the space
they can physically occupy with their own body both in time and space. Objects can be
left on the floor when the musician leaves the space (seen in Fig 7.5 below where a
bottle has been left under a chair, essentially extending the musician’s use of that space
into time when he is not physically present within the space) and can also be placed
beyond the physical space which the musician takes up bodily when occupying the
space.
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Figure 7-5 Empty chairs with continued ownership

Here, in the example shown in Fig. 7.4 the handbag belongs to the musician whose legs
are to the left of the image (A) but the handbag itself (circled) is positioned very closely
to the chair on the right of the image. The bag is placed marking the furthermost point
of A’s space. B and C show where the surrounding players are positioned; the bag is in
the apex of the angle where B and C’s own spaces meet. The placement of the bag thus
extends the musician’s claimed floor space beyond where her legs are and up to the
boundary created by the musician seated in front’s chair. It is also interesting to note
that the bag is towards the owner’s left side. This particular player is an ‘outside’ player
which means they share their music stand with a player on their left. The placement of
the bag towards that left side, rather than right where there are no other players and
space could be claimed without contest, can be seen as staking ownership of the space
with the position of the bag creating a boundary for B’s space in front of his own chair.
Neither of the musicians surrounding A’s front and left can now easily move into that
space, either by extending their bodies into that space or placing their own objects into
A’s claimed space without disturbing the handbag or, minimally, becoming aware that
A is occupying this area.
Objects such as handbags can also be placed onto chairs and on risers (as floor
substitutes) but they function in the same way to assert ownership over what is a shared
and transitory environment from one rehearsal to another. Whether on the floor or on a
chair they do stop others from using an individual’s claimed space as a ‘working’ space
during rehearsal and such ‘claimatory’ objects may also impede the use of one
individual’s space as a social space by others during breaks or before and after
rehearsal. These claims are necessary, or perceived as necessary, in that they are made
by musicians during and around rehearsal times, despite each chair being allocated by
the orchestral management for a particular musician’s use during rehearsal. Musicians
negotiate their workspace because of the transitory and constantly fluctuating nature of
the orchestral musician’s relationship to the rehearsal space. For string players in
particular this is because chair allocations are communicated via lists and charts not on
the actual physical chairs so these ‘extra’ and immediately and locally visible claims are
made.
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The CSO musicians use this individualisation process to achieve a type of ‘signing in’;
if the chair is adjusted with objects laid out and space around it claimed then it becomes
apparent to others within this environment that the individual has ‘arrived’ at work. The
occupation of chairs in this way is used, particularly by operations staff, to assess who
is missing, as it is part of their responsibility to ensure that every musician is seated for
the start of rehearsal (as discussed in Chapter of this thesis). A claimed space is
understood as a signal that the individual belonging to that space can be accounted for
as ‘present within the building’. Meaning, in practical terms for the orchestral
management team, that they are likely to be nearby and not need ‘finding’ with a
telephone call. Awareness and manipulation of the seemingly mundane aspects of the
material proximal environment is necessary for the actual work of playing the
instruments and is also part of the wider orchestral processes of determining and
negotiating the physical co-presence which transforms the individual musician’s efforts
into the shared music-making which defines orchestral praxis.

7.2.2.

Musician action in a cultural world

Hutchins (2006) argues that as little as one single brain can constitute a distributed
cognitive system but he also argues that the boundaries of such a unit should be drawn,
following Bateson’s (1972) principle, to allow all phenomena within those boundaries
to be ‘explainable’, or rather that they are not left unexplainable by the drawing of
boundaries.
The previous section has tried to begin to show how even the simple artefacts of floor
and chair within the material world are important for the work of orchestral musicians.
The manner in which an orchestral musician interacts with their allocated chair and
floor space has individuality but is also culturally constructed. It is hopefully clear that
any examination of musician actions without including the cultural artefacts would
leave some behaviour incompletely explained. For example, analysing a musician’s
actions in playing an instrument would clearly be futile without an analysis of the actual
interaction with the instrument. Equally, trying to analyse why a musician leans forward
and extends their arm during rehearsal would be impossible if the music stand, printed
music and pencil were not part of the unit of analysis. The material environment within
which the musician is situated is a culturally constructed one that musicians are
socialised into from when they begin to learn their instrument. Within that culturally
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constructed world there not only the physical artefacts that the musicians must learn to
negotiate but also culturally constructed cognitive artefacts that are integral to music
performance.

7.2.2.1. Music as a cultural and cognitive artefact
Hutchins (1995a) argues that cognitive artefacts exist as cognitive systems of meaning
within the minds of individuals or groups. ‘Music’ (limited here to the tradition of
music that is notated by composers and performed by orchestras) is one such culturally
constructed cognitive system and exists within the minds of orchestral musicians as well
being recorded in theoretical written writing and within the notated record of music
composition itself. The orchestral musician interacts with their internalisation of this
cultural, cognitive system each time they read printed music, as they transform that
printed music into an embodiment of the music composition which creates performance.
These musicians whilst interacting with their internalised version of the cultural,
cognitive system are also interacting with other musicians’ externalised embodied
expression of their own interactions with the cultural, cognitive system. Orchestral
musicians are perceiving and processing their sonic environment that is made up of
other musicians’ transformations of printed music into performance. Whether chamber
or orchestral performance the individual interacts with the music systems internally and
externally across both artefacts and people.
Part of, perhaps a sub-section, of the music as cultural, cognitive artefact accessed by
musicians during rehearsal is their internalised conception of the system of music
notation. The system of music notation used in orchestras such as the CSO describes the
relationships between sounds: which sound to make; when to make it; and how or in
what manner to make that particular sound. Interacting with the notation system
requires both an understanding of the systems of music and also the way these
relationships are represented on the page. Much like interacting with a book requires an
understanding of the language and concepts represented within the text as well as an
understanding of how sounds are represented, and how a book works (turning pages,
left to right etc); having access to either only the concepts or the representation system
is insufficient to make sense of a text in either language or music.
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7.2.2.2. Cognitive systems used in reading printed music
Musicians rely on access to multiple cognitive systems, all of which are culturally
constructed, in order to read printed music. When musicians ‘read’ music and play it
they are transforming a visual representation into a sound-based interpretation of that
representation. The transformation begins internally but becomes externalised and
expressed and accessible to others, both co-performers and audience, through a physical
interaction with an instrument. Even the most basic music computation of ‘which pitch
to play’ is impossible without an internalised understanding of the conceptual systems
of music, music notation, number systems, as well as both written and spoken language.
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Figure 7-6 page from score showing notated music

Fig 7.6 shows an example of the orchestral printed music performed by City Symphony
Orchestra, in this case the full score used by the conductor Maestro Balkier. The
musician needs to be able to understand not only how all the visual symbols relate to the
other symbols on the page in terms of their spatial relationships and musical and
contextual meanings but also needs to be able to read the words and numbers on the
music page.
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It is immediately clear that there are multiple visual elements within the representation
of music in the score page in Fig 7.6. The music is read left to right but the upper ten
‘lines’ on the page are read simultaneously and the lower ten ‘lines’ follow on as
signified by the small double dash between the two sets of lines (called ‘systems’).
Musicians are also required to have an understanding of the number system employed
within this genre of music. Both Roman and Arabic numerals are used for various
purposes and musicians must be basically numerate in these systems for locating
musical moments within a music work. The movements, the macro organisation of
many music works, are usually numbered and often referred to by number (‘the second
movement’, ‘movement two’). In one of the works rehearsed in the data used for this
thesis the movements are labelled using Roman numerals; therefore not only do the
musicians have to understand that first comes before second, or three comes before four,
etc but they also need to be able to transform references to the spoken number into
Roman numerals on the page. Fig 7.6 shows the music using Arabic numerals for bar
numbers seen at the very top of left-hand side where bar 29, as the first bar of the
system is marked. An Arabic numeral is also used in the final bar of Fig 7.6 where ‘a2’
is printed. This tells the reader that the flautists, who had been playing two separate sets
of pitches, will at this point play together in unison (at the same pitch). Fig 7.6 has
another ‘a2’ in the top left-hand corner of the image shown; this alphabetical and
numeral combination is actually an abbreviation of the term ‘a due’ (in Italian) or à
deux (in French). Another partial word, or abbreviation seen in Fig 7.6 where ‘cresc.’ is
printed meaning crescendo (in Italian) or ‘gradually getting louder’. The musician
understands that this abbreviated Italian word means that they should increase their
volume in a musical way (relying on experience and education to know what is
‘musical’). Crucial information that the musicians needs before embarking on this
gradual increase is printed further to the right. The bold print ‘f’ underneath the stave
signifies ‘forte’ (in Italian) meaning loud or strong. A musician performing the increase
in volume needs to know what the destination is (i.e. how loud to get and when to get to
that volume). This example of a crescendo in Fig 7.6 is quite a short crescendo over
several bars. Fig 7.7 shows the end of a longer crescendo where it has been ‘continued’
by dashes leading to the destination point which is again an ‘f’. Music is sequentially
performed but the relationships between moments are not easily expressed without a
non-sequential understanding of the printed music.
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The musician understands that this alpha-numerical abbreviation ‘a2’ is a different use
of the letter and number symbols to ‘f’ below the line partly due the difference in spatial
positioning and partly due to the font. Another example in Fig 7.7 is where a large ‘H’
can be seen. In the CSO community this ‘H’ is termed a ‘rehearsal mark’. Rehearsal
marks are used to mark sections within music so that bar numbers need not always be
counted when navigating a piece during rehearsal. It is not part of the music in the sense
that is has no musical direction for the musician but because editors place them at
musically sensible moments they have a meaning for musicians in expressing the
underlying structure of the music.

Figure 7-7 further excerpt of score showing notated music

Both Fig 7.6 and 7.7 show the instrumentation abbreviated down the left hand side of
the page. These abbreviations are used across orchestral and chamber music but it is
interesting to note that Roman numerals are used to name the first and second players of
each instrument. For example, first bassoon is labelled as ‘Fag. I’ and second bassoon
as ‘Fag. II’.
Numerals are also used in instrument specific ways. Systems of fingering vary across
instruments in the most basic of ways: pianists count five fingers whereas string players
only have four. Pianists number from the thumbs up to the smallest finger whereas
string players do not include the thumb and start at the forefinger. These numbers are
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important because they indicate, with only one number, a geographical reference point
on the instrument. For pianists the focus is often on where one finger must duck under
or over another to achieve a particular phrase or how a chord might spread across the
hand. For string players a single digit, and both pianists and string players use Arabic
numerals for fingering, can indicate not only which finger is to be used but also which
string will be played. For example, the pitch ‘B’ above middle C when marked with a ‘1
might indicate playing on the A string but if marked with a ‘2’ or 3’ will be played on
the D string. Roman numerals are also used to mark which string should be played
without explicitly indicating the finger used although that information may implied.
Wind players, rather than routinely numbering the fingers use finger or key
combinations which show each hole on the instrument as a small circle either shaded
(covered/closed) or unshaded (open) to record different fingerings. Strings have the
most systematised way of expressing which finger to use because string players need to
communicate fingering choices across large groups (sections). Therefore, the system of
representation and the way fingers are referred to needs to be consistent across players.
Wind players may, on the other hand, develop quite idiosyncratic representations for
their own personal use whilst playing41.
Numerals in fingering is one example of the layers of cognitive systems held and
accessed by musicians when playing their instruments. Every aspect of physically
interacting with the instrument using the fingers, arms or tongue, and breathing are also
reliant on cognitive systems which are manifested through externalised systems of
recording through notation within or marked onto printed music. Musicians need to be
able to visually navigate a score using written representations of multiple languages,
including abbreviations of those terms, both Arabic and Roman numerals in addition to
the music specific (including a vast number not explained here such as bowing symbols
and the entire system of pitch and rhythm notation) symbols and spatial relationships
which reflect the concepts ordered and notated by the composer.

41

Although these individual systems are shaped by teaching texts and, when the fingering problems
begin to go beyond commonly used teaching texts, are also passed from teacher to student so styles of
fingering representations are seen across groups of wind players (although they often more specific to
each wind instrument) as well.
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7.2.2.3. Transitory artefacts
One of the most interesting factors within the cognitive work of musicians in an
orchestral environment is the transitory nature of much of the input that musicians deal
with during rehearsal. Many artefacts such as instruments, chairs, even the entire
conceptual system of music, are relatively static across an orchestral rehearsal although,
of course, a musician’s understanding and interaction with such artefacts – particularly
cognitive artefacts – may develop and change across time. However, some artefacts
with which musicians must contend during orchestral rehearsal are, by their very nature,
more fluid.
The very ‘doing’ of the music, the transformation of the printed music into performance
and into sound, the conductor gesture and spoken interactions are transitory and nonenduring. This is in the sense that a pencil mark, or presence of a chair, or physical
features of an instrument are, at least more enduring artefacts. Musical sound, as a
product of transitory actions which both manipulate and are also shaped by the material
and durative world, is momentary and non-lasting except as an internalisation of the
sound on an individual level in the memory of each musician.
Musicians interact with the actual sounds that they perceive. Through their cognitive
access to various systems, musicians understand these sounds and further interact with
them through an artefact or series of artefacts. The sound produced during rehearsal,
whether played, spoken or otherwise produced is a continuous (in the sense that silence
also constitutes sound) culturally constructed, and emplaced (Streeck 2012) artefact.
This sonic ‘doing’ of rehearsal exists and is accessed and understood by musicians in
the moment of occurrence as well as in the memories of those who were present. It
provides an online, proximal context (Schegloff 1992) for the social interactions as well
as for the music work that occurs. The rehearsal, and what occurred within it, exists
beyond the temporal boundaries of the work time. Indeed, the entire premise of the
rehearsal is dependent upon this continued existence beyond the moment. Without it,
rehearsal would be pointless. If nothing were retained and remembered from one
moment to the next or from rehearsal to performance there would be little purpose in
having rehearsals before a performance. Some of this information is physically recorded
on the printed music; outcomes of interactions, both social and musical, once
internalised and understood are then externally manifested and recorded as changes
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made on the printed music written on with pencils. Whether because the conductor, or
section leader has explicitly directed a change or whether the individual has recorded a
moment of difficulty by writing out a fingering or bowing, or realising that a soloist is
pausing in an unexpected place, these events which occur within a moment in time are
transformed into enduring pieces of information recorded on the page or within the
memories of the members of the orchestra.
Rehearsal events become artefacts essentially because they are remembered, possibly
recorded, and later acted upon by musicians. A representation in memory, both internal
and external of the rehearsal itself becomes a set of locally culturally constructed
cognitive and physical artefacts which are then used in later individual and group
cognitive computational processes.

7.2.2.4. Pencil markings on printed music
The printed score exists as a set of instructions encoded within musical notation and
organised spatially and visually. A piece of music exists beyond and before the
representation or ‘paper’ version in the mind of the composer and the ears of the listener
but the score and printed parts allow for pieces to be performed without needing to be
taught or demonstrated by original composer/conceptual artist. Recording music on
paper allows for conceptual stability and gives the composer more control over how
their works are performed than an aural dissemination might. The stability of
representation also allows musicians to externalise their individualised solutions to the
technical and musical challenges posed by a piece through markings that the individual
makes directly onto the music with pencil.
Each musician, or at least each pair of musicians sharing a ‘desk’ has a pencil at every
rehearsal. The pencils are variously mechanical as well as non-mechanical, some have
erasers on the end, others do not. However, they are all harder rather than softer pencils.
This, along with using pencils rather than pens, ensures that the marks made by
musicians can not only be altered during the rehearsal process but can also be entirely
erased after the performance(s) is complete. While pencil markings are generally
removed before the parts are returned to the library or to the hirer or lender of the parts
it does occur that old markings remain on parts causing confusion during rehearsal. On
the third day of City Symphony’s rehearsal with Maestro Krake after an extended
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discussion of the relative volumes of wind and strings between the conductor,
conductor’s assistant and orchestra including several attempts at re-balancing the sound
the first clarinet identifies the source of the problem in Extract in 7.1:

Extract 7-1 "penciled"

The diminuendo the clarinetist refers to was causing the volume of the wind players to
dip below that of the strings and was, in fact, not desired by the current conductor and
was then removed by the musicians from their parts. The City Symphony musicians are
aware, through their interaction with the printed parts and the pencil markings existent
on those parts, that these artefacts are public and shared documents. They are aware that
though the parts can be added to and changed for this particular musical event, these
documents exist and are used in a wider musical and interactional context of ‘other
times’.
The need to preserve parts unblemished by old or (not currently wanted) pencil
markings, or at least being able to remove any old pencil markings that remain, leads
the musicians to write in a culturally constructed way. Writing is always a culturally
constructed process but the use within the orchestra is further defined by tradition and
local need. Musicians must write using only grey lead pencils rather than any other
writing object, and they must write pressing only lightly on the page so that they do not
leave indentations or difficult to erase markings.
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Making marks on the printed page occurs during playing, between playing and before
and after rehearsal. The printed page becomes a rich and valuable resource for
individuals as a record of the rehearsal but also of their own cognitive processes.
Musicians usually write on the printed music by leaning or reaching forward to write on
the part while is still on the stand as seen below in Fig 7.8. In image A the first flute is
writing on their part, and images B and C show cellists making markings on their parts.

Figure 7-8 Mark making on printed parts

Erasures are made in the same fashion as seen below in Fig 7.9 where a bassoonist first
makes a pencil mark on the page, then erases it in the second image, brushing the eraser
residue away in the third.

Figure 7-9 Erasing marks on printed music
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The act of writing on the music also has a social interactional value. Making a change to
the part after discussion, or direction, shows that notice has been taken as the product of
the interaction is recorded. Oppositely, continuing to write on a printed part externalises
and makes accessible to other musicians that computation is occurring and the musician
in question is not necessarily available for other types of interaction.
Orchestral musicians could easily have developed another written system for
remembering information pertaining to the score. For example, the information could be
recorded in a list form that could be used with a reference system (bar numbering
already exists). However, by writing directly onto the printed part the musician can
offload much of the cognitive work both in making the change and in remembering the
change they have made. For example, the diminuendo (gradually getting softer)
mentioned above was penciled in so that the wind players had a reminder in
performance. The marking would also have shown, through its spatial arrangement, the
duration of the diminuendo operating as a material anchor for the computations the
musicians had made. The erasure of that diminuendo for the City Symphony musicians
is the result of a different set of computations around the same musical ‘problem’ and
becomes a new enduring record. Hutchins (2005) argues that material anchors are
externalised solutions to conceptual structures which are too complex to be held in the
mind. He suggests that material anchors exist along a continuum from the almost
completely externalised to those which are only minimally structured by ‘external
media’. It is possible to consider printed orchestral scores and parts as material
anchors42 where the complex computations required to perform are externalised onto
paper and then adjusted with pencil as the specifics are ‘calculated’ (or rehearsed).
However, for many musicians the anchor is a tool only for rehearsal and not for
performance. When musicians who perform by memory, which for the CSO included
concerto soloists and some conductors, the printed music is used during the learning and
rehearsing processes but all of the information and decisions are ultimately internalised
and the paper ‘anchor’ unused.

42

The instruments themselves are also a type of material anchor where the pitches are
mapped out spatially across the instrument.
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7.2.2.5. Individual cognitive distribution
The two most basic computations facing the orchestral musician are which pitch to
play43 and when to play it. Both of these are highly dependent on the wider sonic
context in which the musician finds themselves in an ensemble situation. Both timing
and pitch are relative concepts but, within the orchestral situation, pitch is slightly more
independently considered with more fixed parameters and fewer interactionally based
calculations required. This section will now consider the computations required by the
CSO’s first clarinetist to play a pitch within rehearsal and show how the clarinetist’s
cognition is distributed across a single brain manipulating multiple cultural cognitive
artefacts as well as being simultaneously distributed across the clarinetist’s body,
instrument and printed music.
This example comes from the third day of filming focusing on the first pitch in the first
clarinet’s part in the section of music being rehearsed. This first pitch performed by the
clarinetist is a concert ‘C’ (middle C) and is, in fact, the lowest C available on the
clarinet44. The pitch is described as a ‘concert C’ because the clarinet as a transposing
instrument is actually playing a D which is one tone higher than a C. Essentially, the
clarinet part has a printed D and the clarinetist is using a combination of fingers which
produces what clarinetists refer to as a D but the pitch actually produced is a C.
The computation that occurs here is more simple than the concepts of transposition
might imply because the transposition in this instance is ‘built in’ to the printed music
rather than being performed in the moment. The score in Fig 7.10 shows the clarinet
part on the top line.

43

Although ‘pitch’ may not be a computation needed at all for percussionists playing solely untuned
percussion.
44
The pitch also known as ‘middle c’.
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Figure 7-10 First clarinetist entry

The first pitch symbol here in the clarinet part is, within this tradition of music notation,
understood to be a D. Part of this information comes from the clef at the start of the line.
Professional musicians are able to recognise pitches across all clefs but when new to
this system it can be helpful to understand one pitch as anchoring the others. Usually the
treble clef uses ‘G’ on the second from bottom line and then other notes can be
calculated counting forwards and backwards through the alphabet (A-G) for each line
and space both downwards and upwards from that G. Further information comes from
the key signature, also at the start of the line, which, in this instance leaves the pitch as a
D ‘natural’ rather than moving the pitch up or down as a sharpened or flattened note.
There are also no ‘accidentals’ in front of the note or earlier in the bar so the first
clarinetist can calculate that the pitch is an unchanged D. As noted above this that D
will sound45 as a C; the clarinetist does not need to make this further calculation in
relation to the concert sounding of the pitch because the part is already transposed.
Now that the clarinetist knows which pitch the composer has chosen the clarinetist must
transform this printed symbol into a sonic manifestation of the symbol. Arguably, this
transformation is akin to a ‘re-animation’ of the symbol as the symbol represents a
sound. The symbol is a direct notation of an actual sound either played or at least
internally ‘heard’ and conceptualised by the composer. This ‘sound’ whether extant or
imagined is then distilled by the composer into a symbol on a page. The clarinetist is
not necessarily creating a new sound rather re-transforming or transforming back into
45

The word ‘sound’ is used here not in the perceptual sense of ‘sounding like’ but rather in the sense of
‘actually producing the sound of’.
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sound a symbol which was part of the composer’s own computational processes during
composition and notation.
To create this sound the musician must look at the printed music and locate the relevant
information for the moment in time that is occurring. This requires situated looking
(Goodwin & Goodwin 1996) on at least two levels. The first is that the clarinetist must
understand how to see the page and grasp the musical concepts which are spatially and
symbolically represented. On an interactional level the looking that the clarinetist does
is shaped by the proximal interactional and musical context. First the conductor, Krake,
“slow reading” (Day 3)

directs the orchestra’s attention to which section of music will be rehearsed.
CON
1
2
3
4
5
6

conductor

CON

ladies and gentlemen good morning (.) what i’d like to do this
morning is a slo:w reading of the first movement up to letter d
so that we can understand what lines up with what (.)as far as the
semiquavers go and quavers go (0.5) so I would like to start a:t
the allegro moderato (.) at this tempo and one two three four five
six

Extract 7-2 "slow reading"

In this example the orchestra will begin playing six bars before the clarinetist’s first
note. The first clarinetist transforms Krake’s directions into the action of looking and
using the information encoded within the conductor’s talk the clarinetist can locate the
musical moment which the conductor is referencing and find where on the page the
currently relevant information is situated. The information is given in two parts; the
movement is specified and then the exact starting point. In hearing ‘first movement’
(line 2 above) the clarinetist understands the term as having culturally specific reference
meaning the first of the sections into which an instrumental work is divided. The
clarinetist also understands that Krake is referring to the specific orchestral work
scheduled for this rehearsal session. This flexible term ‘first movement’ has endless
possible meanings, even within music, if these contextual cues are not available. The
conductor goes on to be more specific referring first to ‘up to letter d’ which describes
the movement from its beginning up to rehearsal mark ‘d’. Even more specifically,
Krake continues, orienting to single point within the first movement of this work in
lines 4-5. ‘Allegro Moderato’ is a tempo descriptor. Such terms are often used to label
either whole movements or sections of movements when tempi change within a
movement. In this example the ‘Allegro Moderato’ begins six bars before the clarinetist
plays. At this point the clarinetist has already used many of the components of their
individual level distributed cognitive system including language, systems of music
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structure, labelling and notation as well numerical systems (‘first’). The clarinetist has,
by simply finding the location on their page to begin playing, transformed the
conductor’s talk into a practice of looking which is culturally constructed and dependent
on several cognitive systems.
To create a sound the clarinetist has two axes on which to make specific embodied
computations; the axis of sound production and the axis of pitch selection and
adjustment. The sound, on a clarinet, is produced by air passing over the reed made of
thin cane which is fixed to the mouthpiece. This reed and the air column within the
body of the instrument vibrate causing the sound. The air which is used to create this
sound comes from the clarinet player. The amount of air and the speed at which it
travels are critical for actually producing not only a ‘good’ sound, but any sound at all,
and, importantly, the pitch of the sound. If the air quantity and speed are too great the D
which the clarinet part requires may be overblown (meaning that a harmonic an interval
of a 12th above the intended pitch is performed). Further variables the clarinetist must
factor into the equation for producing the correct and appropriate amount and speed of
air include the clarinet itself, the strength and idiosyncratic nature of the reed in use and
their own, personal lung capacity and breathing technique. Thus, before the clarinetist
even puts the instrument in their mouth there are several complex computations which
are performed. However, that is not to suggest that the clarinetist is making these
computations as cerebral computations each time they play. The embodied nature of
performing music on an instrument means that many of these computations become
physical and embodied processes. The musician can use their own body as a measure of
how much air they have taken in and how they need to use their musculoskeletal system
to control the flow of that air. Other parts of this equation however do need more
cerebral adjustment; in particular factoring in the nature of the reed being used.
Clarinetists will use different reeds to achieve different shades of tone but they also
adjust their own technique in relation to the reeds they are using; reeds vary greatly in
characteristics even after weeks or months of adjustments, re-shapings and treatments
by the player. Therefore, each time a new reed is used a new set of parameters for how
hard or soft, for example, the reed is, are set or re-set. So far, in this process the first
clarinetist has needed to calculate the amount and speed of air required based on simply
the pitch itself factoring the variables of their own physical characteristics, those of the
reed, and the pitch required just to produce a sound on the instrument which can be,
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through the use of finger positioning, manipulated into a D. As this clarinetist is playing
with other musicians they also consider the relative volume of their own music line
versus the lines of those around them and these relationships within the acoustic
characteristics of the space.
As the airflow computations are made, the air column created by the air passing through
the instrument needs to be adjusted to create the correct pitch; here the clarinetist
considers the axis of pitch adjustment. There are three main ways in which to adjust the
pitch on the clarinet. The first is to shorten or lengthen the clarinet by adjusting the
joints of the parts of the instrument. These adjustments determine the default pitches the
instrument will make. The clarinetist has made these adjustment during a series of
computations as part of the orchestral tuning several minutes before the pitch under
discussion was played. This default set of pitches, was in this instance performed in
relation to the result of the first oboist’s pitch computations (through the social process
of ‘tuning’) but can equally be done completely solo, and without input from other
players, using a tuner or the individual’s own aural perceptions, when not in an
ensemble context. Once these default pitches are determined, there are two further sets
of adjustments which can be made.
The second of these three is the use of finger position covering air holes and pressing
keys to change the length of the air column. The more holes covered the further the air
needs to travel before ‘sounding’ as a pitch therefore the lower the note. In this instance
the clarinetist places the thumb, first and second fingers of the left hand over their
default holes, pressing down the rings surrounding the holes which trigger other keys.
The third point of pitch adjustment is within the clarinetist embouchure which can be
shaped to ‘lip’ up or down any pitch. Setting the embouchure itself requires a number of
computations; a stronger airflow means there is more pressure on the embouchure so the
muscles need to be firmer than with less airflow and the tone itself, aside from the pitch,
is determined by the physical features of the embouchure.
Thus, the information travels, or is propagated, across multiple parts of this system
undergoing transformations from talk to printed symbols into sound in the resolution of
this computation, as shown in below in Fig 7.11.
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Figure 7-11 Pitch cognition

Figure 7.11 shows the transformation of conductor cognition into clarinetist sound via
talk, printed music, systems of technique and the circular feedback of sound and
adjustment. Pitch as it actually performed in an orchestral situation is the product of an
intersubjective process. The conductor and composer are involved but even once the
process is considered from the moment the clarinetist performs their sound the feedback
loop of sound being perceived by the musician informs how they adjust their pitch in
the moment. The note’s position within a harmonic schema and the pitches actuated by
other musicians in both preceding and concurrent actions also inform the clarinetist’s
choice of precise pitch.

7.3.

City Symphony Orchestra as a distributed system of
cognition

The individual musician in the example above interacting with their artefacts does not
exist in isolation. Even in examining one pitch performed on one specific occasion by
one player it is difficult to draw boundaries around the cognition. Hutchins discusses
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these boundaries needing to be “softened or dissolved” (Hutchins 1995a:xiii) when
considering cognition in the context of the social actions which influence it. Here, to
draw a boundary around the clarinetist or the clarinetist plus their instrument is not
helpful in understanding how the individual musician comes to play a particular sound.
Each individual musician in City Symphony functions as part of a wider cognitive
system; the orchestra. The performance of a music work for orchestra requires a vast
number of computations, such as the ones discussed above, as many computations
become critical when the performance of musical elements need to be synchronised and
aligned across multiple musicians. The externalisation of each musician’s cognition
becomes shared and accessible sound which, in turn, becomes input for each of the
other musicians within the orchestral cognitive system. Returning to the clarinetist’s D;
the first bassoon is playing the same melodic material as the first clarinetist but the
bassoon is playing one octave lower (seen in the second from top line in Fig. 7.9). It is
critical, therefore, that both first bassoon and first clarinet consider each other’s sonic
manifestations of those music lines as part of their own individual online computation
of the pitch of concert C. Both actors in this interaction listen and respond to each
other’s pitching to achieve a mutually agreed pitch. This happens rapidly and implicitly.
There is no discussion it is simply part of being a professional to play with good
intonation, to play ‘in tune’. Bassoonist and clarinetist are also pitching against the
timpani, strings and horn playing at that moment within the work. What these musicians
are actually achieving together is a musical moment of melody, harmony and temporal
placement. The pitch is one aspect of the cognition which cannot be determined without
being shared across people and artefacts.
In this example the pitch is implicitly managed but the cognition shared across the CSO
can also be seen as more explicitly performed. The ‘tempo crisis’, at the start of this
chapter, shows how the externalisation of a shared cognitive process can become the
object of explicit negotiation and re-calculation.

7.4.

The sharing and distribution of stance across the
orchestra

In the ‘tempo crisis’ example at the start of this chapter we can see that there are
multiple stances being taken on the conductor’s tempo as an object. The first oboe’s
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stance is not aligned with the conductor’s position. The wind players, through their feet
shuffling and silent clapping, are using embodied and situated action to take stances on
the clarinetist’s performance in relation to the difficulty imposed by the conductor. Thus
the ‘supporters’ are taking an indirect stance on the conductor’s tempo as being a speed
at which it is difficult to perform. Considering the orchestra as a group of individuals
who hold and perform stances which are not always aligned it is interesting to consider
whether the stance-taking itself can be distributed in the same way that the cognition
around performance of music can be understood as shared.
The individual musicians in performing music are taking a stance on that music. They
may be positioning themselves according to various musical debates and variations but
minimally they are performing an affective stance towards the object of the value of
performing music; that it is ‘worth’ doing. The orchestra as a group share this stance
when they perform. It is a position collectively held. All the players must value the
work enough to actually do it. Every individual musical line must be part of this action
for the ‘orchestral’ music to exist. The stance cannot be simply described as alignment
because unlike eighty people all ‘liking apples’ the eighty musicians will have an
incomplete object if some disalign. The act of performing the music creates the object
on which the stance is taken. Without the distribution of cognition and the closely
shared and interlocking work that enables the musicians to play they would not be able
to create the object of the orchestral musical performance. This ‘collective’ stance is
towards a different object and is therefore a different stance-taking to that position taken
by the orchestra as a group of individuals. I posit that this collective stance requires
every individual to hold a particular aligning position which summatively becomes a
shared or distributed stance because it is continues to be dependent on individuals
within a group aligning. The actual performance of a collective stance is affected by the
individual. Each individual musician has their own voice in their performance.
Not all stances taken by the orchestra as a group need to be distributed in this way. The
orchestra exists both as a group of individual actors whose actions collectively create
both object and stance (as discussed above) as well a group of individuals who act as
individuals within the group. I am using the term ‘participatory stance’ for the latter
because ‘participatory’ implies that individual participants can act but there can be
differing alignment within and across the orchestra, unlike in collective stance. For
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example, within the orchestra not every individual will hold the same positions
regarding performing particular programming. Some may object to an all-male/all-white
composer program. However, as a member of the orchestra (if not protesting by not
playing) they align with a participatory stance on the value of such a program. The
individual’s role within the participatory stance is to align as part of a group rather than
to create the act of stance-taking and through that act create the object of the stance
itself as in collective stance-taking.
This participatory stance occurs against the backdrop of an institutional stance, indeed it
is shaped and influenced by the institutional stance. The institution of the ‘orchestra’
with its CEO, board of directors, management who answer to stakeholders, government
funding bodies and audience (customer) demand, effectively program and staff the
season. The concerts within the season then become the ‘object’ of this institutional
stance-taking. The institutional stance-taking is on the value of art music, the value of
popular music, the value of one composer over another. Both artistically and in actual
monetary value people of colour and non-male composers/conductors have their value
routinely reduced in the orchestral music world by being placed in lower value concert
programs: for example within regional tours, children’s concerts or daytime
programming. Education focused concerts may not have the same conductor as the
flagship series – clearly indicating the value of both conductor and series as assessed by
the institution (always remembering that the values of the institution are often reflecting
the values of the wider audience and funding bodies).

7.5.

Summary

In this chapter I have shown how orchestral musicians externalise their cognition in
relation to the physical, material environment of the orchestra and the role of this
cognition in creating orchestral performance. I have argued that musicians distribute the
work of performing orchestral music across both individuals and culturally constructed
material artefacts including instruments and printed music. I have posited that the act of
rehearsal is to transform the internal and individual cognition into an external,
accessible and shared cognition distributed across both time and the cognitive system of
the orchestra. I have suggested that the distribution of the cognitive act of orchestral
playing has implications for how the orchestra can be considered as a socially
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interactional grouping when considering the types of stances that a group can take
whilst performing a distributed cognitive process.
The following chapter analyses the use of epistemic stance-taking in relation to sharing,
displaying and negotiating knowledge.
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8. Epistemic stance in orchestral interaction
The previous chapter considered the orchestra as a distributed cognitive system capable
of complex performance as well as socially constructed action using the bodies and
musical artefacts within rehearsal. This chapter turns the focus towards what musicians
know, how they communicate their knowledge and the sources of their knowledge46.

8.1.

Knowledge gradients within rehearsal

At the very beginning of a rehearsal process, the conductor and each individual
musician have their own individually conceived and informed interpretations of a piece
of music. These interpretations may be (more or less heavily) influenced by their own
previous performances of a work with their current orchestral employer or with other
ensembles, their studies of a composer’s wider œuvre and particular musical style more
generally, as well as their listening to recordings and performances by other musicians.
The rehearsal process is the critical period of time when these disparate and potentially
conflicting personal interpretations must be moulded and shaped into, if not an
homogenous perspective, at least a shared interpretation which makes musical ‘sense’ to
the conductor, the orchestra and ultimately the audience.
The work of the orchestra can be thus conceptualised as an attempt to align knowledge
held by a group of individuals about the interpretation and performance of a piece of
music. There exists, for the orchestra, an “epistemic domain” (Stivers and Rossano
2010) of ‘how the piece of music should be played for performance’. All the individuals
coming together for rehearsal have access to this domain established through their many
years of study and performance. This more general domain encompasses the traditions
and culturally mediated norms (Hutchins 1995a) of performance in the orchestral
sphere. This musical knowledge exists within what Haviland (2011) terms a
“Bakhtinian series of prior performances” (Haviland 2011:294) where other iterations
of the music work are held within the possibilities of future performance. The members
of a professional orchestra are understood to be of equal epistemic status in relation to
this more ‘general’ domain. It is, by contrast, the specific domain ‘how this group will
play this piece of music for this performance’ which dominates the rehearsal process
46

This chapter has previously been published as Parton, K. (2014). Epistemic stance in
orchestral interaction. Social semiotics, volume 24.
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and it is the conductor who has, before the start of rehearsal, the greatest access to this
epistemic domain. Before the rehearsal begins, the conductor has this privileged
epistemic position because the specific domain (‘how this group will play this music for
this performance’) encompasses the conductor’s interpretative decisions, nuances and
desires regarding the piece; specifically, in the examples discussed in this chapter, the
conductor’s decisions regarding musical pitch, balance and texture. Once the rehearsal
is underway, it is the conductor’s role to facilitate musicians’ access to this epistemic
domain and guide the musicians into a more knowledgeable status to achieve the end
product of the rehearsal – the performance. To use Heritage’s (2010) terms, the
musicians must move from less knowledgeable (K−) to more knowledgeable (K+)
about how the conductor wants them to play across the rehearsal time to achieve a
successful performance.
This chapter argues that in order for this movement of musicians along the gradient
from K− to K+ to occur, the conductor uses his auditory experience, expressed through
talk and gesture, of the musicians’ playing to shape their knowledge of the domain and
consequent playing. Musicians can challenge and augment the domain through their
performance of individual interpretations of the music which are then either accepted or
re-shaped by the conductor. It is this chapter’s contention that these changes and
additions to the domain are based on and supported by the musicians’ epistemic status
in other, relevant domains. I then argue that the musicians use their knowledge about
their physical, bodily experience of playing the piece to offer additions to the
conductor’s interpretation. Thus, the epistemic domain ‘how this group will perform
this music for this performance’ evolves and grows as the rehearsal occurs, with
musicians and conductor both actively contributing to this evolution and growth.

8.2.

Authority and interaction in the orchestra

The City Symphony Orchestra is a conventional ‘classical’ music ensemble, consisting
of a large number of musicians grouped according to instrument, along with a single
conductor and (depending on repertoire) solo artists. In permanent professional
orchestras, support personnel (including personnel directly concerned with the musical
work of the ensemble and those more concerned with the management of the institution
‘orchestra’) complement and enable the work of musicians (see Chapter 5 of this thesis
for more discussion). The professional orchestra therefore exists simultaneously as an
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ensemble of musicians working together to create music, and as an institution concerned
with the business of enabling the work of those musicians to occur. The orchestra, both
as a group of working musicians and as an institution, is generally understood by
musicians themselves to be highly hierarchical, with clearly delineated lines of
leadership and widely understood structures of authority. This view of the orchestra, as
shown in prescriptive texts (see Del Mar 1981) describing the operation of the orchestra
for novice musicians, includes the conductor, senior instrumentalists and more senior
partners in individual pairings (referred to as “desks”) arranged in a downward
hierarchical relationship, with the conductor at the apex of the orchestral ensemble. In
other words, musicians have a shared understanding of the orchestra as a highly
structured musical ensemble, with ordered and well-understood lines of authority
running between players at different levels of seniority. Schutz (1964) argues that this
pre-conceived structure of authority in the orchestra is related to knowledge about
‘making music together’; there are actors within the musician community who possess
greater ‘authority’ in their decisions and knowledge about musical interpretation and
action than others, and there is an accepted hierarchy of such actors amongst musicians.
Following Schutz (1964), authority can be conceptualised as a property of knowledge
about ‘how to act’ (or in a more musically specific sense, “how to play”) which is
consequential. That is, knowledge that is not merely known by others, but which also
causes those others to change their (musical) behaviour in particular ways.
This chapter, as outlined in the introduction, is predominantly concerned with the means
whereby the creation and making of music is achieved through a rehearsal process,
culminating in a performance. A professional ensemble typically has limited time to
prepare for each performance; for the City Symphony Orchestra, the rehearsal time
devoted by the ensemble to each performance is limited to the typical 3-day cycle
represented in my corpus. Although each musician (and on rarer occasions small groups
of musicians) might devote time outside the formal rehearsal structure to preparing and
practising their individual parts, the orchestra as a whole rehearses only within strict
time constraints determined by established institutional practice (see Chapter 5 of this
thesis). This formally restricted time for rehearsal is important, not because of the actual
amount of time allowed for rehearsal, but because within a performance calendar which
includes a wide variety of music works the make-up of the ensemble, which actually
performs in each concert, is constantly in flux; specific instruments (such as piccolo or
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contrabassoon) are required for one performance but not for another, players have
leaves or holidays, or one work may require a larger than usual string section and so on.
This “flux” of players means that from week to week within the orchestra’s schedule,
the group of players in the rehearsal space (and, ultimately, the performance venue) is
not a static group with an homogenous experience, even within the very recent
operations and working of the City Symphony remembering that the CSO worked with
a number of different conductors during ethnographic observation, varying almost every
week. The importance of this diversity of experiences and interactions, particularly
proximally to each new rehearsal cycle, is that in each ‘week’ that builds towards a new
performance the orchestra as a group must if not (re)create its working identities anew,
at least refresh them each time. Within the relatively short period of a few days the
orchestra itself, as it exists within the rehearsal space, is almost ‘re-shuffled’, and
knowledge of ‘how to play’ needs to be dispersed with authority that is itself reestablished and negotiated within the rehearsal time.
For the purposes of examining knowledge and authority, it is important to emphasise
that orchestral musicians’ shared understanding of the orchestra in terms of hierarchical
structures, and the particular local structures created by an individual professional
orchestral institution, are understood in this chapter primarily in terms of how they are
interactionally made relevant (Schegloff 1992) to the on-going unfolding of orchestral
interaction by the participants (the musicians) themselves. Furthermore, the rehearsal
(and the operation of the orchestra itself) is conceptualised in terms of the interactional
use of communicative action in the joint achievement of making music. Interaction
occurs in talk between musicians (including conductor and instrumentalists), as
discussed (e.g.) in Weeks’ (1996) conversation analysis study of talk during a nonprofessional youth orchestra rehearsal, and Schegloff’s (ms.) examination of chamber
music players. Importantly, the communicative resources available to orchestral
musicians also include gesture (understood here in the sense used by Kendon 2004,
McNeill 1992, Enfield 2009) and non-talk modalities. Considering the actions of
conductors in particular, Poggi (2002) examines combinations of conductor’s
orientation and gaze, Boyes-Baem and Bräm (2000, 2004) focus on specific conducting
gestures and potential “lexicalised” meanings. Parton and Edwards (2009) examine
variation in ensemble’s response according to changing features of conductors’
gestures, arguing for an interactional function of these gestures. Other examples of talk
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and multimodal interaction in rehearsals include Veronesi (2014) and Merlino (2014).
In studies based on a chamber music masterclass, Haviland (2007, 2011) argues that not
only is musicians’ gestural practice interactional in nature but also that examining such
gestural behaviour is critical to understanding the ways in which chamber musicians’
(or in this thesis, orchestral) interaction is achieved.

8.3.

Interaction and epistemic stance

As stated above, the orchestra (and particularly the orchestral rehearsal) is explicitly
conceptualised as the site of interaction between participants (orchestral interaction).
This interaction, aside from any other purposes or functions it may fulfil, will be argued
to be the means by which musicians achieve epistemic ‘work’ and align across the
ensemble in terms of knowledge about ‘how to play’. Specifically, this chapter
approaches orchestral interaction in terms of the on-going processes of talk-ininteraction (noting the use of non-talk modalities, including gesture) whereby musicians
participate in the rehearsal as a shared, social practice. Orchestral interaction occurs in
sequentially ordered turns, in which each participant’s turn can be understood and
examined in terms of its relationship to other turns (Goodwin and Heritage 1990, Sacks,
Schegloff, and Jefferson 1974, Schegloff 2007a). The context of orchestral interaction –
including both proximal context from preceding talk and ‘global’ context (Cicourel
1992), such as institutional practice, or more general musical context – is made relevant
by participants as part of this unfolding sequence of turns (Schegloff 1992). Orchestral
interaction, taking up the argument advanced by Haviland (2007, 2011), is embodied
(achieved through and dependent upon the use of the body) and situated (emplaced)
within a physical context (in the sense of Streeck, Goodwin, and LeBaron 2011).
Musicians’ action (and critically, musicians’ communicative action), like other situated
activities, is performed by musicians relative to the context in which it is achieved and
is shaped by such ‘situatedness’ (see Goodwin & Goodwin 1996, Goodwin 1997, 2000,
2007, among others).
Within this general perspective on the work of the orchestra as an interactional
achievement, the argument advanced here is that rehearsal is importantly concerned
with the movement from less knowledgeable (K−) to more knowledgeable (K+) with
respect to some relevant epistemic domains of how to play a particular piece of music.
An epistemic domain (Heritage 2010, 2012a, 2012b, Stivers and Rossano 2010) is
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understood to consist of the “territory of knowledge” relevant to a particular turn
(Stivers and Rossano 2010). This territory of knowledge is necessarily particular; it is
inherently specific to the interaction in which it is indexed by a participant but can
represent knowledge held (or that could be held) by a speaker that originates from
outside a particular interaction. Whilst a particular epistemic domain – such as, for the
orchestra, ‘how to place this piece, with this ensemble’ – can be more or less unique to a
given turn (or to a sequence of turns), an epistemic domain can also be understood by
participants to be more general in nature, depending on the way in which the domain is
constructed by the participants themselves through their participation in the on-going
social interaction. Participants in interaction take epistemic stances, which mark the
particular epistemic quality of some knowledge (within an epistemic domain) held by
the speaker. Epistemic stances mark either how the speaker (participant in interaction)
knows something, in terms of certainty, or the source of such knowledge. Epistemic
stances also construct the speaker as occupying a position along a cline from more
knowledgeable (K+) or less knowledgeable (K−) (Heritage 2010), with respect to an
epistemic domain. Epistemic stance, therefore, is part of a communicative practice
which enables participants in interaction to co-construct a shared understanding not only
of the knowledge which each participant holds (and chooses to transmit to others) but
also of relevant information about the speaker’s orientation to that knowledge, and the
origin (or source) of that knowledge. This chapter argues that for musicians, the use of
epistemic stance to differentiate between sources of knowledge and to effectively
mobilise their access to relevant epistemic domains in terms of their auditory and direct
kinesthetic experience is a key aspect of orchestral interaction.

8.4.

Talk in the CSO

Talk in CSO rehearsal is restricted to short episodes which typically occur between
playing. The extracts presented in this chapter are taken from episodes in which the
Conductor addresses the entire ensemble, who are listening to him, and primarily
involve the Conductor and Concertmaster as speakers. Each extract is line-numbered
individually, and line numbers reset during longer periods of playing. The audio-visual
data is transcribed using conventions based on Mondada (2007) and listed in Appendix
A of this thesis, with interlinear descriptions of gestural and other behaviour presented
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with talk47. All of the data discussed in this chapter come from the first day of the
video-recorded rehearsal cycle. This first day is the first time this precise combination
of individuals has worked together and the first time this piece has been rehearsed for
this particular performance.
It is important to note that this is an entirely professional orchestra, and that all
participants can be considered ‘experts’ in working in orchestras; even newer players to
this particular group are already highly experienced musicians with extensive
experience in other ensembles (including, in many cases, orchestras in national contexts
far removed from the orchestra with which they currently perform).

8.5.

Sources of knowing in the orchestra

Immediately prior to Extract 1, below, the Orchestra (or) is playing through a section of
music. After several minutes of playing, the Conductor (CON)48 produces his first turn
of this talk episode in line 1. The other participants are the Concertmaster (CMA) and
the Assistant Concertmaster (AC). A full list of transcription conventions is included as
Appendix A of this thesis.

47

In this chapter, gesture and other visible actions unaccompanied by speech are
displayed on a separate line number, with overlap indicated using different symbols for
different participants.
48
Following Mondada (2007), participants for visible action unaccompanied by talk are
indicated by a two-letter lower-case code; co (Conductor), cm (Concertmaster).
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“bang in the middle” (Day 1 1:59:01)
CON
CMA/cm
or
ac

conductor
concertmaster
orchestra as a group
assistant concertmaster

preceded by playing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

CON
cm
or
CON

CMA
CON

ac
CON
or

th#anks# (0.4) *strings*
#stops playing#
*stops playing*
the marking/ (0.4) stays forte/ (0.4) i am imagining all the way through (.)
til letter a (0.6) which mean- i have a hu:ge issue (.) here/ (0.5)
hearing (0.2) any of the wind lines (0.3) almost (0.6) at the opening (0.3)
and certainly the trombones (0.3) a:h when we comewiththedottedminims (0.2)
and i’m wondering whether we mightn’t just lift it (.) a little/ (0.3)
please\ (1.0) i don’t want to change the volume of the string sound but
i ca- i can’t hear the wind line (.) at all coming through/ (0.6) mkay/ (0.5)
is [this all] the time/
[so:/] ye- all th- no just here just at this very opening (.) cos the wind
writing is quite low/ and the string writing is also bang in the middle of their
register/ (.) so-/ (1.1) +so +without-+ i don’t want the wind (.) forced (0.2)
+...+moves to conducting position+--->>
i-jst-wanna be able to get a balance/
^moves to playing position^
please (.) try again/ (.) thank you\
*moves to playing positions*

Extract 8-1 "bang in the middle"

The Conductor stops the Orchestra playing in line 1 by saying “thanks” and then
addresses the violin, viola, violoncello and double bass sections (the “strings”, line 1).
The Conductor then identifies a problem in the immediately preceding playing. He
refers to a dynamic marking “forte” in line 4. Dynamic markings are directions on the
printed music of the composer’s desired volume of playing; “forte” means strong or
loud. The Conductor describes the dynamic marking as remaining “forte” until “letter a”
(line 5). This “letter a” is a rehearsal mark on the printed music which identifies a
particular point (as shown in Chapter 7 of this thesis). In lines 5–7, he identifies the
problem as “a huge issue here hearing any of the wind lines”, reiterating it in line 10 as
“I can’t hear the wind line”. In line 8, the Conductor proposes a solution to the problem.
The Concertmaster clarifies the problem in line 11, asking whether the issue is “all the
time”, and the Conductor responds by specifying the exact musical moment in which
there is an issue with “balance” (line 15). Balance refers to the relative sound of
different parts of the orchestra or different sections of the musical work.
Simultaneously, the Conductor moves back to a conducting position (line 14), followed
by the Assistant Concertmaster who moves to a playing position (line 16). The
Conductor then asks the orchestra to “please try again” and ends with a falling
intonation on thank you. The orchestra then moves to a playing position (line 18).
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The Conductor’s utterance in line 1 can be seen to be analogous to topic shifts
(Jefferson 1993) in conversational interaction; the Conductor’s turn (line 1) is a move
that opens up a new topic for the participants, in the sense of opening up a sequence of
talk rather than musical sound. In line 1, the Conductor also nominates the audience for
his subsequent turn; this turn achieves, therefore, two interactional outcomes. It invokes
a shift in topic or activity from playing to talk, and it specifies the intended recipients of
the Conductor’s next turn (“strings” – the stringed instrument sections). The
Concertmaster (line 2) and the orchestra (line 3) respond to this turn by ceasing to play.
Sequentially, the Conductor’s utterance in line 1 is the first-pair part of an activity shift
adjacency pair (Goodwin and Hutchins 1990) in which the Concertmaster performs the
second-pair part by ceasing to play and moving to a ‘talking’ activity as a hearer. The
orchestra then follow the Concertmaster in performing a second-pair part to the
Concertmaster’s turn as a first-pair part. Once the talk activity is established, the
Conductor takes the next turn.
In the turn commencing on line 4, the Conductor presents the “balance” problem and a
proposed change to the orchestra’s playing. The Conductor produces two uses of “I”
plus a form of the verb “hear”; “I ... hearing” (lines 5–6) and “I can’t hear” (line 10). “I
+ hear” invokes the Conductor’s individual and particular perception of the orchestra’s
musical sound. It does this through the explicit use of a personal referring pronoun (“I”)
and through the choice of predicate (“hear”/“hearing”). This “I + predicate”
construction frames the presentation of the problem and solution. The Conductor’s “I +
hear” specifies that the balance problem has been identified through the Conductor’s
perception (“hearing”). It marks the problem as being a matter of the Conductor’s
perception; “I + hear” differentiates this problem from being a matter of ‘wrong or
incorrect’ playing, and presents it as being about the Conductor’s hearing of musical
sound. “I + hear” invokes the Conductor as the individual doing the hearing and, in
doing so, it marks the utterance as an epistemic stance grounded in the Conductor’s
aural perception.
The Conductor’s “I + hear” places him as K+ (knowledgeable) on an epistemic gradient
within the epistemic domain of the current moment-by-moment musical sound of the
orchestra. The content of the epistemic domain of the orchestra’s sound is fluid,
dynamic and evolves through the rehearsal process. In this case, the Conductor’s turn
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functions to position the Conductor as K+ about a specific difference between string
and wind sounds, within this dynamic epistemic domain. That this domain exists as a
shared territory of knowledge for the orchestra is suggested by the Concertmaster’s turn,
in line 11, in which the Concertmaster seeks to specify whether the string/wind
difference is “all the time” (or as is in fact the case, limited to a moment in the musical
work). By deploying “I + hear” to take epistemic stance, the Conductor positions
himself as having an epistemic status K+ and the orchestra as having epistemic status
K− (less knowledgeable). In addition, “I + hear” specifies that the Conductor’s access to
the epistemic domain takes place through aural perception. This is important within the
orchestral context, because the Conductor’s ability to hear the online sound of the
orchestra is privileged by his spatial positioning within the rehearsal space (as discussed
in Chapter 5 of this thesis). The Conductor is the final member of the ensemble who
hears the musical sound prior to the audience, and, due to his position relative to the
players in the ensemble, he is the only ensemble member with the ability to hear the
‘complete’ orchestral sound. By using the predicate “hear”, the Conductor takes an
epistemic stance which invokes this privileged access to the epistemic domain of the
dynamic and evolving orchestral sound.
Extract 1 closes in lines 14–18 with a closing-out sequence achieved through gesture
and talk that performs the transition of the activity of the ensemble from talk to playing,
or from one topic to another. The Conductor’s gesture in line 14 begins this activity
shift sequence; the Assistant Concertmaster’s action in line 16 is the second-pair part of
an adjacency pair that, like the opening, involves initial action from the Conductor and a
second-pair response from a ‘leading’ player. The Conductor closes the topic in line 17
with “please try again thank you”. The Assistant Concertmaster’s movement to a
playing position (line 16) is a first-pair part that is taken up by the orchestra, who
perform a second-pair part and also move to a playing position (line 18). This closing
sequence ends the episode of talk and leaves the floor open for a new topic or activity.
Extract 2 is preceded by playing and opens with a similar activity shift sequence to
Extract 1. The Conductor interrupts playing with speech (line 1) followed by gesture
(line 2), in response to which the Orchestra ceases playing.
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SS Trans Second colour/sea sick
“second colour” (Day 1 HD 2 (CM) 59:40 (from “sea sick”)
“Second colour”
1
CON
thank you very much (.) thank you\
2
CON
+rh raises then sweeps away to the right side+
3
or
*stops playing*
4
CON
seconds/(0.9) +I +hea::r (0.4)+ the +firsts+ (0.3) LOU:+der+ than
+..+lh raise+---------+beat+-----+beat+-------->
you:(0.2) whichmeansIreallywannaaskthe firsts to come +BACK+ (.)
------------------------------------------------------+beat+--5
CON
a bit (0.2) ++and if we can hear the second colour/++(0.2)
--------------------------------------------,,,,,,,+
++rh point to second vlns++------.........>
6
CON
and then ++sub++sequently the viola colour (.) we’re there (0.3)
.........++rh point to vla++--->11
8
CON
(0.3)+tu+tti:: G:\
....+lh conducting position+--->11
10
or
*moves to playing positions*
11
co
++conducting beat++
12
or
*starts playing*

Extract 8-2 "second colour"

Following the cessation of playing, the Conductor talks through issues of balance and
proposes a change to the Orchestra’s playing. The Conductor notes that he hears the
first violin section as louder than the second violin section (lines 4 and 5). He then
proposes that the first violin section should figure less prominently (more quietly) in the
overall orchestral sound (line 5) and describes the desired outcome in terms of which
“colour” should be heard more strongly (lines 6 and 7). The extract ends with the
orchestra resuming playing.
This episode of talk is structured around a request-and-response adjacency pair. The
Conductor produces the first-pair part of the request, in line 5, saying “I really wanna
ask the firsts to come back”. The second-pair part, the response, is produced by the
violin sections in the changed playing, which occurs during and after line 11. However,
inserted between these two pair-parts there are two further adjacency pairs occurring in
this interaction. There is a topic shift sequence being performed in lines 8 through to the
start of line 11. First, a pre-shift pair is performed in which the Conductor uses gesture
to initiate a ‘readying’ of the Orchestra into playing positions (line 9). Second, the
actual change of topic, or activity, is in lines 10 and 11, performed similarly to that
which occurs in Extract 1. Having accounted for these adjacency pairs, it is then
possible to see how the remainder of the Conductor’s talk, in lines 4, 6 and 7, is
functioning in this interaction. Lines 6 and 7 can be seen as an insert expansion49 into
49

Interestingly, the insert expansion sequence in lines 6 and 7 contains an occurrence of
the verb “hear”, used as “if we can hear”. This utterance is speculative and describes the
resulting state once a change has been made, as part of an account for the request in line
5. The construction is notably unlike the epistemic stance-taking deployment of the
predicate “hear”, in that it is a future possibility (“if”) and it is collective (“we”) rather
than individual. “Hear”, as a verb, is thus not always used in orchestral interaction as an
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the request adjacency pair (lines 5 and 11), and line 4 can be seen as a pre-expansion
move to the request.
It is in this pre-expansion move in line 4 that the Conductor deploys “I + hear” to
perform an epistemic stance. While the complete utterance positions the Conductor as
K+ with respect to the sound produced by the orchestra, the use of “I + hear”, which is
first stressed and then elongated, specifies the means by which the Conductor became
K+. By using this vocally marked (through stress on “I” and the elongation of the vowel
in “hear”), “I + hear” the Conductor marks his assessment of the comparative volume of
the first and second violins as being based on his individual, aural perception. That this
epistemic stance-taking occurs within a pre-expansion move is important as such preexpansion moves can be deployed by speakers to mitigate the risk of a dispreferred
response to the first-pair part of a request (Schegloff 2007a). Thus, the perceptual
epistemic marking in the pre-expansion move is deployed by the Conductor as being
relevant to the first-pair part which follows. This relevance is reinforced by the explicit
“which means” in line 5 linking the two segments of his turn. By using a perceptual
epistemic marking in the pre-expansion in this way the Conductor is using not only the
actual knowledge (that the first violins are louder) but also the means of access to this
knowledge (the hearing) as part of his account for a requested change in the Orchestra’s
playing. The Conductor’s talk positions both his knowledge of the Orchestra’s current
online sound and how he accessed that knowledge as consequential for the Orchestra’s
subsequent actions (the playing). He uses the marking of his direct, perceptual access to
an epistemic domain to heighten the chances of the Orchestra giving him the preferred
response to this request to change the balance between the violin sections. Since the
Conductor does not return to this issue again, this preferred response can be inferred as
occurring. This preferred response is not, however, seen in Extract 3, where we see the
Conductor using perceptual epistemic stances to manage unacceptable or dispreferred
responses.
As in the prior two examples, this episode of talk is immediately preceded and followed
by playing. The playing preceding the extract is done by the entire Orchestra (or) but
epistemic stance marker, but can be deployed as such by speakers and understood
relative to its position within the unfolding talk.
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playing during this extract is performed only by the nominated sections of the ensemble
(the trombone, tuba, double bass and violoncello sections), represented by tt in the
“one all” (Day 1 HD 2 (CM) 1:08:10 // 1:08:30

transcript.
preceded

by playing

“one all”º
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

CON

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

tt
CON

or
CON
co
tt
co
CON
tt
CON
co
tt
CON

co
tt

thank you\ +*(0.6)+*
+conductor sits+
*stops playing*
after the presto: (.) let’s have (.) trombone and tuba/ (.) basses
and cellos for intonation (.) pleasebeginning/ (.) on (.) the A
flat (0.3) thank you the FOURth of the presto (0.6) and/
+starts conducting+
ºtrombone tuba doublebass and cello start playingº
+stops conducting+
okay/
ºtrombone tuba doublebass and cello stop playingº
i must say i hear the D flat- i hear the d flat different
in ALmost every voice/ (?) okay/ (?) AND/
+starts conducting+
ºtrombone tuba doublebass and cello start playingº
+o+kay/+
+.+rh stop hand sign+,,
ºtrombone tuba doublebass and cello start playingº
I think (1.0) the tu:bas to me: (0.5) sounds slightly bri:ght on the
d flat (0.8) a tad (0.9) let’s go again and GUys can I say sometimes
(0.7) difference on the C naturals between the basses and the cellos
(.) the A flats good (0.2) but the c in the bass needs to be wi:de
I dunno why but it does (0.4) and/
+starts conducting+
ºtrombone tuba doublebass and cello start playingº

playing continues

Extract 8-3 "needs to be wide"

During this interaction, the Conductor stops the Orchestra’s playing to ask for selected
instrument players to perform a particular section of the musical work again, in order to
adjust the pitch produced by each instrument group (referred to using the technical
musical term, in line 4, “intonation”). This occurs three times in rapid succession, and it
is this sequence that I will focus on in the following analysis.
Following the activity shift in lines 1–3, the Conductor produces the first-pair part in a
request sequence (lines 4–6) asking for a specific section of music to be played “for
intonation”. The second-pair part response to this is the musicians’ (tt) playing in line 8.
It is immediately apparent that this second-pair part is not an acceptable response for the
Conductor; in line 9, he stops conducting and says “okay” (line 10) and the players stop
playing (line 11). The talk following this is a post-expansion sequence in which the
Conductor re-works the first-pair part request, in order to elicit an acceptable secondpair part response (the musicians playing with different intonation). The Conductor’s
initial re-working of his first-pair part request is in lines 12 and 13, “I must say I hear
the d-flat different in almost every voice”. This utterance transmits more specific
knowledge to the musicians than the initial request, identifying a particular note (“dflat”) rather than the more general “intonation”. The final re-working of the first-pair
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part is in lines 18–22, in which the Conductor takes a much longer turn, and again
increases the specificity of the knowledge presented in the talk. Taken together, then,
the three first-pair part turns from the Conductor move from general to increasingly
specific, as the Conductor seeks to elicit the preferred response from the musicians.
Increasingly, specific knowledge is transmitted to the musicians to move them along an
epistemic gradient from K− to K+ about the way that they should play this specific
section of music. This change in the musicians’ epistemic status can be seen to be
verified online by the Conductor in terms of the adequacy of the musicians’ second-pair
part turns (lines 8, 15 and 24). The re-working ceases and the rehearsal moves on once
the musicians have demonstrated their K+ epistemic status in line 24.
The Conductor’s three first-pair part turns also differ in the epistemic stance markers he
uses. In the first, lines 4–6, the Conductor does not explicitly take an epistemic stance.
In the second, line 12, the Conductor says “I must say I hear the d flat – I hear the d flat
different”, using the same “I + hear” construction to take a perceptual epistemic stance,
in a similar manner to that presented in the previous examples. In the third and final reworking of the request, the Conductor says “I think the tubas to me sounds” (line 18).
This construction combines a conventionalised epistemic stance marker (“I think”, see
Kärkkäinen 2003) with an explicit reference to aural perception (“sounds”). The three
re-capitulations of the first-pair part can be seen as being increasingly marked for the
Conductor’s epistemic stance. This increased markedness moves from a null marker, to
a single predicate, to a combined phrasal marker that separates and thereby emphasises
the epistemic and perceptual dimensions of the Conductor’s epistemic status. In
combination with the increasing specificity of knowledge in each first-pair part, this
change in epistemic stance marking suggests that the Conductor deploys perceptual
epistemic stance to prepare for the possibility of interactional confrontation as a result
of the desired change in the ensemble’s playing. The increased specificity of the
Conductor’s request increases the face-threatening potential of the utterance, and the
Conductor’s concomitant increasing marking of the perceptual and subjective basis for
the request is performed to deal with this. Potentially, this is because the Conductor’s
epistemic stance-taking allows for the possibility of other perceptions; the Conductor’s
emphasis on the self (“I hear” and “I think”, lines 12 and 18) frames the requested
change in terms of his subjective judgement, rather than ‘right/wrong’.
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“Right” (and by extension, the contrast between right and wrong) is used by the
Conductor in assessing orchestral playing, as shown in Extract 4. As in prior examples,
the episode occurs following playing. The participants are the Conductor, the Concertmaster50, the Orchestra (or) and a Viola Player (VLA). In this segment, the Conductor
identifies a problem with comparative speeds across the Orchestra, and then assesses
one “side” (referring to left or right of the mid-line of the normative orchestral layout)
SS Trans Hurrah
Complete

as being
“right”.
Mondada
- ish
“hurrah” (Day 1 HD 2 55:05)

“Hurrah”
1
2
3

CON
or
CON

4
5

cm
CON

6

CON

7
8
9

cm
VLA
co

10
11
12

or
CON
or
CON

13

or

right\
*stops playing*
+guys +i must say i hea::r+ two different spee:ds/
+.....+extends both arms and hands+------------->5
⊥nod nod⊥=
=+THIS side of the +orchestra+ seems to be much faster ++than++ THIS side (0.3)
+.................+lh point to violins--+--------------------------------,,,,,
.......++rh point to vla++,,,,,
oka:y/ +and i’m gonna say that +this+ sides RIGHT/=
+.......................+rh point to vla+,,,
=⊥nod nod⊥
Hu:rrah::
+rh conducting position+----->12
++lh conducting position++-->12
*laughter for (1.4)*
and/ (1.9)
*moves to playing positions*
++thats how i hear it (0.9) letter E: (0.2) a::nd ++ONE++
++------------------------------------------......++rh beat++
*starts playing*

Extract 8-4 "hurrah"

There are features of this segment of talk which are broadly similar to the other
examples discussed in this chapter, particularly the opening of the segment in lines 1
and 2, and the Conductor’s epistemic stance taking in line 3, “I hear two different
speeds”. The Conductor positions himself as K+ with respect to the current orchestral
sound epistemic domain. By taking this perceptual epistemic stance (“I + hear”), the
Conductor, as in previous examples, foregrounds his perception of the orchestra’s
currently produced sound. This, as an epistemic domain made relevant to the
Orchestra’s playing, can be conceptualised as distinct from other epistemic domains,
such as the musical score. By making relevant the online and dynamic orchestral sound,
an epistemic domain to which the Conductor has privileged access by virtue of the
spatial arrangement of the orchestra (see Chapter 5 of this thesis), the Conductor orients
the participants in the interaction to that epistemic domain and thus to his own
privileged perceptual epistemic access.
Subsequent to the presentation of the problem, the Conductor offers an assessment of
the Orchestra’s playing, line 6, “I’m gonna say that this side’s right”. Following this, the
50

Represented in the transcript as a lower-case cm.
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Viola Player takes a turn (line 8, “Hurrah”) and the Conductor uses gesture (line 9) to
perform the first-pair part in the activity-shift sequence that, as seen in the other
extracts, should be responded to by the Orchestra moving to playing positions, and then
to playing. In this case, however, the sequence is interrupted by laughter (line 10). The
Conductor re-works the first-pair part in line 11, saying “and”, simultaneously to which
the Orchestra perform the second-pair part response, moving to playing positions. The
Conductor, in line 12, takes a turn and says, “That’s how I hear it. Letter E. And”. The
end of line 12 coincides with the Conductor’s beating gesture, to which the Orchestra
respond by playing. This transition to playing sequence is clearly problematic; the
Conductor initially produces the first-pair part in line 9 and re-works it in lines 11 and
12. In line 12, the Conductor’s talk re-orients the participants to the problem raised
earlier (“how I hear it”, referring back to line 3). He then gives a location in the music
(“Letter E”) and performs a spoken cue to commence playing (“And”). Line 12 is
produced by the Conductor after the Orchestra have produced a second-pair part to the
earlier re-working in line 11 and can therefore be seen to be the Conductor re-opening
the activity shift sequence. This suggests that the Conductor is intentionally seeking to
achieve some interactional goal, beyond re-working a first-pair part to elicit the
Orchestra’s playing position response which has already been achieved.
Specifying a rehearsal mark (“Letter E”) from which the Orchestra will play and then
cueing the Orchestra to play are actions reserved to the Conductor. To adopt the
terminology of membership categorisation (Hester and Eglin 1997, Housley and
Fitzgerald 2002, Schegloff 2007b), they are category-bound actions (Sacks 1995), the
(observable) performance of which is the means whereby categories can be deployed
and members can be categorised. From this perspective, therefore, the Conductor in line
12 does three things: firstly, he reorients to an already-taken perceptual epistemic
stance; and then performs two category-bound actions (specifying temporal location and
cueing), in quick succession. By performing category-bound actions, he simultaneously
deploys the ‘conductor’ as a membership category and makes his own membership of
this category relevant to the Orchestra. The collocation of perceptual epistemic stancetaking with this categorisation work suggests that the Conductor may be orienting to the
deployment of such perceptual knowledge as a category-bound action itself. Hearing the
current orchestral sound, the resulting knowledge and judgements made about changes
in playing can be thus understood as being thought of by the Conductor as specific to
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the ‘conductor’ category. Potentially, therefore, this could suggest that Conductor’s “I +
hear” perceptual epistemic stance-taking is deployed to invoke the category of
‘conductor’ and make his categorisation as such relevant to interactions with the
Orchestra.
The final example (Extract 5) opens with the Conductor addressing the ensemble,
moving out of a prior interaction between the Conductor and the Concertmaster. This
shift to more ‘public’ recipients can be seen in line 1, where the Conductor opens with
“guys” and “ladies and gentlemen”. The interaction concerns a problem (“a can of
worms”, line 2) with the string articulation51, described in the Conductor’s turn in lines
6, 7 and 9 as a required change in sound. In response, the Concertmaster produces a turn
in line 10, latched on to the Conductor’s utterance. The Concertmaster transforms the
Conductor’s problem, simultaneously reconstructing a “sound” or “length” (line 5)
problem as “bowing” (line 11) and proposing a solution. This solution is then accepted
by the Conductor and the interaction moves to an activity shift sequence into playing,
with humorous interjections from the Concertmaster (line 26) and Cello Leader (CEL)
(line 27), to which the Orchestra respond with laughter (line 28). The extract finishes
with the string sections (ss) playing the proposed solution (i.e. using different bowing to
produce the desired articulation).

51

Articulation refers to the transition between different notes, achieved through the use
of different playing technique. Common examples include staccato (separated or
shorter) and legato (connected or lengthened).
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preceded by interaction between CMA and CON - then CON voice louder and
addresses whole group.
CON
CMA
CEL
or
ss

conductor
concertmaster
cello leader
orchestra
string section

“can of worms”
1
CON
guys/(0.4) i- ladies and genlemen/(0.6) I/ (1.2) i’m gonna open a
2
can of worms (0.3) willingly and knowingly (0.6) this a:rticulation/
3
(0.5) ok/ (0.3) if I’ve given you the wrong information then I:
4
accept the responsibility (.) obviously (0.4) but then it’s too5
when we played it then it’s too long (0.6) it should be (0.3)
6
dudludl da didlidl da dudludl da:: (.) that sort of sound (.) not
7
(0.3) didlidl da:i: [didlda]a:i:
8
CMA
[#yes#]
#nod#
9
CON
dildidl da:=
10
CMA
=i understand that bu-but that ah it seems to me when we play it
11
with the OTher bowing WE are playing longer than the bottom end are
11
I think it’s easier for THEM to do this bowing and sound the
13
SAME [as us- as] US doing the REtake/
14
CON
[sound the same/]
15
?
(inaud.)(COM: may be CEL)
16
CON
yes (0.2) and (0.7)
17
CEL
causing the rall/
18
CON
causing the ensemble/
19
CEL
ensemble to r20
CON
to rock\
21
?
(inaud.)(COM: may be CEL)
22
CMA
we can play it shorter with the as it comes bowing it’s NOt an issue
23
we can do that #but/#
#shrug#
24
CON
let’s just try i- can we just try it +str+ings/ (1.4) and i’m sorry
+..+rh conducting position+->33
25
to open the (.) can of worms
26
CMA
no you didn’t (.) #he did#
#point to CEL#
27
CEL
~no I’m sorry~
~rh raise~
28
or
*laughter for 1.5* **laughter**
29
CON
**it’s +not+ c-**
+head shake+
30
CON
nun+unu
+...+lh conducting position+-->>
31
CMA
#moves to playing position#
32
CON
and/ (0.6) ^just the strings (0.4) yeah (1.2) and (0.7) +one/+^
33
+rh beat+
34
ss
^moves to playing positions^
35
co
+rh beat+
36
ss
^starts playing^
goes into playing

Extract 8-5 "can of worms"

In his turn (lines 10–13), the Concertmaster latches on to the Conductor’s immediately
prior turn, saying “I understand” and continuing by saying “but it seems to me when we
play it”. This construction “it seems to me + play” assigns an epistemic stance to the
Concertmaster’s own talk about the length of the sound, “we are playing longer than the
bottom end” (line 11). In this utterance, the Concertmaster positions himself as K+ with
respect to the epistemic domain of the current orchestral sound. However, the Concertmaster’s utterance also marks that his access to this domain is mediated through a
particular perceptual channel. Similarly to “hear”, “seems to me + play” invokes a
perceptual basis for the epistemic status of the speaker, but encompasses more than the
aural perception of sound, extending to the corporeal experience of playing.
The Concertmaster’s turn moves the recipient of the utterance (the Conductor) along an
epistemic gradient from K− to K+. The object of the Concertmaster’s stance (“playing
longer”) is the knowledge that actually changes the Conductor’s epistemic status. The
Concertmaster’s stance-taking on that object specifies the domain in which this move is
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occurring. This is broadly similar to the Conductor’s epistemic stance-taking, in which
he can be seen to be using “I+hear” to specify the epistemic domain of current
orchestral sound to move the Orchestral players from K− to K+. Contrasting with the
other extracts discussed here, in this example the Concertmaster contributes to the ongoing rehearsal process by moving the Conductor along an epistemic gradient rather
than the Conductor contributing to the Orchestra knowledge. By taking a corporeal
perceptual epistemic stance, the Concertmaster explicitly invokes an access to the
epistemic domain of current orchestral sound that is privileged to players; the
judgement is based on perception which occurs “when we play”. Potentially, there is
face-saving and confrontation mitigation work being done here which is similar to the
Conductor’s increasing of epistemic marking in tandem with the increasing specificity
of judgement discussed above.
Finally, the participants in this conversation are explicitly orienting to “information”, as
can be seen in the Conductor’s turn, line 3, “if I’ve given you the wrong information”.
Similarly, the question of who is responsible for “opening” the “can of worms” (lines
24– 27) show this orientation not just to “information” but to the sources and origins of
such “information”. This is suggestive of a general orientation within orchestral
interaction to knowledge, and to the sources of such knowledge. The players themselves
are concerned with what is known, how it is known and by whom. In this instance,
orchestral musicians explicitly discuss the sources of knowledge and “information”,
which is potential evidence that where knowledge comes from is an important
dimension of orchestral interaction for the participants themselves.

8.6.

Transformation of knowing through epistemic stance
taking

The premise of orchestral rehearsal is to develop a shared understanding and
performance of a particular interpretation of a music work destined for public
performance. This interpretation, conceptualised of as a domain of knowledge about
‘how to play for this performance’, exists in a conductor’s mind at the start of the
rehearsal period. This knowledge about an upcoming performance of a music work
needs to be transmitted to the members of the orchestra in order for the performance to
achieve a conductor’s vision and interpretation. The orchestral rehearsal can thus be
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understood as the site of knowledge transmission from conductor to orchestra. This
transmission is achieved through the interactions which constitute the rehearsal and,
specifically, through a conductor providing the orchestra with feedback and direction on
their playing of the music under preparation. A conductor uses the interactions which
make up the rehearsal to move orchestral players into more knowledgeable interactional
positions about his performance goals and desires. A conductor moves the players from
K− about his orchestral vision to somewhere further along the gradient towards K+. The
success of the performance can be dependent on the success of this transformation of
musicians from unknowing, with regards to a specific interpretation, to more knowing.
The extracts discussed in this chapter show that this transformation along this epistemic
gradient into more knowing interactional participants is achieved through smaller, local
‘hops’ of knowing. The Conductor uses the local, online, evolving sound of the
Orchestra to ‘tweak’ and change how the musicians understand and perform the music
work. The judgements and directions the Conductor gives the Orchestra are marked,
explicitly, as being based on his responses to the local and online sound. The Conductor
is not using abstract reasonings or invoking scholarly understandings of the work to
justify or position his desired changes. Rather, he takes stances on his judgements
(which can themselves be stances) which mark such judgements as being based in the
moment-by-moment orchestral unfolding exploration of the music work in rehearsal. By
using perceptual epistemic stances to mark the assessments as subjective, personal and
perceptual the Conductor orients to them as immediate responses to the aural
environment. The Conductor marks his interactional moves as being exactly that –
interactional. He is demonstrating that he is listening to the Orchestra’s playing and is
engaging with what they are already producing. He is positioning himself as being ‘in
the moment’ with the Orchestra rather than as a distant, authoritative figure not actively
involved in the production of the music performance.
By marking his assessments as based on his own, personal (“I”, “to me”) and subjective
judgements, the Conductor is also allowing for the possibility of other perspectives on
this rich and complex soundscape. Marking a judgement as perceptual rather than as
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factual allows, however slimly, for the potentiality of other valid perceptions.52 The
perceptual epistemic stance-taking is doing part of the work of respecting and validating
the perspectives of the 80+ highly professional musicians within the rehearsal space. In
turn, this allows for musicians to become part of a collaborative construction, or reconstruction, of the final, desired performance vision. Holding the musicians’
perceptual perspectives as validly extant allows for the kind of mutual construction of
both problem and solution seen in Extract 5. The Conductor and Concertmaster move
each other along the epistemic domain ‘the current orchestral sound’, marking their
contributions as coming from explicitly category-bound actions and their attendant
perceptions, hearing and playing, respectively. Perceptual epistemic stances enable each
member of the orchestra to orient to the local leaps of knowledge as being about the
‘now’ and are part of helping the musicians to develop appropriate responses, in their
playing, to the judgements made by the Conductor. Perceptual epistemic stances
therefore are an important part of the practices which allow the Conductor’s utterances
to have consequentiality across the rehearsal.
It is this consequentiality of action which gives the Conductor, and his utterances,
authority within the orchestral rehearsal. Following Schutz’ (1964) conceptualisation of
authoritative knowledge, the Conductor’s perceptual epistemic stances, by playing a
role in enacting change in musician behaviour, can be seen as part of what makes it
possible for the Conductor to be understood, and responded to, as an authority figure
within orchestral rehearsal. The Conductor achieves change in others’ behaviour by
achieving change in their state of knowing, by increasing the musicians’ epistemic
access to the domain of ‘how to play’ locally (in the perceptual moment) and as these
local moments of change build up over a rehearsal period towards the global,
performance-directed goal of achieving a unified understanding and interpretation of a
music piece.

8.7.

Summary

In this chapter I have shown that musicians use their bodies and bodily perceptions as
sources of knowing within orchestral rehearsal. I have argued that epistemic stancetaking within the orchestra is similar to stance taking in other interactions but differs in
52

This contrasts with the more inexperienced CSO conductor, Balkier, who relied more
heavily on invoking the ‘edited’ version of the music score in his rehearsals.
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the ways these bodily perceptions are deployed and understood. The analysis has shown
that musicians, through talk, orient to sources of knowledge as important for moving the
rehearsal towards their professional goal of creative performance. The next chapter of
this thesis moves away from talk to the gestures and observability of action within the
orchestral rehearsal.
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9. The orchestral social situation
The preceding chapter of this thesis argued that musicians’ bodies are an important
source and site of both knowledge and the performance of knowing within orchestral
interaction. I showed that orchestral musicians and conductor as participants in the
orchestral interaction move along gradients from ‘less knowledgeable’ to ‘more
knowledgeable’ as part of the process of developing a shared understanding of the
mutual goal of performance. In this chapter I shall continue to examine the embodied
and situated nature of orchestral interaction specifically considering the relationships
between gesture observability and the construction and performance of social roles
across musical performance.

9.1.

An ethnographic account of a CSO concert

This thesis began by, in Chapter 5, analysing the creation of the rehearsal space at the
very start of a rehearsal cycle. In this chapter I would like to begin by turning to the end
of the rehearsal process and examining the final product of the rehearsal – the orchestral
performance. During my observation period with the orchestra each rehearsal cycle led
to a minimum of one performance, including the one ethnographically transcribed
below.
As I arrive at the concert hall for the evening’s performance I am a little early
and so I see orchestral musicians returning to the stage door; some are still
dressed casually and others have already changed into their performance
clothes. The musicians are recognisable because they use the stage door rather
than the public entrance and because most are carrying their instruments. I wait,
with other early audience arrivals in an increasingly busy, noisy foyer where
people are buying and collecting pre-paid tickets as well as having pre-concert
drinks, reading programs and browsing the many displays and brochures
available selling later concerts in the CSO’s season. Twenty minutes before the
concert is due to begin the audience doors to the hall are opened by waistcoated
ushers and the audience begins to enter the performance space. The audience
seating in this venue is tiered across three levels and as we approach the 8pm
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start time the tiers fill up rapidly. More than two thousand audience members
are arriving and being guided to their upholstered seats by the ushers. Many
people are chatting and there is an expectant, excited hum of noise across the
venue. The lights in the audience seating are still bright but the stage is more
warmly lit than the audience area. The stage contains chairs, stands and music
ready for the performance; some chairs have musical equipment such as mutes
also ‘pre-set’. Two minutes before the scheduled start time the heavy doors
leading onto either side of the stage are opened from backstage and the
orchestra begins to file on. There is no particular order to the musicians’ entry
and we see some of the stage crew come onto the stage very briefly to make
final adjustments to the positioning of chairs and stands. Once the orchestra is
seated, the ‘house’ (audience) lights are dimmed, a brief announcement is made
reminding us to turn off mobile phones and the audience falls silent. The
assistant concertmaster then stands and with a nod asks the first oboist to play a
concert ‘A’. The winds and then brass tune first and will be followed by the
strings. The assistant concertmaster stands very still waiting calmly for the wind
and brass to finish, then as a fresh ‘A’ is given the assistant concertmaster sits
and begin to tune – this is the signal to the scores of string players to begin their
own tuning. Tuning is brief as all the players have tuned backstage and are only
making final, small alterations in response to the conditions (such as heat from
the bright lights) on the stage. A brief moment of silence follows and the
concertmaster enters from the left (stage right) to audience applause. Arriving at
their seat the concertmaster performs a solo bow towards to the audience then
takes their seat at the front of the first violins. Another brief pause in
anticipatory silence and the same door re-opens and the conductor, who this
evening is Sir Robert Bettany, emerges. As the audience applauds the
concertmaster leads the orchestra in standing. The concertmaster cannot
actually see the conductor entering and uses a combination of the sound of the
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applause and the principal cellist’s facial expression (as they have a clear view)
to decide when to stand. Sir Robert walks through the orchestra and shakes
hands with the concertmaster. As the conductor mounts the podium in
preparation for beginning to conduct the concertmaster leads the orchestra in
sitting. Sir Robert raises his hands, and the members of the orchestra playing in
the first few bars move into playing positions. The music begins.

At the end of each piece the audience, who have been sitting quietly with only
the occasional rustle of a program or muffled cough to interrupt their stillness,
now applauds and Sir Robert gestures to the orchestra that they should stand
using a two handed lifting motion as if gathering the orchestra into his arms and
raising them up. He bows in acknowledgement of the audience’s appreciative
applause and then leaves the stage via the door through which he entered. Once
Sir Robert has left the stage the concertmaster leads the orchestra is sitting.
Minor set-up changes are made between pieces; individual players are brought
on and off in response to the next piece’s requirements. The next piece on the
program begins in the same way as the first.

At the interval, once bowing is over the orchestra sits briefly then as the
audience lights are brought up and the hall fills again with audience noise the
musicians leave the stage. Many of the concert-goers exit the hall to seek
refreshments or simply stretch their legs. Meanwhile the stage crew enter the
now dimly lit stage to re-arrange the set-up for the second part (post-interval) of
the concert. Towards the end of the interval (which is 20 minutes long) the
players come onto the stage more gradually than at the beginning of the concert.
Tonight the first oboist is first back on stage but is soon joined by several other
players. Some of the early re-arrivals onto the stage use the time to warm-up in
situ but others simply sit waiting or reading their music. A warning bell is heard
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throughout the hall and foyer advising patrons to return to their seats. A few
minutes after the bell the stage lights are brought up as the house lights are
brought down signaling the beginning of the second half of the concert.

As the house and stage lights change over the audience falls quiet and the
second part of the concert progresses in much the same way as the first. The
main difference occurs at the end when bows are taken. When these bows begin
and Sir Robert gesturally asks the orchestra to stand the musicians stay seated
so that Sir Robert Bettany must take the first bow alone – this is a common sign
of particular respect and appreciation for an esteemed conductor. He bows to
the audience, then gesturally asks the orchestra to stand again and they do. Sir
Robert takes a further bow on behalf of the orchestra then he nods to the
orchestra asking them sit and leaves the stage. At the end of this concert several
bows are taken with the conductor leaving the stage after each bow and then
returning from sidestage for further bows. Sir Robert knows to return to the
stage and take another bow because the audience’s thunderous applause
intensifies as he waits off stage. This insistent applause is augmented by the
orchestra joining in after the first of the bows. Some players applaud with their
hands but many also wave their bows or clap holding their instruments using
the side of their leg or the outside of one of their hands. Sir Robert shakes hands
with all the principal string players and acknowledges each section of the
orchestra with an arm extended in their direction. As he leaves the stage for the
final time the musicians follow him, the house lights are brought up and both
orchestra and audience leave the venue.

In Chapter 5 of this thesis (Section 5.2.1) I argue that the purpose of the rehearsal
process is to enable a shared musical interpretation to be created across the orchestra,
and that the goal of the rehearsal process is a ‘good’ performance. With the performance
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ethnographically described above the CSO achieved their mutual goal; a well attended
and well received public performance. The public performance is the culmination of the
focused musical work as well as the devotion to the strict managing of shared time and
space discussed in Section 5.1 of this thesis. The audience attending the concert shares
an orientation to a punctual start time; patrons arrive in advance of the concert
beginning and venue staff are primed to close doors to prevent late comers from
disturbing the first musical moments. The singular moment of the baton ‘coming down’
into the first beat of the first piece is a highly ritualised and specifically timed moment
attended to by several thousand people within the concert hall space. This shared
culturally constructed moment is made possible, foreshadowed and, quite literally,
rehearsed by the orchestra during the rehearsal process.
The audience, in an amphitheatre-like seating arrangement, mirror the orchestra with
sight lines of utmost importance; every audience member can ‘see’ the conductor but
not necessarily see every single member of the orchestra or other members of the
audience. The listeners in the audience are constructed into sharing the ‘looking’ which
is so important within the orchestra and are shown where to look and when prompted
and helped by the lighting cues discussed below. The orchestra, management and
operations staff who work explicitly to create the time and space structures which shape
orchestral rehearsal and performance are joined by venue staff in bringing the audience
into these shared orientations so that even novice concert attendees are able to
contribute to achieving the successful performance outcome.
There are key differences between rehearsal and performance in the way the space is
shared between operations and musical staff. In performance the space is held for the
music and music directed action only. Operations staff remain strictly offstage during
performance; in the event of a crisis (or ill health) musicians make their way off-stage
for assistance between movements. Less extraneous equipment is brought into the
musical space (no newspapers or phones for example) although spare strings in pockets
are commonly brought onto the stage and both wind and brass players keep mutes and
‘emergency’ tools within their personal spaces between chairs and stands (as discussed
in Section 7.2 of this thesis).
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Earlier in this thesis, in Section 5.5, I argue that musicians are taking a ‘moral stance’
(Goodwin 2007) with respect to shared goals and purpose. The configuration of time
and space in performance privileges the musical playing even more highly than in
rehearsal. The spatio-temporal construction of the performance encompassing who is
permitted in the space and when as well as the physical, spatial layout of people across
operations staff (‘back stage’), venue staff (‘front of house’), orchestra and audience are
instrumental and cooperatives stances through which the participants take or show their
moral stance towards the shared goal of performance.
To help illustrate the atmosphere within a concert hall and visual perspectives of the
musicians and audience during performance I include here images of similar events. I
am precluded from using images of the actual performance described above as to do so
would identify the CSO itself.
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I

Image 9.1 - Marin Alsop. Copyright Alessandra Fratus / the artist.

Image 9.2 - Riccardo Muti. Copyright David Collins / Daily
Telegraph

Image 9.3 - Barbican. Copyright Chris Lee

Image 9.5 - Berlin Philharmonic. Copyright Berlin Philharmonic

Image 9.4 - Wiener Musikverein. Copyright
Richard Schuster
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Images 9.1 and 9.2 are essentially pictures of the two conductors (Marin Alsop and
Riccardo Muti) in action but they also helpfully show the stage foregrounded and the
audience backgrounded. The images have been taken from where the percussion or
perhaps brass musicians might be seated. Thus they give a good idea of those
musicians’ visual perspectives during a performance. We can see that the people on the
stage are well-lit and easily visible but that the audience is, especially after the first few
rows, dimly-lit and not easily distinguishable. The musicians’ view is constricted and
directed toward activity onstage because they simply cannot meaningfully visually
perceive what is happening in ‘the house’. Where the light does, and does not, fall
circumscribes where musicians can, and cannot, see. The light limits and directs the
musicians’ gaze visually dampening the actions of the audience while the heat and
brightness of the stage lighting is a constant bodily perceived reminder that the
musicians are on show.
Images 9.3 – 9.5 show the audience perspective. In Images 9.3 and 9.4 the house lights
and the stage lights are both on so we can expect these images to be perhaps at the very
end of an interval. The stages are more brightly lit than the audience seating but the
contrast is not, at these moments, great. The orchestra is clearly visible from the
extremes of the audience seating (far left on the bottom of Image 9.3 and far right on the
top tier of 9.4). The lighting contrast in Image 9.5, where the orchestra is standing,
shows very clearly the difference between the way the musicians and the audience are
lit. In Image 9.5, from the audience perspective we are looking in towards the light, and
because we (the viewers) are not within the bright lights we are able to better
distinguish the figures in the relative darkness.
It is important to remember that while the orchestral spatial arrangement, shown in
Images 9.1-5 illustrate the spatial arrangements constructed for the purpose of artistic
and creative endeavour these images also show workplaces for scores of professional
musicians, operations and venue staff. The occupational health and safety
considerations discussed in Section 5.4.1 are also apparent in the performance spaces
pictured. Images 9.1 and 9.2 show the ‘safety bar’ behind the conductor designed to
provide a proprioceptive cue to the conductor that they are nearing the edge of the
platform rather than completely prevent a fall. As discussed in both Chapters 5 and 7 of
this thesis the stage is a workplace where not only the cognitive work of orchestral
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music is performed but which actively constructs, shapes and limits the cognition of the
individual and group. The orchestral performance and rehearsal workspaces are not
dissimilar to other workplaces in which the specific arrangement of people in time and
space is critical to achieving a mutual goal and purpose. Similar examples include
surgery (Mondada 2011), doctor-patient interactions (Heritage 2010), ship navigation
(Hutchins 1995a), airplane cockpits (Hutchins 1995b, Hutchins & Klausen 1996), and
auctions (Heath & Luff 2011, Heath 2012) in which the specific arrangement of
material artefacts, and the co-presence of participants at particular times is critical;
without people being in the ‘right’ place at the ‘right’ time with the ‘right’ artefacts, the
activity cannot proceed.

9.1.1.

The concert hall and the social situation

I will now consider the orchestral performance within a traditional concert hall in terms
of Goffman’s ‘social situation’. In The Neglected Situation, Goffman defines the social
situation “as an environment of mutual monitoring possibilities anywhere within which
an individual will find himself accessible to the naked senses of all others who are
“present”, and similarly find them accessible to him.” (Goffman 1964:135). Goffman
also lays further requirements onto the social situation; there must be a minimum of two
people present and the ways in which they engage with one another will be socially
organised and culturally constructed. We can see clearly that the orchestral performance
in a concert hall involves more than two participants present in the same physical space.
In CSO’s main concert hall, where the above described concert occurred, there is
seating for over two thousand audience members plus up to several hundred performers.
These many participants come together and share this physical space in one another’s
presence for an average of around two hours. How and when the space is shared is
highly organised and explicitly managed. The concert is advertised as having a
particular start time, the doors to the venue’s foyer are often open during the day but the
performance space is opened up to the audience at a very specific time by ushers who
are directed by layers of venue management. Even the orchestra members’ access to the
space is delineated by venue management. There are structural constraints on when and
where the social situation may occur; within the concert hall at the time sold to
customers (audience). These rigid constraints are understood as such a limiting part of
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orchestral performance that, in the modern day, in an attempt to reach a wider public
these boundaries of the ‘orchestral situation’ are being actively disrupted with pop-up
style concerts and flash mobs. Within these time and space delineations of the concert
the ways in which interactions are permitted and performed are further culturally
constructed. Understanding where to sit, and when to sit as well as when to turn off
mobile phones is explicitly managed with staff and announcements instructing and
policing the ‘rules’. There are more subtle cues which one is socialised into by attending
concerts such as which behaviours (talking/not talking) the changes in lighting levels
allow and when to applaud. The latter particularly is the subject of fierce discussion in
the industry as many performers believe that silence between movements or sections of
music is necessary for the musical ‘flow’ while others believe these ‘unspoken’ rules
stifle appreciation of particularly moving or impressive performances. What to wear and
when to applaud are explicitly addressed in the ‘outreach’ or expansion of audience
work done by some companies, festivals and orchestras marketing departments (the
BBC Proms guides to ‘promming’ being the best and most current examples).
As mentioned above the orchestral performance as social situation involves nearly three
thousand individuals comprising venue staff, performers, technical crew and audience.
Goffman writes about gatherings; large numbers of people sharing physical proximity
but with smaller encounters occurring within the space. During the interval, pre concert
and post concert the concert hall can be understood as such a site. The people
participant within the hall form a large gathering with an enormous potentiality of
smaller ‘encounters’ possible. Each smaller encounter, whether it is a conversation
about later plans, comments on the size of the audience or a negotiation of arm-rest
sharing, conforms to Goffman’s idea of being ‘mute and distant’. These smaller
interactions are somewhat in the background in relation to the other encounters inside
the building. However, once the cues begin for the actual performance (doors closing,
announcements, lighting changes) these smaller, more intimate encounters with varied
goals and participants reduce. At this point the participants’ attentions which had been
diverse and profuse come together. The gathering transforms and transmutes into one
single encounter where thousands of interactants “jointly ratify one another as
authorised cosustainers of a single, albeit moving, focus of visual and cognitive
attention.” (Goffman 1964:135). This, what I would like to term a ‘super encounter’,
can still hold within it various moments where smaller encounters momentarily unfold
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but the concert hall does not return to the gathering until the central, shared and
common purpose is completed. Indeed, when attention becomes divided participants
can, and do, explicitly un-ratify one another and cause a breakdown in the unfolding
encounter (and music).
We can test this theoretical construction of the concert by examining various individuals
within the concert hall using Goffman’s four central ideas from his definition of the
social situation: being accessible; having access; minimum of two people; and
engagement between these people being socially and culturally organised. The second
clarinetist, seated at the end of the second row (back row) of the woodwind section on
stage finds himself within such “an environment of mutual monitoring possibilities”
(Goffman 1964:135). The clarinetist is not alone, so we have the minimum number of
participants needed for the monitoring to be ‘mutual’ and he is confined within the
physical limits of a shared space. He is visually accessible to others; the way he is
positioned onstage on a riser allows every single audience member seated in the CSO’s
concert hall to be able to see him. He is visually accessible to all members of the
orchestra as well although some may have to turn to see him and those directly in front
of him would need to turn round further than the social conventions of orchestral
performance allow. The acoustic design of the space and the cultural design of the
activities of orchestral composition and performance also allow the second clarinetist to
be aurally accessible to every other individual within the space. Goffman’s idea of the
‘naked senses’ is important here as, I will argue later, there might be some flexibility in
how the senses are moderated for this particular social situation but for the clarinetist
onstage there is no amplification and his actions are perceptible by ordinary or ‘naked’
senses within the space (d/Deaf and visually impaired participants notwithstanding if we
understand ‘naked’ as meaning not specially modified for this particular interaction).
Turning to the mutuality of accessibility the actions and behaviours of others are also
accessible to the clarinetist. Clearly there is a sliding scale of accessibility in some
respects where the other clarinetists are most accessible due to physical proximity but
then the conductor is most visually accessible on his podium with the chairs set up to
construct the individual musician’s gaze towards him. The second clarinetist does not
have visual access to his colleagues in the percussion section but his aural access to
them is so strongly possible that it is muted by a baffle to protect his hearing. The
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audience is visually accessible to the clarinetist although this, again, is reduced by the
distance and lighting as demonstrated in Images 9.1 and 9.2.
The conductor, as a second example, shares this ‘environment of mutual monitoring’
being present within the same performance space once he has made his entrance
onstage. Prior to that the conductor is side stage and has access to activity within the
hall via video screens but his own activity is not subject to monitoring by those within
the hall so is missing the mutuality of monitoring. Upon taking his first steps onto the
stage the conductor becomes immediately accessible to the audience. However, his
actions are not accessible to the entire orchestra at this point. Specifically, the first and
second violins (through which sections a conductor will normally enter) depend on the
monitoring of the celli and concertmaster to respond to the conductor’s entrance by
standing. Once on the podium the conductor is at the centre of the orchestra’s gaze. The
audience seating, amphitheatre-like, also organises the audience’s gaze toward the
centre front of the stage; the position of the conductor’s podium. The conductor’s
activity is the most visually accessible in the concert hall. The visual perspectives on his
activity vary widely depending on the individual’s positioning and may not include his
left or right side variously. For much of the audience the view is almost entirely of the
back of the conductor and many small gestures are not visually accessible. However, the
larger movements and the musical results of his actions render him accessible to all
within the shared physical space. The conductor’s job is to monitor the sounds on stage,
directing modifications shaping the musician actions in real time. While turned towards
the orchestra and deeply involved in this unfolding encounter the conductor’s ‘naked
senses’ still allow him to access the audience.

9.1.2.

Aural monitoring in the orchestral social situation

In the concert hall the orchestra and its audience come together to share what is
essentially an aural experience; music. While this thesis discusses the importance of
visual action in creating musical performance the ultimate goal of the orchestra is to
create sound as performance and share that sound with a live audience. Within the
large-scale ‘gathering’ or ‘super encounter’ in the concert hall during the performance
both the audience and orchestra’s joint attention is focused on the aural. The individual
members of the orchestra are accessing the sounds produced by others and responding
to those sounds in real time to create the music. The audience monitors the sounds
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produced as they travel from the stage out into the auditorium enjoying, or otherwise,
the balance and interpretation of the performance. Indeed, the audience’s aural access to
the orchestral sound and performance can perhaps be understood as their purpose, or
one of their social purposes, within the concert hall super encounter.
The aural monitoring is not a simple or unidirectional act. Aural access is bidirectional
within the concert hall space allowing for aural monitoring to also become bidirectional
within the orchestral performance. Members of the orchestra are able to hear noise and
sound occurring within the seating area of the auditorium even though, especially in
modern halls, the building is engineered to create optimal sound access from audience
to orchestra rather than vice-versa. The orchestra is aware of the sound, or lack of
sound, from audience throughout a performance but this is most clearly demonstrated at
two times when the cultural rules for this comingling are disrupted within performance:
applause and heckling.
Once a performance has ended the orchestra’s aural attention clearly and obviously is
directed at the audience. We see this as the members of the orchestra respond to
applause. These responses include standing and bowing but also whether or not to
return to the stage for further bows and whether to perform an encore. The performers
make these judgements based on their aural perception, their aural monitoring, of the
audience’s expression of their appreciation or otherwise of the performance. An
orchestra rarely begins an encore when most of the audience has already left the
building having given brief applause for an underwhelming performance. Within
orchestral circles applause which occurs after a performance can be understood as the
‘right kind’ of applause. This is similar to the second pair part of an adjacency pair
(Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974, Goodwin & Heritage 1990, Schegloff 2007a)
coming at the ‘right time’ in the interaction. If the first pair part is understood as the
orchestral playing, sometimes audiences get it ‘wrong’ and the response, the second pair
part, occurs before the first pair part has finished. In these instances, most often between
movements (sections) of a single work, the orchestra will pause and wait for the
applause to finish before continuing but they do not acknowledge the applause with
bowing. It is the orchestra’s aural access to the sound that the audience produces that
allows the orchestra to negotiate a response to this interactional move from the
audience.
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These disruptions highlight the interactional rather than passive nature of the super
encounter in the concert hall. The channel that the audience uses for disruption, whether
accidental or purposeful, is usually aural. This type of interruption could also be termed
‘heckling’. This term encompasses negative interruptions as opposed to positive ones.
Mistimed applause with a positive intention is such a common breaking of the cultural
expectations within the concert hall that orchestras and conductors have developed a
clear and consistent strategy for dealing with it. Waiting for quiet and then continuing is
so regularised it gives the interactional moves almost an insertion sequence-like quality.
Negative disruptions elicit less conventionalised responses but also show more clearly
how even a small amount of sound from an audience is perceived by the orchestra.
Two recent examples of negative concert hall disruption involve the actions of
conductors. Riccardo Muti stopped a performance of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra
in 2018 in response to what was variously reported as coughing and/or talking from the
audience53. He admonished the audience, his speech reported as either “It’s enough” or
possibly an expletive, then resumed the performance of Chant sur la Mort de Joseph
Hadyn by Cherubini. In 2012 Alan Gilbert halted a performance of Mahler’s 9th
Symphony with the New York Philharmonic until a ringtone from a mobile phone had
been silenced54. Both of these incidents, and others like them, show that the orchestra
(or at least the conductor in these examples) not only have Goffman’s aural access to
the audience but are also actively monitoring and responding to the audience’s actions
within the interactional space.
Audience disruption incidents also show that the non-conductor performers have visual
access to the audience. Violinist Anne-Sophie Mutter refused to continue her
performance of Beethoven’s Violin Concerto with the Cincinnati Symphony in 2019
until a member of the audience in the front row stopped filming the concert on their
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CSO Maestro Riccardo Muti briefly halts performance after audience member coughs
https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/breaking/ct-met-muti-cso-muti-haltsperformance-disruption-20180625-story.html
54
Ringing finally ended, but there’s no button to stop shame
https://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/13/nyregion/ringing-finally-stopped-butconcertgoers-alarm-persists.html
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mobile phone55. The incident sparked debate about who should be able to film a
performance but what is interesting here is that Mutter, while the centre of the
audience’s visual attention, was co-temporally monitoring the audience’s actions to
such an extent that she was able to perceive a single audience member breaking the
‘rules’ of live performance. The particular audience member was reported as being very
near the front of the hall; had they been further back Mutter’s visual monitoring may not
have picked up the behaviour.
Finally, there are also occasions on which audience-to-audience monitoring is what
results in concert disruption. In 2016 Mahan Esfahani abandoned a performance of
Steve Reich’s Piano Phase when booing and shouting broke out during his concert with
the Concerto Köln56. The Reich performance required Esfahani to wear headphones so
it was several minutes before he realised that a large portion of the audience were
arguing amongst themselves both objecting to the initial booing and defending it. He
abandoned the Reich and continued the concert with a performance of a CPE Bach
harpsichord concerto.
These incidents demonstrate the fragility of the performer-audience understanding or
agreement that the audience provides a quiet, almost silent, space within the concert hall
for the orchestra to perform. They also serve to underline that while the purpose of the
concert is for the audience to listen to the orchestra’s performance, or to put it in
Goffman’s terms for the audience to access and monitor the orchestra’s actions, the
audience itself is also subject to monitoring from the orchestra (including conductor and
soloists). The monitoring is very much mutual and the interaction is shaped by the aural
and visual perceptions in both directions: from audience to orchestra and from orchestra
to audience.

55

Violinist Anne-Sophie Mutter stops mid-concerto as audience member starts filming
https://www.classicfm.com/music-news/violinist-anne-sophie-mutter-beethovensmartphone/
56
Cologne 'stunned' by audience catcalls at Iranian harpsichordist's concert https://www.dw.com/en/cologne-stunned-by-audience-catcalls-at-iranianharpsichordists-concert/a-19086046
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9.1.3.

Audience – Performer accessibility

The capacity for the audience and performers on stage to be able to access each other’s
actions and behaviours depends, to a certain extent, on the environmental conditions of
light and sound within the concert hall. Figure 9.1 below charts the relative levels of
both light and sound across a CSO concert. The light refers to the level of lighting (from
near darkness to bright stage lighting) in which the interactants are passively placed (ie.
they do not control the lighting themselves rather it is imposed by technicians and
venue/stage management). The sound refers to the sound actively produced by the two
groups themselves. The orchestra’s light and sound is charted in blue, unbroken lines
and the audience’s levels are shown in red, dotted lines.
As discussed above in Section 9.1 concert halls are never completely dark during a
performance. I have therefore termed these levels dominant lighting and non-dominant
lighting; dominant lighting for when the area is fully lit and non-dominant when it is
more dimly lit.
Figure 9-1 - Audience / orchestra relative light and sound status during concert
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In this particular concert the orchestra lighting stays at dominant levels for the entire
length of the event. However, the audience lighting levels swap between dominant and
non-dominant being only brightly lit before the concert, during interval and after the
concert.
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The bottom layer of Figure 9.1 shows the sound production levels which have a little
more complexity. I am again using the terms dominant and non-dominant because as
discussed above in the ethnographic account the concert hall is not necessarily
completely silent. Here the dominant refers to the desired sound (essentially
performance or applause) and the non-dominant refers to the incidental quiet sounds
produced by several thousand people sitting relatively still. The third level of sound
charted here between dominant and non-dominant is ambient sound. I use the term
ambient to describe the sound which occurs before and after the performance as well as
during the interval. The dominant and non-dominant sounds are concerted sounds in the
sense that large groups of interactants are working co-operatively to create the sound of
performance or applause, or just as co-operatively to create the sound of quiet listening.
In ambient sound the large group level co-operation is gone and the sound is produced
by a more diffuse set of co-occurring interactions. The ambient sound is produced
during Goffman’s ‘gathering’ whereas the dominant/non-domaint co-operatively
produced sounds occur during the ‘super encounter’.
Mapping the light and sound levels in this way also illustrates when the joint attention is
occurring within the concert hall. When the orchestra alone has the dominant light the
joint attention of the super encounter is on the stage and the orchestra. At the start of the
concert the sound level moves back and forth in between the orchestra and audience as
they perform a series of interactional turns. After the light changes the audience
applauds, then the orchestra tunes while the audience sits quietly, there is further
applause for the concertmaster and conductor entries and then the audience sits quietly
again as the playing begins. The change in light level signals the beginning of the joint
attention activity and the changing sound levels mark the interactional moves made
within the interactional space created by the joint attention. Conversely, when the light
levels change back at interval and at the end of the concert they signal an end to the
joint attention and allow for a wider variety of interactions to occur simultaneously
within the space; a return to the gathering.
Other researchers have argued a link between the intervention of technology and how
turn-taking is performed. Notably Sacks’ (1995) work on the emergency ‘suicide
hotline’ calls argued that the use of the technology itself could be understood by the
interactants as taking a turn. Hutchby (2001) and Hutchby & Tanna (2008) later
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examined the effect of text-based technology on the organisation of conversation.
Seuren et al (2020) argue that video/remote examination of heart patients creates
particular challenges for the clinician-patient interaction with respect to not only the
physical examination but also the turn by turn unfolding of the interaction. The work
that the lighting and sound cues are doing in the concert hall, I posit, are a large-group
extension of this type of technological interposition providing external but shared
structure for the organisation of the non-talk turns taken by orchestra and audience
within the performance space.
The changes in lighting across the concert experience create the joint attention and
mutual focus of Goffman’s ‘encounter’ within the ‘ecological huddle’ (Goffman 1981).
The lights direct the audience’s gaze toward the stage area during the performance
reinforcing a common orientation for everyone in the audience and on the stage. The
bodies of the interactants as they orient toward the mutual focus both establish and
reinforce a common purpose in the interaction. This use of the bodies to create an
embodied interactional frame for the performance could be seen as creating an
enormous singular F-formation (Kendon 1990) during the times of common purpose.
The bodies of interactants, when the lights allow, are able move fluidly to local, smaller
F-formations more in keeping with Kendon’s original conceptualisation. While
interacting in smaller groups individuals are free to ‘self-organise’ (Mondada 2013) and
manage various tasks or interactions during the interval and before/after the concert.
However, once the playing begins these local F-formations are abandoned and the
bodies and gazes move into the larger F-formation. This larger F-formation exists not
solely on the visual plane but also using the audible features of interaction, the changes
in sound dominance and level, to create an ‘audible F-formation’ (cf. Avital & Streeck
2011 for the role the audible can play in creating F-formations). At times the light
changes precede the changes in sound and at other times the opposite is true. At the
beginning of the concert the lights dim and the audience responds by quieting.
Conversely, at the end of the performance the sound changes first with the applause
preceding the lights brightening so that the audience can leave. The whole group, entire
concert hall F-formation depends on the physical (bodily orientation), the visual (gaze
direction shaped by lighting) and aural (sound levels) to both establish and signal the
shared purpose and then based on that mutuality create interactional frame and the turntaking like behaviour within it.
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Goodwin suggests that when the mutual focus is not solely directed at the other
interactants within an F-formation but is also focused on tools and the physical
environment an embodied participation framework is needed to properly analyse the
interaction (Goodwin 1996). Here there are clear tool interactions occurring within the
orchestra but it is the sound created by the orchestra that can be seen as equivalent to
Goodwin’s colour charts and tools. The sound becomes the centre of the audience’s
joint attention but it could also be listened to alone. A single audience member would
still be able to embody the ‘audience role’ and there is a singularity of experience in that
each audience member has their own unshared perceptual experience of the
performance. In that sense, each individual audience member forms their own aural
participatory frame with the orchestra and their tools.
How to be an unobtrusive audience member who does not interfere with others’
experience of the concert and helps to maintain the joint focus on the sound and visual
creation is made the subject of explicit socialisation within the concert hall. Recorded
announcements precede and accompany the initial dimming of lights, and ushers
directly address dispreferred behaviours. Expert audience members lead the way for
newer members of the group when, after being signaled by lights, they change their
orientations from local F-formations into the larger all-encompassing F-formation
which is constructed, as I have shown, by environmental factors as well as the cultural
rules of engagement within the concert hall. These changes in focus are mutually agreed
by members of the audience and orchestra through a process of socialisation whilst
being externally structured by venue management. The actions within these culturally
constructed frames are mutually accessible through aural and visual means and the
behaviours which occur are mutually monitored across the performance shaping the
interaction itself.

9.2.

Social roles and monitoring within the orchestra

The previous sections examined the whole group interaction between orchestra and
audience during performance in the concert hall. I focused on how the members of the
orchestra, the audience and the physical environment work concomitantly to create a
mutual focus. I argued that the concert is a super encounter in which joint attention
within the concert hall is organised through the aural and visual accessibility and
monitoring of behaviour across both concert-goers and performers. This section,
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Section 9.2, will move onwards to an analysis of how the internal social structures of
the orchestra shape mutual monitoring within the ensemble.
The first concept that needs to be established here is exactly what is meant by a social
role within the orchestra. Membership of the City Symphony Orchestra and the
distribution of roles within it are decided by artistic committee and orchestra
management. A musician does not simply decide to join the group or elect themselves
from one week to another into varying positions across the group. The process for
allocation of musical role is much the same as any other workplace: application;
audition (equivalent to interview); and success or failure based on merit. The same
process applies for deciding who has seniority within the CSO and within that structure
who will play in which concert. The institution of ‘the orchestra’ decides the role each
individual will play. This externalised (to the individual) process makes the roles within
the ensemble different to the roles one might adopt or how one might perform one’s
‘self’ (to use Goffman’s term) within other types of face-to-face interaction.
Musical roles and social roles have, for the purposes of this discussion, the same
function within the rehearsal. The musical role dictates the social role but it is the social
role that allows for the performance of the music itself. As a working definition the
musical role occurs within the notes of the score and is in constant flux over a single
musical work. In one moment, the first clarinet has a solo and in another they are
providing light accompaniment. The social roles, the institutionally mandated roles, are
static. The first clarinetist is the first clarinetist for the entire rehearsal cycle. They have
the responsibilities and rewards of that role in relation to other musicians throughout.
The institutional nature of these roles will be returned to and discussed later in this
chapter.
As discussed in Section 9.1 of this chapter Goffman uses the concept of ‘monitoring’ in
his definition of the social situation (Goffman 1964) in tandem with the idea of
‘accessibility’. The musicians of the City Symphony Orchestra make themselves
accessible to others in rehearsal by being present in the rehearsal room. A thread of this
thesis has been to argue that musicians show an awareness of the ‘accessibility’ of their
actions throughout rehearsal. Accessibility can almost be conceptualised as a quality of
the individual from moment to moment whereas monitoring is an action, although it
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may be almost unconscious, radiating out from an individual towards others. Within the
orchestral rehearsal mutual monitoring is made possible by all the individuals making
themselves accessible to others and simultaneously engaging in monitoring of those
others within the room. This awareness of the mutuality of the monitoring occurring
was particularly illustrated in Fig 5.2, in Chapter 5 of this thesis, where the first
clarinetist uses the space below the music stand as a private space for a brief interaction
with the second clarinetist. The use of this space both marks the interaction as being
more private and also actually prevents others within the rehearsal having access to the
gestures in the interaction. This speaking quietly and keeping gestures out of sight
acknowledge the potentiality of monitoring while actively avoiding it.

9.2.1.

Accessibility in the first violin section

In order to more closely examine the interface between social roles, accessibility and
monitoring within the rehearsal room I will use the first violin section as an example.
There are two basic social roles within the first violin section in any orchestra: leader
and tutti. One player at a time can perform the leader role while all other players in the
section are ‘tutti’ players. These categories at the CSO bear further unpacking. Who
occupies the leader’s chair changes from concert to concert. One week it was the
Concertmaster (or ‘chief leader’ in more layman’s terms), another it was the Assistant
Principal First Violin, and in another again it was the Associate Concertmaster. The
leader is always the most senior player present: ie. if the Concertmaster is performing
they are in the leader’s chair but when they are not rostered to play a less senior ‘leader’
takes over. It is never the case that the Concertmaster plays and sits in a non-leader
chair but it was the case that the Associate Concertmaster would play in a non-leading
chair next to the Concertmaster. At times the repertoire requires solos from the ‘front
desks’ and at those times it is usual for the CSO to roster more senior players on so they
can perform the solos. In these weeks there are three or four players all used to leading
occupying the front two desks but still only one official ‘leader’.
When not leading the senior players do not become ‘tutti’ players in the sense that a
‘tutti’ player (sometimes also called a ‘rank and file’ player) is a specific pay grade
within the CSO. However, the non-leading senior players form part of the section with
the tutti players. This is further slightly muddied because the term ‘tutti’ is a common
musical term for ‘all’ and is used to differentiate between solo and ‘tutti’ playing. In
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that sense the non-leading senior players very much form part of the ‘tutti’ sections
when the leader is playing a solo. Who is a solo versus tutti player also changes across a
piece from moment to moment as solos begin and end. A piece may have three solo
lines in one section but only one in another requiring the players to mentally leap from
solo to tutti players.
As discussed in Chapter 5 of this thesis the violinists sit in pairs sharing a music stand
between each group of two players. These ‘desks’ are then arranged in a wedge shape
fanning backwards and outwards from the leader at the tip of the wedge. The more
senior players sit at the front and the seniority decreases towards the back of the section.
There is also further environmental manifestation of the first violin section hierarchy
within each desk. The ‘outside’ player can be understood as slightly senior to the inside
player. This is modelled by the leader always sitting on the ‘outside’ chair. In the usual
orchestral set up the outside chair is on the left from the conductor’s perspective looking
towards the violins and on the right from the violinists’ own perspective. This
positioning within the desks has direct consequence for how and what the violinists play
during performance. For example, the outside player will usually be the one who plays
the top line when the music is divided within the section. The inside player has an
additional role stopping playing for a brief moment in order to turn the music pages for
both violinists when needed.
As more fully discussed in Chapters 5 and 7 of this thesis the chair set up and
positioning of the music stands constructs the centre of the orchestra (the conductor) as
the focus of the players’ joint visual attention. The physical environment shapes the
gaze direction forward towards this central point. For the string players the funneling of
their gaze means that the leader of their section is included within what they can see.
Each first violinist can see the other members of the section in front of them and their
desk partner peripherally. String sections rely on this group gaze direction to create
cohesion across the group. Figures 9.2 and 9.3 provide an example of the type of
gesture performed by the section leader.
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In both images the leader of the section, on this occasion the concertmaster (CM) of the
CSO, is playing alongside the rest of the first violinists. The inside player to the CM’s
left is seen in the right of each image. Both images show a sequence of actions
beginning with the violinists actually playing the instruments and the bow is clearly in
contact with the string making sound. In Figure 9-2 there is a brief musical rest and the
bows are lifted off the string while the left hands move to the next pitch. The players

Figure 9-3 Concertmaster gesture (1)

Figure 9-2 Concertmaster gesture (2)

play the next pitch using the bows. The interesting moment is when the bow leaves the
string and Concertmaster performs a much larger gesture than the inside player. The
gesture is both bigger and higher reaching just in line with the top of the CM’s head (the
heads and faces obscured here in line with the requirements of the CSO during data
collection). The second sequence in Figure 9.3 also shows a larger gesture when the
bow ceases contact with the string but here the gesture is out to the side of the CM’s
body rather than above. In this sequence playing does not immediately continue and the
bow then assumes a ‘ready position’ almost identical to that held by the inside player.
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Figures 9.4 and 9.5 give a more complete view of the first violin section with the CM
towards the centre of each image with the inside player first desk player to the
(viewer’s) right and the leader of the second violins to the right again. The rest of the
section is visible stretching back to the (viewer’s) left. In Figure 9.4 the only player with
their instrument in the ‘Ready-to-Play’ position is the concertmaster.

Figure 9-4 Violin section gesture (1) Figure 9-5 Violin section gesture (2)

The concertmaster has moved into the Ready-to-Play position in advance of the rest of
section. In Figure 9.5 the Concertmaster is still moving ahead of the section but here has
begun to move away from the playing position into a resting position before the rest of
the first violin section. In fact, in both Figures 9.4 and 9.5 it is possible to see that the
concertmaster is actually changing positions ahead of the second violins’ leader as well.
The concertmaster performs these gestures in such a way that the rest of the section is
able to access them. The gestures in these examples all occur in the space in front of the
concertmaster’s body. However, that body would block the view of those behind if the
gestures were executed completely within the silhouette of the CM’s torso. The
concertmaster uses the space above the torso and to the right of the body to display the
gestures to those behind in the first two examples. The movement to Ready-to-Play in
Figure 9.4 is also outside the torso silhouette as the violin is held up between the
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shoulder and jaw clearly viewable and accessible as an action to players seated behind.
Contrastively, the movement away from playing towards a resting position is accessible
to the section players as a negative action. While the violin is in front of the CM’s body
only the desk partner can, peripherally, see it. However, the absence of the violin
between shoulder and jaw is visually accessible to the players seated behind the
concertmaster.
The concertmaster seated at the front of the section can see almost no one within the
section. From this position only the actions of the inside player of the first desk are
peripherally visually accessible. The same is true for that inside player who has
peripheral visual access to the concertmaster but cannot see behind. The inside player
has slightly better visual access to the Concertmaster than vice versa because the violin
as an instrument held on the left side physically orients the body slightly to the right and
towards the outside player within a desk. Moving back through the first violin section
each desk behind can progressively see a larger number of players in front of them. The
imbalance between inside and outside player continues. At the back of the section
players have visual access to the entire first violin section. While those at the front of
the section have visual access to few those at the back have visual access to many. The
capacity for visual monitoring of and within the section is therefore very limited for the
players at the front of the section while the back desk players can monitor the section in
its entirety.

9.2.2.

Asymmetrical looking

Suchman (1996) argues that the physical and material environment of a shared
workplace is both organised by the work that occurs within it as well being the
organiser of that work. Hutchins (1995a) shows us that tools and physical layout of
workspaces shape the cognitive processes which occur and inform the interactional
possibilities within teams of coworking individuals. The function of the violin section,
the very purpose of seating multiple violinists together in this wedge-shaped
arrangement, is to have them work together to play in a cohesive and coordinated
performance. The CSO even uses small risers (platforms) for players seated at the back
of the section to ensure their sightlines towards the Concertmaster are clear and
available (see Chapters 5 & 7 for further discussion of flooring). The physical
environment is set up to shape an asymmetrical schema of looking where the view
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towards the concertmaster and conductor is privileged above all other possible visual
perspectives. Orchestral cultural practice is made up of traditions spanning centuries of
performance as well as locally constructed rules within the rehearsal room as
workplace. These practices have created an interactional formation, for the first violins,
which is unlike Kendon’s face-to-face F-formation where the bodies of the interactants
are oriented towards each other. Kendon’s more typical F-formation shape (Kendon
1990) is seen between the leaders of each of the string sections seated in a semi-circle
facing the podium where the conductor is placed. A similar set-up is used for string
quartets as discussed by Haviland (2011) who suggests that in this semi-circular
arrangement the first violinist is in a “commanding position with respect to the rest of
the ensemble” (Haviland 2011:292). The wedge shape unidirectional visual attention of
the violinists is also dissimilar to the Goodwin (1996) archeologists working side by
side with a common object of attention. The violinists are operating within a shared
workspace (Suchman 1996) that constitutes a social situation but without Goffman’s
mutual visual monitoring the section operates as a deeply asymmetrical but graduated
grouping with differing amounts of access across the wedge.
For Goodwin & Goodwin (1996) workers within rule-bound complex environments use
looking to achieve work related tasks. Goodwin & Goodwin argue that in order to do
this looking appropriately the workers across (in their data) the airport use a variety of
resources including charts and the dynamic physical layout of planes within the airport
environment. The CSO first violinists face a similar complex environment with a great
deal of sound across the room, printed music in front of them and the gestures and
physical actions of eighty musicians within Goffman’s ‘accessible’ range. The first
violinists’ looking capacities are primarily constrained in one direction. During the
work of rehearsal, the playing, they may only look forward towards their own printed
music and through their own section ‘wedge’ to the conductor and concertmaster. This
looking is physically funneled by the environment (dealt with in Chapter 5 of this
thesis) and the expectations and rules of looking are local cultural constructs into which
the violinists are socialised throughout their orchestral training.
This wedge shape seating shaping the intra-sectional attention creates an atypical Fformation for the interactions within the first violin section. The first violinists in the
back desks are physically closer to the French horns (and second violins) than the
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concertmaster but their visual attention is drawn forwards rather than backwards or
sideways. Additionally, this forward focused visual attention is given, not to faces
oriented towards them, but to the backs of heads of players facing away from them.
There is very little potential for literal ‘face-to-face’ interaction within the section.
Players have visual access to their desk partner’s face and, when the concertmaster turns
occasionally to speak to the section, they have brief visual face-to-face access to them.
However, the whole group of sixteen or so players never creates the kind of F-formation
where the bodies orient towards one another (Kendon 1990) that we might expect for a
group of individuals working together intensely to create work product. The interaction
across the group depends on a visual asymmetry which makes mutual visual monitoring
impossible.
The object of all of this forward focused visual attention is the performance given by the
concertmaster. The musical performance given by the concertmaster is performed in
such a way as to be visually accessible to the section (tutti) players and to provide
contextual and temporal cues for their own synchronised performance. The visual mode
works well as the ‘coordination mode’ because directly visible action is easily entrained
to (cf. Cross 2014, Clayton 2012, Clayton 1986) and is not affected by the delay that
sound suffers from when travelling over distances. This visual field in the rehearsal
room is complex and the culturally constructed knowledge of how an orchestra layout
works and the local knowledge of who is playing in which section is vital for each
member of the first violin section seeking to coordinate within the section, looking at
and following their leader. Haviland discusses coordination across what he terms
“musical dialogues” (Haviland 2011:303) within small ensembles where each individual
plays an independent line. Notwithstanding this difference, Haviland’s observes that the
actual physical playing of the music alongside the musical score are important parts of
the coordinating behaviour.
Once the tutti player has cleared away the extraneous visual material within the
complex visual field in front of them they are able to focus on the trio of important
sources: the printed music; the concertmaster; and the conductor. The printed music is
relatively static (excepting page turns and pencil marking updates to the knowledge
offloaded and held on the page as a type of material anchor for the processes of playing
(Hutchins 2005)) but the concertmaster and conductor provide a constant stream of
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gestural actions which act as sources for the individual players performance across the
entire orchestra as discussed in Chapter 6 of this thesis (conductor gesture).
The function of visual accessibility in the violin section is to allow the visual modality
to be used for the embracement of the physical, visual performance and enactment of
leadership roles. Goffman’s concept of embracement (1981) is particularly pertinent in
the orchestra considering that Goffman suggests that ‘full embracement’ can be seen in
“any one occupying a directing role where the performer must guide others by means of
gestural signs” (Goffman 1981:36). Goffman lists traffic police, sports managers and
airplane landing signal crew in his discussion but he could easily have been describing
musicians performing within almost any type of ensemble. Goffman argues for three
qualifying aspects to role embracement that I will now consider in relation to the role of
leader in the first violin section. The last; “an active engagement or spontaneous
involvement in the role activity at hand…a visible investment of attention and muscular
effort” (Goffman 1981:36)) is the easiest to see in the orchestra. The leader of the first
violins, as seen above in Figures 9.2 through to 9.5, demonstrates a continuous series of
‘muscular efforts’ in performing gestural actions while playing the music and
specifically ‘larger’ and ‘sooner’ gestural actions than the rest of the first violin section.
Goffman’s second requirement for role embracement is a demonstration of capacity or
qualification. The leader of an orchestral section has demonstrated qualification in the
formal sense throughout the rigorous selection and employment processes that led to
them occupying the literal and metaphorical leaders’ ‘chair’. In the moment by moment
context of the performance of the role it is, as in Goffman’s other examples, the actual
performance of the leadership which demonstrates their capacity to inhabit the role.
Goffman’s idea of “expressed attachment” (Goffman 1981:36) is a little more difficult
to spot as sincere or insincere in this professional situation but taking their acceptance
of the role as a displayed desire to lead (given that there is always someone else able to
step up and take on the leading role) then we can see the leader’s action as an
embracement of the role.
The ‘muscular effort’ part of this embracement is completely dependent on the rest of
the first violin section leaving sufficient interactional, and gestural, space for the
leader’s muscular effort to have meaning. For the leader’s gesture to be bigger there is a
co-operational, interactional need for the other gestures to be smaller. In order that the
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leader’s gestures are ‘sooner’ than those of the other players within the section, those
other players must wait and allow the leader to move first and ahead of the group. The
performance of leadership is entirely dependent on the performance of ‘followship’.
This co-operation continues into the musical work of the group. To play together is the
purpose of having multiple violinists seated together with the same musical part. This
togetherness is led by the leader of the section. However, the togetherness is neither a
simple entrainment nor copying of the leader. The achievement of togetherness is
through co-ordination signaled and supported by the leader’s gestural performance of
leadership. Every player within the section must through ‘muscular effort’ embrace
their own following role to allow the gestural performance of temporal and expressive
co-ordination and agreement within and across the section.
One final point about the visual observability within the first violin section concerns the
source of the information embodied by the leader of the section. The leader’s gestures
are an externalisation of their internal cognitive processes which transform what they
can visually observe; the detail on the musical page, the conductor’s gesture and their
perception of the actions of the other musicians within the rehearsal space into external
observable action. Hutchins (1995a, 2005) argues that this type of cognition over
person, tool (violin in this thesis’ data) and body can be understood as distributed and
each element of that distribution is crucial to understanding the whole. The same
distribution can be seen in the section players who co-ordinate their own bodies and
tools with the leader’s actions. The result – the co-ordinated action – is an externalised
manifestation of their own individual internal cognitive processing of their printed
music alongside their perception of the leader’s action. Taken as a group we could see
them as thinking and behaving as a group each with internalised cognition made
external into action which is then visually perceived (however asymmetrically) by other
members of the group feeding back into their co-ordinated action. Each individual
player has their own unique perspective on, and part within, this distributed cognition.
What they perceive is not a static object or necessarily predictable outcome rather it is
what Goodwin & Goodwin call the “assembled product of a course of local action”
(Goodwin & Goodwin 1996:89). Like the airport operatives Goodwin & Goodwin
discuss each player within the section has competing perceptions gathered through
“different tools for perception” (Goodwin & Goodwin 1996:89). I have discussed the
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visual monitoring ‘tool’ of perception within the violin section and will now examine
the aural ‘tool’ of perception and its role within the section.

9.2.3.

Aural monitoring within first violin section

As mentioned above there are some important differences between the possibilities
afforded by aural and visual monitoring within the orchestra. Where the visual is
accessed instantly and can be easily co-ordinated with, the aural can be subject to delay.
The extent of delay depends on distance and the engineering of the space but there is a
somewhat ironic unreliability to the aural modality that does exist for the visual within
the orchestra.
If visual monitoring in the first violins is understood as an asymmetrical arrangement
where the players at the top, the leaders, have less visual access to the section than those
at the back of the section, then aural monitoring can be understood as a more level
modality across the section. Each violinist’s capacity for detailed aural monitoring is
limited to those immediately surrounding them unless a single player makes a
substantial departure from the group norm. A wrong note or a mis-timed note by
however small a margin sticks out within the aural environment of the section and is
more widely perceived than playing which remains ‘in line’.
The most interesting aspect of this aural monitoring is the role the aural plays in the
leader’s monitoring of the section. As shown above the leader is visually observed, to a
greater or lesser extent, by the entire section but cannot themselves actually visually
access the actions of the other players within the section. Instead the leader relies on
their own capacity to aurally monitor the section. The leader knows whether, and how
well, they are being followed by the sound they perceive coming from their own
section.

9.2.4.

Mutual monitoring within the first violins

The mutuality of access and the consequent mutuality of monitoring which Goffman’s
social situation depends on are, in Goffman’s examples, both reasonably symmetrical
and not necessarily themselves dependent on social roles within the social situation. By
contrast, in the orchestra the social role the individual occupies is the point of origin of a
cascade of access. Who you are, what your social role is within the institution of the
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orchestra (i.e. second clarinet, leader of the celli etc) determines where you sit. Where
you sit within the physical space and layout of the orchestral rehearsal or performance
determines what you can see and what you can hear. The social role is directly
constructive of the amount and type of access to others any individual has within the
social situation. The mutuality of monitoring is there within the orchestra but is
constantly mutable and shaded dependent on the precise moment of music and the
precise role within the structure the individual occupies. Some of the roles within the
orchestra are primarily visually monitoring roles (such as the tutti players within the
violin section) and others balance an aural monitoring with a visual monitoring (each
leader of a string section hearing their section behind them whilst, for example, visually
monitoring the conductor). The orchestral non-symmetrical interaction is created by and
reflects the non-symmetrical social roles of leader and follower. This is unlike a more
typical interaction F-formation (Kendon 1990) where the mutuality of access and
observation is symmetrically constructed.

9.3.

Surveillance

The mutual but asymmetrical monitoring discussed in Section 9.2 of this chapter has
musical and interactional consequence within the orchestral rehearsal. The musical
consequence can be seen in the cohesive, co-ordinated performance of intricate and
complex orchestral music. The interactional consequence is visible in the explicit
orientation to the perceptual monitoring of musician action and is examined in Chapter
8 of this thesis where it is demonstrated that the access the orchestral musicians have to
one another (including the conductor) is positioned in their talk as important knowledge
crucial to the social act of rehearsing. In this section I introduce a third type of
consequence of mutual monitoring; mutual monitoring with professional consequence. I
will use Foucault’s term ‘surveillance’ (Foucault 1994) to describe the type of mutual
monitoring with consequence for the professional within the institution.

9.3.1.

Institutional organisation of surveillance

Within the professional orchestra the musicians hold social roles within the ensemble
which are given to them by the institution of ‘the orchestra’ itself. The orchestra as an
institution exists beyond the stage interacting in a world made up of funding bodies,
public image, advertising and revenue, and audiences. This version of the orchestra
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includes layers of management, administrative support and operations staff who
variously have responsibility for appointing and terminating musicians, booking casuals
and creating performance rosters among the many other tasks facing an organisation
employing and co-ordinating hundreds of people.
Within the rehearsal all of the co-operation and mutual alignment towards cohesive and
co-ordinated playing is dependent on each musician participating with a positive
contribution towards the ‘concert’ goal of rehearsal as ethnographically described at the
opening of this chapter and further discussed in Chapter 5. Part of this shared goal
comes perhaps from a love of and passion for music performance but in reality there is
also an institutional overseeing of behaviour in the rehearsal and performance as
workplaces. The orchestra is surveilled by video camera live streaming even a so-called
‘closed rehearsal’ to the offices adjoining the rehearsal space. Within the rehearsal room
we do find Foucault’s “continuous individual supervision” (Foucault 1994:80) within
the musician-to-musician mutual monitoring. As such, any deviance from accepted
behaviour is immediately perceptible to others and is explicitly ‘corrected’ as part of the
shared work of the orchestra. Within these corrective aspects of rehearsal it is possible
to consider the orchestral processes as a “molding and transformation of individuals in
terms of certain norms” (1994:80) to use Foucault’s terminology. It is possible to view
the individual instrumentalists who are members of the orchestra as subject to
“supervision, control, correction” in a panopticonic institution which determines the
roles they play and the extent to which their behaviours are observable and by whom
they are surveilled.

9.4.

Micro stances

It is important to remind ourselves here that in the orchestra, and particularly within the
string sections, each member of the section is obligated to play their instrument at the
same time as the leader of the section. The basic premise of the section is to create a
unified sound by co-ordinating multiple players of the same type of instrument. The
actions the leader performs while playing, such as those seen in Figures 9.2 to 9.5, are
the interactions with the violin that produce sound. The other violinists in the section
must perform the same basic actions in order to produce the same sounds. The
difference comes for violinists in the size and height of the gestural actions performed.
The size and height of the gesture do not directly impact the sound made so we can see
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that the non-leading violinists are making a choice to keep their actions smaller and
lower than those of the leader. The followers use the size of gesture to create a gestural
and interactional space or vacuum in which the leader can perform their gestures as acts
of leadership.
The affordance of the role of ‘leader’ of the section in any moment is given by the other
members of the section. It is co-operatively allowed to be performed and this cooperation happens continuously throughout the rehearsal. Each micro-second where a
vacuum of gesture is created, each gap within the visual modality for the leader to be
bigger, higher and sooner is a continually updated permission for the leading to
continue. Each individual member of the section acting independently but in cotemporal cohesion with their section-mates signals to the leader, the conductor, the
orchestra at large and surveilling management that they submit to the leadership as
performed by the person currently in the leader’s chair.
In Chapter 6 of this thesis I suggested it was possible to understand the conductor’s
actions as a series of continuously unfolding micro-stances towards the musician action
as he perceived it. Here we see a similar type of micro-stance but the object of these
stances, rather than being an evaluated musical action, is the more ephemeral ‘right to
lead’. Each smaller, later or lower gesture performed could be understood as taking a
stance on two objects; the suitability and skill of the leader as well as the right of the
institution of the orchestra to appoint a leader.

9.5.

Summary

This Chapter began with an ethnographic account of the City Symphony Orchestra in
performance. The analysis focused on the observability of action within the
performance space across both orchestra and audience. I have argued that when
considering the orchestral performance is a ‘super encounter’ in which both the visual
and aural modalities are used across the performance space to monitor participants
within the social situation. I then used the example of the first violin section to show
that observability and monitoring within the rehearsal is mutual but asymmetric across
musicians; performed, at least in part, through gestural characteristics and determined
by the social roles within the orchestra. I argued that this gestural performance and
monitoring form an integral part of the work of the orchestra in achieving their creative
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professional goal of cohesive musical performance. Finally, I suggested that the
‘consequential’ monitoring that occurs through the physical boundaries of the rehearsal
room walls is created within the power structures of the institution of the orchestra in
order to perpetuate the surveillance that allows the orchestral institution to achieve its
performative work. I posit that the continual creation of interactional space for the
gestures of the leader to be perceived as contrastive to the gestures of followers is also a
series of continually unfolding micro-stances similar to those discussed in Chapter 6.
The next and final chapter of this thesis will present the conclusions to this research.
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10. Discussion & conclusions
The previous chapter of this thesis discussed the orchestra as a social situation in which
access and observability is mutually but asymmetrically achieved. In this final
concluding chapter, I summarise and discuss the main findings and conclusions of this
thesis.

10.1.

Summaries

The aim of this research was to examine orchestral rehearsal and uncover the cognitive
and interactional practices of the musicians who are working towards the creative
practice of performance within the musical and social roles which make up the orchestra
as a socially mediated entity. In this thesis, I have shown that when members of the
CSO come together to create a musical performance the interactional and cognitive
processes of the rehearsal depend upon, and are shaped by, the social and physical
environment in which the rehearsal itself is situated. I have argued that the physical,
social and cultural environment in which the orchestra exists constructs and shapes the
interactions, roles and cognition that occur, and that these are integral to orchestral
rehearsal. The first section of this chapter will summarise the main aspects of (i) the
establishment of the creative and cognitive work of rehearsal as a mutual goal and (ii)
the distribution of cognition including the sharing of knowledge and distribution and
performance of leadership.

10.1.1. Strict structures building freedom for creativity
I have used ethnographic observation to examine, in this thesis, how the inflexible
structures and strictures placed on time and space by the orchestra as an institution and
employer create the rehearsal as an uninterruptable moment of focus for the musicians.
In Chapter 5 of this thesis I have argued that the temporal and spatial boundaries built
and maintained by musicians and staff place the musical work of rehearsal at the literal
and metaphorical centres of attention. This focus and attention have a particular
situatedness where the attention given to the musical tasks cannot easily be separated
from the social practices that create this focus.
The CSO’s rules and routines include timetables and rosters released months in advance
by the orchestral staff, subject to change only via formal channels of employment
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negotiation. The moment of commencement at the start of each rehearsal session is
singular and immutable. Once each session begins, rehearsal time unfolds according to
strict union agreements and violations of this by conductors are unusual and
immediately acted upon. The conductor has some capacity to organise musicians’ time
within the union and organisational limits but even permitted changes are marked by
discussion.
The physical transformation of empty space into orchestral rehearsal space is a
conventionalised and specialised action performed by operations staff with specific
skill-sets and training; many operations staff have music performance backgrounds in
addition to extensive employment-based training. Every item brought into the rehearsal
space is a piece of equipment with a particular purpose for that rehearsal session.
Nothing redundant is permitted. Seating is precisely placed by operations staff for
attention towards section leaders and conductor. Chairs, ubiquitous items in the
everyday, become highly technical equipment interacted with accordingly (see both
Chapter 5 & 7). For CSO musicians, the act of sitting in a particular place on a specific
chair is a predetermined social act by which they perform individual roles, displaying
hierarchy and allowing attention to be ‘funnelled’ or directed towards the work of
rehearsal as discussed in Chapter 9.
This thesis has shown that the orchestra is a site rich in cultural tradition. Rituals such
as tuning begin rehearsal, and tradition shapes not only the organisation of time and
space but also the interactions themselves. Who may stop the orchestra, who may offer
whom feedback or suggestion, who may require change in others’ actions, who may
perform technical assistance is deeply bound by the orchestral tradition within which
the CSO’s rehearsal process is steeped. Threaded through the orchestral traditions are
the social roles dictated, defined and redefined by the responsibilities and permitted
actions of these roles within the orchestra. The ethnographic account and analysis in this
thesis has developed Haviland’s (2011) conceptualisation of musical spaces beyond the
small ensembles of three to five musicians on which Haviland focuses. This thesis has
examined the largest of the classical tradition of ensemble playing and the temporal and
physical spaces in which it exists and the consequent co-ordination and sequencing
social challenges and solutions which that larger size brings.
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I have argued that the purpose of these rules, structures and traditions is to concentrate
the orchestra’s situated attention towards the work of rehearsal needed by the orchestra
to function as a creative body. The rehearsal process is geared towards the singular goal
of effective public performance of creative art. The rules, both spoken and unspoken,
the rigid programming and timetabling, the highly constructed bespoke space and strict
roles serve to clear away the extraneous and preserve the rehearsal for creativity.
Orchestral creativity is not found in haphazard genius, but rather in the discipline of
bodies exerting control over time and space – building limitations which in turn form
boundaries that organise individual attention into one mutualised goal-oriented creative
force.

10.1.2. Centrality of conductor’s ideas allowing for complex
meaning
In this thesis I have argued that the physical centrality of the conductor’s gestures
indexes the interactional centrality of the conductor’s ideas to the rehearsal process. In
Chapter 6 of this thesis, I provided an analysis of conductor beating gesture
demonstrating the importance of considering beating gestures in relation to one another
rather than as discrete gestural units. I argued that each gesture’s position in a ‘gestural
sequence’ is the primary mechanism for forming meaning in conductor beating gesture.
I posited that this syntactic-like relationship of conductor gesture to interactional
meaning is a more useful consideration than the formedness of the gesture, given the
lack of conventionalisation within the practice of conducting.
I further argued that conductor beating gesture relies on spatial relationships between
gestures using “reference activated chunks of space” (Enfield 2009: 152-3) such as is
seen across a variety of other gestural practices in the literature (Enfield 2009, Haviland
2000, McNeill 1992, Green 2014). However, I have proposed that orchestral beating
gesture does not share one key feature of these examples of ‘diagramming’ because it is
not possible for the conductor gesture to return to the ‘chunk of space’ for either the
same referent or for editing of that referent. I argued that as each new activation of the
space occurs, conductor beating gestures are creating new referents within the same
reference space. These referents are related and may all be the same ‘type’ of referent
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(i.e. ‘beat 2’) but each new gestural iteration refers to a new iteration of the moment in
time that exists as ‘beat 2’, such as from one bar to the next. Due to the temporallybased nature of the conductor beat gesture, the conductor does not ‘return’ to the
previous ‘beat 2’ – rather, he activates the space of previous ‘beat 2s’ to provide
meaningful context for the current ‘beat 2’.
I proposed that the conductor beating gesture’s dependence on unfolding context from
previous gestures expands Enfield’s (2009) concept of enchronic context. Enfield’s
conceptualisation of enchronic context allows for context from ‘neighbouring moments’
to contribute to gestural meaning. Crucially, Enfield’s conceptualisation allows for nonsequential actions as context – particularly co-occurring gestures. I have posited that
conductor beating gesture does operate within and is dependent upon the enchronic
context that Enfield proposes in his (non-conducting) examples, but that conductor
beating gesture also has (in my terminology) a ‘self-contextualising’ relationship with
itself. I argued that conductor gesture creates meaning through an inter-dependence
between gestures as they unfold in extended chains of actions. These actions combine
spatially and temporally (or pseudo-morphologically and pseudo-syntactically) within a
dynamic and emergent enchronic context in which one conductor beat gesture only
achieves its full meaning when considered as part of the entire preceding and
proceeding gestural whole(s) and their concomitant indexicalisation of the musical
score.
Within the focus on conductor gesture in Chapter 6, I also used Enfield’s (2009)
conceptualisation of ‘composite utterances’ as ‘signs co-occurring with signs’ to argue
that conductor gesture can be understood as composite utterance(s). I suggested that
beating gestures which co-occur spatially (but not temporally) rely on being ‘composite’
to be understood; they rely on being understood as signs in relation to one another
especially those which occur in close sequence. I posited that conductor gestures can
also be seen as composite utterances which co-occur temporally (but not spatially)
where the left hand performs a gesture while the right hand is beating or the beating
gesture is combined with a facial expression, hand shape or change in eye gaze. Finally,
I suggested that conductor gesture as composite utterance has one feature not seen in
Enfield’s examples; composite utterances which combine gestures as signs temporally
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but for multiple audiences and are intended to be understood differently by those
audiences.
My analysis of conductor gesture in this thesis has applied concepts from within the
literature on gestural practice and shown that conductor gesture shares some features
with gesture seen in other social interactional contexts. However, I have argued that
conductor gesture as a temporal-spatial web of gestures which is both continuous and
multiplex has several features which extend beyond what has been seen in the literature
to date.

10.1.3. Sharing thinking as a group co-ordinating to singular
creation
Orchestras create sound together through shared action as a group. I have argued that
orchestral musicians live in a material world; practising, rehearsing and performing in a
material, physical space filled with material artefacts and anchors with which they
interact. Using Hutchins’ (1995a, 2005) conceptualisations of distributed cognition,
material artefacts and material anchors I have shown the importance of the material
objects in the work-directed cognitive processes of the orchestral musician. I have also
argued that some of these material artefacts are interacted with to achieve social moves
including demarcating personal space and indicating presence (or absence of presence)
within the shared orchestral rehearsal room/stage.
Following Hutchins’ conceptualisation of artefact interaction, I have argued that
musicians also exist in a cultural world where they constantly interact with culturally
created and mediated artefacts. I have shown that musicians depend upon interactions
with music-specific cultural artefacts such as music notation systems, and melodic and
harmonic relational rules. I further argued that musicians, in their work-directed
cognition, also interact with non-musical cultural systems and artefacts including
language, numbering systems and text.
I expanded Hutchins’ conceptualisations of artefacts to argue for what I have termed
‘transitory artefacts’. These ‘transitory artefacts’ are distinct from many of the artefacts
seen in use in distributed cognitive systems which are relatively enduring – either as
cultural systems passed down through generations (in this thesis’ case generations of
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musicians), or as material artefacts which maintain physical form over time. I have
suggested that for orchestral musicians, and conductors, the very purpose of rehearsal is
to come together to discuss (and create) musical sound. I have argued that the musical
sound which occurs within and across orchestral rehearsal is transitory in its existence
outside of the minds of the musicians. The sound itself lasts only as long as it is
‘sounding’. However, as an artefact and therefore as part of individual and group
cognitive processes the sound is returned to and discussed over time beyond the
bounded moments within which it exists as ‘actual sound’. I have argued that musical
sound, and rehearsal events which are generated by interactions with musical sound,
become transitory artefacts to which the musicians and conductor have shared cognitive
access and, indeed, form the basis of orchestral rehearsal. I further posited that the
practice of pencil use and markings in orchestral rehearsals is evidence for the use of
transitory artefacts such as musical sound. The pencil markings, I have argued, are a
type of material anchorage for cognition at the nexus of material, cultural and transitory
artefact interaction within orchestral rehearsal.
I have shown that the orchestral musician, as an individual, transforms that which was
originally ‘heard’ or conceptualised (either internally or externally) by a composer. The
composer externalises their conceptualisation into a physical, culturally mediated
artefact as a printed page which is then ‘re-animated’ into sound by the individual
performer. I have suggested considering this is as a re-animation rather than simple
‘transformation’ because of the prior existence as actual existent sound that a notated
sound implies. I have shown that the way in which an individual orchestral musician
creates an iteration of musical sound is dependent on the cognition and artefact
interactions of the other musicians within the group. I have argued that even an element
as fundamental as the tempo ‘set’ by the conductor can be seen to be reliant upon the
many individuals across the orchestra and their physical embodiment and
externalisations of their own individual cognitive processes, which are in turn
distributed internally and externally across body and instrument.
I have applied Hutchins’ theories of distributed cognition to a large group (of more than
eighty individual people) and in a novel setting of musical interaction arguing that the
orchestra can be seen as made up of many smaller units of cognition. I have shown that
orchestral musicians distribute their cognition over their brains, bodies, instruments and
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other cultural artefacts creating units of cognition which extend beyond their internal
processes. I have also shown that these units work together to transform the various
internalised cognitive processes into a large, unified cognitive system. I have used this
analysis of the distributed nature of orchestral cognition to argue that the purpose of
rehearsal is to transform the internal cognition of the individual into an externalised,
accessible and ultimately shared cognitive process distributed over the minds, bodies
and artefacts that make up the distributed cognitive system that is the creative music
performance vehicle; ‘the orchestra’.

10.1.4. Alignment via interactional co-operation
What is known, who it is known by and how that knowledge is shared are vital
components of the orchestral rehearsal process. Members of the orchestra are interested
in ‘who knows what’. Chapter 8 of this thesis argues that information and knowledge
are important to musicians because they discuss and orient to them in interaction. I also
argue that musicians value how knowledge is ‘known’; musicians mark their sources of
knowledge during work-oriented discussion. I suggest that the orchestral rehearsal can
be conceptualised of as a group of individuals moving themselves, and each other, along
an epistemic gradient going from K- (less knowledgeable) to K+ (more knowledgeable)
(Heritage 2010, 2012a, 2012b) in the specific epistemic domain (Stivers & Rossano
2010) of ‘how this orchestra will perform this piece for this performance’.
Through an analysis of talk and bodily actions of the conductor and orchestra I show
that “I + hear”, “I think + sounds” and “it seems + play” are deployed by members of
the orchestra to perform epistemic stances and share sources of their knowing with other
musicians in the rehearsal. I posit that these verbalisations give an insight into the
internalised processes of knowing for the individual musician. The wording of these
epistemic stances underscores and highlights the perceptual basis for the individual’s
state of knowledge. In Chapter 8, I suggest these should be termed ‘perceptual epistemic
stances’ because they have a different meaning when used in interaction by musicians
than when similar constructions are used in the everyday. Musicians invoke the literal
physiological basis of ‘hearing’ and ‘sounding’, rather than an everyday sociopragmatic or metaphorical basis. I further suggest that the “it seems + play” invokes a
corporeal (non-hearing) basis for knowledge and propose the term ‘corporeal perceptual
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epistemic stance’, referring to the physical sensations experienced by the musician
while playing as the epistemic source of their knowledge.
Marking the individual perceptual sources of knowledge during rehearsal, I argue,
allows musicians to navigate a potentially difficult interactional journey within
rehearsal from disparate, incomplete knowledge to shared knowing. Part of this
epistemic marking is to give authority and legitimacy to observation and the directing of
change in others by invoking membership categories such as ‘conductor’ or ‘playing
musician’. Another use of perceptual epistemic stances is, by emphasising the
perceptual nature of knowledge, to allow for other differing perceptually based
‘knowledges’ to legitimately (co)-exist within an interaction. The mitigation of
‘rightness’ and ‘wrongness’ into perceptually-mediated knowing is an important tool for
orchestral musicians to manage and save face as they give and receive feedback and
direction in their professional capacities. This research was based on one fully
professional orchestra in an English-speaking country, and lays the groundwork for
further, future analysis comparing praxis across orchestral institutions in a variety of
linguistic contexts. My analysis in this thesis also provides a basis for a future return to
important concepts raised within the grammaticalization literature, primarily
‘engagement’ (cf Evans et al 2018) and ‘egophoricity’ (cf San Roque, Floyd &
Norcliffe 2018). Although beyond the scope of this thesis such a return should question
whether these concepts’ usefulness can be extended to the resource-rich interactional
environment of the orchestral rehearsal.
Finally, I would like to now suggest that the interactional deployment of these
perceptually based knowledge orientations is further evidence for the existence of
transitory artefacts (Chapter 7) within the rehearsal. Musicians use language in this
specialised way to externalise how they are cognitively, internally interacting with
sound and sound-based perceptions. The extracts and analysis in Chapter 8 show that
orchestral musicians are using sound that has occurred, and their shared access to that
transitory sound, to influence how future sound will be performed. Musicians, and the
conductor, explicitly reference their cognitive engagement with this transitory artefact
through their use of perceptual epistemic stance. Their talk continues cognitive
engagement with the transitory artefact of sound beyond the momentary and literally
audible existence of that artefact. The sound, via its perception by musicians, exists
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beyond the physical hearing, and is indexically invoked by perceptual epistemic stance
taking.

10.1.5. Mutual and asymmetric access within joint attention
I have argued, in this thesis, that the work of rehearsing orchestral music is an embodied
and situated socially negotiated cognitive and cultural practice. I have shown that the
work of the orchestra depends on the access each individual member has to the physical
actions, and the sound-based results of those actions, of the rest of the orchestra. In the
final analysis chapter of this thesis I considered the ultimate goal of the orchestral
rehearsal process; the orchestral performance. I posited that during pre-performance or
interval, a concert hall can be considered an example of Goffman’s social situation, with
multiple smaller interactions within a larger interactional space. I further suggested that,
considering the F-formations (Kendon 1990) that form and re-form across this space
over time, what can be seen during performance is an importantly different
configuration of the concert hall as a ‘super encounter’ expanding Goffman’s influential
conceptualisation of encounters with the social situation. I have argued that (during the
performance itself) joint attention, the orientation of bodies, and the mutual
observability of action across every single member of both orchestra and audience
renders all individuals present into a single F-formation (potentially with more than
2,000 participants, depending on size of venue and orchestra). The concert hall
orchestral performance is unusual, if not unique, in the large size of F-formation and
continuous accessibility of action. I have shown that orchestral players and conductors
are aware of audience action, that the mutual accessibility needed (following Goffman)
is, in fact, bi-directional and that the orchestra are aware of the contributions the
audience make within the sonic environment. I argued that sound-based interactions,
analogous to conversational sequence, are managed through turn-taking-like actions as
well as the explicit culturally-embedded cues of lighting within the space.
Across this thesis, following Hutchins (1995a, 2005) Goodwin & Goodwin (1996) and
Suchman (1996) I analysed the material, physical set-up of the workplace in which the
orchestra exists to reveal the cognitive practices of the ensemble and how they reflect
the social practices of the group. Looking within the ensemble and focusing on the first
violin section within rehearsal, I have shown that the smaller groupings within the
orchestra have their own specialised ways of managing interactional accessibility which
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both shape and are shaped by the performance of social roles within the orchestra. In
considering the first violin section, I have argued that seating and bodily orientation of
the section, combined with their continuous interaction, prioritise the visual modality
over the aural for the social and musical performance of leadership. I have argued that
leadership within the orchestra (certainly within the first violin section) is performed
gesturally during playing. I have suggested that the section players are ‘embracing’ (to
use Goffman’s term) a role which I have termed ‘followship’ by leaving gestural, and
interactional space for the ‘leadership’ gestures – ‘bigger’ and ‘sooner’ – to be marked
as different and meaningful. I have posited that the first violin section as a group coordinating action and working together are using an F-formation created by their
workplace which does not require ‘face to face’ access to one other. Rather, my analysis
shows that they rely on asymmetric access through constrained looking and mutual
monitoring via the aural modality.
The accessibility of action for monitoring and asymmetric mutual monitoring done by
musicians has direct consequence for the work of the orchestral rehearsal. I have argued
for three types of consequence: musical; interactional; and professional. The musical
consequence of the access and monitoring is seen as the rehearsal progresses towards
performance, as actions become more cleanly and smoothly co-ordinated within a
singular creative vision. Throughout rehearsal, in moments of discussion the musicians
orient to one another and their actions as accessible and use the fruits of their
monitoring to make interactional moves and mark sources of knowing. I suggest
Foucault’s term ‘surveillance’ for monitoring with professional consequence arguing
that as an institution the orchestra manages the careers of the people within the
orchestra through the monitoring of behaviours and actions within the rehearsal room.

10.2.

Distributed stance

One of the central tenets of this thesis has been to examine the orchestra as a group of
individuals who distribute their musical action and interdependent cognitive processes
over bodies, other individuals and culturally constructed cognitive systems including
material objects. Having argued that the orchestra functions as a distributed cognitive
system (using Hutchins’ 1995a conceptualisation of distributed cognition), I am now
arguing that social action which results from distributed cognition can itself be
understood as distributed. Specifically, that stance-taking in the orchestra results from
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music-related distributed cognitive processes and thus the stance itself, as a social act,
can be considered in terms of ‘distribution’. In the following section, I set out my
conceptualisation of orchestral stance-taking as ‘distributed stance’.

10.2.1. Stance distributed over the individual and body
The most explicit, and arguably clearest, examples of stance taking in the orchestra are
performed through talk. Chapter 8 of this thesis explicitly examines epistemic stance
taking that musicians and conductor perform using talk to communicate the sources of
knowledge upon which they rely in rehearsal. As discussed above, I extended the work
of Stivers & Rossano (2010) and Heritage (2010, 2012a, 2012b) and argued for two
new sub-types of epistemic stance; perceptual epistemic stance and corporeal perceptual
epistemic stance. Orchestral members use these specific types of epistemic evidencing
to mark that they are performing knowing which uses their bodies. Perceptual stances
show other participants in interaction that an individual musician’s knowledge is
distributed across their internal, cognitive process and their external, physical body. The
resulting social action (stance-taking) indexes the distributed nature of the source of
knowledge by invoking its perceptual basis. The stance act itself is more than the words
chosen to represent the intersubjective positioning of the speaker. The stance is
anchored within the stance-taker’s body by this perceptual positioning and the precise
stance taken could not exist without the perceptual experience which is indexed.
Arguably, the actual performance of the stance could also be seen as distributed across
the internal and external in the physicality of the speech that the musicians perform.
This would be true for any spoken stance act. However, the particular bodily basis for
musician positioning (as argued for in this thesis) requires both the body and the social
actor within that body to be party to the stance act for the act’s social and indexical
validity. This distribution across the body is importantly differentiated for musicians, as
perceptual stances are also able to be distributed across at least two bodily ‘sources’ (i.e.
hearing and physical non-hearing perception).
My analysis of gesture and knowledge source marking in the research discussed in this
thesis is giving rise to a deeper examination of object directed gestures and their
relationship to epistemic marking. My early work on how the conductor and musicians
physically touch and interact with the printed music scores has led me to argue that
some of these actions are functioning as epistemic stances within the interaction.
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Versions of this preliminary work have been presented at conferences57 but the analysis
was beyond the scope of this thesis.

10.2.2. Stance distributed over the body and time
Mondada (2009) argued that the body can be used to ‘highlight’ speaker subjectivity. In
her data, speakers use points and nods to “highlight the achievement of stance in cooccurring talk” (Mondada 2009:329). Similarly, Haddington (2006) examining
students’ gaze patterns during speech in small group co-operative interactions found
that interactants use gaze to identify and locate the object of a shared positioning.
Goodwin, Cekaite & Goodwin (2012) and Goodwin (2007) both established that the
body and its physical positioning within and across an interaction form part the
intersubjective achievement of stance-taking. My thesis has contributed to the field by
expanding the conceptualisation of the relationship between gestural act and stancetaking. The micro-stances I have argued for in Chapters 6 and 9 of this thesis are
physical, gestural stance-taking acts that do not rely on co-occurring speech for shared
understanding (unlike examples discussed in the literature). Rather, I have argued that
orchestral micro-stances have an indexical relationship with non-durative sound
(transient artefacts) and internal ‘professional’ cognition, which in turn enables such
gestures to be meaningful.
I suggest that there are three important properties of micro-stances. The first is that they
occur physically using parts of the stance-taker’s body. The second is that the microstances are responses to actions taken by other subjects and the micro-stances position
the gesturer intersubjectively with respect to those actions. Thirdly, as the micro-stances
are performed through chains of gestures which are not readily segmented into
individual units, the stance acts themselves also occur as chains of acts which are not
divisible into segmented social acts.
In both Chapters 6 and 9 of this thesis I presented and analysed gestures which are not
accompanied by co-occurring speech. The conducting gestures and violin-playing
actions are integral parts of the performance of orchestral music and as such occur when
57
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speech is dispreferred within the community of professional orchestral practitioners.
Orchestral conductors and players have no need to explain their actions whilst playing
with speech to interlocutors to achieve shared meaning. The dispreferred nature of
speech is not merely because it is forbidden but also because speech is an inefficient
way to explain musical meaning during rehearsal (discussed further in Chapter 5).
Gestures are used therefore to perform the interactional work that we might otherwise
expect to see performed using speech or co-speech and gesture. I have argued that the
conductor gestures and violin section gestures are deployed in response to the actions of
other performers within the musical and interactional space. I have posited that
conductor gesture responds to prior action from musicians and, anticipatorily, shapes
future actions. The conductor uses the gesture to externalise his (exclusively male in my
data) response to the musical sounds produced by players as a transitory artefact.
Understood as a series of micro-stances, the conductor positions himself in relation to
past and future actions performed by others. The conductor is taking a series of
evaluative stances on the transitory artefact produced by musicians. His positions are
informed by shared previous iterations of the music across the rehearsal as well as his
own professional experience of the music. As the chain of gestures unfolds, he is taking
a series of many ‘micro’ evaluative stances which, in line with the conducting gesture
itself, form a series of related evaluative stances.
The micro-stances I have argued for in the violin section are a different type of
intersubjective positioning. The object of the stance-taking in the violin section is not a
‘qualitative’ evaluation of music playing; rather, the players within the section are
positioning themselves relative to the leader’s performance of ‘leadership’. By
performing ‘smaller’ and ‘later’ gestures than the leader, the violin section creates
interactional space for the leader to perform leadership. This positioning is in relation to
a more static object in comparison to the transient artefact of ‘music played’ discussed
in the case of the conductor, above. The violin section’s positioning is in relation to
leadership status. The role of leader does not change within a piece of music, and only
rarely over the course of single a concert, and the violinists’ series of actions, the microstances, are all in relation to this singular object.
I am proposing the term micro-stances for both of these examples because what they
share is that individual gestures, taken singly, do not achieve the stances performed. For
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the conductor, the meaning of each gesture is dependent on the pseudo-morphosyntactic relationship built up over the string or chain of gestures that I have argued for
in Chapter 6. The violin section gestures are meaningful because they are relative to
another set of gestures performed by the leader of the section. The ‘followship’ gestures
do not stand alone as performing ‘followship’ until they can be understood as smaller
and later than the leader’s gestures: i.e. it is a pattern of gesture which contributes to the
construction of ‘leader’ and ‘followers’. In both of my examples, the interactional
meaning and performance of the gestures is created over time, and the stance acts
achieved by the gestures must also be understood as being created over time. The
stances discussed are already distributed over the gesturers’ bodies but should also be
seen as distributed over time in the rehearsal interaction. This is, perhaps, a feature of a
social act performed through chains of gestures. Strings or chains of gestures, where one
flows into the next without a clear rest or retraction phase between, allow for meaning
and social action to flow contiguously across time. These series of actions present
potential analytical challenges for the researcher. However, I posit that this ‘flow’ of
action is an integral part of how musicians work primarily with a transient artefact that
unfolds in the same manner and that it is the transience of music sound that creates the
need for these interactional tools which can dynamically respond to and shape the music
performance itself.

10.2.2.1.

Distributed intersubjective objects

The two types of micro-stances discussed in this thesis position subjects relative to two
types of object. The first object type is the transitory artefact (understood as the music
sound produced by musicians) and the second is towards a particular subjectivity within
the orchestra, specifically the embracement (to use Goffman’s term) leadership and
‘followship’ role. In the first example, the conductor gesture performs a series of microstances which are taken on a series of (micro) objects – the unfolding of the music as it
is played over time. Each conductor micro-stance is directed towards corresponding
micro-objects within the music as it is played by the musicians: i.e. as it is created by
the orchestra as a distributed cognitive system. The second object type is more
explicitly part of the social roles within the orchestra. The object of the violinists’
stance-taking is the performance of leadership. The lead violinist’s gestures are still part
of the distributed cognitive system and products of that system in the same sense as the
conductor and musicians’ actions seen in the first type of micro-stance. However, here
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the object is not a series of moments in a moment-by-moment unfolding; rather it is a
subjective58 existence which extends beyond the interaction and its gestures. The violin
section is therefore performing micro-stances on both the moment-by-moment
performance of the leadership and on the existential validity of the leadership role and
the individual inhabiting it during the rehearsal time. In a sense, the object of the microstances is distributed across leader’s gestures and administrative machinery that creates
the position of ‘leader’ for each rehearsal and concert cycle.

10.2.3. Group stance-taking within the orchestra
For DuBois (2007) and DuBois & Kärkkäinen (2012), the relationship between subjects
in terms of stance and stance-taking is relative positioning or ‘alignment’. The
“continuous variable” (2012:433) of alignment is a linear relationship between subjects
which shifts as each subject performs a stance relative to an object. Within this
conceptualisation of stance taking, the subjectivity of the individual retains primacy;
each individual acts and positions themselves operating as an individual relative to other
individuals. I suggest that for orchestral members functioning within the orchestra as a
distributed cognitive system, these individual subjectivities are secondary to a ‘group’
positioning relative to objects. As discussed above, I have shown that the orchestra
works as a distributed cognitive system performing cognitive actions. I contend that
those cognitive actions can also be considered to be social acts and that therefore these
social acts can be understood to be distributed across the orchestra. The social act which
is the focus of my work is stance-taking. Considering the operation of the orchestra as a
group which achieves its musical and social work through distributed cognition, I argue
that stance-taking is distributed across the group in two distinct ways; and I propose the
terms ‘participatory’ and ‘collective’ distributed stance-taking.
The difference between participatory and collective distributed stance-taking is the
relationship between the stance act and the creation of the object on which the stance is
being taken. In participatory stance-taking, the group positions itself relative to the
object by taking a stance in a manner consistent with the model put forward by DuBois
(2007) for individual stance-taking. During rehearsal, the orchestra works together, as a
distributed cognitive system, developing their performance of a piece of music. Within
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this process I have argued that stance-taking occurs. One example I have discussed is
the shuffling of feet in support of a player. Members of the orchestra use the feet
shuffling to position themselves relative to a complex object (the clarinetist’s attempts
at performing the solo within the ever-increasing tempi set by the conductor). In this
example, each musician shuffling their feet is aligning with the other members of the
orchestra also shuffling their feet. The object here does not depend on the group’s
stance act for its existence (the clarinetist’s playing occurs independently of the group’s
position towards it) and the object is independent of the group’s internal alignment with
itself (that much of the group agrees or aligns does not change the clarinetist’s playing).
However, the stance act does affect the way the social interaction unfolds and the way
the distributed cognition also unfolds, feeding back into the conductor’s tempo choice
and the speed at which the clarinetist eventually performs the solo. The stance act is part
of the distributed cognitive process and distributed cognitive system within which it
occurs. This distributed participatory group stance is consistent with the subject-objectstance model proposed by DuBois (2007) but I posit that because it occurs within and as
inextricably part of a distributed cognitive process/system the stance itself is also
distributed across a group as well as being an example of alignment within a group.
Conceptualizing of group stance as distributed is a minor expansion of the literature
when considering the participatory group stance-taking in which the relationships
between subject, object and stance are fundamentally unchanged by the proposed
distributed nature of the stance. The second type of distributed group-stance taking I
have identified, collective stance-taking, disrupts this relationship between stance and
object.
Conventionally, a subject takes a stance on an object and aligns with other subjects. The
subject, object, and the stance within the ‘stance triangle’ can be considered to be
discrete, in the sense that the stance itself is understood to be a property of the subject
and objects are ‘things’ of mutual or shared interest to the subjects (Ochs 1996, M.H.
Goodwin 2006, Goodwin 2007). I propose that in ‘collective stance-taking’ the object
on which the stance is taken is actually created by the stance act itself. Conversely, it
could be considered that the stance act is an intrinsic property of the process of object
creation. In the orchestral setting, this occurs when the orchestra plays music. By
playing music the orchestra is simultaneously creating an object (the transient artefact
of music performance) and positioning itself relative to that object through its creation.
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Orchestral music scored traditionally (fully notated) has all parts prescribed and written
out for players. Each musical moment only ‘works’ when all components defined are
present. To be clear, if one part is missing from the performance or an extra part added
the music becomes incomplete or changed and is no longer the same ‘object’59. In terms
of stance-taking, for the ‘object’ to be created each member of the orchestra must
contribute as required by the composer (whose intentions are set out in the score). These
contributions – the playing of music – can be seen as affective stance-taking acts
themselves (in the sense used by M.H Goodwin 2006 and Goodwin 2007).
At the close of each excerpt presented in Chapter 8 of this thesis, the talk ends and the
musicians play. This transitional moment (music playing resuming after discussion
relating to that music) occurs many times throughout the process of rehearsal not only
in the City Symphony Orchestra but in any ‘classical’ music ensemble rehearsal. These
pivotal moments reveal a transition from participatory stance to the orchestra
performing a collective stance through the playing of music. At the end of each excerpt
the musicians about to play move to a ‘Ready-to-Play’ position. I discuss this action in
Chapter 8 as part of topic shift sequences and again in Chapter 9 as a component of
leadership. The Ready-to -Play action also functions as a stance-taking act. Returning to
the extracts in Chapter 8, the musicians’ movement to playing positions indexes their
stance towards the legitimacy of the topic shift, and the validity of those initiating the
shift sequence from spoken interaction to playing. This group stance taking is
participatory in nature in that it shows alignment across the group of musicians towards
an object of interest. In the moment that orchestral performers begin to play, they
continue to function as part of a distributed cognitive system, and are aligning towards
an object of shared interest. Before playing, this alignment is effectively relative to the
object (the topic shift); playing, however, creates and deploys music as a transitory
artefact which must be considered in terms of the group’s stance (on it). ‘Alignment’ is
useful in participatory distributed stance, in that it describes the relationship between
musicians in taking stances across the group. However, in collective distributed stancetaking the musicians’ affective stance towards the transient artefact goes beyond the
scope of the term ‘alignment’. DuBois (2007), Kärkkäinen (2012), Englebretson (2007)
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When this occurs intentionally, even using the composer’s own works, a novel music
work is created (cf. Helga Thoene’s re-imaginings of J.S. Bach’s Partita II in d min
Chaconne)
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all argue that alignment is a continuous variable between two or more subjects who are
each able to take stance independently on the object, in the sense that alignment allows
for both similar and dissimilar stances towards the object, and that stance-taking is not
obligatory for each subject in an interaction, nor does one subject’s stance/stance-taking
(or lack of stance-taking) affect the availability of the object for other subjects. For
orchestral musicians, when they are playing, actions are not independent of one another.
Their actions, in fact, depend on one another to create the object. The actions which are
required to both create the object and to achieve a group affective stance towards the
object itself are distributed across the members of the orchestra as they function within
the distributed cognitive system. In music performance the product of the system ‘this
particular playing of this music’, and the production of that product are the same
actions. In stance terms, the object of the stance taking is created co-dependently by the
stance-takers. Without each individual contributing their ‘part’ neither the object nor the
stance taken relative to that object can exist.
Within this thesis the extracts in Chapter 8 “needs to be wide” and “can of worms” are
examples of the orchestra creating transient artefacts that require full participation from
all musicians to either play or create silence for others to play. In the extracts “bang in
the middle”, “second colour” and “hurrah” the full orchestra plays at the close of the
talk in the extract. In these musical moments all the members of the orchestra are
positioning themselves towards the object, the musical moment, by actively playing and
contributing to the musical sound. In “needs to be wide” and “can of worms” specific
musical moments are created by the conductor requiring only some layers of sound to
be performed so that aspects of the music can be worked on. The musicians not playing,
though they would ‘normally’ be playing (i.e. in performance), at these moments are
performing their roles within the distributed cognitive system by remaining silent in
order that the system can solve particular musical problems. The affective stance the
group takes towards the problem solving is seen in both the playing and not-playing
actions of the musicians. If one player were to disrupt the moment by playing when not
required they would alter the object of the group’s stance as well. The stance is
distributed across the system in such a way that all parts of the system must be deployed
in order for the object of the stance to exist. This is different to participatory stance
taking where the distributed cognitive system is functioning more loosely and does not
require every individual to be involved in the stance-taking and object creating act. To
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summarise, while the orchestra is functioning as a distributed cognitive system all of its
stance taking is distributed across the group. Within that functioning there are two ways
the stance-taking is organised. The first is ‘participatory’ where the individual members
of the orchestra, and of the distributed cognitive system, essentially choose whether to
share in, and align with, the stance-taking act. The second is where the stance-taking act
itself both obliges every member of the system, every member of the orchestra, to be
part of the stance-taking act and the act itself, the playing of music, creates the object on
which the stance is being taken. This novel conceptualisation of stance-taking in groups
adds to the existing literature on stance and the organisation of activities.

10.2.3.1.

Orchestral institutional ‘stance-taking’

I have suggested that the orchestra as an organisation can also be seen to have
‘positions’ which are made visible through the practices of rehearsal and performance.
Some of these ‘positions’ are seen in the organisation’s insistence upon and privileging
of time within the space, and the historically informed, culturally constructed practices
of body positioning and lighting. Others are seen in the choice of repertoire made across
a season; during the period I observed the orchestra they programmed only repertoire
composed and conducted by white men. These institutional ‘positions’ persist across
time and arguably have influence over how individuals position themselves on the same
objects. There remains, perhaps, a question of whether an institution or organisation can
be considered a social actor able to position itself relative to an object and other social
actors.

10.3.

Towards diversity

Understanding how the orchestra interacts within itself, how it creates the orchestral
interactional space and who is permitted to perform actions, speak or gesture are
important steps in furthering the cause of diversity within the orchestral tradition. This
thesis begins to document and analyse the interactional roles extant within an orchestra
showing how the individual and the group both have important roles within the
organisation of such interaction. Without a thorough understanding of how the
orchestral ‘rules’ of interaction work we cannot hope to understand where the displays
of authority, socialisation and in-group behaviours might lead to an exclusivity of
action.
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Further directions for this work should, and will, focus on the role of diversity within
orchestral performance. The orchestral sphere, world-wide, is beginning to make
movements towards diversifying these composer and conductor roles and further
research should examine how these conductors and composers are engaged and
interacted with inside the rehearsal room. Now that we have a starting point for how
musicians treat sources of knowledge, for example, it may be fruitful to compare that
across various diversities within those sources. In future work it will no longer be
enough to understand how orchestras ‘work’ now and within the status quo. Rather it
will be necessary to engage with and use this research to support the processes of
orchestral cultural change towards inclusivity and diversity.

10.4.

Interacting with sound

When orchestral music is composed it takes form within the mind of a single person;
the composer. The composer creates a visual representation of instructions for physical
actions which will hopefully externalise the internal idea into external sound. The
visualisation process relies on complex and complicated cultural systems and traditions
to be understood by the performer(s) in their attempt to re-create the composer’s
thought. The performer physicalises the visualised instructions into actions that produce
sound. In a solo performance that loop is a closed loop between the performer and the
composer. The sound, which only exists within the physical world as transitory
vibrations, is perceived back by its producer who can then reflect on whether they have
achieved the sound conceived of by the composer. In groups, orchestral musicians are
tasked with sharing, and interacting about, an ‘idea’ of sound. Composers have
imperfect tools to record instructions for creating that sound, the written music score,
which leave much open to interpretation and discussion in rehearsal. In the rehearsal
process orchestral musicians share their internal ideas and thoughts using their bodies
and speech; neither of which can capture the actual sounds that they are chasing.
Playing the sound, performing the music gives only momentary shared access to the
object of their discussion and that access is mediated by their individual experiential,
physiological, cultural and positional differences.
Rather than responding to this challenging environment by trying to extract music from
minds or pin down sound with recording devices orchestral musicians have developed
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sophisticated ways of using everyday interactional tools to share the deeply personal
internal perceptions and ideas which make up a musical performance. Co-presence
within rehearsal space and co-visual and aural access within that space are privileged
and prioritised in the creation of rehearsal and performance buildings. Orchestral
gesture and bodily action beyond the playing of instruments has developed into systems
of meaning making which respond online to the demands of the moment by moment
unfolding of musical action. The transitory nature of these actions reflects the intangible
nature of the sound and idea of the sound. Musicians are adept at interacting with
actions, and results of actions, that are passed and un-retrievable or future and as yet
only imagined. The players and conductor within the orchestra interact within a
resource rich environment which offers them a multiplicity of possible actions to help
them externalise their thinking and attribute their cognitive processes to their own
internalised thoughts and perceptions of others’ externalised actions.
A piece of music does not exist without action and then only exists in the moment of
that action. Musicians performing together share their actions and the cognition which
leads to those actions including the social positioning and alignments which allow
human interaction to proceed in an organised way. The musical concept journeys from
the internal mind of the composer, via the page, the musicians and their interaction, into
the performance space and thus into the audience member’s mind. What began as
internal thought for one person travels across the bodies of many and through time to
become newly ‘thought’ in the mind of another.
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Appendix A – Transcription conventions

Participants
CON / co
CMA / cm
CEL / cl
VLA
or
V22
V29
CL1
ss
tt
?

Conductor
Concertmaster
Cello leader
Viola player
Orchestra
Violin player – inside player, first desk, 2nd violins
Violin player – outside player, fifth desk, 2nd violins
1st clarinet player
Section
Section
Unknown speaker

Visible action and gesture
Marks are doubled for alternate hand actions, and used to indicate
overlap with co-occurring speech or action. Visible actions are noted
in bold.
+
#
*
~
^
°

Conductor
Concertmaster
Orchestra
Cello leader
Section
Section

Other
rh
lh
/
\
CAPITAL
[]
(.)
(0.3)
=
:
(COM: )
(inaud.)

Right hand
Left hand
Rising intonation
Falling intonation
Emphasis
Overlap with talk
Pause
Pause (timed in seconds)
Latching
Lengthening
Commentary
Inaudible / unclear
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Ethnographic accounts
Text is offset for ethnographic descriptions of events and direct speech which is reported within that
description is marked with both quotation marks and bolding.

Balkier reached the end of the ninety minute allowance and asked the
first violin section “Does anyone mind if we carry on a few minutes
longer than ninety?” and then, without waiting for anyone to reply he
allowed the rest of orchestra to leave and continued to work with the
violin section.
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Appendix B – Key to abbreviations
Throughout the text, the following
orchestra.
Maestro Thomas Krake
Michael Balkier
Sir Robert Bettany
City Symphony Orchestra (CSO)
Abbreviation
bcl
bsn1
bsn2
btro
ca
cb
ce
ceL
cl1
cl2
CM
db
dbL
fl1
fl2
hn1
hn2
hn3
hn4
ob1
ob2
organ
perc1
perc2
piano
picc
timp
tr1
tr2
tr3
tro1
tro2
tub
vla
vlaL
vln1
vln2L

pseudonyms have been used for conductors and the
Conductor
Conductor
Conductor
Orchestra

Instrument
Bass clarinet
1st Bassoon
2nd Bassoon
Bass trombone
Cor anglaise
Contrabassoon
Cello
Cello Leader
1st Clarinet
2nd Clarinet
Concertmaster
Double bass
Double bass leader
1st Flute
2nd Flute
1st Horn
2nd Horn
3rd Horn
4th Horn
1st Oboe
2nd Oboe
Organ
1st Percussion
2nd Percussion
Piano
Piccolo
Timpani
1st Trumpet
2nd Trumpet
3rd Trumpet
1st Trombone
2nd Trombone
Tuba
Viola
Viola Leader
1st Violin
2nd Violin Leader
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